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Children'ss level of cognitive development is usually defined by the cognitive problem 
(task,, item, puzzle) that they can solve. In what way do children solve cognitive problems? 
Howw can we measure the latent and unobservable ability to solve problems? What are the 
differencess in ability between children of different ages? How do abilities develop as 
childrenn grow older? And what independent variables influence this development? 

Thee present thesis tries to formulate answers to such questions, in the specific case 
off  proportional reasoning. Proportional reasoning requires understanding of the 
multiplicativee relation between two dimensions of a task. It demands the identification of 
thee relevant dimensions of a task and acknowledgement of the mutual relation between 
thee dimensions. An example is the judgment of the speed of an object by identifying the 
distancee that an object traveled and the time that the object traveled. The distance needs 
too be divided by the time. This thesis focuses on the most famous proportional reasoning 
task,, the so-called balance scale task. On the balance scale task, children are asked to 
predictt the movement of a balance scale. Equally heavy weights can be placed on the arms 
off  the scale, at equally spaced distances. Various configurations of weights and distances 
aree possible, resulting in item types of different degrees of difficulty. The two dimensions 
thatt need to be integrated are the weights on the scale and the distances from the fulcrum 
att which the weights are placed. Figure 1 shows a graphical display of a balance scale 
problem. . 

FigureFigure 1. Graphical display of a balance scale problem. 

Thee balance scale task is important in developmental psychology. Inhelder & Piaget 
(1958)) formalized a developmental course of performance on the task. This 
developmentall  course is characterized by several qualitatively distinct stages. Siegler 
(1976,, 1981) applied the rule assessment methodology to the Piagetian theory of the 
balancee scale task. The basic assumption underlying this methodology is that cognitive 
developmentt can be characterized largely as the acquisition of increasingly powerful rules 
forr solving problems. In this respect, the approach resembles the Piagetian one. The rule 
assessmentt approach implies that the wide range of children's behavior can be explained 
i nn terms of a small set of well-defined rules. In this thesis, the term "rule" is used 
interchangeablyy with the term "strategy". Both refer to mental procedures that children 
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followw to solve balance scale problems. An interesting feature of children's performance on 
thee balance scale task is that children display regression in performance, during 
development.. At a specific point in their development, children's score on a specific item 
typee is worse than when they were younger. The balance scale task is also of interest 
becausee the hypothesized developmental course of performance implies that change in 
performancee on the task takes place discontinuously. Siegler's approach inspired many 
researcherss to study children's behavior on the balance scale task (Chletsos, De Lisi, 
Turnerr & McGillicuddy-De Lisi, 1989; Ferretti & Butterfield, 1986; Klahr & Siegler, 
1978;; Kliman, 1987; Marini & Case, 1994; McFadden, Dufresne, & Kobasigawa, 1987; 
Normandeau,, Larivée, Roulin & Longeot, 1989; Richards & Siegler, 1981; Roth, 1991; 
Sieglerr & Chen, 1998; Surber & Gzesh, 1984; van Maanen, Been & Sijtsma, 1989; 
Wilkeningg & Anderson, 1982). The rule assessment approach to the balance scale task 
alsoo motivated researchers to model children's behavior by means of neural networks 
(McClellandd & Jenkins, 1991; Schmidt & Ling, 1996; Shultz, Mareshal, Schmidt, 1994; 
vann Rijn, van Someren, & van der Maas, submitted). 

Previouss research attempted to address some of the questions posed above. 
However,, many questions have remained unanswered. This thesis tries to answer the 
followingg questions. In Chapter 2, the question about the way children solve balance scale 
problemss is studied. The statistical technique called latent class analysis is applied to the 
balancee scale task in order to answer the question of how we can assess children's 
cognitivee structures, in spite of the impossibility of observing the structures directly. The 
issuee whether children apply rules is central. Responses of children are compared to 
responsess generated by a neural network. 

Inn Chapter 3, the application of latent class analysis to the balance scale task is 
refinedd and the question concerning differences between children of different ages is 
addressed.. Furthermore, Chapter 3 studies whether children use rules consistently or 
whetherr they switch between rules within a test session. In Chapter 3, a developmental 
modell  for solving balance scale problems is proposed. The model is a combination of the 
staircasee model, implying discontinuity, and the overlapping waves model, implying 
graduall  change (Siegler, 1996). 

Thee issue of discontinuity is investigated in Chapter 4. An independent, causal 
variablee is suggested to account for change in performance on the balance scale task. An 
increasee in this variable, denoted "encoding of the distance dimension", is assumed to 
causee a transition to a more complex rule. This development is modeled by means of the 
so-calledd cusp model, which is derived from catastrophe theory (Thorn, 1975). Chapter 4 
containss two experiments in which the model is tested. 

Finally,, Chapter 5 also deals with the question of assessing children's cognitive 
processes.. Both response times and response patterns are obtained to reveal these 
processes.. It is expected that the results of the analyses of the response times correspond 
too the results of the analyses of the response patterns and provide corroboration of the 
proposedd content of the cognitive processes. The response times are also important in 
measuringg the variability of responses around a rule switch. Possibly, increased response 
timess accompany the rule switches, as discussed in Chapter 3. Moreover, the cusp model, 
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ass discussed in Chapter 4, imposes the flag "critical slowing down" of responses near a 
phasee transition. It means that children, who undergo a change from one level of 
performancee to another, are very sensitive to perturbations. The sensitivity may show in 
increasedd response times. 

Eachh chapter of this thesis was written as an independent manuscript. A drawback 
iss the partial overlap between the chapters. An advantage is that each chapter can be read 
independently.. This introduction to the chapters deals with the issue of detecting 
underlyingg cognitive processes of children's behavior in general. Originally, developmental 
psychologistss have asked children to verbally explain their given responses (Kingma, 
1984).. Today, many researchers are still convinced that children's verbal explanations are 
requiredd to assess their cognitive processes (Smith, 1992, 1993). Here, the reliance on 
verball  data is questioned and an alternative approach is proposed. The introduction starts 
withh the discussion of a number of conceptual problems of using verbal explanations. 
Next,, a number of practical problems of using verbal data are mentioned and an 
alternativee nonverbal method is formulated. However, some problems remain and it is 
explainedd how the nonverbal method can be further improved by modeling children's 
responsee patterns by means of a special type of statistical models, i.e., latent structure 
modelss with categorical latent variables. These statistical models at present do not belong 
too the standard methodology of developmental psychologists. The utility of this type of 
modelss is explained in testing typologies in psychology, in the diagnosis of disorders, and 
inn the study of discontinuities in development. It is concluded that the use of latent 
structuree models importantly improves the detection of children's cognitive structures. 

1.1.1.1. Nonverbal and verbal methods for detecting children's cognitive processes 

Thee cognitive processes of children can not be observed directly. Psychologists try to 
understandd such processes by, e.g., asking children questions or presenting them tests. 
Theyy assume that the answers to the questions and the responses to the tests are related 
too the cognitive processes. However, the relation is not perfect. Correct responses do not 
alwayss stem from true knowledge. Cognitive processes may give rise to strategies, which 
producee incidental correct responses. An example of such a strategy is guessing. The 
oppositee is also possible. A child may give an incorrect response, even though the child 
hass the correct strategy at its disposal. Which criteria need to be fulfilled to determine 
thatt a child possesses true knowledge? Is a correct explanation necessary or is a correct 
responsee sufficient? Piagetian researchers have discussed this issue from the fifties 
onwardss (Braine, 1959; Braine & Shanks, 1965; Inhelder, Bovet, Sinclair & Smock, 1966; 
Smedslund,, 1963, 1969). Gruen (1966) and Brainerd (1973) reviewed the discussion. The 
discussionn was dominated by two views: the, nonverbal, judgment-only view (J-view); and 
the,, verbal, judgment & justification view (J&J-view). Researchers who favor the J&J-view 
believee that the only way of distinguishing correct responses that stem from a false 
strategy,, from correct responses that stem from the correct strategy, is by asking children 
too explain their responses (Smith, 1992, 1993). Researchers who favor the J-view assume 
thatt responses are sufficient to make this distinction. 
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InIn this chapter it is argued that it is not necessary to ask children to motivate their 
response.. The conservation of liquid quantity task is used as an example to clarify our 
case.. The task is a Piagetian task and used to study the transition from the pre-
operationall  stage to the concrete-operational stage. Children are presented with two 
glasses.. The glasses are of the same width and contain the same amount of liquid, 
resultingg in equal levels of liquid. Next, the liquid of one glass is poured into a third glass, 
off  a different width. As a result, the level of the liquid in the third glass is different. 
Childrenn in the pre-operational stage will focus on the levels of the liquid and decide that 
thee glass, in which the column of liquid is highest, contains the larger amount of liquid. 
Childrenn in the concrete-operational stage know that the amount of liquid is conserved, 
inn spite of pouring it into a different glass. 

1.2.1.2. Conceptual problems of verbal method 
Ann important disadvantage of the procedure, in which verbal justifications are 

required,, is that the level of spoken language may not reflect the level of cognitive 
development.. Like judgments, justifications are an indirect manifestation of ability. There 
iss no one-to-one correspondence between logic and language. Zelazo, Frye and Rapus 
(1996)) demonstrated dissociation between children's linguistically expressed knowledge 
andd their actions. A correct justification does not guarantee that the correct response 
stemss from true knowledge. For example, it is possible to teach a child, who does not 
understandd the principle of conservation, the correct justification for the conservation of 
liquidd quantity test. However, when the child is presented with a conservation problem 
fromm another, simpler domain (e.g., number), the child will not be able to give the correct 
justification.. Hence, requiring verbal justifications may result in the over-estimation of 
abilityy and a false positive error occurs. 

Falsee negative errors, under-estimation of knowledge, occur because children are not 
alwayss able to verbally express their mental operations. Before knowledge can be 
verbalized,, it must exist in action. From the outcomes of actions, knowledge can be 
abstractedd (Boden, 1994). Brainerd (1973, 1977) argues that the ability to conserve is a 
logicall  ability and hence, a verbal justification may be a sufficient, but not a necessary, 
condition.. Brainerd claims that asking for verbal justifications creates a systematic source 
off  under-estimation of ability, apart from the usual unsystematic sources of under-
estimationn and over-estimation. According to Brainerd, asking for judgments alone does 
nott necessarily cause such a systematic source of error (over-estimation of ability). At 
least,, such a source of error can not be derived from the Piagetian theory. 
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1.3.1.3. Practical problems of verbal method 
Practicall  disadvantages of the collection of justifications result from the interaction 

betweenn the experimenter and the child. In Siegal's book (1991) many examples of the 
difficultiess that arise when interviewing children are described. Children may alter their 
answerss simply because being asked the same question twice makes them doubt. 
However,, to be considered a master of, e.g., the conservation task, a child should stick to 
thee correct answer and not switch to another. Children may regard the task as just an 
attractivee game and misinterpret the experimenter's intent. Another disadvantage of the 
verball  procedure is that children may not be familiar with the words that are used (Siegal, 
1991).. Research on the complex social interaction during the verbal task (Bijstra, van 
Geertt & Jackson, 1989; Donaldson, 1978; Eibers, 1989; McGarrigle & Donaldson, 1975; 
Rosee and Blank, 1974) and the linguistic aspects of the situation (Schiff, 1983; Moore and 
Frye,, 1986) show that these problems cause considerable measurement error. 

Furthermore,, an important problem lies in the interpretation and classification of 
thee justifications of children. As Brainerd (1973) puts it: "littl e or no consensus exists 
amongg such investigators on the matter of what constitutes adequate explanation". The 
lackk of consensus about which justifications demonstrate true knowledge constitutes an 
importantt problem of using a procedure that requires justifications of judgments. In the 
casee of the conservation of liquid quantity task, Piaget's (1967) and Bruner's (1966) 
positionss were opposed. Piaget defined three correct conservation strategies: inversion 
("youu can pour it back"), addition-subtraction or quantitative identity ("you did not take 
orr add anything"), and compensation ("it is higher but also smaller"). Later, Bruner (1966) 
proposedd a fourth correct justification, qualitative identity ("it is still the same"), which 
wass rejected by Piaget (1967, 1968). However, an important reason to approve the 
qualitativee identity criterion is that many older children still express this justification. 

Nonverball  versions of Piagetian tasks do not have these practical disadvantages. 
Furthermore,, in a nonverbal test much more items can be assessed in the same time, 
trainingg of experimenters and complex coding of tape-recorded justifications are not 
required.. Finally, other media, like computers and paper-and-pencil tests are applicable. 
However,, this does not mean that the criterion of justifications is abandoned because of 
thee practical problems that may take place. Without justifications, the problem of 
detectingg false strategies remains. In the following section, the rule assessment 
methodologyy (Siegler, 1981) is described. This methodology takes the possibility of false 
strategiess into account and allows for the differentiation between true knowledge and false 
strategiess without asking children to explain their responses. 

1.4.1.4. Rule assessment methodology 
Siegler'ss Rule Assessment Methodology (1981) uses patterns of nonverbal correct 

andd incorrect responses as the basic data for revealing children's knowledge. Siegler 
appliedd the rule assessment methodology to several cognitive tasks. The rationale of the 
methodologyy is to construct item types that elicit specific responses that make it possible 
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too distinguish certain cognitive rules. Of each item type, a number of items are included 
inn a test. The general assumptions are explained below, again illustrated by the example 
off  the conservation of liquid quantity task. 

Sieglerr (1981) hypothesized that children use one of four rules in solving cognitive 
tasks.. The rules are based on the stages proposed by Piaget (1952). Children who use the 
firstt rule, only consider the dominant dimension of the task. In the case of the 
conservationn of liquid quantity task, the dominant dimension is the height of the 
columns.. Children who use the second rule, consider the subordinate dimension. 
However,, they only consider this dimension when the values on the dominant dimension 
aree equal. In the case of conservation, they only consider the widths of the glasses when 
thee heights of the columns are equal. Children who employ the third rule, consistently 
considerr both the dominant and the subordinate dimension. When the height of the 
volumee in one glass is higher and the width of the other glass is wider, they will resort to 
guessing.. Children who use the most advanced rule also consistently consider both 
dimensions.. In a conflicting situation, they either use the compensating character of the 
dimensionss or they use the knowledge that the transformation does not change the 
volumee (inversion, quantitative identity or qualitative identity] to derive the correct 
answer.. Siegler's formulation of the rules that children use on cognitive tasks is partly 
basedd on formal analyses of the tasks, and partly on the observation of how children solve 
thee cognitive tasks. Asking children how they solve a problem can be very informative for 
formulatingg the rules. 

Next,, Siegler designed six types of items. Considering only the dominant dimension 
(thee first rule) suffices to solve three of the item types. Considering the dominant 
dimensionn first, and considering the subordinate dimension when the values on the 
dominantt dimension are equal (the second rule), results in a correct answer given to a 
fourthh item type. The third rule, considering both dimensions and resorting to guessing 
whenn the dimensions conflict, results in a correct response to three item types and to 
guessingg on the remaining three item types. Only the correct rule results in answering the 
itemss of all types correctly. Hence, the four rules result in distinctive response patterns. 
Thee rule assessment approach has proved to be very useful in detecting children's 
cognitivee rules, without asking for verbal justifications. To illustrate this, two 
experimentss are described in which the results of a nonverbal method, based on a rule 
assessmentt methodology, are compared to the results of a verbal method. 

1.5.1.5. Comparison of results from verbal test and nonverbal test 

Vann der Maas (1993) gathered data with the Piagetian J&J-method, a computer test, 
andd a paper-and-pencil test on the conservation of liquid quantity task. The computer test 
andd the paper-and-pencil test were both based on Siegler's rule assessment methodology 
(Siegler,, 1981). Similar numbers of children were classified as masters of the task 
accordingg to all three tests, when all four verbal explanations (mentioned above) were 
deemedd acceptable in the J&J method. This result indicates that the tests were equal in 
difficulty.. Accepting only the explanations proposed by Piaget (1967, 1968) resulted in a 
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muchh smaller number of children being classified as masters according to the verbal 
method.. Using Piagetian criteria lead to the odd result that many 10-year-olds still failed 
onn the conservation task. The results are similar to Kingma's results (Kingma/ 1984). It 
seemss reasonable to conclude that using judgments only does not result in an over-
estimationn of children's ability, whereas using Piaget's criterion results in a considerable 
under-estimation.. The results show that justifications do not necessarily help to 
distinguishh accurately between children who master the conservation task and children 
whoo do not. 

Inn the field of class inclusion a similar conclusion can be drawn. Class inclusion, a 
taskk introduced by Inhelder and Piaget (1964), refers to the ability to distinguish the super 
ordinatee class from subordinate classes. Children are asked to identify the larger super 
ordinatee class of objects when presented with two subclasses of this class, differing in 
number.. For example, a child is presented with four dogs and two cats and asked whether 
theree are more animals or dogs. Hodkin (1987) pointed to the possibility of answering an 
itemm correctly with a false strategy in mind. Similar to Siegler's (1981) rule assessment 
methodology,, she distinguished a number of strategies that children may use when 
solvingg class inclusion questions: true knowledge (class inclusion), incorrect strategy 
(subclasss comparison), and the false strategy (guessing). Hodkin showed that the number 
off  children, who are expected to possess the true knowledge of class inclusion, is 
overestimated,, if this number is not conected for the number of children who guess and 
accidentallyy respond with the correct answer. Taking this into account, an additional 
questionn has to be posed (in the example above the additional question is "Are there more 
catss than animals?"). Both the class inclusion strategy and the subclass comparison 
strategyy yield correct answers to this question. The children who give a wrong answer 
mustt be guessing. 

Again,, use of a strategy results in a distinctive response pattern and the strategy that 
aa child uses can be derived from this pattern. Thomas (1995) improved Hodkin's model 
inn a number of important respects, increasing its applicability. Chapman &. McBride's 
(1992)) application of Hodkin's model indicates that, when judgments are used in 
combinationn with Hodkin's correction, the percentages correct for the classification by 
meanss of judgments only and the classification by means of both judgments and 
justificationss do not differ importantly. 

However,, the rule assessment methodology is not without problems. The rules that 
cann be detected by means of the methodology are restricted to the rules that have been 
formulatedd beforehand. The detection of alternative rules is not feasible. Moreover, the 
methodologyy uses an arbitrary criterion. The researcher has to determine a minimum 
percentagee of correspondence between observed and expected responses. It is difficult to 
arrivee at an objective criterion but the classification of a response pattern to a rule may 
changee if the percentage is slightly changed. Also, the criterion is difficult to maintain if a 
testt with a different number of items is used. Finally, the rule assessment methodology 
lackss goodness-of-fit measures. Goodness-of-fit measures should indicate whether the 
expectationss from the model differ importantly from the observed data and should allow 
forr explicit testing of the assumption that children use rules. The responses that are 
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gatheredd by means of the rule assessment methodology need to be analyzed by means of 
ann appropriate test that does offer goodness-of-fit measures. In the following sections, it is 
explainedd why latent structure models with categorical latent variables appear to be the 
appropriatee models. When analyzed by means of a suitable statistical method, the results 
off  a nonverbal test can be at least as reliable as those obtained by means of a verbal 
method. . 

1.6.1.6. Categorical latent variables in latent trait theory 

Mostt psychological constructs refer to latent properties, which can only be observed 
indirectlyy by means of responses to behavioral measures. A latent property is 
hypothesizedd to determine the responses of a person to behavioral measures. For example, 
thee extraversion of a person is not observed directly, although it is supposed to determine 
thee person's responses to a personality questionnaire. An extravert person wil l answer 
positivelyy to questions that concern outgoing behavior. The idea of a latent property 
correspondss to the concept of a latent variable, as postulated in latent structure models. 
Thee behavioral measures are called manifest indicators in latent structure models. Latent 
structuree models are "models that introduce latent variables to account for the observed 
patternn of association between the manifest variables" (Lazarsfeld & Henry, 1967, in 
Heinen,, 1996, p. 3). This means that the unobserved latent property causes the behavior 
off  a person on manifest indicators. 

Latentt structure models can be classified by the measurement level of the variables, 
i.e.,, the measurement level of the latent variables and the measurement level of the 
manifestt variables. The classification of latent structure models by means of these two 
dimensionss is displayed in Table 1. The family of latent structure models is in fact larger 
andd more detailed. Including the ordinal level and dividing the continuous level into an 
intervall  level and a ratio-level can complete the measurement level of both manifest and 
latentt variables. Only the difference between continuous and categorical latent variables is 
off  interest here. 

Tablee 1 
Latentt Structure Models 

Latentt variable(s) 
Categorical l 

Continuous s 

Manifestt variable(s) 
Categorical l 

Latentt class models 

Itemm Response 
Theoryy models 

Continuous s 
Multivariatee normal 

finitefinite mixtures 
Factorr models 
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Thee use of latent structure models with continuous latent variable(s) is common in 
psychology.. An example of such a model is the common factor model. The latent 
property,property, e.g., the trait extraversion, is represented by a continuous latent variable in the 
factorr model. The behavioral measures, the items of the questionnaire, correspond to the 
manifestt variables in the model. In the factor model, the manifest variables are also 
continuous.. The person's score on the factor, measured on a continuous scale, determines 
thee person's score on the questionnaire. The scores range, continuously, from low to high. 

Thee second type of latent structure models with continuous latent variable(s) 
includess categorical manifest variables. Item Response Theory (IRT) models are examples 
off  this type. The use of IRT models is less common but well known among psychologists. 
Ann example of the use of IRT models in psychology is the estimation of a person's ability, 
whichh can be measured on a continuous scale, from the responses to dichotomous items. 
Onn such items, a response is either correct or incorrect. These dichotomous items 
correspondd to the categorical manifest variables in the latent structure model. The 
continuouss latent variable "ability" is assumed to determine the responses to the items. 

Thee interest in this thesis lies in latent structure models with categorical latent 
variables.. We restrict the discussion to models that include only one latent variable. 
Modelss that include a categorical latent variable are useful in the study of qualitative 
differencess between persons. The latent variable represents a theoretical latent property 
thatt comprises different categories. For example, it is assumed that the ability to solve 
balancee scale problems consists of a limited set of qualitatively different rules. The 
conceptt of rules implies that the ability can be conceived of as a latent variable consisting 
off  distinct categories. In the categorical conception, the differences in ability between 
childrenn are qualitative. This is in contrast with the conception of ability as a continuous 
trait,, which can be represented by a continuous latent variable. In the continuous 
conception,, differences in ability between children are quantitative. Until recently, the 
applicationn of models with a categorical latent variable has been limited. Important 
improvementss in the techniques for fitting the models (including software development) 
havee resulted in an increase of usage. 

Inn Table 1 two types of models are distinguished that both include a categorical 
latentt variable: models with categorical manifest variables and models with continuous 
manifestt variables. An example of the first type is the latent class model. Both the latent 
variabless and the manifest variables are categorical in latent class models. The categories 
off  the latent variable are referred to as "classes". Latent class models seem very well suited 
too test developmental theories because developmental psychologists often deal with 
categoricall  manifest variables. The response categories of balance scale items, for 
example,, are "scale tips to left side", "scale tips to right side", and "scale remains in 
balance".. The categories can not be ordered. An example of the second type of latent 
structuree models, including a categorical latent variable, is the multivariate normal finite 
mixturess model. A mixture of a finite set of distributions represents the latent property. 
Eachh distribution corresponds to a category of the latent variable. The manifest variables 
aree continuous. This model can also be very useful for developmental psychology as 
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continuouss variables are often used in developmental psychology. Children's response 
timess are measured on a continuous scale, for example. 

Latentt structure models offer important advantages over the rule assessment 
methodology.. Most importantly, the models provide goodness-of-fit measures. The 
measuress indicate whether a model describes the data accurately. Furthermore, the 
measuress indicate how the expectations that follow from the model differ from the data. 
Thee assumption of rule use can be tested in a confirmatory way. In addition, the models 
cann be used in an exploratory way by basing the selection of the best model on the 
goodness-of-fitt measures only and interpreting the latent categories by inspecting the 
correspondingg responses (as in exploratory factor analysis). Summarized, latent structure 
modelss enable us to translate theories to formal models that can be tested statistically. 

Inn the following sections, it is explained how latent structure models that include a 
categoricall  latent variable, can be applied in developmental psychology. First, the 
importancee of these models for the detection of typologies is explained and illustrated by 
meanss of examples. Second, the relevance of these models for theories of development is 
elucidated. . 

1.7.1.7. Categorical latent variables in the detection of typologies 

Inn psychology it is often assumed that people differ qualitatively from each other. 
Thee qualitative differences between people are expressed in typologies. To indicate the use 
off  typologies in psychology, we present a few examples. People's functioning is assumed 
too be caused by two basic cognitive styles, field-dependence and field-independence 
(Witkin,, 1978). Personality can be divided into a limited number of types (e.g., Carter & 
Heath,, 1971). The psychological attachment of infants to their parents is divided into 
threee attachment patterns (Ainsworth, Blehar, Waters, & Wall, 1978). Parental style can 
bee represented by a classification of four types (Maccoby & Martin, 1983). Children's peer 
statuss is classified into four statuses (Coie & Kupersmidt, 1983). The use of typologies is 
evenn more prevalent in the field of diagnostics. The behavior that results from a disorder 
iss assumed to differ qualitatively from "normal" behavior. For instance, the reading ability 
off  people with dyslexia is assumed to differ qualitatively from the reading ability of people 
withoutt the disorder (Frith, 1999). 

Thee properties of interest in these typologies are latent. Cognitive style, personality, 
attachment,, parenting, popularity, and ability can all be conceived of as categorical latent 
variables.. The categories of these latent variables are associated with the qualitatively 
differentt styles, personalities, attachment patterns, statuses, and abilities. The category 
thatt a person occupies on the latent variable (e.g., field dependence) explains the relations 
betweenn the person's responses to manifest variables (for instance the items of the 
Matchingg Familiar Figures Test). The results of the application of a latent structure 
model,, with a categorical latent variable, indicate whether the assumption of qualitative 
differencess between persons is correct. The model provides information concerning the 
numberr of categories of the latent variable, e.g., the number of styles. For instance, it is 
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possiblee that a third cognitive style, next to field-dependence and field-independence, 
exists. . 

Ann example of the application of a latent structure model with a categorical latent 
variablee concerns children's classification of objects. Children may classify objects in a 
holisticc way or in an analytic way. Thompson (1994) designed a method to detect the 
ruless that children use to classify objects, which she applied to the triad classification 
task.. In this task, three objects, referred to as objects A, B, and C, are presented to a 
person.. The objects were constructed to have two dimensions, e.g., size and color. Objects 
AA and B differ greatly on one dimension, but are equal on the other dimension. Next, 
objectss B and C differ littl e on both dimensions. The child is asked to combine the two 
objectss that go together best. A holistic rule would involve the combination of the two 
objectss that differ littl e on both dimensions (objects B and C), whereas an analytic rule 
wouldd involve the combination of the two objects that are identical on a dimension 
(objectss A and B). 

Thompson 'ss method (Thompson, 1994) resembles the rule assessment 
methodologyy of Siegler (1981). She also proposed a number of rules and designed a set of 
i temss to elicit distinctive response patterns. Thompson calculated the proportion of 
consistentt responses between the observed response pattern and each theoretical response 
pattern.. The observed response pattern was assigned to the rule with the highest 
proportionn of consistent responses. The method can be improved by modeling the 
responsee patterns by means of the latent class model. Classifying concepts corresponds to 
thee categorical latent variable. Each category of the latent variable is theoretically 
associatedd with a rule. The manifest variables are the responses to the items of the triad 
classificationn task. Raijmakers, Jansen, and van der Maas (in preparation) applied both the 
latentt class model and the traditional technique to the response patterns. According to the 
traditionall  technique, all rules that were proposed beforehand were detected. Contrary, 
thee latent class model contained only two of the five proposed rules. An additional latent 
classs demonstrated a response pattern that did not correspond to any of the rules. The 
resultss show that a formal model like the latent class model can test the proposed theory 
andd can produce theoretically important, unexpected results. 

Anotherr example of a latent structure model including a categorical latent variable, 
iss the mixture model of Mislevy, Wingersky, Irvine, & Dann (1991). The model was 
appliedd to subjects' behavior on visual-spatial problems, in which pairs of figures were 
presented.. The two figures were either the same, but rotated or mirrored relative to each 
other,, or different. Subjects were asked to decide whether the figures were the same or 
different.. Mislevy et al. hypothesized that rotation and mirroring were the two strategies 
thatt subjects used to solve the problems, and that each subject used only one strategy to 
solvee all problems. The problems differed in the difficulty of the two strategies. The 
numberr of details of the figures increased the difficulty of the application of the mirroring 
strategy.. The angle of rotation influenced the difficulty of executing the rotation strategy. 
Hence,, Mislevy et al. expected that the two strategies resulted in specific response 
patterns.. It was assumed that the ability (the latent variable) was a mixture of two normal 
distributions.. Mislevy et al. noted that, although the model is useful, strategy changes 
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obscuredd the model. Subjects may master both strategies and choose the strategy that is 
mostt suited for the presented problem. 

AA third example of latent structure models with a categorical latent variable is the 
latentt class Rasch model, or Mixed Rasch Model, which was applied to the knowledge of 
physicss (Rost, 1990). The knowledge of physics is represented by the latent variable and i t 
iss assumed that the population is divided into a limited set of latent classes, i.e., 
categoriess of the latent variable. Each class is supposed to correspond to a qualitatively 
differentt cognitive structure. The Rasch model describes the response behavior of all 
personss within a latent class and different sets of item parameters hold for the different 
latentt classes. The latent class Rasch model has the advantage that one class can contain 
subjectss of quantitatively different levels of ability. However, the quality of the ability is 
equall  within a latent class. The differences between latent classes indicate how a problem 
iss solved, whereas the differences within a latent class indicate how well a person is at 
solvingg the problem in that way. The resulting latent class Rasch models showed that 
theree are both practically-oriented and theoretically-oriented people with respect to the 
knowledgee of physics. Nevertheless, there were large quantitative differences between 
people'ss abilities within a latent class. 

Becausee typologies play an important role in diagnostics, the application of latent 
structuree models with a categorical latent variable to diagnostics can be very useful. 
Nowadays,, statistical criteria for drawing the line between "normal" and "abnormal" are 
oftenn based on the assumption of a normal distribution of a property in the population. 
"Normal""  are the subjects with a score near the average level of the ability. "Abnormal" 
aree the subjects with the scores at the extreme ends of the distribution. The ability is 
assumedd to be distributed continuously with quantitative differences between people. 
However,, there are reasons to doubt this assumption of continuity. An alternative 
assumptionn is that the population consists of a limited number of components. One 
componentt contains the so-called "normal" subjects, and different components contain 
thee "abnormal" subjects. An average and a standard deviation describe each component. 
Thee differences between the components are qualitative, while the differences within the 
componentss are quantitative. 

Thee distinction of people with William's syndrome from the "normal" population 
providess an example of the qualitative distinction between "normal" and "abnormal" 
typess within a property. People with William's syndrome have a low IQ, compared to 
"normal""  people (Paterson, Brown, Gsödl, Johnson, and Karmiloff-Smith, 1999). This 
differencee in intelligence can be viewed as continuous. However, people with William's 
syndromee show surprisingly good language abilities, alongside poor spatial and numerical 
abilities.. Hence, although the normative IQ of people with William's syndrome is 
comparablee to that of other people with low IQs, the profiles of the different groups of 
peoplee differ. 

I tt is important to acknowledge that the performance of people with William's 
syndromee can not be compared uni-dimensionally to the performance of people from the 
"normal""  population. Intelligence is composed of various dimensions, like language, 
spatiall  abilities, numerical abilities, and memory. This example indicates that it may be 
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moree satisfactory to represent the distribution of intelligence by means of several 
components.. A categorical latent variable, consisting of a limited number of categories, 
eachh indicating a specific combination of the above dimensions, may describe intelligence 
moree accurately. 

Anotherr type of application of latent structure models with a categorical latent 
variablee in diagnostics concerns the search for a "gold standard" for the diagnosis of a 
disorder.. It is problematic to determine the accuracy of a diagnosis of a disorder. A 
diagnosiss can be compared to the diagnosis of an expert, but there is no standard to which 
thee diagnosis can be compared. 

Latentt structure models with a categorical latent variable, e.g., the latent class 
model,, provide a way out of this problem. The models give rise to a procedure that results 
inn a classification of the population in a "normal" category and a "deviant" category, 
withoutt prior specification of criteria. First, information on a number of behavioral 
measuress that may be relevant for the disorder is gathered for a large number of subjects. 
Althoughh it is important to include behavioral measures that are assumed to differentiate 
betweenn the normal and the deviating population, the latent classes can be constructed 
withoutt a specific theory on the behavioral measures in mind. Second, the presence of a 
latentt variable is assumed. The latent variable consists of at least two categorical 
categories.. One category contains the "normal" population, whereas the other contains 
thee people with the disorder. Third, a latent class model is selected. The selection takes 
placee by inspecting the goodness-of-fit measures. The latent class model divides the 
populationn into a limited set of classes of persons. Fourth, the interpretation of the classes 
revealss which class corresponds to the normal population and which classes correspond to 
deviatingg populations. Latent class analysis offers important advantages. It determines the 
utilit yy of the behavioral measures that are used. Some measures will discriminate better 
thann other measures. Moreover, an unbiased classification in normal and deviating 
classess is made. Finally, the latent class model may produce more than one deviating 
class,, which may result in the subdivision of the disorder. Latent class analysis is applied 
inn search for a gold standard for e.g., depressive disorder (Eaton, Dryman, Sorenson, & 
McCutcheon,, 1989), anxiety and depressive disorder (Eaton, McCutcheon, Dryman, & 
Sorenson,, 1989), and autism (Szatmari, Volkmar, & Walter, 1995). 

1.8.1.8. Categorical latent variables in the detection of discontinuous development 

AA classification of behavior into types is consistent with the classification of 
behaviorr into stages of development. In many developmental theories, behavior of 
childrenn in different developmental stages is assumed to differ qualitatively. The most 
importantt of these theories is the stage theory of Piaget. The theory occupies an 
importantt place in cognitive developmental psychology. Knowledge of children is 
representedd by knowledge structures. The structures undergo qualitative changes during 
development.. Because of disequilibrium, a reconfiguration of the knowledge structures 
takess place. Such a reconfiguration implies a stage transition, in which a discontinuous 
transitionn from one stage to the next occurs. Van der Maas and Molenaar (1992) noted 
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thee relation between the stage theory and catastrophe theory. Catastrophe theory is a 
mathematicall  theory that describes discontinuities as a function of continuous change in 
independentt variables. The most popular model of catastrophe theory, the cusp model, 
describess a discontinuity in a dependent variable, caused by continuous changes in two 
independentt variables. An example of such a discontinuity is the change from water to 
ice.. Van der Maas and Molenaar argued that a stage in cognitive development resembles 
ann attractor in the cusp model. An attractor is a state to which the system is attracted. In 
thee water/ice example, the two attractors are the fluid state and the frozen state. The 
independentt variables, temperature and pressure, affect the strength of the attraction of 
thee states. 

Vann der Maas and Molenaar (1992) proposed a cusp model for the conservation of 
liquidd quantity. In the case of the conservation of liquid quantity, the two states to which 
thee child (the system) is attracted, are the Non-Conservation State and the Conservation 
State.. The states are qualitatively different. A possible independent variable that affects 
thee attraction of both states is the working memory of a child. As the working memory 
increases,, the attraction of the Conservation State increases. Van der Maas and Molenaar 
suggestt that the test condition, ranging from bad to optimal, may be the second 
independentt variable in this model. 

Thee analogy between the stage model and the cusp model makes it possible to test 
whetherr a development takes place continuously or discontinuously. The mathematical 
equationss of the model can be fitted to the data of children (Hartelman, van der Maas, & 
Molenaar,, 1998). A less complex method of testing for discontinuity is studying the 
presencee of a number of criteria that were deduced from the cusp model by Gilmore 
(1981).. The eight criteria are referred to as the so-called catastrophe flags. The flags are 
bimodality,, inaccessible region, sudden jump, divergence, hysteresis, critical slowing 
down,, anomalous variance, and divergence of linear response. The more flags are 
detected,, the stronger the support for the hypothesis that the development happens 
discontinuously. . 

AA necessary flag is bimodality. It refers to the two stages that are present in the 
system.. The system is in either one (ice, "Non-Conservation State") or the other state 
(water,, "Conservation State") and not in any states in between. The flag bimodality is 
veryy similar to a categorical latent variable in a latent structure model. The latent ability 
off  understanding the principle of conservation is categorical and consists of the two states. 
Thee two states may be represented by a mixture of two normal distributions, or by two 
latentt classes in a latent class model. The analogies between the attractors of the cusp 
model,, stages from the Piagetian developmental theory, and the categories of categorical 
latentt variables from psychometrics, make it possible to apply latent structure models 
withh a categorical latent variable to the study of discontinuities in cognitive development. 

Rindskopff  (1987) gives an example by modeling the responses of children to a 
conservationn of weight task by means of latent class analysis. The conservation of weight 
taskk marks the transition between the pre-operational stage and the concrete-operational 
stage.. Children are presented with two balls of clay. The sizes of the balls are equal and it 
iss easy for children to decide that the balls are equally heavy. One of the balls is 
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transformedd into the size of a sausage. Children in the concrete-operational stage (or 
beyond)) will note that the transformation does not change the weight and that the two 
piecess of clay are still equally heavy. Children in the pre-operational stage will be 
distractedd by the size of the clay and decide that the widest piece of clay is heavier. The 
abilityy of solving the task is the latent variable, which is assumed to consist of two 
distinctt categories. Latent class analysis indeed resulted in a model of two latent classes. 
Thee first class was characterized by incorrect responses, whereas the second class was 
characterizedd by correct responses. 

Otherr applications of latent structure models with a categorical latent variable to 
developmentall  models are the application of the technique of finite mixtures of normal 
distributionss to the conservation of liquid quantity task by Dolan and van der Maas 
(1998),, the application of binomial mixtures to the water-level task by Thomas, Lohaus, 
andd Kessler (1999), the application of the Component Item Response Theory to transitive 
reasoningg by Sijtsma and Verweij (1999), the application of mixtures of distributions of 
errorss on simple discrimination learning by Raijmakers, Dolan, and Molenaar 
(submitted),, and the application of binomial mixtures to analogous reasoning by 
Hosenfeld,, van der Maas, and van den Boom (1997). The applications all concern cross-
sectionall  data and test the presence of bimodality (or multimodality). Models that also 
includee the transition between different stages are so-called latent Markov models. These 
modelss include a description of the states at the individual time points, like in the models 
forr cross-sectional data. The response patterns are classified into the categories of a 
categoricall  latent variable. The interpretation of the categories of the latent variable is 
equall  across time points. However, changes between the categories are possible between 
timee points. Children can switch from one category to another (Brainerd, 1979). 

1.9.1.9. Conclusion 

Manyy typologies occur in developmental psychology. People are divided in 
qualitativelyy different types. The properties of interest can not be observed directly, i.e., 
theyy are latent. Latent properties can only be observed by the analysis of responses to 
behaviorall  measures. Both judgments and justifications can feature as indirect measures 
off  latent properties. It is important to acknowledge that there is no reason to assume that 
justificationss reflect the properties better than judgments. Judgments can be even more 
directlyy related to the properties because the generation of justifications requires a higher 
levell  of language abilities. Nevertheless, verbal explanations of children can be an 
importantt and rich source of information. Asking children for their explanations may be 
usefull  in an explorative phase of the research, to determine the rules that children use. 

Thesee rules are the basis of a rule assessment approach to the property of interest. 
Thee rules give rise to the construction of several item types that are designed to extract 
specificc response patterns from the rules. The rules indicate that the latent property 
consistss of a limited set of qualitatively different categories of behavior. To test this 
assumption,, the response patterns need to be modeled by means of latent structure 
modelss with categorical latent variables. The examples presented show that latent 
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structuree models with categorical latent variables can be very useful in testing the 
assumptionn that a property can be represented by a typology and that it comprises a set of 
qualitativelyy different rules, styles, or strategies. 

Thee diagnosis of a disorder is a special case in this respect. The division in a 
"normal""  type and a "deviant" type is often not recognized and models for continuous 
latentt variables are used. The conception of an ability as consisting of distinctive 
componentss often seems more valid than the conception of abilities as a continuous trait. 
Att least, with latent structure models, the distinct conceptions can be tested and 
compared.. Finally, the latent structure models can test hypotheses on discontinuity. They 
cann be useful in modeling an important phenomenon of discontinuous growth: 
multimodality. . 
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AA Statistical Test of 
thee Rule Assessment Methodology 

byy Latent Class Analysis 

AA problem of Siegler's (1981) rule assessment methodology is that the 
assignmentt of subjects to rules takes place by an arbitrary criterion. This 
problemm can be solved by latent class analysis by which we can test 
statisticallyy how many rules are needed to fit the data and which these 
ruless are. Two data sets of the balance scale test are analyzed. The first 
empiricall  data set stems from a study of van Maanen, Been & Sijtsma 
(1989)) and consists of 484 subjects in grade 7 and grade 8. The second 
dataa set is derived from the simulation of the PDP model of McClelland 
(1989).. According to McClelland & Jenkins (1991), this connectionistic 
modell  simulates the saltatory acquisition of rules for tasks like the 
balancee scale. The fit of the latent class models to the empirical data 
showss that rules can be found, that some are different from the ones 
Sieglerr proposes, that the correct rule is not acquired by the subjects in 
thiss sample, and that the rules in the transitional period are difficult to 
identify.. The latent class models do not fit the PDP data indicating that 
thee behavior of the PDP model can not be characterized by rules. 
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2.1.2.1. Rules 

Thee concept of rule (strategy, procedure, skill, operation, hypothesis etc.) plays an 
importantt role in developmental psychology and in cognitive science in general (Reber, 
1993).. In many concrete research cases it seems intuitively clear what the relevant rules 
aree and what their explanatory value is, but in general, the definition of rules is 
problematicc and subject to ongoing discussion. 

Historicallyy this discussion has been important to distinguish cognitive psychology 
fromm behaviorism (Reese, 1989). The idea is that the behavior of human subjects is 
characterizedd by cognitive rules instead of contingency shaped. More recently, the 
discussionn concentrates on connectionism versus cognitive theory. It has been claimed 
thatt simple connectionistic models can show rule-governed behavior and, even stronger, 
thatt they acquire knowledge in a stage wise process of rule acquisitions (McClelland, 
1989;; McClelland & Jenkins, 1991). 

However,, whether we talk about children or computer models, we need empirical 
criteriaa for rule inference to defend such claims. Reese (1989) distinguishes six criteria for 
rulee inference: 

Cognitivistss have used at least six kinds of observed correlates on which to base 
inferencess about rule use. The least persuasive observations are that the target 
behaviorr is regular, that the development of the target behavior is discontinuous, 
andd that research participants evidence awareness of rule use. Consistency of 
observedd behavior with expected behavior is considerably more persuasive; but it is 
nott a definitive criterion because of behavioral variability, among other problems. It 
becomess much more persuasive when more than one kind of behavior is expected 
andd is observed, and when the inferred rule is further inferred to have generalized to 
otherr behaviors and tasks, (p. 84) 

InIn this paper we focus on the fourth criterion concerning the consistency of observed 
behaviorr with expected behavior. It is important to note beforehand that this criterion is a 
necessaryy but not a sufficient criterion. By consistency only we can never be sure whether 
ruless have more than descriptive value. Behavior may be in accordance with rules while 
thee behavior stems from other mechanisms. Reference to the other criteria of Reese is 
requiredd to evidence the claim of "real" rules. 

Siegler'ss (1981) rule assessment methodology is an excellent example of the 
applicationn of the consistency criterion. In his approach patterns of responses to different 
problemm types are compared with theoretically expected score patterns. Subjects are 
attributedd to a rule according to the best matching rule pattern. A high number of 
successfull  classifications of subjects is taken as an index of the fit of the rule system. The 
rulee assessment methodology has been successfully applied to a large group of 
proportionall  reasoning tasks (Siegler, 1981) like the balance scale task on which we focus 
here. . 
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Thoughh Siegler (1976) demonstrated consistency of observed behavior with expected 
behavior,, we claim there is a problem with Siegler's methodology that has not been 
discussedd in the pertinent literature. It concerns the absence of statistical information on 
thee fit of the rule models to empirical data. Because of the lack of statistical information 
ann important question is how we can justify the scorings or matching standard in 
applicationss of the consistency criterion of Reese. 

Ann answer to this question should be found in psychometrics and is nowadays 
available.. We will argue that latent class models (Clogg, 1994) are appropriate models to 
solvee this problem in the case of rule assessment methodology. Recently, various authors 
havee developed psychometric models for individual differences, which are caused by 
strategiess or rules. While older latent trait models assume a common strategy, these new 
modelss allow for different strategies (see for instance, Rost, 1990; Mislevy & Verhelst, 
1990;; MacReady and Dayton, 1994). The more advanced of these models allow for latent 
traitss within each strategy class. We apply the simple latent class approach. 

Thiss solution is relevant to many applications of the consistency criterion. We will 
applyy the latent class models to data of the balance scale test. These data are from two 
differentt sources. The first data set stems from a study of van Maanen, Been and Sijtsma 
(1989)) and consists of responses of 484 children to 25 balance scale items. Unfortunately, 
thee original data set of Siegler (1981) consists of too littl e subjects. The second data set 
(Raijmakers,, van Koten & Molenaar, 1996) is derived from the simulation of the PDP 
modell  of McClelland and Jenkins (1991). By fitting the same latent class models to this 
secondd data set we can test whether the PDP model acquires rules in the same fashion as 
childrenn do, as McClelland and Jenkins claim it does. 

2.2.2.2. Rule assessment methodology 

Thee balance scale problem is related to the concept of proportional reasoning. It 
occupiess an important place within Piagetian theory (Siegler, 1976). In the balance scale 
problemm a subject's task is to predict which (if either) side of a balance scale will go down. 
Thee balance scale used by Siegler and in most studies of other experimenters (e.g., 
Ferretti,, Butterfield, Cahn & Kerkman, 1985) has four pegs on each side of the fulcrum on 
whichh metal weights can be placed. The arm of the balance can tip left, right, or remain 
levell  depending on how the weights are arranged. However, blocks of wood, placed 
underneathh each side of the balance, prevent the arm from tipping. 

Sieglerr used the rule assessment methodology to propose, in resemblance of Piaget, 
fourr rules children apply to solve the balance scale problem. Siegler identified Rule IV by a 
taskk analysis and identified Rules I, II, and III based on empirical findings (Klahr & 
Siegler,, 1978). Rule assessment methodology implies, in accordance with Piagetian 
theory,, existence of distinct knowledge states and the invariant order of their occurrence. 
Itt differs from Piagetian theory in not presuming any necessary similarity in children's 
reasoningg across different concepts (Siegler, 1981). For the balance scale problem, 
children'ss reasoning is categorized by Siegler in the following rules. 
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Childrenn using Rule I consider only the amount of weight on each side: if the 
amountss are unequal, they predict that the side with the greater weight will go down; if 
thee amounts are equal, they predict that the balance scale will remain level. Children 
usingg Rule II also consistently predict that the side with the greater weight will go down if 
thee weights are unequal, but if they are equal, these children take into consideration the 
valuess of the distance dimension. Children using Rule III consider both weight and 
distance,, but if one side has more weight and the other side has its weights further from 
thee fulcrum, the children muddle through or guess. Children using Rule IV consider both 
dimensionss and compute the torques on each side if such a computation is necessary 
(torque-rule)) (Siegler, 1981). 

Anotherr difference between Piagetian theory and rule assessment methodology is 
thee reliance of the latter on nonverbal response patterns. Siegler designed six problem 
typess by means of which he was able to detect the rules described above: 
1.. balance problems, with the same amount of weight and the same distance from the 

fulcrumm for both sides of the balance scale. 
2.. weight problems, with unequal amounts of weight on equal distances from the 

fulcrum. . 
3.. distance problems, with equal amounts of weight on unequal distances from the 

fulcrum. . 
4.. conflict-weight problems, one side of the balance scale has the greater amount of 

weightt while the other side has the greater distance from the fulcrum. The side with 
thee greater amount of weight goes down. 

5.. conflict-distance problems, one side of the balance scale has the greater amount of 
weightt while the other side has the greater distance from the fulcrum. The side with 
thee greater distance from the fulcrum goes down. 

6.. conflict-balance problems, one side of the balance scale has the greater amount of 
weightt while the other side has the greater distance from the fulcrum. The two sides 
balance. . 

Childrenn who use different rules produce different response patterns on these 
problems.. The children who use Rule I predict correctly on balance, weight and conflict-
weightt problems and they predict incorrectly on the other three problems. Children using 
Rulee II predict correctly on balance, weight, distance and conflict-weight problems, but 
predictt incorrectly on the conflict-distance and conflict-balance problems. Children using 
Rulee III give a correct prediction for the balance, weight and distance problems, but have 
troublee with the conflict problems. They muddle through or guess and therefore perform 
att chance level on the conflict problems. Finally, children who use Rule IV predict 
correctlyy on all problems of all types (Siegler, 1981). The response patterns on the six 
differentt item types for the four different rule models are summarized in Table 1. 

Sieglerr (1976) gave his subjects a paper-and-pencil test with four balance, four 
weight,, four distance, six conflict-weight, six conflict-distance and six conflict-balance 
problems.. To determine which of the rules a child uses to solve the balance scale 
problems,, Siegler chose the following standards. A Rule I user has at least 26 of the 30 
responsess conform to the "weight" cue, including at least three predictions of "balance" on 
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thee four distance problems; a Rule II user has 26 of the 30 responses corresponding to the 
"iff  there are an unequal number of weights consider only weight - if the number of 
weightss is equal also consider distance" formula, including three of the four distance 
problems;; a Rule III user has 10 of 12 correct responses on the non conflict problems, 
includingg three of four on the distance problems, and more than four departures in 18 
trialss from complete reliance on the weight (distance) cue as indicating the correct 
answerss on the conflict problems; and a Rule IV user has at least 26 of 30 correct 
predictions.. By using these standards, almost ninety percent of all subjects were classified 
ass following one of the four rules. In accordance with Siegler's predictions, the youngest 
childrenn used Rule I, while the oldest children used Rule IV (Siegler, 1976). Siegler (1981) 
usedd a test consisting of four items of each type. His standard was 20 out of 24. 

Tablee 1 
Siegler'ss Rule Models and Their Response Patterns on 

Sixx Different Item Types 

Rules s 
Itemm types 

Balance e 
Weight t 

Distance e 
Conflict-Balance e 
Conflict-Weight t 

Conflict-Distance e 

Rulee I 

1.00 0 
1.00 0 
.00 0 
.00 0 
1.00 0 
.00 0 

Rulee II 

1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
.00 0 
1.00 0 
.00 0 

Rulee III 

1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
.33 3 
.33 3 
.33 3 

Rulee IV 

1.00 0 
LOO O 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 

Somee experimenters proposed alternative rules in addition to Siegler's rules. 
Normandeau,, Larivée, Roulin and Longeot (1989) introduce "Rule IIIA " and "Rule QP" 
(qualitativee proportionality). Children who use Rule IIIA focus on the larger weight or 
distancee and make a perceptual decision about whether the arm of the balance should go 
downn on the side of the larger distance or of the larger weight. Normandeau et al. (1989) 
calll  this the "perceptual muddle through" rule. Rule QP users consider both weight and 
distancee and conclude that a heavy weight at a small distance on one side of the fulcrum 
compensatess for a light weight at a greater distance on the other side. Children who use 
Rulee QP will therefore predict on conflict problems that the two sides of the scale balance. 

Normandeauu et al. (1989) as well as Ferretti et al. (1985) propose the "addition-
rule".. Children who use this rule add weight and distance of each side and compare the 
twoo sums. The side with the greater sum of weight and distance is predicted to go down. 
Iff  the sums on both sides are equal, then the two sides are predicted to balance. 

Vann Maanen, Been and Sijtsma (1989) suggest the "buggy-rule". Children using this 
rulee consider both the weight dimension and the distance dimension. According to van 
Maanenn et al. they reason as follows: 
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Iff  side X has more weights and the weights on side X have the smaller distance to 
thee fulcrum then shift the weights on side X away from the fulcrum until the 
distancess on both sides are equal and remove for every shift on side X one weight on 
sidee X. (p. 272) 

InIn this way, a conflict problem is reduced to a simple balance or weight problem and 
cann be solved by using Rule I. Unfortunately, it's hard to determine, on basis of nonverbal 
responsess to balance scale tasks, whether a child uses the addition-rule or the buggy-rule. 
Ann item which can be solved correctly by using the buggy-rule can also be solved correctly 
byy using the addition-rule. Although the results of both rules agree, the processes of 
implementingg the rules differ. Implementing the addition-rule consists of adding weight 
andd distance for both arms of the balance and comparing these sums. The process is the 
samee for all items. Implementing the buggy-rule may consist of making one buggy, but 
alsoo of making two or more buggies. When making more buggies, it is expected that the 
chancee of making mistakes enlarges and that the chance of solving the item correctly 
diminishes.. For a user of the buggy-rule it is important how many buggies one should 
makee before the conflict item is reduced to a non conflict one, for a user of the addition-
rule,, this aspect is not relevant at all. 

Sieglerr himself also added a rule to the four existing rules. In a later study, Richards 
andd Siegler (1981) found a rule which children might use before they start using Rule I. 
Likee children who use Rule I, children using this rule also consider only the amount of 
weightt on each side: if the amounts are unequal, they predict that the side with the 
greaterr weight will go down. Unlike the Rule I users, these Rule I' users arbitrarily choose 
onee side or the other when the two sides have equal amounts of weight. They will never 
sayy that the two sides balance. 

Itt is also possible that there are children for whom the distances of the weights from 
thee fulcrum are the dominant dimension. They solve balance scale problems in the same 
wayy as Rule I users do, except that they only consider the distance dimension. When the 
distancess on both sides are equal, children who use this "distance-dominant"-rule predict 
thatt the two sides balance, regardless of the difference in weights on both sides,- when the 
distancess differ, they predict that the side with the greater distance goes down. 

Finally,, Wilkening and Anderson (1982) introduce integration rules, other than the 
torque-rule,, buggy-rule and addition-rule. For a commentary on these rules, see Kerkman 
andd Wright (1988) and Wilkening (1988). 

Thee alternative rules are no violation of Siegler's methodology. However, by using 
Siegler'ss original standards, other rules than Rule I, Rule II, Rule III and Rule IV can not 
bee detected. For instance, the use of rules like the buggy-rule and the distance-dominant-
rulee wil l not be noticed when using Siegler's standards. Other items, sensitive of the 
alternativee rules, need to be formed. However, also Siegler's items can be reanalyzed so 
thatt a distinction can be made between items which can be and items which can not be 
solvedd by using the alternative rules. Hypotheses about patterns that originate when using 
thee alternative rules can be formulated and tested. The validation of the proposed rules 
wil ll  be made a start with here. 
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AA point of criticism on Siegler's rule assessment methodology of the balance scale 
problemm concerns the inconsistency of the rules over the items of one type. However, 
Ferrettii  and Butterfield [1986}  demonstrate that, by enlarging the differences between the 
productss of weight and distance on each side of the balance, children who are classified as 
followingg Rule I, may take not only the weight dimension, but also the distance 
dimensionn in consideration. They show that these children do not only use Rule I, but 
alsoo follow Rule II and Rule II I to solve the distance and conflict-distance problems, 
dependentt on the product differences between the two sides. Ferretti et al. (1992) observe 
thee same result. Their conclusion of inconsistency is based on an experiment in which 
theyy enlarge the product differences between both arms [without changing the type of the 
item).. Ferretti and Butterfield use four levels of differences, with a very extreme level 4. A 
furtherr look at their analyses shows that the finding of inconsistency depends on this 
extremee level 4  It is expected that the conclusion of Ferretti and Butterfield is based only 
onn the extreme value of level 4 and that the use of rules for solving the items of the other 
threee levels is consistent over the items. A statistical test of the suggested inconsistency is 
possiblee by latent class analysis (by equality constraints, as is explained below) and wil l be 
demonstratedd here. 

Thee point of criticism we focus on here concerns the standards Siegler uses as 
evidencee that a child follows one of the four hypothesized rules. These standards are 
arbitrarilyy chosen and different standards may result in different classifications. The 
scoringg of rules by arbitrary standards follows from the lack of psychometric models of 
rulee governed behavior. In Siegler's case the standard of a sufficient match between rule 
patternss and empirical patterns is set on 80 or 85 % or, more advanced, specified per item 
type.. But of course empirical frequencies of rules and the overall percentage of 
classificationn depend on this choice. More rigid standards may result in less classifications 
andd less rigid standards in more classifications. Hence an important question is how we 
cann justify the scoring or matching standard in applications of the consistency criterion of 
Reese.. We applied Siegler's standards to the two data sets, which are explained in a later 
section.. In both cases we found that about 80 to 85 % of the response patterns could be 
classifiedd to one of Siegler's rules. The PDP data fit as well as the empirical data. 
Unfortunately,, our results were not very stable. If we allowed for one more or one less 
discrepancyy in the standards, the percentage of classifiable response patterns changed 
aboutt 10 to 20 %. 

11 On non-conflict items the product differences they use are 1, 3, 12 and 24-30 units, and on 
conflictt items 1, 3, 5, and 18-24 units. The product difference at level 4 is extreme and much 
largerr than at the other levels. We achieved the rule classifications on each level of product 
differencee from the frequency tables in Ferretti and Butterfield (1986). Independence between rule 
classificationss and product difference level is significantly rejected [yl (9, N = 189) = 31.9, p < 
.01)) if level 4 is included. If level 4 is excluded independence is recovered (x2 (6, N = 138) = 4.8, 
pp =.57). Hence we expect that the conclusion of Ferretti and Butterfield (1986) is based only on the 
extremee values of level 4 and Siegler's assumption of insensitivity to quantitative variations within 
itemm types is reasonable for non-extreme variations. 
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Sieglerr (1976) reports that his results are very stable but he admits that the 
standardss he used are arbitrary. Whether the observed behavior meets Reese's criterion of 
consistencyy (Reese, 1989) or not, depends on the way in which the standards are chosen. 
Referencee to the criterion can not be statistically tested by using Siegler's standards. In the 
nextt section will be argued why latent class analysis can be the answer to this problem. 

Ann attendant difficulty of Siegler's standards is that many experimenters use a 
differentt set of items and a different number of items. Applying the standards in an 
unambiguouss way to these different data sets is hardly possible and makes it unreliable to 
comparee the results of different experiments of the balance scale task. An example of the 
difficultiess that arise when adjusting Siegler's standards to a similar, but slightly different 
testt with a different number of items can be found in Chletsos (1986). The only difference 
iss the number of items of one item type in the test, but the adjustments that needed to be 
made,, were considerable (Chletsos, 1986). 

Resumingg the before mentioned points, we would like to show that latent class 
analysiss is a justified alternative for Siegler's standards for rule assessment methodology. 
Next,, by using latent class analysis we would like to test the consistency of responses of 
childrenn to different items which was criticized by Ferretti and Butterfield (1986). Finally, 
wee would like to start to validate the additional rules proposed by other experimenters. 

2.3.2.3. Connectionistic modeling of balance scale learning 

Anotherr concern of this paper is testing whether the PDP model of McClelland and 
Jenkinss (1991) is acting discontinuous as claimed by McClelland and Jenkins. This model 
iss used as an important argument in the debate on symbolism and connectionism 
(Smolensky,, 1988, Plunkett & Sinha, 1992). Connection!sts claim that their models can 
performm on a cognitive level without symbols, in an implicit and parallel fashion. If true, 
thee claim of McClelland and Jenkins is very relevant to present discussions in cognitive 
psychology.. Raijmakers et al. (1996) investigated the dynamics of the PDP model and 
concludedd that the behavior of the PDP model does not show evidence for discontinuous 
change.. They show for example that, in contrast to the scores of the children, the 
responsess of the PDP model to the balance scale task do not show bimodality which is 
requiredd for saltatory rule acquisition (van der Maas & Molenaar, 1992). 

Connectionisticc modeling is inspired by neural networks in the brain. Since 
connectionisticc models are complex non-linear dynamic systems their behavior can be 
neitherr easily explained nor predicted. The PDP model is a three layer feedforward 
backpropagationn network that learns to solve balance scale problems. The network 
undergoess learning and test phases. A learning phase, during which the model receives 
feedbackk on its responses to balance scale problems, is followed by a test phase in which 
thee model responds without getting any feedback. Its task is to predict the movement of 
thee balance scale. How it does this is not completely clear. According to McClelland and 
Jenkinss (1991) the hidden units allow rule based behavior. Instead of a formal analysis of 
theirr model we use an empirical test. If the PDP model "learns" rules as children do, the 
responsee patterns in the test phase should show a similar latent class structure. 
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2.4.2.4. Latent class analysis 

Ann important reason of the debate around Siegler's rule assessment methodology is 
thatt the ability of solving balance scale problems, like many other concepts in social 
sciences,, cannot be directly observed. To study the ability, there is nothing left but to 
observee indicators of it: the responses to a test of balance scale problems. We presume a 
relationshipp between the observed response patterns and the unobserved ability to solve 
balancee scale problems. To judge a child's ability, Siegler applies the standards mentioned 
abovee to the response patterns. In addition to using Siegler's standards, one can use latent 
classs analysis to reveal the ability behind the observed response patterns. 

Inn this section a short introduction to latent class analysis wil l be given. Many 
introductionss have been written (e.g., Clogg, 1994; McCutcheon, 1987; Rindskopf, 1987) 
whichh give a broad overview of latent class analysis. In this section only a short 
explanationn of latent class analysis wil l be given. 

Latentt class analysis is related to other multivariate analysis methods like log-linear 
models,, factor analysis, latent trait models and cluster analysis (Rindskopf, 1987). 
Advantagee of latent class analysis is that both latent and observed variables are 
categorical.. In developmental psychology, many latent variables are not continuous (for 
examplee the ability to conserve liquid or number) and many observed variables are 
measuredd at either the nominal or ordinal level of measurement (McCutcheon, 1987). 
Thiss also applies for Siegler's rule assessment methodology of the balance scale problem. 
Thee responses to the balance scale problems are scored on a nominal scale: only three 
discretee answers, "left side down", "right side down", and "the two sides balance", are 
possible.. It is hypothesized that a child's ability to solve balance scale problems 
correspondss to Rule I, Rule II , Rule II I or Rule IV but not to a point on a continuous scale 
betweenn the rules.2 So both latent and manifest variables are categorical in Siegler's rule 
assessmentt methodology and therefore it is possible to apply latent class analysis to it. 

Inn latent class analysis, one calls the unobserved ability the latent variable and the 
observedd indicators the manifest variables. There is some relationship between these 
manifestt variables. When adding a latent variable (here the unobserved ability to solve 
balancee scale problems), the manifest variables (here the responses to a test of balance 
scalee problems) become unrelated at each level of the latent variable. This is what is 
calledd local independence: when the relationships observed among a set of variables are 
foundd to be zero within the categories of some other variable, this set of variables is said 
too be locally independent with respect to this explanatory variable. The criterion of local 
independence,, then, provides a method for determining whether relationships within a set 
off  observed measures are due to some unmeasured explanatory variable. That is, the level 
off  the latent variable explains the pattern of responses to the manifest variables 

22 Van Maanen, Been and Sijtsma (1989) formed in their experiment four groups with 
homogeneouss rule use. The standard deviation of the raw scores in the four groups is relatively 
smalll  in every case. "This means that the variance of the raw scores contains a relatively large 
systematicc component." They argue that "an analysis of the data with a latent class model should 
bee preferred" (p. 284). 
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(McCutcheon,, 1987). We can increase the number of levels (classes) of the latent variable 
andd decide how many levels are needed to describe the data. Sometimes more latent 
variabless than one are used, we only use one latent variable. 

Thee parameters that need to be estimated in a latent class model are the 
unconditionall  and the conditional probabilities. The unconditional probabilities are the 
probabilitiess of being in a latent class (here the level of the ability of solving balance scale 
problems).. The conditional probabilities are the probabilities of making a particular 
responsee to an item, given membership of a certain latent class (the probability of 
answeringg a balance scale problem correctly, given a certain level of ability to solve 
balancee scale problems) (Rindskopf, 1983). In Table 1 the predicted conditional 
probabilitiess are shown. 

Inn general, latent class analysis can be practiced in two ways: confirmatory and 
exploratoryy (McCutcheon, 1987). In the case of confirmatory latent class analysis a 
previouslyy specified model is tested with latent class analysis. Ideas about the restrictions 
andd number of classes are present before actually performing the analysis. Examples of 
thiss technique can be found in Clogg (1994) and Goodman (1975). In exploratory latent 
classs analysis restrictions are not used and models with an increasing number of latent 
classess are fitted until a fitting model is found. We use a combination of these approaches. 
Wee expect to find at least some of the rules proposed by Siegler. Furthermore, we expect 
withinn class consistency, implying equality constraints between the conditional 
probabilitiess within each class. As can be seen in Table 1, for each rule model Siegler gives 
onlyy one conditional probability for each item type. This implies that the conditional 
probabilitiess for all items of one type are equal and hence equality probabilities can be put 
onn the conditional probabilities of items of one type. On the other hand, we allow other 
ruless than those predicted by Siegler. We will increase the number of classes if the model 
doess not fit the data. The pattern of responses in each class will be compared with other 
rules,, and if the pattern does not match any known rule, we wil l try to find an 
interpretation. . 

Inn this procedure it is important to know whether the models are identified. A 
positivee number of degrees of freedom is a necessary condition for identifiability. These 
aree the number of independent observed cell proportions minus the number of 
independentt parameters estimated (Rindskopf, 1987). The number of parameters is 
correctedd for the number of parameters which are estimated to be 1.00 or .00 
(McCutcheon,, 1987). Another check on identifiability can be performed by using more 
setss of initial values. If this leads to different final estimates the model is probably not 
identified.. PanMark (van de Pol, Langeheine, & de Jong, 1996) provides a sufficient test of 
identificationn which involves the computation of the eigenvalues of the information 
matrix.. If the model is not identified, the information matrix is not of full rank 
(McCutcheon,, 1987). This test is applied in all our analyses. 

Byy fitting a model we obtain expected frequencies. These should be close to the 
observedd frequencies. Observed frequencies are compared to expected frequencies in the 
usuall  way using statistics such as the Pearson's chi-square statistic [y2) and the 
Loglikelihoodd ratio statistic [LR). These statistics possess null chi-squared distributions. 
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Inn order to evaluate the chi-square statistics, the critical value from the chi-square 
distributionn is needed (Clogg, 1994). For a fitting model, this value should be higher than 
0.05. . 

AA problem which occurs with both the Pearson's chi-square statistic and the 
Loglikelihoodd ratio statistic is that there is uncertainty about its distribution when the 
dataa set contains sparse data, when many expected model frequencies are small, and 
whenn many model probabilities are estimated at zero or one. The theoretical chi-square 
distributionn only holds asymptotically, i.e. if cell frequencies are large (Langeheine, 
Pannekoek,, & van de Pol, 1995). A solution for this problem can be found in resampling 
methods.. Resampling methods aim at finding the distribution of a statistic by repeatedly 
drawingg a sample, making use of the original sample. Resampling methods are the 
jackknife,, balanced half samples, the bootstrap and the non-naive bootstrap or Monte-
Carloo method. Langeheine et al. (1995) propose the non-naive bootstrap procedure to 
obtainn the distribution of the Pearson's chi-square and the Loglikelihood ratio statistic of a 
certainn model. 

Inn the naive bootstrap procedure, samples are drawn from the unmodeled sample 
estimate.. In the non-naive bootstrap, samples are not drawn from the unmodeled 
estimatee but from the model. The model is assumed to be true and the fitted probabilities 
aree used as population proportions. From this probabilities, samples are drawn and the 
samee model as the original model is estimated for these samples. For all sampled models, 
thee chi-square statistics are computed. Rejection of a model happens if the proportion of 
bootstrapp chi-squares, that are larger than the original chi-square is smaller than 0.05 
(Langeheinee et al., 1995). 

Iff  several models fulfil l these conditions, deciding which model is best can be done 
withh help of the AIC and BIC indices. The AIC measure (Akaike, 1974}  includes, besides 
thee Loglikelihood ratio statistic, the number of parameters to be estimated [LR + 
2*parameters).. The less parameters to be estimated, the lower the AIC measure and the 
betterr the latent class model. The BIC measure (Schwarz, 1978) considers the 
Loglikelihoodd ratio in relation to the number of subjects and the number of parameters 
[LR[LR + ln(N)*parameters). As with the AIC measure, a low BIC indicates a better fitting 
model.. The problem of these indices is that no information about their distributions is 
available. . 

Additionall  ways of testing the fit of latent class models is by use of lambda and the 
11 -e index. Lambda is a measure of the closeness of association between the latent variable 
andd the manifest variable. This measure can be used to determine the improvement 
achievedd by introducing the latent variable to account for the relationships among the 
observedd variables (McCutcheon, 1987). The term e is the error rate that would result 
fromm assigning observations to the largest (modal) latent class (McCutcheon, 1987). So, 
thee 1-e measure demonstrates the average chance of classifying a subject in the right class 
onn basis of the latent class model concerned. Mostly, the 1-e measure lowers when 
increasingg the number of classes of the latent variable. The chance of classifying a subject 
inn the right class lowers because more classes are available (for further discussion of the fit 
indices,, see Clogg, 1994). 
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Whenn we have decided how many latent classes are required, we can test hypotheses 
aboutt the structure of the data (e.g., are all conflict-balance items made correctly by the 
childrenn in the first latent class?). To do this, one can put constraints on the parameters. 
TwoTwo kinds of constraints are possible: One can fix parameters to pre-specified values and 
onee can constrain two parameters, or more, to be equal (Langeheine, 1988b). The latter 
optionn is important to test the consistency of rules within item types. If the use of a rule 
iss consistent within an item type it must be possible to constrain the conditional 
probabilitiess of these items to be equal. If models with these equality constraints fit the 
data,, the criticism of Ferretti and Butterfield (1986) can be rejected. 

Iff  a restricted model is nested under a less restricted model the difference in Li? is 
chi-squaree distributed with degrees of freedom equal to the difference in degrees of 
freedom.. Hence, additional constraints are acceptable if the increase in the Loglikelihood 
ratioo statistic is small relative to its increase in degrees of freedom. Unfortunately, this 
proceduree will not work when the reduced model is obtained by placing parameters at 
boundaryy values, for instance, unconditional probabilities at zero (Titterington, Smith and 
Makov,, 1985; Clogg, 1994). This implies that this test is not useful for choosing the 
numberr of classes, though still useful for testing all kinds of equality constraints of 
modelss with the same number of classes. Programs for bootstrapping the Loglikelihood 
ratioo difference test are being developed. So, in the future bootstrapping this test for 
modelss with different numbers of classes will be possible (Langeheine et al., 1995). Here, 
inn cases of doubt, we will show the results of both fitting models and discuss the 
differences. . 

AA more practical disadvantage is the limitation of the number of items in latent 
classs analysis. In the large majority of applications of latent class analysis three to eight 
itemss are used. The main reason for this is that the number of answer patterns (e.g., 
expectedd frequencies) grows exponentially with the number of items. For eight 
dichotomouss items we have 256 possible response patterns resulting in a sparse data 
problem.. Again, bootstrapping goodness-of-fit indexes gives a solution. Van der Heijden, 't 
Hartt and Dessens (1997) show how latent class analysis can be applied to data of 18 
items.. We will restrict our analysis to eight items. We think valid tests can be based on 
thiss number of items. 

Latentt class models have the advantage of specific objectivity (Mellenbergh, 1994). 
Thiss means that the conditional probabilities are relatively independent of the sample, 
andd unconditional probabilities are relatively independent of the items. To study the 
consistencyy of observed solving of the balance scale task with Siegler's hypothesized rule 
models,, latent class analysis seems to be the appropriate method. 

2.5.2.5. Application to data 

Wee will present an application of latent class analysis to response patterns to 
balancee scale problems in order to survey the latent variable behind these response 
patterns.. The manifest variables in this analysis are the responses to the items of a 
balancee scale test. The latent variable is hypothesized to be the ability to solve balance 
scalee problems. We apply latent class analysis both to an empirical set of data and to a set 
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off  data derived from the simulation of the PDP model. The analyses are performed with 
thee LCAG program (Hagenaars & Luijkx, 1990) and the PanMark program. We will first 
discusss the empirical data set and the results of the analyses of this data set. 

2.5.1.. Empirical data set 

Forr the empirical data set we make use of the data set of van Maanen et al. (1989) 
withh courtesy of the experimenters. The purpose of the experiment of van Maanen et al. 
wass to test whether a fitting Linear Logistic Test Model (LLTM) could be obtained for 
balancee scale problems. By applying hierarchical cluster analysis they constructed groups 
off  children who use the same strategy to solve balance scale problems. The strategies 
foundd corresponded fairly well to the rule models proposed by Siegler. Besides, an 
alternativee rule model, the buggy-rule, was found. However, it was not possible to fit a 
Linearr Logistic Test Model to all the strategies found. Van Maanen et al. suggest "an 
analysiss of the data with a latent class model". The data used in their experiment were 
collectedd at twelve primary schools in the northern region of The Netherlands. 235 
Childrenn in grade seven and 249 children in grade eight participated in this study. A 
paper-and-pencill  test was presented to the 484 children. This test consists of five items of 
eachh of the five following item types: weight, distance, conflict-weight, conflict-distance 
andd conflict-balance. Simple balance items were excluded from the test because items 
fromm this class were made correctly by all children in a pilot study and thus were 
consideredd to not distinguish between children. 

Informationn about the amounts of weight on the arms of the balance and the 
distancess of the weights from the fulcrum is displayed for each item of the test in Table 2. 
Addedd are the predictions according to the buggy- and addition-rule. 

Thee children could answer that the left side of the balance would go down, that the 
rightright side of the balance would go down or that the balance would stay level. However, 
onlyy whether a child failed or succeeded at an item is indicated in the data set. 

TwoTwo types of latent class analyses will be presented below. The first analysis 
consistss of five sub analyses. In these sub analyses the response patterns to each type of 
itemss are analyzed separately. In the second analysis the responses to a selected 
combinationn of items of different item types are analyzed. 

2.5.1.1.2.5.1.1. Latent class analyses of each item type 

InIn this analysis, we apply latent class analysis to each different type of items in the 
balancee scale test. The purpose of this analysis is to find consistency in responses of the 
childrenn to each item type. The inconsistency Ferretti and Butterfield (1986) found can be 
testedd in these sub analyses by putting equality constraints on the conditional 
probabilitiess of these items within classes. If these constraints are possible, the children in 
onee latent class respond consistently to different items of one type. 
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Tablee 2 
Balancee Scale Test (van Maanen, Been & Sijtsma, 1989) 

Item m 
Weightt 1 
Weightt 2 
Weightt 3 
Weightt 4 
Weightt 5 
Distancee 1 
Distancee 2 
Distancee 3 
Distancee 4 
Distancee 5 
Conflict-Balancee 1 
Conflict-Balancee 2 
Conflict-Balancee 3 
Conflict-Balancee 4 
Conflict-Balancee 5 
Conflict-Weightt 1 
Conflict-Weightt 2 
Conflict-Weightt 3 
Conflict-Weightt 4 
Conflict-Weightt 5 
Conflict-Distancee 1 
Conflict-Distancee 2 
Conflict-Distancee 3 
Conflict-Distancee 4 
Conflict-Distancee 5 

Left t 
W W 
1 1 
3 3 
2 2 
3 3 
3 3 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
3 3 
4 4 
1 1 
2 2 
4 4 
2 2 
2 2 
3 3 
1 1 
4 4 
2 2 
4 4 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
2 2 

D D 
2 2 
3 3 
1 1 
2 2 
4 4 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
3 3 
2 2 
1 1 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 
4 4 
4 4 
2 2 
3 3 
1 1 
3 3 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
1 1 
4 4 

Right t 
W W 
2 2 
4 4 
4 4 
2 2 
1 1 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
3 3 
1 1 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 
4 4 
3 3 
1 1 
2 2 
1 1 
4 4 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
3 3 
3 3 

D D 
2 2 
3 3 
1 1 
2 2 
4 4 
1 1 
2 2 
2 2 
4 4 
3 3 
4 4 
1 1 
2 2 
4 4 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
2 2 
3 3 
2 2 
3 3 
1 1 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 

prediction n 
basedd on 

addition-rule e 
correct t 
correct t 
correct t 
correct t 
correct t 
correct t 
correct t 
correct t 
correct t 
correct t 
correct t 
correct t 
correct t 
correct t 
correct t 

incorrect t 
incorrect t 
incorrect t 
correct t 
correct t 

incorrect t 
incorrect t 
incorrect t 
incorrect t 
correct t 

prediction n 
basedd on 

buggy-rule e 
correct t 
correct t 
correct t 
correct t 
correct t 
correct t 
correct t 
correct t 
correct t 
correct t 
correct t 
correct t 
correct t 
correct t 
correct t 

incorrect t 
incorrect t 
incorrect t 
correct t 
correct t 

incorrect t 
incorrect t 
incorrect t 
incorrect t 
correct t 

number r 
of f 

buggies s 

3 3 
2 2 
1 1 
1 1 
2 2 
1 1 
2 2 
1 1 
2 2 
1 1 
2 2 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
2 2 

Note.Note. The first column 
amountt of weight on the 
weightt from the fulcrum; 
fromm the fulcrum on the 
thee addition-rule results 
whetherr using the buggy-
shownn how many buggies 

showss type and number of the item; the second column displays the 
leftt arm of the balance and the third column shows the distance of this 
thee fourth and fifth column show die amount of weight and the distance 
rightt side of the balance. In the sixth column is indicated whether using 
inn a correct or incorrect prediction; in the seventh column is shown 
rulee results in a correct or incorrect prediction. In the eighth column is 
aree required before a conflict item is reduced to a nonconflict item. 

Basedd on the four rule models Siegler proposed, we can make predictions of the 
numberr of classes latent class analysis should produce for each item type. Next, we are 
ablee to make predictions on the probabilities of correct responses of each latent class to 
thee five different item types. These predictions are indicated in Table 3. 
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Tablee 3 
Latentt Class Models of Siegler's Rules per Item Type 

Itemm Types 
Weight t 

Distance e 

Conflict-Balance e 

Conflict-Weight t 

Conflict-Distance e 

Wl l 
1.00 0 
(Rulee 1,11,111,1V) 
D l l 
1.00 0 
(Rulee 11,111,1V] 
CB1 1 
1.00 0 
(Rulee IV) 
CW1 1 
1.00 0 
(Rulee 1,11,1V) 
CD1 1 
1.00 0 
(Rulee IV) 

Latentt Classes 

D2 2 
.00 0 
(Rulee I) 
CB2 2 
.33 3 
(Rulee III ) 
CW2 2 
.33 3 
(Rulee III ) 
CD2 2 
.33 3 
(Rulee III ) 

CB3 3 
.00 0 
(Rulee I, II) 

CD3 3 
.00 0 
(Rulee 1,11) 

Note.Note. For each item type the expected classes are indicated. Each class is characterized by a 
conditionall  probability of a correct response and consists of a subset of rules. For instance, Dl 
(Rulee II, in, IV) and D2 (Rule I) are the predicted latent classes of the responses to the distance 
items. . 

Al ll  children are expected to solve the weight items correctly. Latent class analysis 
shouldd therefore result in only one latent class. Subjects in this latent class have a 
probabilityy of near 1.00 for a correct response. 

Latentt class analysis of the responses to the distance items should result in two 
latentt classes. The first latent class consists of children using Rule II , Rule III or Rule IV 
whoo have a probability of near 1.00 for a correct response to the distance items. The 
secondd class consists of children using Rule I who have a probability of near .00 for a 
correctt response to the distance items. 

AA correct response to the conflict-balance items is predicted by Siegler for children 
usingg Rule IV. They form the first latent class which has a probability of near 1.00 for a 
correctt response to these items. The second latent class consists of children using Rule III 
whoo are predicted to guess on conflict items,- they have a probability of near .33 for a 
correctt response to the conflict-balance items. The third latent class is hypothesized to 
consistt of children using Rule I or Rule II . These children fail at the conflict-balance items 
andd as a consequence have a probability of near .00 for a correct response to these items. 

Sieglerr hypothesized that all children, except for the children using Rule III , would 
answerr the conflict-weight items correctly. Children using Rule II I would guess at these 
items.. Latent class analysis should produce two latent classes: a class, consisting of 
childrenn using Rule I, Rule II or Rule IV, with a probability of near 1.00 for a correct 
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responsee and a class consisting of children using Rule III , with a probability of near .33 for 
aa correct response to the conflict-weight items. 

Succeedingg at the conflict-distance items is predicted for children using Rule IV. 
Thesee children form the first latent class, with a probability of near 1.00 for a correct 
responsee to the conflict-distance items. The second latent class consists of children using 
Rulee III who guess at conflict-distance items. This latent class is predicted to have a 
probabilityy of near .33 to solve the items correctly. Siegler hypothesized that children 
usingg Rule I and Rule II would fail on the conflict-distance items. These children form the 
thirdd latent class and are expected to have a probability of near .00 for a correct response 
too the conflict-distance items. For all item types is valid that equality constraints should 
bee possible on all conditional probabilities, within one latent class. 

Thee results of the analyses of all item types are given in Tables 4 and 5. In Table 4 
thee goodness-of-fit tests are shown; in Table 5 the parameters of the selected models are 
givenn for each item type. An explanation of the results of each item type is given below. 

WeightWeight A two-class model, but not a one-class model (̂ 2 (26, N = 484) = 10 ,̂ p = .00) 
fitss the data. The parameter estimates in Table 5 show one large class (97 % of the 
subjects)) and a very small class (3 %). The conditional probabilities (probability of a 
correctt response) are close to 1 for the first class, and inconsistent for the second class. 

Thiss result does not agree with the hypotheses based on Siegler's rule models. 
Accordingg to these hypotheses, all children should solve weight items correctly and form 
onee latent class. The children in the unexpected second latent class however, do not show 
aa consistent pattern of responses to the weight items. A further look at the responses to 
thee other item types shows that they also do not have a consistent pattern of responses to 
thee other items. It seems they do not understand the balance scale problems and are not 
ablee to solve them. We delete this group of children from further latent class analyses. 
Thee remaining group consists of 472 children. Chi-square test shows that the empirical 
responsess of these children form only one class [%2 (26, JV = 472) = 6.46, p = 1.00). All 
thee other latent class analyses will also be performed with the remaining 472 children. 
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Tablee 4 

Goodness-of-fitt Indices for Latent Class Models of Responses to the Individual Item 

Types,, Empirical Data 

modell  X2 LR df p{X2) p(LR) pbfó) pbjLR) MR Mf AIC BIC 1-e X 
Weightt items 

1* * 

2* * 
1 1 

2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
3a a 
3b b 
3c c 

2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
4a a 
4b b 
4c c 
4d d 
4e e 

2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
4a a 
4b b 
4c c 

1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
2a a 
2b b 
3a a 
3b b 

104 4 

27.22 2 
6.46 6 

75.09 9 
13.88 8 

1.86 6 
.67 7 

18.56 6 
22.33 3 
28.67 7 

94.81 1 
30.37 7 
19.00 0 
12.33 3 
20.73 3 
26.04 4 
29.00 0 
29.05 5 
30.93 3 

73.79 9 
24.85 5 
12.35 5 
5.18 8 

13.36 6 
15.76 6 
18.38 8 

1890 0 
19.18 8 
11.47 7 
7.73 3 

20.18 8 
34.24 4 
12.19 9 
33.52 2 

82.28 8 

26.41 1 
7.01 1 

57.55 5 
13.85 5 
2.35 5 

.70 0 
18.88 8 
22.49 9 
28.27 7 

84.77 7 
33.16 6 
19.80 0 
13.30 0 
22.62 2 
28.43 3 
31.84 4 
31.85 5 
34.19 9 

69.67 7 
23.24 4 
12.21 1 
6.50 0 

14.51 1 
17.95 5 
20.35 5 

262.3 3 
20.08 8 
12.99 9 
8.35 5 

21.16 6 
35.21 1 
13.27 7 
34.76 6 

26 6 

20 0 
26 6 

20 0 
14 4 
9 9 
7 7 

18 8 
22 2 
26 6 

20 0 
16 6 
11 1 
8 8 

13 3 
19 9 
20 0 
22 2 
24 4 

20 0 
15 5 
10 0 
6 6 

12 2 
16 6 
19 9 

25 5 
20 0 
14 4 
11 1 
23 3 
26 6 
18 8 
24 4 

.00 0 

.13 3 
1.00 0 

.00 0 

.46 6 

.99 .99 
1.00 0 
.42 2 
.44 4 
.33 3 

.00 0 

.01 1 

.06 6 

.18 8 

.08 8 

.07 7 

.09 9 

.14 4 

.12 2 

.00 0 

.05 5 

.26 6 

.52 2 

.34 4 

.53 3 

.50 0 

.00 0 

.51 1 

.65 5 

.74 4 

.63 3 

.13 3 

.84 4 

.09 9 

.00 0 

.15 5 
1.00 0 

.00 0 

.47 7 

.79 9 

.00 0 

.41 1 

.88 8 
Distancee items 

.00 0 

.46 6 

.98 8 
1.00 0 
.40 0 
.43 3 
.35 5 

.01 1 

.65 5 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
.49 9 
.52 2 
.31 1 

.00 0 

.82 2 
1.00 0 
LOO O 
.62 2 
.66 6 
.49 9 

--
---
--

---
--
--
--

5.03 3 
8.64 4 

14.42 2 
Conflict-balancee items 
.00 0 
.01 1 
.05 5 
.00 0 
.05 5 
.04 4 
.05 5 
.08 8 
.08 8 

.00 0 

.01 1 

.03 3 

.05 5 

.08 8 

.07 7 

.10 0 

.10 0 

.12 2 
Conflict-wei i 
.00 0 
.08 8 
.27 7 
.37 7 
.27 7 
.33 3 
.37 7 

.02 2 

.06 6 

.27 7 

.78 8 

.40 0 

.57 7 

.56 6 

.00 0 

.01 1 

.07 7 

.06 6 

.08 8 

.05 5 

.10 0 

.10 0 

.09 9 

--
--
--
--

2.82 2 
8.63 3 

12.04 4 
12.05 5 
14.39 9 

ghtt items 
.00 0 
.15 5 
.39 9 
.71 1 
.44 4 
.54 4 
.53 3 

--
--
--
---

2.30 0 
5.74 4 
8.14 4 

Conflict-distancee items 
.00 0 
.45 5 
.53 3 
.68 8 
.57 7 
.11 1 
.78 8 
.07 7 

.00 0 

.61 1 

.80 0 

.74 4 

.73 3 

.10 0 

.92 2 

.09 9 

.00 0 

.70 0 

.80 0 

.78 8 

.77 .77 

.16 6 

.95 5 

.14 4 

--
--
--
--

1.08 8 
15.13 3 
0.28 8 

21.77 7 

--
--
--

~ ~ 
--
--
--
4 4 
8 8 

12 2 

--
--
--
~ ~ 
2 2 
8 8 
9 9 

11 1 
13 3 

--
--
---
--
2 2 
6 6 
9 9 

---
--
---
--
3 3 
6 6 
4 4 

10 0 

92.28 8 

48.41 1 
17.01 1 

79.55 5 
47.85 5 
46.35 5 
48.70 0 
44.88 8 
40.49 9 
38.27 7 

106.77 7 
63.16 6 
59.80 0 
59.30 0 
58.62 2 
56.43 3 
53.84 4 
49.85 5 
48.19 9 

91.67 7 
55.24 4 
54.21 1 
56.50 0 
52.51 1 
47.95 5 
44.35 5 

274.3 3 
42.08 8 
46.99 9 
48.35 5 
37.16 6 
45.21 1 
39.27 7 
48.76 6 

113.19 9 
94.37 7 
37.82 2 

125.32 2 
118.59 9 
137.90 0 
148.57 7 
98.98 8 
77.94 4 
59.08 8 

152.54 4 
125.58 8 
143.02 2 
155.01 1 
133.52 2 
102.36 6 
99.61 1 
87.30 0 
77.32 2 

137.44 4 
121.82 2 
141.60 0 
160.53 3 
131.57 7 
110.37 7 
94.28 8 

299.27 7 
87.85 5 

117.73 3 
131.57 7 
70.45 5 
66.02 2 
93.37 7 
77.89 9 

--
.99 9 

--

.99 .99 

.92 2 

.90 0 

.89 9 

.91 1 

.91 1 

.91 1 

.97 .97 

.89 9 

.91 1 

.86 6 

.89 9 

.89 9 

.84 4 

.84 4 

.84 4 

.95 5 

.90 0 

.88 8 

.87 7 

.87 7 

.82 2 

.84 4 

--
.95 5 
.92 2 
.92 2 
.95 5 
.94 4 
.71 1 
.91 1 

---
.64 4 

--

.98 8 

.80 0 

.76 6 

.76 6 

.77 .77 

.78 8 

.77 .77 

.93 3 

.82 2 

.83 3 

.78 8 

.81 1 

.83 3 

.74 4 

.74 4 

.75 5 

.88 8 

.83 3 

.80 0 

.80 0 

.80 0 

.74 4 

.75 5 

---
.76 6 
.69 9 
.64 4 
.73 3 
.71 1 
.32 2 
.81 1 

Note.Note. N = 472. %2 is Pearson's chi-square and LR is the Loglikelihood ratio, df is the number of 
degreess of freedom, p(%2) and p[LR) are obtained from the theoretical chi-square distribution, 
pb(x2)pb(x2) and pb(LR) are computed by means of the bootstrap procedure. ALR is the Loglikelihood 
ratioo difference, Adf is the degrees of freedom difference, X is lambda. * N = 484. 
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Tablee 5 
Parameterr Estimates for the Selected Latent Class Models of 

Responsess to the Individual Item Types, Empirical Data 

model l 

2* * 

3c c 

4e e 

3 3 

4c c 

2b b 

3b b 

unconditio o 
probabilit] ] 

.97 7 

.03 3 

.60 0 

.22 2 

.18 8 

.25 5 

.36 6 

.26 6 

.13 3 

.42 2 

.26 6 

.32 2 

.30 0 

.19 9 

.24 4 

.26 6 

.20 0 

.80 0 

.19 9 

.52 2 

.30 0 

nal l 
ess item 1 

Weight t 
.94 4 
.35 5 

conditionall  probabilities 
itemm 2 

items s 
.97 7 
.58 8 

Distancee items 
.97 .97 
.04 4 
.65 5 

.97 7 

.04 4 

.65 5 

Conflict-balancee items 
.88 8 
.00 0 
.28 8 
.31 1 

.88 8 

.00 0 

.28 8 

.31 1 

Conflict-weightt items 
.91 1 
.33 3 
.09 9 

.99 9 

.16 6 

.49 9 

.06 6 

.96 .96 

.34 4 

.22 2 

.99 9 

.16 6 

.66 .66 

.06 6 

Conflict-distancee items 
.53 3 
.03 3 

.55 5 

.03 3 

.04 4 

.53 3 

.03 3 

.55 5 

.03 3 

.04 4 

itemm 3 

.98 8 

.30 0 

.97 .97 

.04 4 

.65 5 

.88 8 

.00 0 

.28 8 

.82 2 

.90 0 

.18 8 

.09 9 

.99 9 

.16 6 

.36 6 

.06 6 

.53 3 

.03 3 

.55 5 

.03 3 

.04 4 

itemm 4 

.96 6 

.58 8 

.97 .97 

.04 4 

.65 5 

.88 8 

.00 0 

.28 8 

.82 2 

.96 6 

.33 3 
1.00 0 

.99 .99 

.16 6 

.73 3 

.91 1 

.53 3 

.03 3 

.55 5 

.03 3 

.04 4 

itemm 5 

.98 8 

.57 7 

.97 7 

.04 4 

.65 5 

.88 8 

.00 0 

.28 8 

.31 1 

.97 .97 

.53 3 

.93 3 

.99 9 

.16 6 

.86 6 

.91 1 

.74 4 

.35 5 

.73 3 

.03 3 

.92 2 
Note.Note. N = 472. The unconditional probabilities specify how large the classes are. The 
conditionall  probabilities denote the probabilities of a correct answer for each item for 
eachh class. *JV = 484. 

DistanceDistance Both a three-, four- and five-class model fi t the responses to the distance items. 
Thee BIC index is lowest for the model of three classes but the AIC index is lowest for the 
modell  of four classes. In this case, it is best to choose the most economical model. This is 
thee three-class model in which the number of degrees of freedom is the largest and hence 
thee least parameters need to be estimated. In model 3a the conditional probabilities of the 
firstt latent class are constrained to be equal; in model 3b the conditional probabilities of 
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bothh the first latent class and those of the second latent class are constrained to be equal. 
Inn the eventual model 3c the conditional probabilities of all distance items for the first, 
secondd and third latent class are constrained to be equal. The constraints are acceptable 
becausee the increase in Loglikelihood ratio is small relative to the increase in degrees of 
freedomm {MR = 14.42, Adf = 12, p > 0.05). Therefore, we can conclude that responses 
aree consistent within this item type for each latent class. 

Thee two predicted latent classes, based on Siegler's rule models, can be found in this 
model.. The first class responds correctly to all distance items and is supposed to consist 
off  children using Rule II, Rule III or Rule IV. The second class fails at all the distance 
itemss and is assumed to consist of children using Rule I. However, a third latent class is 
found:: one that has a probability of .65 for all distance items. Richards and Siegler's Rule 
I'' might explain this latent class: a child using Rule I' considers only the amount of 
weight;; when the amounts are equal on both sides (as is the case with distance items), the 
childd chooses arbitrarily between the left and the right side (Richards & Siegler, 1981). 
However,, when children are using Rule I', probabilities should be .50 for the distance 
items. . 

Conflict-balanceConflict-balance Although the AIC index is lowest for a five-class model and the BIC 
indexx is lowest for a three-class model, we have chosen a four-class model. This is the 
firstt model that fits the data. In model 4a we constrain the conditional probabilities of the 
firstt latent class model to be equal; in model 4b we add constraints to the conditional 
probabilitiess of the second latent class; in model 4c constraints are put on the first, 
secondd and third latent classes. When all five conditional probabilities of the fourth class 
aree constrained to be equal, the model must be rejected. However, it is possible to 
constrainn the probabilities of the first, second and fifth item to be equal (which is done in 
modell  4d) and to constrain the probabilities of the third and fourth item to be equal. The 
eventuall  model 4e contains all these constraints. The constraints are acceptable because 
thee increase in Loglikelihood ratio is small relative to the increase in degrees of freedom. 
Alsoo the AIC and BIC measures indicate that the constraints improve the model. Again, 
wee can conclude that items are consistent within this item type. 

Thee first three latent classes are in agreement with Siegler's rule models. The 
childrenn in the first class succeed at all conflict-balance items. According to Siegler, they 
followw Rule IV, but it is also possible that they use the addition- or buggy-rule which 
alwayss result in a right answer on the conflict-balance problems of this test (see Table 2). 
Next,, the children in the second class fail at all items (Rule I and II, according to Siegler) 
andd the children in the third class guess at all items (Rule III , according to Siegler). The 
patternn of the children in the fourth latent class can be explained by the buggy-rule as 
proposedd by van Maanen et al. (1989). These children seem to guess at conflict-balance 
itemss 1, 2 and 5, but succeed at conflict-balance items 3 and 4. Using the buggy-rule will 
alwayss result in a correct answer to a conflict-balance item. To reach the right answer on 
thee third and fourth conflict-balance item, one needs to make only one buggy (see Table 
2).. Reaching the correct answer on conflict-balance items 1, 2 and 5 requires the making 
off  more buggies and may result in more mistakes during the procedure by which the 
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probabilityy of answering these items correctly lowers. The conditional probabilities on 
thesee items (.31) suggest that if one buggy does not yield an answer, the subjects guess. 

Conflict-weightConflict-weight A three-class model fits the data. Though the BIC measure is lowest for 
thee three-class model, the AIC measure is lowest for the four-class model. Besides, 
puttingg equality restrictions to the conditional probabilities of the three-class model, does 
nott result in any fitting model. Constraining the conditional probabilities of the four-class 
modell  is possible. Therefore the unconstrained three-class model as well as the 
constrainedd four-class model is shown in Table 5. 

Thee first latent class of the three-class model consists of children who have a high 
probabilityy of answering the conflict-weight items correctly. They are assumed to use Rule 
I,, Rule II or Rule IV when solving balance scale problems. The pattern of the second 
latentt class is inconsistent and difficult to explain. The third latent class consists of 
childrenn who have a low probability of answering the first three conflict-weight items 
correctlyy but who have a high probability of answering the fourth and fifth item correctly. 
Thee last two items can be solved by using the buggy- or addition-rule and therefore the 
childrenn in the third latent class are assumed to follow the addition- or buggy-rule when 
solvingg balance scale problems. 

Thee four-class model is constrained as follows. In model 4a the conditional 
probabilitiess of the first latent class are constrained to be equal; in model 4b also the 
conditionall  probabilities of the second latent class are constrained to be equal. In the 
eventuall  model 4c we add constraints to the conditional probabilities of the fourth latent 
class.. We constrain conflict-weight item 1, 2 and 3 to be equal and we constrain conflict-
weightt item 4 and 5 to be equal. The AIC and BIC of this model are much lower than the 
AICC and BIC of the three-class model. 

Thee response pattern of the first latent class of the four-class model is similar to the 
firstt class of the three-class model. The children are assumed to use Siegler's Rule I, Rule 
III  or Rule IV. Latent class 2 is not expected; all subjects are hypothesized to succeed or 
guesss at the conflict-weight items, but not fail. Constraining the conditional probabilities 
too be equal is not possible for the third class. It is hard to find an interpretation for this 
latentt class because its probabilities vary from .36 to .86. The probabilities are too high 
andd the pattern of the responses is too inconsistent to consider the subjects to be 
guessing.. Furthermore, the criticism of Ferretti and Butterfield (1986) holds for this class. 

Thee children in the fourth class have the same response pattern as the children in 
thee third class of the three-class model. They answer conflict-weight item 4 and 5 
correctly,, but fail on item 1, 2, and 3. Both item 4 and 5 can be solved using the addition-
orr the buggy-rule. Notice that for answering conflict-weight item 4 correctly with the 
buggy-rule,, one should make two buggies and for answering item 5 correctly with the 
buggy-rule,, one needs to make only one buggy {see Table 2). This difference in number of 
buggiess should result in different probabilities. As can be seen in Table 5, the conditional 
probabilitiess of item 4 and 5 are near 1.00 and are constrained to be equal. Hence, there is 
moree support for use of the addition-rule (which results in a correct answer on both items 
andd requires the same procedure for both) than for use of the buggy-rule. 
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Conflict-distanceConflict-distance Both a two-class model and a three-class model fit the data. The two-
classs model has the lowest AIC and BIC measure. Based on statistical grounds, the two-
classs model is chosen. 

Puttingg equality constraints on this model is not possible without excluding 
conflict-distancee item 5 from the equality constraints. Both for the first and second latent 
classs the probability of solving this item correctly is higher than those for the other four 
items.. It is possible that the children in the first latent class will never answer that the 
twoo sides balance. They may arbitrarily choose between the sides of the balance and 
hencee have a probability of .53 for answering the conflict-distance items correctly. 
However,, the children in this group have a relatively high probability of responding the 
fift hh item correctly. Explaining the pattern of the second latent class is hard. The children 
inn this class fail all items but have a relatively high probability of answering the fifth 
conflict-distancee item correctly. When splitting this class into two classes, which is done 
inn the three-class model 3b, the patterns can be explained more clearly. For this reason, 
alsoo the response patterns of the three-class model are displayed. The children in the 
secondd latent class of the three-class model fail all conflict-distance items. According to 
Siegler'ss rules, these children are following Rule I or Rule II when solving the conflict-
distancee items. The children in the third latent class fail all items, except for the last 
item.. Only this item can be solved by using the addition- and the buggy-rule (see Table 2). 

ConclusionsConclusions Main conclusions of this first kind of latent class analysis are that the 
responsee patterns of the empirical data look rule-governed and that the latent classes 
foundd are, partially, in agreement with Siegler's rule models. In all the sub analyses both 
Rulee I and Rule II can be found. Rule III is only recognized in the analysis of the conflict-
balancee items. Support for the existence of Rule IV can be found in the analysis of the 
conflict-balancee items, although the latent class concerned may also consist of children 
usingg the buggy- or addition-rule. For use of the addition-rule support is found in the 
analysess of the conflict-weight and the conflict-distance items. Support for the buggy-rule 
iss found in the analyses of the conflict-balance and the conflict-distance items. Finally, 
somee support is found for Rule I' (Richards & Siegler, 1981) in the analyses of the 
distancee items. 

Itt was possible to put equality constraints on the conditional probabilities within 
classes.. This is important to test the consistency of responding to different items within 
itemm types. In one case, class 3 of the conflict weight items, equalities are not possible. 
Anotherr form of inequality occurs when some conflict items can be solved by the 
addition-- and/or the buggy-rule. This is not the type of inconsistency in which Ferretti 
andd Butterfield (1986) were interested. But it is an inconsistency that should be taken care 
off  by additional items or an additional item type. 

2.5.1.2.2.5.1.2. Latent class analysis of a combination of items 

Thee purpose of performing the second kind of latent class analysis is to study the 
consistencyy of rule use over different item types. It would be ideal to use all 25 items of 
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thee balance scale test in the latent class analysis. In van der Heijden, 't Hart & Dessens 
(1997)) is shown how such a large set of variables can be used in latent class analysis. We 
havee not used this technique here but made a selection of items of all different item types. 

Byy using two items of each type equality constraints can be put on the two items of 
onee type. If constraints are possible, there is consistency of rule use within one item type. 
Wee performed some simulation studies to test whether two items per type are sufficient 
too find the rules proposed by Siegler. We found that two items per type is sufficient. There 
iss no problem in finding Rule III , although no subject can show exactly a probability of 
.333 on two items. If we find a class with a conditional probability of .33 we can generalize 
thiss to individual subjects, which is in accordance with standard statistical practice. 

Inn the selection we include items that can be solved by using the buggy- or addition-
rule.. So, in this latent class analysis we used eight items: two distance items; two conflict-
balancee items [both can be solved by using the addition- or buggy-rule but for one only 
onee buggy is required); two conflict-weight items from which one can be solved by 
followingg the addition-rule or the buggy-rule; two conflict-distance items from which one 
cann be solved by using the addition-rule or the buggy-rule. Weight items are left out of the 
analysiss because the results presented above show that all children succeed at these items 
andd hence the weight items do not distinguish between children using different rules. 

Hypothesess based on Siegler's rule models concerning the probabilities of a correct 
responsee to all these items are displayed for each rule model in Table 6. Added are the 
rulee models buggy-rule ("buggy") and addition-rule ("add"). 

Tablee 6 
AA Latent Class Model of Siegler's Rules, Buggy-Rule and Addition-Rule Added 

Rulee Models 
Itemm types 
Distance e 
Conflict-Balancee * 
Buggyy Conflict-Balance* 
Conflict-Weight t 
Additionn Conflict-Weight** 
Conflict-Distance e 
Additionn Conflict-Distance** 

RI I 
.00 0 
.00 0 
.00 0 

1.00 0 
1.00 0 
.00 0 
.00 0 

RII I 
1.00 0 
.00 0 
.00 0 

1.00 0 
1.00 0 
.00 0 
.00 0 

RIII I 
1.00 0 
.33 3 
.33 3 
.33 3 
.33 3 
.33 3 
.33 3 

RIV V 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 

buggy y 
1.00 0 

<< 1.00 
1.00 0 
.00 0 

<< 1.00 
.00 0 

<< 1.00 

add d 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
.00 0 

1.00 0 
.00 0 

1.00 0 
Note.Note. The first column shows the type of item; the second, third, fourth and fifth 
columnn display the expected probabilities for solving the item types correctly for the rule 
modelss Rule I (RI), Rule II (RII), Rule III (RIII) and Rule IV (RIV). In the sixth and 
seventhh column the expected probabilities for the rule models buggy-rule (buggy) and 
addition-rulee (add) are displayed. 
**  The conflict-balance item as well as the buggy conflict-balance item can be solved by 
usingg the buggy-rule. Difference between these two items is that for solving the conflict-
balancee item with the buggy-rule more than one buggy is required while for solving the 
buggyy conflict-balance item with the buggy-rule only one buggy is required. 
***  The addition conflict-weight item and the addition conflict-distance item can be 
solvedd both by following the addition-rule and by following the buggy-rule. 
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Thee latent class analysis is applied to distance item 1, distance item 2, conflict-
balancee item 1, conflict-balance item 3, conflict-weight item 1, conflict-weight item 4, 
conflict-distancee item 1 and conflict-distance item 5. The goodness-of-fit tests are given 
inn Table 7; the parameter estimates for the selected model are given in Table 8. 

AA four-class model is the first model that fits the data, according to the bootstrap 
method.. Of the fitting models, this model also has the lowest BIC measure but the AI C 
measuree decreases when the number of latent classes increases. Here, we have chosen for 
thee four-class model. In the models 4a to 41 we have put increasingly stringent equality 
constraints.. We started, in model 4a, with constraining the two items of one type to be 
equall  for the first latent class. In the other models we have also constrained items of one 
itemm type within one class to be equal, resulting in the eventual model 41. Note that 
modell  41 fits the data according to the bootstrap analysis. The theoretical p-values of the 
Pearsonn chi-square and Loglikelihood ratio strongly diverge. Therefore these statistics, 
includingg the related Loglikelihood ratio difference test and the AIC and BIC indices, are 
nott very reliable. According to these statistics model 4g should be preferred. This model 
hass a few equalities less than model 41. Because of the bootstrap results we chose for 
modell  41 which is economical. The equality constraints of this model wil l be dealt with 
forr each latent class separately. 

Tablee 7 
Goodness-of-fitt Indices for Latent Class Models of Responses to a Combination of Items 

off  Different Item Types, Empirical Data 

lode e 

2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 

4a a 
4b b 
4c c 
4d d 
4e e 
4f f 
4g g 
4h h 
4i i 
4j j 
4k k 
41 1 

X2 2 
765.09 9 
413.62 2 
300.17 7 
265.95 5 
210.00 0 

311.24 4 
312.93 3 
313.71 1 
317.96 6 
317.85 5 
322.89 9 
322.74 4 
326.65 5 
330.38 8 
330.62 2 
342.20 0 
350.96 6 

LR LR 
364.37 7 
259.97 7 
209.31 1 
188.01 1 
168.61 1 

212.11 1 
212.28 8 
213.44 4 
220.50 0 
220.52 2 
222.40 0 
222.40 0 
239.49 9 
250.05 5 
250.57 7 
256.70 0 
264.73 3 

df df 
238 8 
229 9 
220 0 
215 5 
209 9 

224 4 
225 5 
227 7 
228 8 
229 9 
230 0 
231 1 
232 2 
233 3 
234 4 
235 5 
236 6 

ALR ALR 
--
--
--
--
--

2.80 0 
2.97 7 
4.13 3 
11.19 9 
11.21 1 
13.09 9 
13.09 9 
30.18* * 
40.74* * 
41.26* * 
47.39* * 
55.42* * 

MM p(%2) 
--
--
--
--
----

4 4 
5 5 
7 7 
8 8 
9 9 
10 0 
11 1 
12 2 
13 3 
14 4 
15 5 
16 6 

.00 0 

.00 0 

.00 0 

.01 1 

.47 7 

.00 0 

.00 0 

.00 0 

.00 0 

.00 0 

.00 0 

.00 0 

.00 0 

.00 0 

.00 0 

.00 0 

.00 0 

p(LR) p(LR) 
.00 0 
.08 8 
.69 9 
.91 1 
.98 8 

.71 1 

.72 2 

.73 3 

.63 3 

.64 4 

.63 3 

.65 5 

.35 5 

.21 1 

.22 2 

.16 6 

.10 0 

im im 
.00 0 
.02 2 
.13 3 
.30 0 
.42 2 

.15 5 

.09 9 

.10 0 

.14 4 

.19 9 

.11 1 

.13 3 

.17 7 

.26 6 

.13 3 

.43 3 

.32 2 

pbW pbW 
.00 0 
.00 0 
.08 8 
.22 2 
.33 3 

.12 2 

.13 3 

.16 6 

.10 0 

.19 9 

.12 2 

.16 6 

.07 7 

.12 2 

.03 3 

.47 7 

.23 3 

AIC C 
398.37 7 
311.97 7 
279.31 1 
268.01 1 
260.61 1 

274.11 1 
272.28 8 
269.44 4 
274.50 0 
272.52 2 
272.40 0 
270.40 0 
285.49 9 
294.05 5 
292.57 7 
296.70 0 
302.73 3 

BIC C 
469.04 4 
420.05 5 
424.80 0 
434.29 9 
451.83 3 

402.98 8 
396.99 396.99 
385.84 4 
386.74 4 
380.60 0 
376.32 2 
370.17 7 
381.10 0 
385.50 0 
379.87 7 
379.84 4 
381.71 1 

Note.Note. N = 472. %2 is Pearson's chi-square and LR is the Loglikelihood ratio, df is the 
numberr of degrees of freedom, p(%2) and p(LR) are obtained from the theoretical chi-square 
distribution,, pb{%2) and pb(LR) are computed by means of the bootstrap procedure. Ali? is 
thee Loglikelihood ratio difference, Adf is the degrees of freedom difference. *  p < .01 
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Tablee 8 
Parameterr Estimates for the Selected Latent Class Model of Responses to a 

Combinationn of Items of Different Item Types, Empirical Data 

model l 
41 1 

unconditional l 
probabilities s 

.24 4 

.41 1 

.24 4 

.11 1 

dl l 
.07 7 
.97 .97 
.78 8 
.85 5 

d2 2 
.07 7 
.97 7 
.78 8 
.85 5 

conditionall  probabilities 
cbl l 
.01 1 
.75 5 
.22 2 
.14 4 

cb3 3 
.01 1 
.75 5 
.22 2 
.14 4 

cwl l 
.97 7 
.12 2 
.78 8 
.35 5 

cw4 4 
.97 7 
.76 6 
.78 8 
.35 5 

cdl l 
.03 3 
.12 2 
.13 3 
.78 8 

cd5 5 
.03 3 
.76 6 
.13 3 
.78 8 

Note.Note. N = 472. dl is distance item 1, d2 is distance item 2, cbl is conflict-balance item 1, cb3 
iss conflict-balance item 3 (buggy-item), cwl is conflict-weight item 1, cw4 is conflict-weight 
itemm 4 (addition item), cdl is conflict-distance item 1, cd5 is conflict-distance item 5 (addition 
item) ) 

Forr the first latent class, all items of each type are constrained to be equal: the 
conditionall  probabilities for both distance items are equal; the probabilities for the 
conflict-balancee items are equal; the probabilities for the conflict-weight items are equal as 
welll  as the probabilities for the conflict-distance items. The children in this class only 
respondd correctly to the conflict-weight items and are assumed to use Rule I when solving 
balancee scale problems. 

Forr the second latent class, the conditional probabilities of the distance items are 
constrainedd to be equal as well as the conditional probabilities of the conflict-balance 
items.. The children in this class respond correctly to the distance and conflict-balance 
items.. Besides, conflict-weight item 1 and conflict-distance item 1 are constrained to be 
equal.. The children have a low probability of answering these items correctly. These are 
thee items, which can not be solved correctly by using the addition-rule. This in 
contradictionn to conflict-weight item 4 and conflict-distance item 5. These items are also 
constrainedd to be equal and the probability of answering these items correctly is high. 
Becausee the children in this class have a high probability of answering these items and the 
conflict-balancee items (which can also be solved correctly by the addition-rule) correctly, 
theyy are assumed to use the addition-rule when solving balance scale items. 

Forr the third latent class, all items of one class are constrained to be equal. The 
childrenn have a high probability of answering the distance items and the conflict-weight 
itemss correctly. They have a low probability of answering the conflict-balance and the 
conflict-distancee items correctly. They show a pattern that matches Rule II . 

Alsoo for the fourth latent class all items of one type are constrained to be equal. The 
childrenn have a high probability of answering the distance and the conflict-distance items 
correctly.. They have a low probability of answering the conflict-balance items correctly 
andd seem to be guessing at the conflict-weight items. The pattern of this class is difficult 
too interpret. It is possible that the children in this class consider, in contrary to children 
whoo use Rule I, "distance" as the dominant dimension. This would explain why these 
childrenn have a high probability of solving the distance items and the conflict-distance 
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itemss correctly but not the (easier) conflict-weight items. However, in this analysis we 
havee only included children who succeeded at the weight items and children who consider 
distancee as the dominant dimension are predicted to fail at the weight items. 

Thee most important problem of this analysis is the choice of items. Because there 
aree several ways to select eight items of the original 25 items and the choice of items may 
influencee the probabilities of the eventual model, a replication analysis is performed with 
aa comparable set of items. The results of this analysis are in accordance with the results 
off  the original analysis. It is possible to use the same equality constraints as those 
mentionedd in model 41 of the original analysis. The 4-class model of the replication 
analysiss shows rule models I and II as well as the addition-rule model. The fourth latent 
classs is, just like in the original analysis, harder to interpret. The results point to a class 
off  children who wil l never answer that the two sides of the scale wil l balance on conflict 
items.. They always choose between the left and the right side of the scale. Therefore the 
probabilityy of answering both the conflict-distance and the conflict-weight items correctly 
iss around .50 (chance level when choosing between two alternatives) and the probability 
off  answering the conflict-balance items is near zero. We might call this the "no balance" 
rule. . 

2.5.1.3.2.5.1.3. Conclusions 

Bothh the original analysis and the replication analysis show consistent rule use of 
Rulee I, Rule II and the addition-rule. The results show that latent class analysis can be 
appliedd to a rather large set of items of different item types. In both analyses, there is a 
classs that shows a pattern of responses that can not easily be explained. The reason for 
thiss may be an effect of the data set we are using here and not of the kind of analysis. It is 
possiblee that during the test, which consists of 25 items, subjects switch between 
strategies.. When this takes place, inconsistent response patterns may occur. 

2.5.2.. PDP data set 

Thee second data set is derived from the simulation of the PDP model of McClelland 
andd Jenkins (1991). A data set of 1378 response patterns is created with the same items 
off  the balance scale test, which is used for the empirical data set (see Table 2)3. Responses 
off  the model are also scored dichotomously. The Pearson's chi-square statistic as well as 
thee Loglikelihood ratio statistic and lambda, AIC, BIC and 1-e measures have more power 
withh a larger number of subjects. For an objective comparison, a random selection of 472 
responsee patterns out of the total number of response patterns is made. 

33 This simulation of the PDP model is based on McClelland and Jenkins (1991) and described in 
Raijmakers,, van Koten, and Molenaar (1996). The only difference is the choice of test items. For 
thiss study the items of van Maanen, Been and Sijtsma (1989) are used as test items (see Table 2). 
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2.5.2.1.2.5.2.1. Latent class analyses of each item type 

Thee results of the analyses of all item types are given in Tables 9 and 10. In Table 9 
thee goodness-of-fit tests are shown; in Table 10 the parameters of the selected models are 
givenn for each item type. An explanation of the results of each item type is given below. 

Tablee 9 
Goodness-of-fitt Indices for Latent Class Models of Responses to the Individual Item 

Types,, PDP Data 

#lc c 

1 1 

2 2 
3 3 

2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 

2 2 
3 3 

2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 

X2 2 

104 4 

32.58 8 
15.29 9 

147.24 4 
61.46 6 
27.06 6 
13.53 3 

185.87 7 
123.58 8 

165.69 9 
29.94 4 
8.22 2 
6.69 9 

LR LR 

932.0 0 

32.25 5 
18.82 2 

134.47 7 
68.09 9 
33.50 0 
14.93 3 

33.13 3 
17.54 4 

149.85 5 
25.57 7 
12.16 6 
8.93 3 

df df 

25 5 

22 2 
17 7 

21 1 
17 7 
14 4 
11 1 

23 3 
20 0 

21 1 
19 9 
15 5 
13 3 

P(%2) P(%2) 

.00 0 

.07 7 

.57 7 

.00 0 

.00 0 

.01 1 

.26 6 

.00 0 

.00 0 

.00 0 

.05 5 

.91 1 

.92 2 

p(LR)p(LR) pbffl pbiLR) MR 
Distancee items 

.000 .00 .00 

.044 .24 .20 

.177 .74 .63 
Conflict-balancee items 
.000 .00 .00 
.000 .00 .00 
.000 .01 .00 
.199 .11 .13 
Conflict-weightt items 
.066 .01 .00 
.555 .00 .00 15.6 

Conflict-distancee items 
.000 .00 .00 
.144 .02 .02 
.677 .18 .07 
.788 .08 .04 

Mf Mf 

--
--
--

--
--
--
--

---
4 4 

~ ~ 
---
--
--

AI C C 

944.0 0 

50.25 5 
45.82 2 

154.5 5 
96.09 9 
67.50 0 
54.93 3 

49.13 3 
39.54 4 

169.9 9 
49.57 7 
44.16 6 
44.93 3 

BIC C 

968.9 9 

87.66 6 
105.0 0 

196.0 0 
154.3 3 
138.2 2 
138.1 1 

82.39 9 
85.27 7 

211.4 4 
99.45 5 
110.7 7 
119.8 8 

1-e e 

--
.99 .99 
.99 .99 

.99 .99 

.97 .97 

.98 8 

.89 9 

1.0 0 
.96 6 

.88 8 

.91 1 

.89 9 
---

X X 

~ ~ 
.98 8 
.97 .97 

.97 .97 

.93 3 

.97 7 

.83 3 

1.0 0 
.91 1 

.71 1 

.77 7 

.79 .79 
--

Note.Note. N = 472. %2 is Pearson's chi-square and LR is the Loglikelihood ratio, df is the number of 
degreess of freedom, p[%2) andp(LR) are obtained from the theoretical chi-square distribution, pb[%2) 
andd pb{LR) are computed by means of the bootstrap procedure. ALR is the Loglikelihood ratio 
difference,, Adf is the degrees of freedom difference, X is lambda. 

WeightWeight Latent class analysis of the selected 472 responses of the PDP model to the weight 
itemss demonstrates that these responses, like the empirical responses to the weight 
items,, form one latent class [LR (26, N = 472) = 22.03, p = .63)4 . 

DistanceDistance When the number of latent classes exceeds three, different starting values result 
inn different models with the same number of latent classes. This is probably caused by a 
largee number of empirical zero cells. Both the two-class and the three-class model fit the 
data.. The AIC index is lowest for the three-class, but the BIC index is lowest for the two-

44 The Pearson's chi-square however is high [%2 (26, N = 472) = 314, p = .00). Further notice 
showss that the highness of the Pearson's chi-square is caused by the responses of only three 
responsee patterns. These patterns show two or three false responses to the weight items. All other 
4699 response patterns of the PDP model to the weight items are completely correct. We contend 
thatt these three, partly incorrect, patterns may be neglected and that the responses of the PDP 
modell  to the weight items are homogeneous and can be explained by one latent class. 
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classs model. The parameters of the three-class model are shown. The response patterns in 
thee first class show succeeding at all distance items and a probability of near or exactly 
1.000 for answering the distance items correctly. The response pattern points to use of 
Rulee II, Rule II I  or Rule IV. The response pattern of the third latent class (the second 
latentt class in the two-class model) suggests guessing (except for item 4). The response 
patternn of the second latent class is harder to explain because it is very inconsistent. 

Tablee 10 
Parameterr Estimates for the Selected Latent Class Models of 

Responsess to the Individual Item Types, PDP Data 

model l 

3 3 

3a a 

5 5 

4 4 

unconditioi i 
probabiliti i 

.77 7 

.04 4 

.19 9 

.03 3 

.36 6 

.61 1 

.08 8 

.38 8 

.25 5 

.10 0 

.19 9 

.20 0 

.24 4 

.47 7 

.09 9 

lal l 
ess item 1 

conditionall  probabilities 
itemm 2 

Distancee items 
1.00 0 
.55 5 
.25 5 

.46 6 

.80 0 

.83 3 

1.00 0 
.08 8 
.24 4 

1.00 0 
.00 0 
1.00 0 

Conflict-balancee items 
.26 6 
.02 2 
.58 8 
.80 0 
.80 0 

1.00 0 
.00 0 
.81 1 
.27 7 
1.00 0 

Conflict-distancee items 
.43 3 
.36 6 
.00 0 
.00 0 

.27 7 

.00 0 

.00 0 
1.00 0 

itemm 3 

1.00 0 
.70 0 
.37 7 

.00 0 

.91 1 
1.00 0 

.00 0 

.05 5 
1.00 0 
.16 6 
.50 0 

.20 0 

.00 0 

.00 0 

.04 4 

itemm 4 

.98 8 
1.00 0 
.00 0 

.85 5 

.00 0 

.78 8 

.28 8 

.05 5 

.31 1 

.89 9 
1.00 0 

1.00 0 
.75 5 
.00 0 
.41 1 

itemm 5 

.98 8 

.33 3 

.23 3 

.92 2 

.99 9 
1.00 0 

.81 1 

.00 0 

.82 2 

.00 0 
1.00 0 

.48 8 

.00 0 

.12 2 
l.OO O 

Note,Note, N = 472. 

Conflict-balanceConflict-balance Latent class models up to four classes do not fit the response patterns of 
thee PDP model of the conflict-balance items. A five class model fits the data. This model 
iss very sensitive to the choice of starting values. Only the second class can be interpreted 
(Rulee I/II) , the other classes are difficult to explain. 

Conflict-weightConflict-weight Also when increasing the number of latent classes for the model of the 
conflict-weightt items, different starting values result in different models with the same 
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numberr of latent classes. The large number of zero and one estimates in model 3 (which 
doess not fit the data according to the bootstrap analysis) support this warning strongly. 

Conflict-distanceConflict-distance A latent class model with four latent classes fits the data. Creating a 
modell  of five or more latent classes is not possible. The first latent class in the four-class 
modell  has an inconsistent pattern of probabilities with a boundary value of 1.00 for the 
fourthh item. Not any of Siegler's rules nor the alternative rules can explain this pattern. 
Thee inconsistent patterns of the second and fourth latent class are also hard to explain. 
Onlyy the response pattern of the third latent class is consistent and in agreement with 
Siegler'ss rule models. This class fails at all items and should consist of Rule I- and Rule II-
users.. The pattern of the fourth latent class may be explained by a position bias 
(McClelland,, 1989) to the right side of the balance. However, we did not find evidence for 
thiss bias in any of the other analyses. 

ConclusionsConclusions It is much harder to find fitting latent class models for the simulated data of 
thee PDP model than for the empirical data. When a latent class model is found, the 
responsee patterns of the model can not be explained in agreement with Siegler's rule 
modelss nor with alternative rules like the buggy- and the addition-rule. The claim of 
McClellandd and Jenkins (1991) that the PDP model acquires increasingly complex rules 
inn the same way as children do, does not seem to be warranted. 

2.5.2.2.2.5.2.2. Latent class analysis of a combination of items 

Forr the latent class analysis of responses to a selected combination of items, the 
samee items as used for the empirical data set are used. The goodness-of-fit measures of 
thiss analysis are given in Table 11. Table 12 contains the estimated parameters for the 
selectedd latent class model. 

Tablee 11 
Goodness-of-fitt Indices for Latent Class Models of Responses to a Combination of Items 

off  Different Item Types, PDP Data 

X2 2 
1120.76 6 
362.30 0 
246.62 2 
138.73 3 
75.67 7 
36.69 9 

LR LR 
549.69 9 
333.52 2 
226.04 4 
131.53 3 
48.44 4 
34.71 1 

df df 
244 4 
237 7 
235 5 
230 0 
227 7 
225 5 

plxplx22) ) 
.00 0 
.00 0 
.29 9 
.99 .99 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 

p{LR) p{LR) 
.00 0 
.00 0 
.65 5 
.99 .99 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 

i*(x2] ] 
.00 0 
.00 0 
.00 0 
.01 1 
.05 5 
.07 7 

pb{LR) pb{LR) 
.00 0 
.00 0 
.00 0 
.00 0 
.00 0 
.02 2 

AIC C 
571.69 9 
369.52 2 
266.04 4 
181.53 3 
104.44 4 
94.71 1 

BIC C 
617.42 2 
444.35 5 
349.18 8 
285.45 5 
220.84 4 
219.42 2 

Note.Note. N = 472. %2 is Pearson's chi-square and LR is the Loglikelihood ratio, df is the 
numberr of degrees of freedom, p(x2) and p[LR) are obtained from the theoretical chi-square 
distribution,, pb[%2) and pb(LR) are computed by means of the bootstrap procedure. 
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Tablee 12 
Parameterr Estimates for the Selected Latent Class Model of Responses to a Combination 

off  Items of Different Item Types, PDP Data 

unconditional l 
probabilities s 

.19 9 

.12 2 

.21 1 

.08 8 

.11 1 

.11 1 

.18 8 

dl l 
.00 0 
1.00 0 
.00 0 
.09 9 
.92 2 
.00 0 
1.00 0 

d2 2 
.00 0 
.93 3 
.10 0 
.88 8 
.00 0 
.60 0 
.65 5 

conditional l 
cbl l 
.00 0 
.04 4 
.00 0 
.00 0 
.00 0 
.94 4 
.39 9 

cb3 3 
.00 0 
.97 7 
.00 0 
.88 8 
.00 0 
.20 0 
.19 9 

probabilities s 
cwl l 
1.00 0 
.47 7 
.95 5 
.00 0 
.94 4 
.73 3 
1.00 0 

cw4 4 
1.00 0 
.05 5 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
.15 5 
.00 0 
.00 0 

cdl l 
.30 0 
1.00 0 
.90 0 
.96 6 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 

cd5 5 
.04 4 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 

Note,Note, dl is distance item 1, d2 is distance item 2, cbl is conflict-balance item 1, cb3 is 
conflict-balancee item 3 (buggy-item), cwl is conflict-weight item 1, cw4 is conflict-weight item 
44 (addition item), cdl is conflict-distance item 1, cd5 is confict-distance item 5 (addition item). 
NN = 472. 

Whenn trying to create a fitting latent class model for the responses of the PDP 
modell  to a combination of items, the first model that fits the data is a seven-class model. 
Thee difference between the non-bootstrapped fit indices on the one hand and the 
bootstrappedd fit indices on the other hand is striking. If the decision about model fit 
wouldd depend on the non-bootstrapped indices, a four-class model fits the data,- now that 
thee decision is based on the bootstrapped indices, only a seven-class model fits the data. 
However,, when trying to create a model with six or more latent classes, different starting 
valuess result in different models. This indicates lack of identification. It is very difficult to 
givee interpretations of the classes of the seven-class model. 

2.5.2.3.2.5.2.3. Conclusions 

Contraryy to the analysis of the empirical data set, the analysis of the responses of 
thee PDP model to a combination of items does not result in a fitting model. The 
responsess of the PDP model can not be modeled with rule models. 

2.62.6 Discussion 

Wee have shown how latent class analysis can be applied to rule assessment 
methodology.. Instead of Siegler's standards we use an advanced statistical method to 
detectt rules and to classify children's response patterns on the balance scale test. Unlike 
Siegler'ss standards, latent class analysis does not need previously designed criteria and is 
nott based solely on already existing rules. More rules than the four rules suggested by 
Sieglerr can be detected and the most economical rule system can be found. 

Latentt class models belong to the modern latent structure models (Clogg, 1994) and 
aree applicable when both the latent variable and the observed variables are categorical. 
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Latentt structure models of this kind have the advantage of specific objectivity 
(Mellenbergh,, 1994), and can be tested with a large set of useful fit criteria with known 
statisticall  distributions. This in contrast with Siegler's method that has only one statistic, 
percentagee classifiable subjects, with unknown distribution. Yet, some disadvantages or 
complicationss occurred. 

First,, sometimes the various fit indices diverge. In such cases we decided to present 
bothh fitting models. Fortunately, the model with an additional class is almost always an 
extensionn of the simpler model. In these cases we can state that there is strong evidence 
forr the classes of the simpler model plus some weak evidence for a rare additional rule. It 
iss recently known that the Loglikelihood ratio difference test is in these cases not 
applicablee (Clogg, 1994). In the near future, however, bootstrap procedures for the 
differencee test will be available. 

Second,, the fit indices based on the chi-square distribution are not always reliable. 
Thee main reason for this flaw is sparse data. The bootstrap procedure in PanMark 
(Langeheine,, Pannekoek, & van de Pol, 1995) solves this problem. This makes it possible 
too fit models to data sets using more items. This procedure was especially useful for the 
analysiss of the combination of items. 

Third,, conclusions reached with our method (and many other statistical methods) 
aree always influenced by the sample size. How larger the sample size, how larger the 
power.. With fewer subjects we probably would not have detected the more rare rules. 
Also,, with much more data we probably would have found additional small classes. Of 
course,, this is true for many statistical methods, but it should be noted. Our conclusions 
aree based on a sample size of 472 subjects. 

Fourth,, Siegler's standards involve responses to 24 to 30 items, whereas our analysis 
off  the combination of items was based on only eight items. This has both an advantage 
andd a disadvantage. The advantage is that children are less likely to change their strategy 
withinn a test session of eight items. Siegler's recent work (Siegler, 1994) shows that 
childrenn often change strategies during the test. Strategy change is a problem for both 
Siegler'ss standards and our method. When tests of eight to 10 items give psychologically 
welll  interpretable and statistically reliable results, such short tests are perhaps to be 
preferred.. On the other hand, classification of subjects to rule classes might be more 
reliablee if more items are used. There are two new developments in latent class analysis 
thatt might help to solve this issue. Van der Heijden, 't Hart and Dessens (1997) present 
ann algorithm to fit latent class models to data for up to 18 items. Langeheine (1994) 
discussess latent Markov models that allow for strategy shifts. To apply latent Markov 
modelss we could arrange the balance scale test in five parts, where each part consists of 
onee item of each type (as in Siegler's (1981) balance scale test). We can fit latent class 
modelss to each part, and fit latent Markov models (Langeheine, 1994) to test for strategy 
shiftss between parts. 

Fifth,, our results are more complex than those based upon Siegler's standards. With 
Siegler'ss standards we simply obtain the percentages of rule use (Rule I to IV and no rule). 
Withh our method we sometimes find classes with unexpected or even difficult to interpret 
responsee patterns. This, however, is not a problem of the method, it is a problem of the 
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data.. The latent class method is more severe than Siegler's standards, which are not sens-
itivee to such anomalies. If we ignore statistical fit, and use latent class models with fixed 
pre-specifiedd conditional probabilities, our method is almost similar to Siegler's standards. 
Thenn we would find the same simple classification of rules, which, as we know from our 
analyses,, do not fit the data. The addition- and buggy-rules, for instance, can not be 
neglected. . 

Fromm the results of the latent class analyses of the empirical data, we may conclude 
thatt children follow certain rules when solving balance scale problems. Some of the 
detectedd rules are in accordance with the rules Siegler {1981) proposed. Evidence is found 
forr use of Rule I and Rule II. The age of the children in the data set caused the absence of 
usee of Rule IV: the children in the data set were too young to operate on this level. The 
lackk of evidence for use of Rule III , however, is in contradiction with Siegler's rule model. 
Thee children in the data set were old enough to operate on this level, for we did find other 
ruless on a transitional level between Rule II and Rule IV. Two of these transitional rules, 
forr which we find evidence, are the buggy-rule (van Maanen et al., 1989) and the addition-
rulee (Normandeau et al., 1989; Ferretti et al., 1985). For the transitional rule "no 
balance",, we find only weak evidence. 

Byy the application of equality constraints we have shown that the use of rules is 
consistentt between the items of one type. The inconsistency Ferretti and Butterfield 
(1986)) observed, is not found here. A reason for this may be that we have not enlarged the 
productt differences between the two sides of the balance like Ferretti and Butterfield did. 
Again,, this is an indication that their conclusion is based only on the extreme values of 
thee product differences they use in their experiment. Insertion of items with varying 
productt differences in latent class analysis is a possibility to test this thesis. Consistency 
off  use of rules over the items of different types is observed for Rule I, Rule II and the 
addition-rule. . 

Wee realize that we may not have detected all the rules children follow when solving 
balancee scale problems. Alternative rules are Rule IIIA or Rule QP (Normandeau et al., 
1989)) which we were not able to detect. The narrow age-range of the children in the data 
sett may be a reason for this. Another disadvantage of the data set used here is that in this 
dataa set it is only indicated whether children solved the item correctly or not. It is not 
knownn whether a child thought that the two sides would balance or which of the two 
sidess would tip. Hence, we were not optimally able to detect the suggested alternative 
ruless or draft new hypotheses about rules children follow when solving balance scale 
problems.. For detection of the remaining alternative rules, a data set with a wider age-
rangee needs to be used and new items, based on the rules concerned, need to be designed. 

Thee application of latent class analysis indicates that children are using rules when 
solvingg balance scale problems. The observed rules are of increasing complexity and differ 
qualitativelyy from each other. But to conclude that children are in fact following rules, 
Reese'ss criteria (Reese, 1989) need to be met. In this paper we focus on the fourth 
criterion,, "consistency of observed behavior with expected behavior". Although Siegler's 
hypothesess about solving balance scale problems are not completely in agreement with 
thee observed behavior, the results of latent class analysis do show consistency of observed 
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behaviorr with expected behavior. The criterion of Reese is met when Siegler's rule models 
aree adapted: Rule III needs to be omitted; the addition-rule, the buggy-rule, Rule I' and 
perhapss the transitional rule "no balance" need to be added. As mentioned before, even 
thoughh the observed behavior is in accordance with the expectations, the other criteria of 
Reesee also need to be met to conclude that children really are using rules. Reference to the 
otherr criteria should be subject of further research. 

Contraryy to the latent class analyses of the empirical data, the analyses of the data 
off  the PDP model demonstrate no use of rules. Although the creation of latent classes was 
mostlyy possible, the response patterns of the classes can hardly be explained with help of 
Siegler'ss rules nor with help of the alternative rules. The patterns are too inconsistent to 
indicatee any use of rules. 

Becausee the observed response patterns of the PDP model do not agree with the 
expectedd patterns, we may conclude that the data of the PDP model do not meet Reese's 
fourthh criterion. The criterion is a necessary condition to infer the use of rules. Hence, we 
cann refute the claim of McClelland and Jenkins (1991) that the PDP model acquires 
increasinglyy complex rules in the same way as children do. This supports the conclusions 
off  Raijmakers et al. (1996). 

Probably,, the reason why we, in contrast to McClelland & Jenkins (1991), can not 
findd rules for the PDP model, is that the scorings procedure of Siegler (1981) is too 
tolerant.. The results of the latent class analyses of the empirical data are very different 
fromm the PDP data. Where we found a number of indications of rules for the empirical 
data,, we did not find any for the PDP data. Raijmakers et al. (1996) report that careful 
testss of the PDP model show that the performance of the PDP model develops gradually 
insteadd of saltatory (the second criterion of Reese, 1989). All together, this suggests that 
thee claim of McClelland and Jenkins (1991) of a stage wise progression of rules in the 
PDPP model is not justified. Probably, we need more sophisticated connectionistic models 
too show such phenomena. 
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Thee Development of Children' s 
Rulee Use on the Balance Scale Task 

Thee subject of the chapter is the development of children's 
performancee on the balance scale task. It centers on the nature of the 
ruless that children apply and the consistency with which they apply 
thee rules. The procedure of gathering data is based on Siegler's Rule 
Assessmentt Methodology {1976, 1981). A nonverbal test consisting 
off  balance scale problems is administered to 805 participants between 
55 and 19 years old. The data are subjected to latent class analysis. 
Thee analyses indicate the use of Rule I, Rule II, Rule IV, the addition-
rule,, as well as alternative rules. The use of rules is related to the 
children'ss age. Both consistent and inconsistent application of rules is 
observed.. Spontaneous learning and strategy switches explain part of 
thee observed inconsistency. A new model for the development of rule 
usee is proposed: a combination of the staircase model and Siegler's 
overlappingg waves model (Siegler, 1996). The model predicts that 
Rulee I is applied consistently. The transition to Rule II is 
hypothesizedd to be discontinuous, whereas the transition from Rule II 
too Rule III is hypothesized to be gradual, Rule III is described as an 
ensemblee of strategies. These strategies include the addition-rule and 
guessing.. The acquisition of Rule IV is proposed to be sudden, and 
duee to a transition to a higher level of formal operations or to 
instructionn at school. 
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3.1.3.1. Introduction 

Thee subject of this chapter is the development of children's performance on the 
balancee scale task. Two important questions emerge from the literature on the balance 
scalee task. The first is how children solve the task. Do they use rules and, if so, which 
rules?? The second question concerns the consistency with which children apply rules 
whenn they solve balance scale problems. Do children use one rule consistently or do 
theyy sample from a set of rules? We explain the importance of both questions in this 
introduction. . 

Wee adopt Siegler's terminology of rules (Siegler, 1981). We do not use the term 
"rule""  in the strict sense (Reese, 1989], rather use the terms "rule" and "strategy" 
interchangeably.. We conceive of strategies or rules as mental procedures that children 
followw to solve a problem. In our view, strategies may be learned explicitly or deduced 
byy the child from experience. To establish whether a child is conscious of the behavior 
shee or he is performing is very difficult, because an explanation of behavior requires 
thatt the child can verbalize mental processes. We therefore do not address the 
questionn whether children perform strategies or rules consciously. For a discussion on 
rules,, see Siegler's reply (Siegler, 1981, p. 80, 81) to Strauss and Levin's commentary 
(Strausss & Levin, 1981). We expect to be able to predict children's performance on a 
task,, given the strategy they use (see also Reese, 1989). 

Thee balance scale task may be used to assess the development of proportional 
reasoning.. A child is asked to predict the movement of a balance scale. On both sides 
off  the fulcrum, pegs are situated at equal distances from each other and from the 
fulcrum.. Identical weights can be placed on the pegs. The balance may either tip to 
onee side or remain in balance, depending on the number of weights on each side, and 
onn the distances at which these are placed (Siegler, 1976, 1981). Siegler hypothesized 
thatt children use rules for solving balance scale items. The developmental sequence, 
inn which children use the rules, is supposed to be invariant (Siegler, 1976). The 
hierarchyy of rules is characterized by an increasing integration of the weight and the 
distancee dimension. First, children only compare the number of weights on both sides 
off  the fulcrum {Rule I). Next, they progress to comparing the distances at which the 
weightss are placed, but only when the numbers of weights on both sides are equal 
[Rule[Rule II). Subsequently, children consider both dimensions, but do not know how to 
combinee these, and guess or muddle through (Rule III).  Finally, children learn to 
multiplyy the dimensions and compare the products of both sides [Rule IV). 

Thee differences in performance related to these rules are manifested in the 
responsess to six different item types. Balance items involve equal number of weights, 
equidistantt from the fulcrum. Weight items involve an unequal number of weights, 
equidistantt from the fulcrum. Distance items involve an equal number of weights at 
differentt distances from the fulcrum. Conflict items involve a greater number of 
weightss on one side of the scale. The weights on the other side are placed at a greater 
distancee from the fulcrum. On conflict-weight items, the scale will tip to the side with 
thee largest number of weights. On conflict-distance items, the scale will tip to the side 
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withh the greatest distance. On conflict-balance items, the scale wil l remain in balance. 
Tablee 1 summarizes the predicted proportions of correctly answered items given each 
itemm type for each of the four rules. Table 1 also includes the QP-rule and the 
addition-rule,, which are explained below. According to Siegler's Rule Assessment 
Methodologyy (RAM; Siegler; 1976; 1981), a child is considered to use a particular mle 
iff  the proportion of its responses, which are consistent with that rule, exceeds a certain 
criterionn (e.g., .80). 

Tablee 1 
Predictedd Proportion Correct for Rule Models per Item Type 

Rulee Model 
Itemm Type 

balance e 

weight t 

distance e 

conflict--
weight t 

conflict--
distance e 

conflict--
balance e 

Examplee Rule I Rule II Rule II I Rule IV Addition QP 

1.000 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

1.000 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

.00aa 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

1.000 1.00 .33c 1.00 0.00a 0.00a 

.00bb .00b .33c 1.00 1.00 0.00a 

.00bb .00b .33c 1-00 1.00 1.00 

1+11 J i l l 
A A 

1X11 M 1 + 7X X 
u u 

Note.Note. On this test, the addition-rule results in the response "in balance" to all conflict-weight 
itemss and in the correct response to all other conflict items. 
aa Answers that scale will stay in balance. 
bb Answers that scale will tip to side with more weights. 
cc Guesses or "muddles through". 

Manyy experimenters studied the question whether children do indeed use rules 
and,, if so, which rules they use (Chletsos, De Lisi, Turner & McGillicuddy-De Lisi, 
1989;; Ferretti & Butterfield, 1986; Klahr & Siegler, 1978; Kliman, 1987; Marini & 
Case,, 1994; McFadden, Dufresne, & Kobasigawa, 1987; Normandeau, Larivée, Roulin 
&.. Longeot, 1989; Richards &. Siegler, 1981; Roth, 1991; Siegler & Chen, 1998; Surber 
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8k8k Gzesh, 1984; van Maanen, Been & Sijtsma, 1989; Wilkening 8k Anderson, 1982). 
However,, many of these studies are limited. Their aim is to find evidence for the 
existencee of the rules that Siegler (1976, 1981) proposed. Generally they do not 
questionn the method of assigning children to rules nor test the hypothesis that 
childrenn are using rules. Modification of the theory mainly consists of the introduction 
off  additional rules. For example, Normandeau et al. (1989) proposed the addition-rule, 
thee Qualitative Proportionality rule (QP-rule), and Rule IIIA. The addition-rule implies 
thee addition of weight and distance. Children, who use this rule, predict that the scale 
wil ll  tip to the side with the largest sum of weight and distance and predict that the 
scalee wil l remain in balance if the sums are equal. Children, who use the QP-rule, 
predictt that the scale will remain in balance on conflict items. They think that the 
largerr number of weights on one side of the scale compensates for the larger distance 
onn the other side of the scale. Children who use Rule IIIA base their judgments of 
conflictt items on a perceptual cue: On some conflict items the distance dimension 
seemss more important, on others the weight dimension. Siegler and Chen (1998) 
observedd rules that are more complex than Rule I but less complex than Rule II. 

Anotherr limitation of most research on the balance scale task is that most 
experimenterss use the RAM to obtain a classification of rules. They calculate the 
proportionn of matches between observed responses and expected responses for each 
rule.. A child is assigned to a rule if the proportion of matches exceeds a certain 
criterion.. However, this procedure may result in the spurious detection of rules 
(Strausss 8k Levin, 1981). Jansen and van der Maas (1997) improved on the RAM by 
applyingg latent class analysis to children's responses to balance scale problems. 

Latentt class analysis is a statistical technique that divides the sample into a 
limitedd number of latent classes. A latent class may correspond to the use of a certain 
cognitivee strategy. Collins 8k Wugalter (1992) and Rindskopf (1987) applied latent 
classs analysis to other developmental tasks. Van der Maas (1998) described the 
relationn between cognitive strategies and the latent class model and showed that the 
interpretationn of latent classes as cognitive strategies is very useful. An important 
advantagee of the technique is that it offers statistical fit measures that indicate the 
suitabilityy of a given model. The criterion used to classify children is not arbitrary, but 
cann be subjected to statistical testing. Further, the technique can be used to model 
children'ss error processes. Although a child possesses the ability to perform a task, the 
childd may still answer some items incorrectly. For example, the child may indicate a 
differentt response than intended because of carelessness (Rindskopf, 1987). The 
deviationn from the expected response pattern ("all items correct") can be modeled in a 
latentt class model. The permitted proportion of deviations does not change when the 
numberr of items changes. In the RAM, the permitted proportion of deviations does 
changee when the number of items changes. With latent class analysis, one can 
comparee classifications based on different data sets, collected with different tests. 
Anotherr advantage is that one does not need to know the exact rules beforehand 
becausee latent class analysis can detect clusters of unexpected response patterns, 
whichh can be interpreted as alternative rules. 
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Mostt importantly; latent class analysis can falsify the hypothesis concerning rule 
use,, because a latent class model, associated with rule use, can be tested statistically. 
Forr instance, Jansen and van der Maas (1997) analyzed a data set stemming from a 
neurall  network (McClelland, 1989) and an empirical data set (van Maanen et al., 
1989).. The neural network is believed to mimic children's behavior on the balance 
scalee task. The network generates similar responses to balance scale items as children. 
Bothh data sets consisted of responses to the same balance scale test. The application of 
RAMM resulted in an apparently satisfactory classification in Siegler's rules (Siegler, 
1981)) of both the empirical data and the network's data. Latent class analyses of the 
empiricall  data set also showed that children used rules, which corresponded largely to 
Siegler'ss rules. The latent class analyses of the data of the neural network, however, 
providedd littl e evidence for the use of rules. Furthermore, the few rules that were 
detected,, differed strongly from those that Siegler proposed. These results showed, 
amongg other things, that it is possible to falsify the hypothesis concerning rule use 
withh latent class analysis. 

Althoughh the application of latent class analysis to the balance scale task is an 
improvementt over the RAM, Jansen and van der Maas (1997) did not give a complete 
overvieww of the rules that children use when solving balance scale problems, and they 
didd not test the presence of all alternative rules. There are two reasons for this. The 
dataa set they used was limited. It only contained the incorrect/correct scores and did 
nott include scores concerning the actual outcome ("left side down", "in balance", and 
"rightt side down"). In addition, the children in the data set were too young to use 
complexx rules like Rule IV. In the present study, we try to obtain a complete picture of 
children'ss behavior on balance scale problems by means of latent class analysis. We 
administerr the balance scale test to children who vary greatly in age. Also, we employ 
aa trichotomous response format ("left side down", "in balance", "right side down") that 
providess more information than the incorrect/correct scores. We relate the rules to the 
agess at which children perform the rules. 

Thee hierarchy of rules for solving balance scale items implies that children use a 
rulee consistently and that they do not switch between rules during the administration 
off  a balance scale test. The invariant sequence of rules, that Siegler proposed, stems 
fromm a so-called staircase model of development (Siegler, 1996). For a long period, 
childrenn only have one rule at their disposal. They then suddenly shift to a next rule 
thatt is associated with a more advanced level of ability. The rules differ qualitatively, 
andd the shift from one rule to another is discontinuous. The staircase model implies 
consistencyy of rule use, independent of variations within item types. Siegler (1981, 
1996)) found considerable evidence for this theory of development on the balance scale 
task.. However, the literature provides several reasons to doubt the consistency of rule 
use.. We highlight three of these reasons. 

First,, Jansen and van der Maas (1997) observed inconsistencies in their latent 
classs models. They noted that the performance based on Rule III was inconsistent. 
Moreover,, some latent classes were difficult to interpret. These complex results were 
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nott a result of the technique, but stemmed from the data. The data were more 
complexx than the RAM suggested. Jansen and van der Maas contend that children 
mayy (spontaneously) learn during the administration of the test. Just by presenting the 
testt items, children discover new features of the balance scale task and change their 
strategyy accordingly. 

Second,, Ferretti and Butterfield (1986) observed inconsistencies that were related 
too quantitative characteristics of the items. As explained above, Siegler (1976, 1981) 
categorizedd balance scale items into six item types. The categorization depends only 
onn the qualitative relation of the weight dimension and the distance dimension, and is 
independentt of the quantitative variations (e.g., the absolute difference between the 
numberr of weights on both sides). However, Ferretti and Butterfield observed that 
childrenn were more likely to use a more complex rule when the product difference 
increased.. The product difference is the difference between the products of weight and 
distancee on the left and on the right side of the fulcrum. Jansen and van der Maas 
(1997)) showed that Ferretti and Butterfield's choice of the four levels of product 
differencee was awkward. The product difference of the maximum level was much 
largerr than that of the other levels. Jansen and van der Maas suggest that Ferretti and 
Butterfieldd may have based their conclusion only on the responses to the items with 
thee extreme product differences. They argue that Siegler's assumption (Siegler, 1981) 
off  insensitivity to quantitative variations within item types is reasonable for variations 
thatt are not too extreme. However, the improved performance on balance scale items 
withh extreme variations is unexpected and remains an interesting observation. 
Childrenn who use more unusual rules might be more sensitive to variation within 
itemm types. 

AA third reason to doubt consistency of rule use on the balance scale task is more 
theoretical.. Some experimenters question whether cognitive development follows the 
staircasee model at all. Thelen and Smith (1994, p. xix) contend that, although 
behaviorr and development appear rule driven, there are in fact no rules. Strauss and 
Levinn (1981) criticize Siegler's method (RAM) and argue that the design of the test and 
thee method give rise to the observation of rules, even if children are not actually using 
them.. Siegler (1996) himself proposed an alternative model that allows for individual 
variations:: the overlapping waves model. In this model the distribution of the use of a 
rulee is represented by a "wave". The transition from one rule to another is gradual, 
becausee the waves are overlapping. The overlapping waves model may accurately 
describee the development of performance on the balance scale task. However, Siegler 
didd not apply the model to the data obtained on the task. Siegler described 
developmentt that followed from the overlapping waves model as "a gradual ebbing and 
flowingg of the frequencies of alternative ways of thinking, with new approaches being 
addedd and old ones being eliminated as well" (Siegler, 1996, p. 86). The overlapping 
wavess model differs from the staircase model in several ways. First, a child may 
employy several rules, rather than just one. The child switches between these rules. 
Second,, cognitive change is viewed as a shift of preference for a given rule rather than 
ann abrupt substitution of one rule for another. As children develop, their preference for 
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aa rule waxes and wanes, which results in gradual change in the employment of rules. 
Inconsistentt rule use is an implication of the theory. All these aspects doubt the 
classicall  picture of rule-based development. Although research on the balance scale 
taskk has shown that children do use rules and pass through a hierarchy of rules, earlier 
researchh also revealed some inconsistency in rule use. We test whether these 
inconsistenciess can be attributed to (a) spontaneous learning, (b) effects of quantitative 
variationss within item types (e.g., product difference effects), or (c) availability of 
multiplee strategies. 

Inn summary, the present experiment addresses the nature of the rules that 
childrenn of different ages use for solving balance scale items, and the consistency with 
whichh children use these rules. The first issue is examined by means of the 
administrationn of a paper-and-pencil version of the balance scale task to a large sample 
off  children. The ages of the children span a wide range. The responses are analyzed by 
meanss of latent class analysis. The second issue, consistency of rule use, is studied by 
examiningg changes in performance on the test. The test that we use consists of 
comparablee sets of items. We study the differences in performance between the sets. 
Consistentt behavior should give rise to a well-fitting latent class model, in which the 
probabilitiess of answering items of a single type are restricted to be equal within a 
latentt class. The finding that such a latent class model fits adequately certainly 
weakenss the plausibility of hypotheses concerning strategy switches, learning, and the 
influencee of product differences. 

Thee Method section describes the different parts of the experiment. First, the 
designn of the balance scale test and the administration of the test are explained. Next, 
latentt class analysis, and the application to the balance scale task, is explained. 

3.2.3.2. Method 

3.2.1.. Participants 

Thee balance scale test was administered to 805 participants. The participants 
weree recruited by sending letters to several public schools in the Netherlands. The 
samplee comprised 1 5-year-old, 15 6-year-olds, 51 7-year-olds, 65 8-year-olds, 88 9-
year-olds,, 99 10-year-olds, 82 11-year-olds, 77 12-year-olds, 71 13-year-olds, 77 14-
year-olds,, 73 15-year-olds, 56 16-year-olds, 35 17-year-olds, 12 18-year-olds, and 3 19-
year-olds.. The children come from four elementary schools and two secondary 
schools.. The sample comprised 397 male participants and 408 female participants. 
Thee children came from middle-class SES. Fifteen children did not respond to one or 
moree items. The data of these children were excluded from the analyses. 

3.2.2.. Materia l and procedure 

Thee present balance scale test is a paper-and-pencil test, in the form of a booklet 
thatt consists of 30 pages. Each page contains a balance scale item. The balance scale 
depictedd in the booklets contains four pegs on each side of the fulcrum and a 
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maximumm of six weights can be placed on one of the pegs on each side. As depicted, 
thee balance scale is 15 cm wide and 4 cm high. The three response possibilities are 
representedd by two arrows pointing down and an equal sign. The symbols are printed 
beloww the balance scale. Children are requested to circle the arrow under the left arm 
off  the balance, if they think that the scale will tip to the left; circle the equal sign 
underr the fulcrum, if they think that the scale will stay in balance,- and circle the 
arroww under the right arm, if they think that the scale will tip to the right. 

Inn explaining the booklet to the children, Chletsos' procedure (Chletsos, 1986) is 
largelyy followed. Chletsos applied the procedure with children of eight years and older 
withh good results. The experimenters place a wooden balance scale in a place where 
everybodyy can see it, and tell the children that they are interested in how children 
predictt the movement of a balance scale. They explain that the pegs on the balance are 
placedd at equal distances and that all blocks weigh the same. They show that a 
blockingg pin prevents the scale from tipping. Next, they hand out the booklets and ask 
thee children to fil l in their names, ages and birth dates on the front page of the 
booklet.. The next page contains a picture of a balance scale without weights. The next 
threee pages contain examples of balance scale items. The responses to these items are 
nott used in the analyses, but are meant to familiarize the children with the format of 
thee test. The items include a balance item and items with weights placed on only one 
sidee of the fulcrum. 

Thee experimenters use the wooden scale to demonstrate one of the items in the 
booklett and ask the children what will happen if the blocking pin is removed. They 
askk the children to turn to the page with the first balance scale item. They explain the 
equivalencee of the wooden scale and the balance scales depicted in the booklet. They 
demonstratee the procedures of marking and, if a mistake is made, correcting an 
answer.. The experimenters and the children complete the three examples. The 
childrenn are asked to work quietly and by themselves on the remainder of the test. 

Thee test consists of 25 balance scale items, which are arranged in five 
comparablee blocks of five items, one of each type. We do not include balance items 
becausee the expected responses to this item type do not differentiate between the 
differentt rules (van Maanen et al., 1989, see also Table 1). Items are arranged in the 
samee order in each block: weight, distance, conflict-weight, conflict-distance, and 
conflict-balance.. All conflict-weight items are constructed in such a way that the use 
off  the addition-rule results in the incorrect response "in balance". Use of the addition-
rulee results in the correct answer on all conflict-distance and conflict-balance items 
(seee Appendix for details of the items). The introduction of the experimenters and the 
explanationn of the test and procedure took about fifteen minutes. On average, the 
childrenn needed ten minutes to complete the test. 

3.2.3.. Latent class analysis 
Children'ss responses to the balance scale items are classified according to the 

rulee used by means of latent class analysis (LCA). The latent class model is a finite-
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mixturee distribution model (McLachlan & Basford, 1988 in Heinen, 1996, p. 9), 
becausee the total population is a mixture of a finite number of latent classes that differ 
withh respect to the conditional response probabilities. The program we employ for 
applyingg latent class analysis is PanMark (van de Pol, Langeheine, & De Jong, 1996). 
McCutcheonn (1987), Clogg (1994), Rindskopf (1983), and Heinen (1996), amongst 
others,, provide extensive introductions to LCA. We only give a short introduction. To 
explainn the parameterization, we use Goodman's notational system (Goodman, 1974; 
seee also McCutcheon, 1987). 

3.2.3.1.3.2.3.1. The latent class model 

LCAA is a technique for analyzing categorical variables. A distinction is made 
betweenn manifest and latent variables. The manifest variables (say, A, B, C, etc) are 
thee observed responses, whereas the latent variable (say, X) is the unobserved or 
underlyingg variable. The measurement level of both the manifest variables and the 
latentt variable is nominal. The latent class model assumes that the population 
consistss of individuals belonging to one of a limited number of exclusive and 
exhaustivee latent classes. Each individual is assumed to belong to one and only one 
latentt class (Goodman, 1974). This is the assumption of stationarity. 

Withinn each latent class, the manifest variables are assumed to be statistically 
independent.. This so-called assumption of local independence means that the 
associationn between the manifest indicators is caused by the fact that people belong to 
differentt latent classes, and that different classes have different conditional response 
probabilitiess (McCutcheon, 1987). 

3.2.3.2.3.2.3.2. Construction of a latent class model 

Thee responses to the balance scale items are analyzed with a combination of 
exploratoryy and confirmatory latent class analysis. The optimal number of latent 
classess (T) is determined in an exploratory analysis. Deciding on the number of latent 
classess involves increasing the number of classes until the expected frequencies of the 
modell  do not deviate significantly from the observed frequencies (see below). The 
proportionn of children in a given class is called the unconditional probability of that 

latentt class. The estimated proportion of class t of latent variable X is noted as n , 

wheree the hat indicates that the probability is estimated. The unconditional 
probabilitiess sum to 1. 

Thee probabilities of the responses to the manifest variables are dependent on the 
latentt class that the subject occupies. These probabilities are therefore called 
conditionall  probabilities. All individuals who belong to the same latent class have the 
samee conditional probabilities (Heinen, 1996, p. 9). An estimated conditional 
probabilityy is expressed as A where it is the probability that the response on 
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manifestt variable A is i, given that the subject is member of latent class t, for latent 
variablee X. The bar indicates that the probability is conditional on membership of 
latentt class t. The conditional probabilities sum to unity for each item, within each 
latentt class. The full latent class model, for the manifest variables A, B, and C, is 
definedd in Equation 1, which gives the proportions of each of the possible response 
patternss ijk as function of the estimated model parameters. 

^^ ~x ~AX J x ncx 
^ijk=2j^ijk=2j nn n n n (1) 

Thee confidence intervals of the estimated parameters are determined by means 
off  the so-called non-naive bootstrap procedure. This procedure uses the estimated 
parameterss of the model to simulate a large number of data sets. For each data set, a 
modell  (with the same number of latent classes and the same restrictions) is estimated 
(dee Menezes, 1999). The 5% percentile and the 95% percentile of these bootstrapped 
estimatess define the limit s of the confidence interval of the estimate. We only report 
confidencee intervals of which the range, from the lower to the upper bound, is larger 
thann . 1. If the confidence interval is symmetrical about the estimate, we report the 
rangee of the interval; if it is not symmetrical, we report the lower and the upper bound 
off  the interval. 

3.2.3.3.3.2.3.3. Selection of a latent class model 

Thee selection of a model takes place by considering the Loglikelihood ratio {LR), 
whichh expresses the deviation of the expected frequencies from the observed 
frequencies.. When the differences between the observed and expected frequencies are 
small,, the fit index is small, indicating an acceptable fit of the model. If the model is 
accuratee and the sample size is large, this index follows a chi-squared distribution with 
aa number of degrees of freedom dependent on the model. An alpha level of .05 is used 
forr all statistical tests. The number of degrees of freedom equals the difference 
betweenn the number of independent cells in the observed frequency table and the 
numberr of estimated parameters. Because our data set is relatively small in 
comparisonn to the number of possible response patterns, we cannot use the theoretical 
chi-squaredd distribution to determine the fi t of a model. Therefore, we use the 
parametricc bootstrap method and report bootstrapped p-values.1 

11 When the data set is sparse (many cells in the frequency table have a low frequency), the fit 
measuress do not follow the theoretical chi-squared distribution. In this case, the fit of a model 
cann not be tested by using the theoretical chi-squared distribution. The parametric bootstrap 
methodd can be used to obtain an empirical distribution of the fit measures (Langeheine, 
Pannekoekk & van de Pol, 1995; van der Heijden, 't Hart & Dessens, 1997). By resampling data, 
usingg the estimated parameters of the model, bootstrapped fit measures are obtained. Counting 
thee number of bootstrapped fit measures that are larger than the original fit measure, results in 
aa bootstrapped p-value. This value, instead of the p-value derived from the theoretical 
distribution,, is used in this chapter. 
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Thee Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC; Schwarz, 1978) is used to compare 
modelss that all show an acceptable fit of the model to the data. The BIC is a penalized 
Loglikelihoodd criterion and a function of the number of parameters, the LoglikeUhood 
ratioo and the number of subjects. BIC is calculated as - 2 log I (t) + par * In (N), where 
LL is the likelihood based on t classes, par is the number of parameters of the model, 
andd N is the number of subjects. This criterion can be used for comparing both nested 
andd nonnested models. Small values of BIC characterize models that fit well and are 
parsimonious.. Because we prefer parsimonious models, we focus on the BIC and not 
onn the Akaike Information Criterion (Akaike, 1974). The BIC favors more 
parsimoniouss models (Raftery, 1995). 

3.2.3.4.3.2.3.4. Latent class memberships 

Thee posterior probabilities indicate the probability that a response pattern 
belongss to a given latent class in the model. These are calculated as follows in 
Equationn 2. 

-ABCX-ABCX *ABCX,xp  "ABCX 
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Thee posterior probabilities sum to unity over the latent classes for each response 
pattern.. A child is assigned to the class that is associated with the largest, or modal, 
posteriorr probability. Assigning a child to this class is straightforward if the modal 
probabilityy of the response pattern is close to one. The assignment becomes doubtful if 
thee probabilities associated with the different classes are similar. The percentage of 
correctlyy classified subjects indicates the reliability of assigning the subjects to latent 
classes.. This percentage is the average value of the modal probabilities, multiplied by 
100%.. The measure lambda (X) is also used as an indicator of the reliability of the 
assignment.. The measure X expresses the improvement of using the modal probability 
off  a response pattern of a subject to assign the subject to a latent class, instead of 
assigningg each subject to the largest latent class. The measure X is between 0 and 1 
andd a higher value is associated with a more accurate assignment [McCutcheon, 1987, 
p.. 37). 

3.2.3.5.3.2.3.5. Difficulties of latent class analysis 

Too estimate the parameters of a given latent class model, one has to ascertain 
thatt the model is identified. Identification implies that the minimum of the 
Loglikelihoodd ratio function is associated with a unique configuration of parameter 
values.. Stated simply the model is identified if there are sufficient observed data 
(knownn entities) to obtain unique estimates of the parameters (unknown entities; the 
classs proportions and conditional probabilities). A necessary (but not sufficient) 
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conditionn for this to be the case is that the degrees of freedom of the model be positive. 
Methodss to establish identification are discussed extensively in the literature on LCA 
(Goodman,, 1974; Rindskopf, 1983). Here we adopt the criterion that the Information 
matrixx (the matrix of second order partial derivatives of the Loglikelihood ratio 
functionn with respect to the unknown parameters) is of full rank, i.e., that the 
eigenvaluess of this matrix be positive (van de Pol, Langeheine, & De Jong, 1996). 

3.2.3.6.3.2.3.6. Application of latent class analysis to balance scale data 
Inn the case of the balance scale task, the manifest variables are the balance scale 

items.. We abbreviate the names of the item types to W (weight), D (distance), CW 
(conflict-weight),, CD (conflict-distance), and CB (conflict-balance). The response 
categoriess are "left side down" [1],  "in balance" [b) and "right side down" (r). There is 
noo inherent ordering of these response categories. Our hypothesis is that the discrete 
latentt variable represents several levels of ability to solve balance scale problems. A 
classs (t) of the latent variable [X]  is assumed to correspond to the use of a given rule. 
Thesee rules are qualitatively distinct categories of ability. The assumption of local 
independencee implies that the relation between the scores on items of the balance 
scalee task can be explained by the model assumption that the children use different 
cognitivee strategies. The estimated probability that a child answers "balance" to 
conflict-weightt item 1, given membership of the first latent class, is expressed as 

nn ' . Below we will often assume that the conditional probabilities are equal within 
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case,, we represent the estimates by 7t ' s . When an equality is used between two 
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itemss (say, CWt and CW2), estimated parameters are expressed as it u . 
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Mostt applications of latent class analysis involve a small number of items, and 
soo avoid the analysis of an extremely large contingency table. Exceptions are the 
studiess of van der Heijden, 't Hart and Dessens (1997) and Boom, Hoijtink and 
Kunnenn (submitted), which concern latent class analysis of around twenty 
dichotomouss variables. The contingency table of the present balance test of 25 items 
withh three response categories comprises of 315 cells. Such a large contingency table 
mayy generate problems concerning the fit of the model and the identification of the 
model.. The computation of a model for such a large frequency table is complex. 
Hence,, we analyze informative combinations of sets of items, instead of the whole 
balancee scale test at once. 

Wee start with the analyses of the five items of each item type. The hypotheses 
concerningg the number of latent classes and the content of the classes may be deduced 
fromm Table 1. For example, we expect that the latent class model consists of only one 
latentt class for the weight items. All children are expected to answer these items 
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correctly.. The specific hypotheses concerning the number of expected latent classes for 
thee latent class models of the remaining item types are specified in the Results 
section,, preceding the results of the analyses. 

Wee follow the same procedure in all analyses of the individual item types. First, 
thee number of latent classes is determined. Second, all latent classes are subjected to 
equalityy restrictions. The conditional probabilities for the most probable answer are 
restrictedd to be equal within each latent class. Equality restrictions are used to test the 
hypothesiss that children use a rule consistently and solve all items in the test by 
applicationn of the same rule. For example, the probability of answering "in balance", 
givenn any distance item, should be equal for children who use Rule I. The conditional 
probabilitiess of giving the two least probable answers are also restricted to be equal 
withinn an item and within a latent class. For example, the probability of answering 
"scalee tips to left side" should be equal to the probability of answering "scale tips to 
rightt side" for children who use Rule I on all distance items. The strategy switches, 
whichh are mentioned in the Introduction, actually violate the stationarity assumption. 
Wee do think that the latent class model is appropriate for the analysis of responses to 
aa balance scale test, because the latent class models of Jansen and van der Maas (1997) 
mainlyy included clear, consistent, and well interpretable response patterns. It should 
bee noted that the models also included classes with inconsistent response patterns. 
Violationn of the stationarity assumption by strategy switches or learning may explain 
thesee deviant classes. 

Thee model that shows an insignificant deviation of the observed frequencies 
(indicatedd by p-values larger than .05 for the Loglikelihood ratio test), and that is 
parsimoniouss (indicated by a low BIC) is selected. Only that model is described in 
detail. . 

Wee continue with an analysis of a combination of item types, because the 
analysess of individual item types do not distinguish between all rules. For example, all 
ruless result in the correct response to weight items. Only with a combination of item 
types,, can each rule be differentiated. Our decision concerning the combination of 
itemm types is based on the results of the analyses of the individual item types. 

3.3.3.3. Results 

3.3.1.. Psychometric properties of the test 

Thee internal consistency of the full test, expressed by Cronbach's a, is .80. For 
thee weight, distance, conflict-weight, conflict-distance, and conflict-balance items, a is 
.81,, .93, .88, .90, and .89, respectively. The interitem correlation for the full test is 
.14.. The interitem correlation for the weight, distance, conflict-weight, conflict-
distancee and conflict-balance items is .45, .74, .60, .64, and .63, respectively. The 
negativee relation between some item types, like the weight items and the conflict-
weightt items, causes the low inter-item correlation for the full test. The average 
numberr of correct items is 15.55 (SD = 4.62) for the full test, 4.92 (SD = .46) for the 
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weightt items, 3.19 {SD = .21) for the distance items, 3.12 [SD = 1.99) for the conflict-
weightt items, 2.41 [SD = 2.08) for the conflict-distance items, and 1.91 {SD - 2.02) 
forr the conflict-balance items. 

3.3.2.. Latent class analyses of each item type 

3.3.2.1.3.3.2.1. Weight 

Alll  children are expected to answer weight items correctly. However, the 
Loglikelihoodd ratio of both the one-class model and the two-class model indicated 
significantt differences between the expected and the observed frequencies. Three latent 
classess were needed to explain the data. The largest latent class [kl = .99) 
demonstratedd the expected high estimated probabilities of answering weight items 
correctly.. The responses of the children in the other two, very small, classes were 
inconsistent.. Their responses to the other item types were also inconsistent. It seems 
thatt they were not able to perform the test or did not understand it. We excluded the 
elevenn children in these two classes from all analyses (see also Jansen and van der 
Maas,, 1997). The remaining sample consisted of 779 children. On the weight items, 
theyy formed one latent class [LR (240, N = 779} = 13.81, bootstrapped p-value = .34) 

withh high estimated probabilities [n l '5 = .99) of answering weight items correctly. 

3.3.2.2.3.3.2.2. Conflict-weight 

Initiall  analyses of the item types showed that the responses to the first set of 
itemss differed from the responses to the remainder of the items. For illustration 
purposes,, we present the latent class model of all conflict-weight items and that of the 
fourr conflict-weight items in set 2 to 5. Table 2 shows the goodness-of-fit statistics of 
thee models of all conflict-weight items and the models of the last four conflict-weight 
items.. Table 3 shows the parameters of the selected models. 

Thee latent class model is expected to comprise three latent classes. The first 
classs consists of children who employ Rule I, Rule II, or Rule IV. Use of any of these 
ruless results in the correct answer. The second latent class consists of children who 
usee Rule III and who resort to guessing when the weight dimension and the distance 
dimensionn conflict. The third latent class consists of children who employ the 
addition-rule,, and of children who use the QP-rule. Use of these rules results in the 
responsee "balance". 
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Tablee 2 
Goodness-of-fitt Indices for Latent Class Models of Responses to 

thee Individual Item Types 

## classes df LR BIC 
Conflict-Weightt Items, Al l Items 

22 221 479.78*  4844.94 
33 210 255.64*  4694.03 
44 202 171.53 4663.19 

4-classs model, with restrictions 215 212.93 4618.05 
Conflict-Weightt Items, First Item Excluded 

22 63 242.07*  4012.56 
33 55 68.95 3892.71 
44 48 44.28 3914.64 

3-classs model, with restrictions 64 95.24 3859.07 
Distancee Items, First Item Excluded 

22 63 251.40*  2766.23 
33 56 86.26*  2647.69 
44 53 38.49 2619.91 
55 49 24.23 2632.28 

4-classs model, with restrictions 70 68.10 2536.32 
Conflict-Distancee Items, First Item Excluded 

22 64 356.07*  4050.40 
33 56 80.93 3821.87 
44 49 45.87 3833.42 

3-classs model, with restrictions 67 105.81 3773.51 
Conflict-Balancee Items, First Item Excluded 

22 63 369.83*  4433.36 
33 54 160.57*  4284.03 
44 47 72.99 4243.05 
55 43 54.73 4251.43 

4-classs model, with restrictions 66 109.01 4152.57 
Note.Note. N = 779. All the analyses of one item type concern the last four items 
off  each type. LR is the Loglikelihood ratio; df is the number of degrees of 
freedom.. The probability of the Loglikelihood ratio is computed by means of 
thee parametric bootstrap procedure. *  p < .05. 
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Fourr latent classes were needed to describe the responses to all conflict-weight 
items.. Only three latent classes were needed when the item of the first set was 

 x 
excluded.. The first latent class of both models (estimated proportions are n = .55 in 

**  x 
thee model of all items and K = .57 in the model of four items) showed high 

AA cw x 
estimatedd probabilities of answering the conflict-weight items correctly [ft  ' 5 = .95 

ii  l 

CWCW X 
inn the model of all items; it 2'5 = .94 in the model of four items). Restricting the 

// ] 

conditionall  probabilities of answering the conflict-weight items correctly to be equal 
wass acceptable in both models. The children in this class were expected to employ 
Rulee I, Rule II, or Rule IV. The class corresponded to the first expected latent class. In 
thee second latent class the estimated probabilities of answering "in balance" were high 

^^  CW X *  cw X 
[it[it  '"5 = .96 in the model of all items, it 2's = .81 in the model of four items). 

bb 2 b 2 

Equalityy restrictions on these conditional probabilities were acceptable in both models. 
Thee children in these classes were expected to employ the addition-rule or the QP-
rule.. The class corresponded to the third expected latent class. The estimated 

/>.. x 
proportionss of the latent classes differed between the two models [it  = .16 in the 

~~ x 
modell  of all items, n = .39 in the model of four items). The estimated unconditional 

2 2 
**  X 

probabilityy of the third latent class was rather small in both models [n = .04). This 

classs of children was not expected. The estimated conditional probabilities were 
similar,, but difficult to explain. The estimated probabilities of answering that the scale 

~~ cw x 
wil ll  til t to the side with the largest distance, were rather high [it  1"s = .65 in the 

AA cw x 
modell  of all items; it 2"5 = .70 in the model of four items). Restricting these 

rr  ^ 

conditionall  probabilities to be equal was acceptable in both models. Possibly, the 
childrenn in this latent class perceived distance as the dominant dimension. However, 
thee confidence intervals of the estimated conditional probability were on average large. 
Thee confidence interval ranged from .53 to .73 in the model of all items; the 
confidencee interval ranged from .55 to .78 in the model of four items. The large 
confidencee intervals make the interpretation unreliable. 

Thee additional latent class of the model of the responses to all conflict-weight 
AA  x 

itemss (with an estimated proportion of it = .25) was also subjected to equality 

restrictions.. Restricting the conditional probabilities of answering "in balance" to be 
equall  between all items resulted in a significant deterioration in goodness-of-fit of the 
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model.. The model fitted the data when the equality restriction on the first item was 
deleted.. The estimated conditional probabilities of answering "in balance" to the 

AA CW X 

remainingg conflict-weight items were reasonably high [it  2"5 = .67). We suggest 
bb 4 

thatt the children in this latent class required practice in solving the items, and that, 
afterr practicing, they used the addition-rule to solve balance scale items (but still with 
aa considerable error rate). 

Thee latent class models of the other item types showed similar deviant 
responsess to the first item. Clearly, some of the inconsistencies in the data were 
causedd by the deviant behavior on the first set of items. Taking this into account, the 
analysess of each item type were repeated without these items. Table 2 shows the 
goodness-of-fitt measures obtained by fitting the models. Table 3 shows the values of 
thee parameters of the selected models. 

3.3.2.3.3.3.2.3. Distance 

Wee expect that the latent class model for distance items will consist of two 
classes.. The first latent class consists of children who use Rule I and who predict that 
thee scale will remain in balance. The second latent class consists of children who use 
Rulee II and children who employ more complex rules. These children conclude that 
thee scale will tip to the side with the largest distance. 

AA restricted four-class model was selected. The first latent class (with an 
«x x 

estimatedd proportion of n = .25) showed a high estimated probability of answering 

"inn balance" to the distance items. Restricting the estimates to be equal was acceptable 

[it[it  2 5 = .98). These children were expected to employ Rule I. The class agreed with 
bb * 

thee first expected latent class. The second latent class (with an estimated proportion of 
** x 
nn = .60) showed a high and consistent estimated probability of answering the 

distancee items correctly [n 2 5 = .98). Equality restrictions on these estimates were 
// 2 

acceptable.. The children in this class might employ Rule II, III , IV, the QP-rule, or the 
addition-rule.. The class matched the expected second latent class. The latent class 
modell  contained two additional latent classes. The children in the third latent class 

nn x 
(withh an estimated proportion of n = .13) vacillated between the answer "in 

balance""  and the correct answer. The conditional probabilities of answering the 
distancee items correctly were restricted to be equal between items with the same 
distancee difference. These restrictions did not significantly deteriorate the goodness-of-
fi tt of the model. The distance difference is the difference between the distances at 
whichh the weights are placed. On both the second and the fourth item, the weights 
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weree placed at the fourth and third peg, resulting in a distance difference of only one. 
Thee distance difference for the third and fift h item was two. The estimated 

probabilitiess of answering the third and fifth item correctly were larger [it  X5 = .70) 
// 3 

thann the estimated probabilities of answering the second and the fourth item correctly 

[n[n  2A = .49). The children in the third latent class were maybe sensitive to 
ii  3 

variationss in distance difference. It is possible that these children were in a transition 
betweenn Rule I and Rule II . The results of Chapter 4 of this thesis showed that some 
childrenn who used Rule I proceeded to using Rule II when they were presented with 
distancee items with an increasing distance difference. Following Siegler and Chen 
(1998),, we use the term Rule T to designate the rule used by the children who are in 
transitionn between Rule I and Rule II.2 It should be noted that the confidence intervals 
off  the estimated conditional probabilities were large: it ranged from .38 to .58 for the 
estimatedd conditional probability of answering the second and the fourth item 
correctly;; it ranged from .61 to .77 for the estimated conditional probability of 
answeringg the third and the fift h item correctly. The children in the fourth class (with 

*.*.  x 
ann estimated proportion of n - .01) tended to answer that the scale wil l tip to the 

** D X 
sidee with the weights placed at the smallest distance from the fulcrum [it  2"5 = .82). 

rr ^ 
Restrictingg the estimates to be equal was acceptable. Although the children knew that 
thee distance dimension determined the movement of the scale, they incorrectly 
thoughtt that the scale would tip to the side with the smallest distance, rather than to 
thee side with the largest distance. Siegler and Chen described this rule as another type 
off  Rule I'. We call it the Smallest Distance Down rule (SDD-rule). The confidence 
intervall  of the estimated conditional probability of responding that the scale would tip 
too the side with the smallest distance ranged from .64 to .93. 

3.3.2.4.3.3.2.4. Conflict-distance 

Wee expect to find four latent classes in the latent class model of the conflict-
distancee items. The first consists of children who use Rule I or Rule II . They are 
expectedd to answer that the scale wil l tip to the side with the largest number of 

11 In Chapter 2 it was suggested that children who use Rule I' perform on a level below that of 
Rulee I. Rule I' is described as follows in this chapter. If the numbers of weights differ, children 
whoo use Rule I' predict that the scale will tip to the side with the larger number of weights. If 
thee numbers of weights are equal, children who use Rule I' also consider the distance 
dimension.. They guess whether the scale tips to the side with the larger distance or remains in 
balance.. In Chapter 2 it was suggested that the children who use Rule I' guess between the left 
andd the right side of the scale. The trichotomous response format of the present test allows for 
concludingg that children vacillate between the correct answer and the answer "in balance". 
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weights.. The second latent class consists of children who use Rule III and who resort 
too guessing on conflict items. The third latent class consists of children who use the 
addition-rulee or Rule IV. Use of these rules results in the correct answer. The fourth 
latentt class consists of children who use the QP-rule and respond that the scale will 
remainn in balance. 

AA restricted three-class model was selected. The first latent class (with an 

estimatedd proportion of n = .35) showed high estimated conditional probabilities of 

respondingg that the scale will tip to the side with the largest number of weights 
AA CD X 

[n[n  2"5 = .98). Restricting the estimates to be equal was acceptable. We expected 
rr  1 

thatt this class consisted of children who used Rule I or Rule II. The class corresponded 
too the first expected latent class. The second latent class (with an estimated proportion 

^^ x 
off  7T = .20) showed an inconsistent response pattern. The average value of the, 

almostt symmetrical, confidence intervals of the estimated conditional probabilities 
wass high (.15). Equality restrictions in this latent class resulted in a significant 
deteriorationn of the goodness-of-fit of the model. Possibly, the children in this class 
weree guessing. We know from latent class analyses of simulated data sets that a 
typicall  Rule Ill-response pattern (a probability of .33 for each response category) is 
difficultt to detect with latent class analysis. Hence, we hypothesize that the children 
inn this class used Rule III and resorted to guessing. The class matched the second 

~~ x 
expectedd latent class. The third latent class (with an estimated proportion of n — 

,46)) showed high estimated probabilities of giving the correct answer. Restricting the 
conditionall  probabilities to be equal resulted in a significant deterioration of the 
goodness-of-fitt of the model. The estimated conditional probability of answering the 

**  CD x 
thirdd item correctly was relatively low [ft  3 = .75). Restricting the conditional 

// 3 

probabilitiess of the second, third, and fourth item did not result in a significant 
deteriorationn of the goodness-of-fit of the model. The estimated conditional probability 

»» Co, 4 3 x 
off  answering these conflict-distance items correctly was high [n ' ' = .98). A 

// 3 

correctt answer to conflict-distance items is expected of children who employ Rule IV 
orr the addition-rule. The pattern matched the pattern of the third expected latent 
class.. A possible reason why children had more difficulty with solving the third item is 
thatt the product difference of this item was only 1. The product differences of the 
second,, fourth, and fifth item were 5, 2, and 8, respectively. The item was also 
deviant,, because the difference on the distance dimension was almost equal to the 
differencee on the weight dimension. The difference on the distance dimension was 
largerr on the other items and perhaps more prominent for children than on the third 
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conflict-distancee item. Note that we did not find a latent class that indicated the use 
off  the QP-rule. 

3.3.2.5.3.3.2.5. Conflict-balance 

Wee expect to find three latent classes in the latent class model of the conflict-
balancee items. The first consists of children who use Rule I or Rule II. They are 
expectedd to answer that the scale will tip to the side with the largest number of 
weights.. The second latent class consists of children who use Rule III and who guess 
onn conflict items. The third latent class consists of children who use Rule IV, the QP-
rule,, and the addition-rule. These children are expected to answer conflict-balance 
itemss correctly. 

AA restricted four-class model was selected. The first class {with an estimated 
«« x 

proportionn of 71 = .42) showed high estimated probabilities of predicting that the 

CBCB Y 

scalee would tip to the side with the largest number of weights [it  2"5 = .96). It was 
rr  1 

acceptablee to restrain these estimates to be equal. This response was expected in 
childrenn who used Rule I and Rule II. The class corresponded to the first expected 
latentt class. The response pattern of the second latent class (with an estimated 

AA  X 

proportionn of n = .26) was more difficult to interpret. However, the average value of 

the,, almost symmetrical, confidence intervals was high (.13). Possibly the children in 
thiss latent class used Rule III and resorted to guessing. Guessing was expected for the 
secondd latent class. However, the estimated probabilities of answering that the scale 
wouldd tip to the side with the largest distance were low (between .04 and .20). The 

AA  X 

thirdd flatent class (with an estimated proportion of n = .27) showed high estimated 

probabilitiess of giving the correct answer [h 2 5 = .96). Restricting the estimated 
bb 3 

probabilitiess to be equal was acceptable. The children in this class were expected to 
employy Rule IV, the QP-rule, or the addition-rule. This class agreed with third 
expectedd latent class. The latent class model included an unexpected fourth latent 

class.. The children in this latent class (with an estimated proportion of n = .05) 
4 4 

tendedd to respond that the scale would tip to the side with the largest distance 
,.,. CB X 

[it[it  2 5 = .72). The restrictions on the estimates were acceptable. This rule was also 
// 4 

notedd in the analysis of conflict-weight items, where it was suggested that distance 
wass the dominant dimension for these children. We refer to it as the Distance 
DominantDominant rale. It should be noted that the confidence interval of the estimated 
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conditionall  probability of responding that the scale would tip to the side with the 
largestt distance was large, it ranged from .54 to .80. 

ConclusionsConclusions The analyses of the individual item types partly answer our questions 
concerningg the development of the use of rules on the balance scale task. The first 
question,, whether children use rules and if so, which rules, can be answered for a large 
part.. The readily interpretable latent classes of well-fitting latent class models suggest 
thatt children do use rules. The use of Rule I and the addition-rule are clearly 
established.. It turns out to be difficult to detect the use of Rule III . Rule II and Rule IV 
cann only be distinguished in an analysis of a combination of item types. On all conflict 
items,, the expected responses of Rule II coincide with those of Rule I. On distance 
items,, the expected responses of Rule II coincide with those of Rule III , Rule IV, and 
thee addition-rule. The expected responses of Rule IV coincide with those of Rule II, 
Rulee III , and the addition-rule on distance items. On conflict-weight items, the 
expectedd responses of Rule IV coincide with those of Rule I and Rule II. On conflict-
distancee and conflict-balance items, the expected responses of Rule IV coincide with 
thosee of the addition-rule. There are no indications of the consistent use of the QP-
rule. . 

Somee response patterns are unexpected. It is questionable whether these 
particularr response patterns arise from the consistent use of a given rule. The response 
patternss may originate from the inconsistent use of rules, or may be due to the failure 
too recognize a rule. The latent class model of the distance items shows two unexpected 
responsee patterns, which we attributed to the use of alternative rules. The first 
alternativee rule is the Smallest Distance Down rule. Children who employ this rule 
predictt that the scale will tip to the side with the smallest distance. The expected 
responsess of this rule coincide with those that result from the use of Rule I and Rule II 
onn conflict items. The rule should again be observed in a combination of item types. 
Rulee I' is the second unexpected rule. Children who are in transition between Rule I 
andd Rule II are thought to use this rule. Only when the number of weights are equal, 
doo these children take into consideration the distances of the pegs at which the 
weightss are placed. When the distances differ, they do not know whether the balance 
wil ll  remain in balance or will tip to the side with the largest distance. These children 
aree more likely to answer distance items correctly when the distance difference is 
large. . 

Thee latent class models of the conflict-weight items and the conflict-balance 
itemss also suggest an alternative rule, which we called the Distance Dominant Rule. 
Childrenn who use this rule respond that the scale will tip to the side with the largest 
distancee on conflict items. The expected responses generated by this rule coincide with 
thosee of Rule IV and the addition-rule on the conflict-distance items. It is not clear, 
fromm the foregoing analyses, how these children respond to distance items. 

Thee analyses of the separate item types only partly answer the question 
concerningg the consistency with which children use the rules. Consistent rule use is 
observedd as the conditional probabilities of the expected responses of Rule I, Rule II, 
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Rulee IV, the addition-rule, the SDD-rule, and the Distance Dominant-rule are found 
too be equal in all analyses. However, the rules often merge into one latent class in the 
modelss of the individual item types. Studying the switches between strategies is 
thereforee difficult. 

Somee inconsistencies are observed. The responses to the first items were found 
too deviate from the responses to remaining items. This finding suggests that children 
requiree some practice before settling into a response mode. Furthermore, the latent 
classs model of the conflict-distance items and the latent class model of the conflict-
balancee items contained latent classes with inconsistent behavior. This behavior is 
difficultt to explain. The behavior can be interpreted as the performance of Rule III . 
Somee evidence is found for the product difference effect (Ferretti & Butterfield, 1986). 
Thee effect can also be explained by a relatively low salience of the distance dimension. 
Bothh explanations concern an effect of quantitative variations within an item type on 
rulee use. 

3.3.3.. Latent class analyses of combination of item types 

Wee should be able to distinguish all distinct rules by means of an analysis of a 
combinationn of item types. Because we need two items of each type (Jansen &. van der 
Maas,, 1997), and the maximum number of items that can be analyzed is limited, we 
choosee a combination of three item types. We use a combination of two distance 
items,, two conflict-weight items, and two conflict-balance items. We expect that the 
analysiss results in a latent class model of eight classes. Each latent class corresponds 
too a rule (Rule I, Rule II, Rule III , Rule IV, addition-rule, Distance Dominant rule, the 
SDD-rule,, and Rule I'). Hypotheses concerning the response patterns of the expected 
latentt classes are given in Table 4. The expected responses for the QP-rule are 
omitted,, because we found littl e evidence for the use of this rule in the foregoing 
analyses. . 

Thee items of the fourth and the fifth block were used in the combination of 
distance,, conflict-weight and conflict-balance items. Table 5 contains the goodness-of-
fi tt measures for the latent class models of this combination of items. The choice for 
thee fourth and fifth block was arbitrary. The responses to the second and third block 
weree also analyzed. The results are described briefly below. 

Thee goodness-of-fit measures in Table 5 show that the expected frequencies of 
thee 7-class model did not deviate significantly from the observed frequencies. 
Moreover,, the model had the lowest BIC. Table 6 shows the estimated parameters of 
thee seven-class model. 
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Tablee 4 
Expectedd Latent Class Models for Combination of Distance, 

Conflict-Weight,, and Conflict-Balance Items 

Latentt classes 

Rulee I 

Rulee II 

Rulee II I 

RulelV V 

addition-rule e 

Rulel' ' 

SDD-rule e 
Distance e 
Dominant t 

Distance e 

.00a a 

1.00 0 

1.00 0 

1.00 0 
1.00 0 

.50d d 

.00e e 

1.00 0 

Itemm types 
Conflict-Weight t 

1.00 0 

1.00 0 

.33° ° 
1.00 0 

.00a a 

1.00 0 

1.00 0 

.00f f 

Conflict-Balance e 

,00b b 

.00b b 

.33c c 

1.00 0 
1.00 0 

.00b b 

. 0 0^ ^ 

.00f f 

Note,Note, The corresponding footnote clarifies the response that is given instead of the 
correctt answer, when a conditional probability is below one. 
aa Answers that the scale will remain in balance. 
bb Answers that the balance will tip to the side with the largest number of weights. 

Guessess or "muddles through". 

Guessess between the correct answer and "in balance". 

Answerss that the scale will tip to the side with the smallest distance. 

Answerss that the scale will tip to the side with the largest distance. 

Tablee 5 
Goodness-of-fitt indices for Latent Class Models of Responses to the 

Combinationn of Items of the Fourth/Firth Block of Items 

## classes 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 
7 7 
8 8 

df df 
704 4 
694 4 
684 4 
679 9 
675 5 
671 1 
665 5 

LR LR 
857.80* * 
588.15* * 
419.26* * 
253.40* * 
208.79* * 
174.70 0 
155.02 2 

BIC C 
6081.80 0 
5878.73 3 
5776.42 2 
5643.84 4 
5625.88 8 
5618.42 2 
5628.31 1 

Note.Note. N = 779. LR is the Loglikelihood ratio, df is the number of degrees of 
freedom.. The probability of the Loglikelihood ratio is computed by means 
off  the parametric bootstrap procedure. *  p < .05. 
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-NN X 

Thee first latent class (with an estimated proportion of it = .27) contained high 

estimatedd conditional probabilities of responding that the scale will remain in balance 

onn distance items [ft  4 = .96,71 5 = .98). It contained high estimated 
bb ] b ' 

conditionall  probabilities of answering that the scale will tip to the side with the largest 
-- CW4 x ~ CW5 X -v CBt X 

numberr of weights on all conflict items [it  = .96, n - .99, n = 1.00, 
ii  l l ' r l 

~~ CB x 

ftft 5 =1.00). This response pattern matched that of Rule I. The class corresponded 
T T 

too the first expected latent class in Table 4. The second latent class (with an estimated 
nn x 

proportionn of n =.15) showed reasonably high estimated conditional probabilities of 

DD X * D X 

answeringg the distance items correctly [ft  4 = .70, ft 5 = .92), although the 
ii  2 l 2 

confidencee intervals of the two estimated conditional probabilities were rather high. 
Thee confidence interval of the estimated conditional probability of answering the 
fourthh distance item correctly ranged from .59 to .85; the confidence interval of the 
estimatedd conditional probability of answering the fifth distance item correctly ranged 
fromm .86 to 1.00. The estimated conditional probabilities of responding that the scale 
wil ll  tip to the side with the largest number of weights were high on the conflict items 

CWCW X CW X CB X CB X 

[k[k  4 = .87, ft 5 = .99, ft 4 = 1.00, and ft \ - .79). This response 
[[  2 t 2 r 2 r 2 

patternn resembled that of Rule II . The class agreed with the second expected latent 
classs in Table 4. 

«.. x 
Thee children in the third class (with an estimated proportion of n = .09) 

answeredd the distance items almost correctly [ft  = .98, ft 5 = .95) but showed 

ann irregular pattern of responses to the conflict items. The estimated probabilities of 
answeringg these items correctly were between .07 and .44. The average value of the, 
almostt symmetrical, confidence intervals of the estimates of the responses to the 
conflictt items was high (.25). Children in this class seemed to use Rule III . The third 
expectedd latent class in Table 4 matched this class. The fourth latent class (with an 

«x x estimatedd proportion of n = .11) showed high estimated conditional probabilities of 
4 4 

answeringg all items correctly in = 1.00, n = .99, n = .82, it t =.92, 
// 4 i 4 i 4 i 4 

~~ CB X * CB X 
ftft 4 =1.00, and ft 5 = .98). The children in this class seemed to employ Rule 

t,t, 4 t, 4 
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IV,, the fourth expected latent class in Table 4. The children in the fifth class (with an 
**  x 

estimatedd proportion of n = .18) answered the distance items and the conflict-

/")) v /") v CR v CR Y 

balancee items correctly [it  4 = .97, ü 5 = .99, ?r 4 = .90, and it 5 = .97) 
ll  5 / 5 £> 5 fc 5 

andd answered that the scale will remain in balance on the conflict-weight items 
**  cw x *  cw x 

[it[it  4 = .95, it 5 = .91). These children seemed to use the addition-rule. The 
bb 5 ft  5 

classs resembled the fifth expected latent class in Table 4. The children in the sixth 
~~ x 

classs (with an estimated proportion of n = .02) answered that the scale would tip to 
6 6 

~~ DA X ~D*X 

thee side with the smallest distance on distance items [n = .67, n = 1.00). 
rr 6 r 6 

Theyy answered that the scale would tip to the side with the largest number of weights 
^^  CW x ~ CW x CB X 

(orr smallest distance) on conflict items {it  4 = .92, it 5 = .83, it 4 = .92, 
ii  6 i 6 r  6 

andd it 5 =1.00). This response pattern could be explained by the use of the SDD-
rr  6 

rule,, the seventh expected latent class in Table 4. However, the average of the 
confidencee intervals of the estimated conditional probabilities was large (.25), which 
madee the interpretation of this latent class doubtful. Finally, the responses of the 

»» x 
childrenn in the seventh latent class (with an estimated proportion of n ~ .17) to the 

distancee items and the conflict-weight items were comparable to those of the children 

inn the fifth latent class [it  4 = .93, n 5 = .93, it 4 = .66, it 5 = .79), but 
ll  1 l ' b 7 b ' 

CBCB Y CR Y 
thee responses to the conflict-balance items differed [it  4 = .39, it 5 = .56). In 

bb 7 b 7 

contrastt to the confidence intervals of the estimated conditional probabilities of the 
distancee items, the confidence intervals of the estimates of the conflict items were 

^^  CW x *  cw x 
largee (the interval ranged from .55 to .78 ioxit 4 ; from .61 to .96 ioxit s

 ; from 
bb ' b "l 

CRCR Y CR Y 
.133 to .51 forir 4 ; from .34 to .66 for r̂ 5 ). These children might use some mix 

bb ' b ' 

off  Rule III and the addition-rule. This response pattern was not expected. Note that 
thee latent class model did not include Rule I' and the Distance Dominant rule. 

ConclusionsConclusions Most of the expected latent classes, as displayed in Table 4, are 
observedd in the analyses of the combinations of item types. Rule I, Rule II, Rule III , 
Rulee IV, the SDD-rule and the addition-rule are distinguished. An additional class 
showss a response pattern that is interpreted as a combination of Rule III and the 
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addition-rule.. This mix of rules indicates switches of strategies. The Distance 
Dominantt Rule and Rule I' are not observed in the analyses of combinations of item 
types. . 

3.3.44 Consistency of rul e use 

Thee latent class analysis of this combination of item types was repeated for the 
distance,, conflict-weight and conflict-balance items of the second and third block of 
items.. Again, the expected frequencies of the seven-class model did not deviate 
significantlyy from the observed frequencies. The interpretation of the latent classes 
wass similar. 

Childrenn were classified according to the rule they employed on the second and 
thirdd block of items and according to the rule they employed on the fourth and the 
fift hh block. To this end, posterior probabilities were calculated for the selected latent 
classs models (see Equation 2). Children were assigned to the latent class that was 
associatedd with the modal (highest) posterior probability. The percentage correctly 
classifiedd was 92% and the value of Xwas .891 for the latent class model of the second 
andd third block. The accuracy of assignment was satisfactory. The percentage correctly 
classifiedd was 90% and X was .864 for the latent class model of the fourth and the fifth 
block.. Table 7 shows the turnover table (Hagenaars, 1990) with the proportions of 
childrenn using a certain rule on the second and third block of the test and using a 
certainn rule on the fourth and fifth block of the test. The proportions of a row sum up 
too 1. This is not the best method to investigate rule switches, but it does give a general 
ideaa of the occurrence of this type of switches. Application of latent Markov models is 
problematicc in view of the small sample, compared to the number of parameters in 
suchh models, but would provide a more accurate estimation of rule switches. 

Almostt 86% of the children who used Rule I on the second and third block of the 
testt continued to use this rule on the fourth and fifth block of the test. The application 
off  Rule I was found to be stable. Surprisingly, this was not the case for Rule II. Only 
55%% of the children who used Rule II on the first part of the test continued to use this 
rulee on the last part. Almost 20% of the children switched to using Rule III and almost 
14%% switched to using the mix of the addition-rule and Rule III . The use of the 
addition-rule,, Rule III , and the combination of Rule III and the addition-rule were also 
quitee inconsistent. Children seemed to switch between these rules. It is possible that 
childrenn at this level of performance muddled through the rules in their repertory: 
Sometimess they compared sums, sometimes they guessed, etc. However, there was a 
considerablee percentage of children (62%) who consistently applied the addition-rule. 
Anotherr interesting finding was that children who used Rule III , or the mix of the 
addition-rulee and Rule III on the first part of the test switched to using Rule II on the 
secondd part of the test. Children who used Rule IV were consistent in their rule use. It 
seemedd that, once children have learned the correct rule, they always apply it. Finally, 
itt is difficult to draw conclusions concerning the consistency of the use of the SDD-
rulee because only a few children were identified as users of this rule. 
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Tablee 7 
Turnoverr Table of Proportions of Children's Rule Use on Second/Third Block and on 

Fourth/Fifthh Block of Items 

4thh & 5th Block 
Rulee I Rule II Rule III addition Rule Ill/add Rule IV SDD 

Rulee I 
Rulee II 
Rulee II I 
addition n 

Rulee Ill/add 
RulelV V 

SDD D 

.855 5 

.016 6 

.063 3 

.000 0 

.030 0 

.000 0 

.000 0 

.120 0 

.549 9 

.188 8 

.005 5 

.212 2 

.030 0 

.091 1 

.013 3 

.197 7 

.458 8 

.081 1 

.081 1 

.000 0 

.091 1 

.004 4 
.025 5 
.042 2 
.621 1 
.192 2 
.015 5 
.182 2 

.004 4 
.. 139 
.125 5 
.207 7 
.394 4 
.045 5 
.000 0 

.000 0 

.049 9 

.104 4 

.086 6 

.091 1 

.910 0 

.000 0 

.004 4 

.025 5 

.021 1 

.000 0 

.000 0 

.000 0 

.636 6 
Note.Note. Rule Ill/add is a combination of Ride III and the addition-rule. 

3.3.5.. Age of children using the different rules 

AA seven-class model was estimated in a multigroup latent class analysis. The age 
groupss featured as the groups in the multigroup analysis. The estimated conditional 
probabilitiess were restricted to be equal over groups. The unconditional probabilities of 
thee seven latent classes were estimated freely within each age group. Parametric 
bootstrappingg resulted in the confidence intervals of the estimated unconditional 
probabilities.. The difference between the expected frequencies and the observed 
frequenciess was not statistically significant [LR (7897, N = 779} = 855.13, 
bootstrappedd revalue = .96). The estimated unconditional probabilities and the 
confidencee intervals are plotted against age in Figure 1. 

Mostt children between five and seven years old employed Rule I. The use of Rule 
II  clearly declined among older children. However, it was still the most frequently used 
rulee in children of eleven years old. Children of eight years and older employed Rule II . 
Thee use of this rule reached its maximum among children between nine and thirteen 
yearss old and then decreased among older children. Children of almost all age groups 
usedd Rule III . The use of this rule was most frequent among children of ten years old. 
Thee onset of the use of Rule IV was quite sudden and was observed with children of 
fourteenn years old. The onset is perhaps due to physics education at school. Another 
possiblee explanation of this sudden onset is the transition to a higher level of formal 
operationss (Inhelder & Piaget, 1958). The sequence of rules matched the hierarchy of 
ruless that Siegler (1976, 1981) proposed. Furthermore, many children used the 
addition-rule.. It was one of the most frequently used rules in children of eleven years 
andd older. The mix of the addition-rule and Rule II I was noted among children of 
differentt ages. This was one of the most frequently observed strategies among children 
betweenn nine and sixteen years old. Finally, the SDD-rule was used by only a few 
childrenn of various ages. No development over age was observed. 

2nd/ / 
3rd d 

Block k 
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addition n 
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SDD D 
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Rulee II 
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RulelV V 
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FigureFigure 1. Distribution of rule models over age groups. N = 779. The distribution is derived from 
aa multigroup latent class analysis of children's responses to the distance, conflict-weight, and 
conflict-balanceconflict-balance items of the fourth and fifth block of items. The x-axis represents age in years. 
TheThe y-axis represents the estimated unconditional probability of the age group. 
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3.4.3.4. Discussion 

Thee aim of this chapter is to study the development of the use of rules for 
solvingg balance scale problems. This research is based on Siegler's analysis of the 
balancee scale task (Siegler, 1976, 1981) and centers on two main questions. First, if 
childrenn use rules, which rules do they use? Second, do children employ rules 
consistently?? With respect to the first question, the literature suggests many rules that 
childrenn may employ. The presence of these rules has yet to be established by means 
off  a suitable statistical analysis. With respect to the second question, Siegler's model 
off  the balance scale task, based on a staircase model, implies consistent use of rules, 
independentt of quantitative variations of item types. However, the literature does 
showw inconsistent use of rules (Ferretti & Butterfield, 1986; Jansen & van der Maas, 
1997).. Possible explanations are the effect of quantitative variations of balance scale 
items,, strategy switches, learning during the test, and other types of development, like 
modeledd in the overlapping waves model (Siegler, 1996). 

Thee development of rules on the balance scale task is studied by means of the 
administrationn of a nonverbal balance scale task. The test consists of five comparable 
blockss of items. The test allows for the investigation of changes during the test. The 
responsess of a large number of children, from a wide age range, are analyzed by means 
off  latent class analysis. The responses are analyzed by item type to investigate 
homogeneityy of the items. A combination of item types is analyzed to detect all rules 
thatt children may employ in solving balance scale items. We compare latent class 
modelss of different parts of the test to study possible inconsistencies in rule use during 
thee test. 

Thee first question, whether children actually use rules, may be answered 
positively.. The latent class models describe the observed data well and the latent 
classess in the models are very often interpretable in terms of known rules. The latent 
classs model of the combination of item types shows the use of Rule I, Rule II , Rule IV, 
andd the addition-rule. We do not observe the true guess pattern of Rule III , with equal 
probabilitiess of choosing each response category, but we do find a latent class with 
inconsistentt responses to conflict items. We also observe a mix of the addition-rule 
andd Rule III . These findings suggest that children, who use Rule III , perceive both the 
weightt dimension and the distance dimension, but do not know how to combine 
them.. Several ways of combining the dimensions are available to them. The addition-
rulee may be one of these strategies. Other rules may be Rule UIA (Normandeau et al., 
1989),, and the buggy-rule (van Maanen et al., 1989). This new interpretation of Rule 
II II  does not match the original definition of a rule. The term "rule" should be adapted 
too include a collection of strategies. 

Thee latent class analyses also reveal some response patterns that are more 
difficul tt to interpret. The confidence intervals of the estimates of the response patterns 
aree often large, which makes interpretation doubtful. However, some response 
patternss can be explained by the use of alternative rules. The Smallest Distance Down 
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rulee (SDD-rule) is observed in the latent class model of the combination of items. The 
SDD-rulee results in the response that the scale will tip to the side with the smallest 
distance.. The latent class model of the distance items shows an alternative rule that is 
nott observed in the latent class model of the combination of items: Rule I'. The 
complexityy of this rule is intermediate between that of Rule I and Rule II. Children 
whoo use this rule vacillate between the correct response and the response "in balance". 
Thee latent class models of both the conflict-balance items and the conflict-weight 
itemss show the Distance Dominant rule. On conflict items, the children who employ 
thiss rule predict that the scale will tip to the side with the largest distance. The latent 
classs model of the combination of items does not detect this rule. Presumably, this 
analysiss does not have enough statistical power to detect all the rules. 

Thee finding of alternative strategies illustrates the importance of taking into 
accountt all possible strategies. Presenting items that elicit deviant responses from 
suchh strategies, as is done in this study to detect the use of the addition-rule, can help 
too achieve this. A careful study of the errors that children make may also reveal the 
usee of alternative rules. This is how the SDD-rule is detected in this study. 

Sieglerr and Chen (1998) claim that some 4-year-olds and most 5-year-olds 
employy Rule I. We find in this study that children between five and seven years old 
employy Rule I, but that older children also employ this rule. The use of the rule 
decreasess among children of eleven years and older. Siegler and Chen note that 
childrenn of eight or nine years old employ Rule II. Our analyses also show that 
childrenn of nine years old employ Rule II . However, the rule is also employed by 
childrenn of thirteen years old. Children of eleven years old start to use the addition-
rulee and other manifestations of Rule III . Children between thirteen and fifteen years 
oldd frequently use the addition-rule. Rule IV is employed by children of fourteen years 
andd older. Siegler and Chen note that most adults employ the rule, although some will 
nott reach the level of this rule. In our sample, Rule IV is the most frequently used rule 
inn children over sixteen. 

Thee answer to the second question, concerning consistency of rule use, is more 
ambiguous.. We observe a considerably degree of consistency in rule use. The 
conditionall  probabilities within a latent class can often be constrained to be equal 
betweenn items of a type, which implies that children in the latent class solve the items 
off  the same type in the same way. Also the analyses of the combination of item types 
showw evidence of consistent rule use. First, the fact that an interpretable, well-fitting 
latentt class model is found points to a considerable consistency of the response 
patterns.. Second, for most latent classes the estimated conditional probabilities are 
quitee similar within and between item types. Comparing the latent class models of the 
combinationn of item types of the first part of the test and the last part of the test 
showss that the use of Rule I and Rule IV is very consistent. 

However,, we also observe inconsistencies. First, children's responses to the first 
sett of items deviate from the responses to the subsequent sets of items. We conclude 
thatt children need time to get used to the format of the task. Allowing children a 
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longerr time to practice would probably have excluded this type of inconsistency. 
Second,, we observe some effects of product difference in the latent class model of the 
conflict-distancee items. The estimated conditional probability of answering the third 
conflict-distancee item correctly is smaller than the estimated conditional probabilities 
off  answering the remaining conflict-distance items correctly. This item has the lowest 
productt difference. Also, a large distance difference seems to result in a larger 
estimatedd probability of answering distance items correctly for a number of children 
whoo seem to perform at a level between that of Rule I and Rule II (see Chapter 4 of 
thiss thesis). These results support the finding of Ferretti and Butterfield (1986) that 
childrenn answer more items correctly when the product difference is greater. Other 
effectss of product difference are not observed. We conclude that the items are rather 
homogeneouss and that quantitative variations are mostly irrelevant to the item types. 
Third,, some latent classes are difficult to interpret and show inconsistent patterns 
whichh are close to the expected pattern of Rule III . The aforementioned hypothesis 
concerningg Rule III can explain this finding. Children who use Rule III sample from 
ann ensemble of rules and therefore derive different answers at items of the same type. 
Fourth,, the turnover table, in which rule use on the first part of the test is related to 
rulee use on the second part of the test, reveals some inconsistency in responding. The 
inconsistentt performance of children who start by using Rule II is surprising. Many of 
thesee children progress to using Rule III or the addition-rule. Spontaneous learning 
mayy explain this effect. Children who use Rule II already know that the distance 
dimensionn may be important, but they only consider the dimension when the weights 
aree equal. Merely presenting these children with items may sensitize them to the 
distancee dimension. They may become convinced that the distance dimension is 
alwayss important, but they just do not know how to combine the two dimensions yet. 
Thiss is consistent with the interpretation of Rule III as an ensemble of strategies. We 
calll  this type of learning spontaneous, because no feedback is provided. However, 
learningg can not explain the finding that a considerable number of children regress and 
switchh from using Rule III or the addition-rule to Rule II . Finally, many children 
switchh between Rule III , the combination of Rule III and the addition-rule, and the 
addition-rule.. This finding supports the hypothesis that children who use Rule II I 
samplee from an ensemble of rules and that strategy switching is inherent to the rule. 

Wee contend that a restricted form of the overlapping waves model (Siegler, 
1996)) can describe the development of reasoning about the balance scale. The model 
containss waves that are highly overlapping as well as waves that are hardly 
overlapping.. Waves that are hardly overlapping are similar to the stairs in a staircase 
model.. To compare this model with more common models, it is depicted in Figure 2, 
togetherr with a staircase model and an overlapping waves model. All models are 
idealizationss and describe the development of an individual. The ages on the x-axis are 
chosenn arbitrarily. The results of this study show that children in different age groups 
mayy demonstrate similar behavior and that children of the same age may demonstrate 
differentt rules. 
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Wee hypothesize that Rule I and Rule II are nonoverlapping waves and that the 
developmentt from Rule I to Rule II is mainly discontinuous. Siegler notes that tasks 
thatt show clear sequences of rules, and therefore consistencies of rule use during a 
prolongedd period of time, have two characteristics in common: The tasks are 
unfamiliarr and the tasks have two or more discrete dimensions, one of which tends to 
dominatee young children judgments (Siegler, 1996, p. 58,59). A well-known example 
iss the conservation of continuous liquid task. The unfamiliarity of the task and the 
presencee of one dominant dimension also characterize ihe balance scale task, but only 
forr the children early in development. The balance scale task may still be unfamiliar to 
childrenn who use Rule I or Rule II. The weights on the balance scale form the 
dimensionn that dominates the youngest children's judgments. However, it should be 
notedd that the latent class model of the distance items reveals a class of children 
whosee behavior is between that of Rule I and Rule II in complexity. Rule II and Rule 
II II  may be modeled as overlapping waves. Children who use Rule II start to perceive 
thee distance dimension. As their perception of this dimension improves, they may 
increasinglyy integrate the dimension in their strategies. Because they do not know how 
too combine the dimensions, their behavior is defined as Rule III . We contend that 
Rulee III consists of several strategies that can be described as overlapping waves. These 
ruless include some combination of the distance and the weight dimension, but not 
multiplication.. The preference for a certain rule changes with age. It is not clear why 
andd how this preference changes. The transition to using Rule IV is supposed to be 
sudden.. We contend that children shift to a higher level of formal operations (Inhelder 
&&  Piaget, 1958), or that they learn the torque rule through instruction at school, 
whichh results in a sudden shift to employing it. 

Inn summary, some inconsistent behavior is observed, in addition to consistent, 
rule-basedd behavior. The items of one type are predominantly homogeneous, but 
childrenn need time to get used to the test. The behavior of children who use Rule I and 
Rulee IV is rather stable. In contrast, children who start the test with Rule II may 
spontaneouslyy learn and progress to using Rule III . The inconsistent behavior of 
childrenn who use Rule III is explained as sampling from an ensemble of rules. 
Childrenn who are at the level of Rule III have at their disposal several combinations of 
thee distance and the weight dimension. It is still unclear why they use the addition-
rulee on some items, guess on other items, or use another strategy on other items. The 
onsett of the use of Rule IV is rather sudden. A transition to a higher level of formal 
operationss may explain the sudden onset of using Rule IV. Another explanation is that 
thee onset is due to physical science education at school. 
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FigureFigure 2. Distribution of rule models over age according to a Staircase Model (upper panel), an 
OverlappingOverlapping Waves Model (middle panel), and a Combination of the Staircase Model and the 
OverlappingOverlapping Waves Model (lower panel). The x-axis represents age in years. The y-axis 
representsrepresents the probability of a rule model. 
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3.4.1.. Methodological discussion 
Thee application of latent class analysis to these developmental data is a good 

examplee of the use of multimodality techniques for the detection of developmental 
levels,, rules, or strategies. It is common to use cut-off scores when classifying 
children'ss behavior in strategies. Children with a score below the cut-off are supposed 
too be of a different type than children with a score above the cut-off score. Presently, it 
iss recognized that such a procedure is suboptimal and that more advanced methods 
aree needed to detect qualitatively different strategies in developmental data. A 
disadvantagee of the use of cut-off scores is that they are usually arbitrary. Thomas and 
Hortonn (1997) give an example from the domain of class inclusion. They cited 
researchh in which a criterion of two out of three is used as the cut-off score. They 
showedd that guessing results in a probability of .50 of being classified as a master of 
thee class inclusion task. Second, using cut-off scores requires the definition of 
strategiess beforehand. There is no room for an alternative interpretation of behavior 
afterr the cut-off scores are applied. Third, differences between strategies on tasks like 
thiss are probably expressed as quantitative differences. However, children may develop 
byy qualitative changes or, as Mislevy (1993, p. 20) argues, by "reconfiguring their 
knowledgee structures". This idea is expressed in recent psychometric research and in 
recentt analyses of developmental data. Thomas and Horton show how children's 
behaviorr on the class inclusion task can be modeled with finite mixture models. A 
mixturee of probability densities may be observed when different subjects employ 
differentt strategies to solve the task. Also with the mixture model of Mislevy and 
Verhelstt (1990) qualitatively different strategies can be detected. Rost (1991) and Von 
Davierr and Rost (1995) use the Mixed Rasch Model to assess qualitative individual 
differences.. Dolan and van der Maas (1998) show how the different strategies that 
childrenn employ for solving conservation problems can be modeled by means of finite 
mixturess subject to structural equation modeling. Other examples are the models of 
Embretsonn (1991), Hosenfeld, van der Maas and van den Boom (1997), Mislevy, 
Wingerr sky, Irvine, and Dann (1991), Mislevy and Wilson (1996), and Thomas, 
Lohaus,, and Kessler (1999). 

Latentt class analysis seems to be well suited to data obtained on the balance 
scalee test. Responses on the balance scale test differ qualitatively from each other. The 
responsee categories of the manifest variables can not be considered as measured on the 
samee scale. When response categories can be ordered on the same scale, sum scores of 
itemss can be used and (mixed) Rasch analysis (Von Davier & Rost, 1995) or other 
latentt trait analyses can be applied. Moreover, the categorical character of the latent 
variablee also suggests the technique of latent class analysis. It is assumed that the 
levelss of the latent variable differ qualitatively and can not be ordered on the same 
scale.. Latent class analysis is one of the few techniques in which the measurement 
levell  of the modeled latent variable is categorical. Rich data sets like the one in this 
studyy can only be analyzed with a technique that preserves the variety of the response 
patternss and takes into account the character of the theoretical latent variable. 
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Appendix x 
Detailss of the Items of the New Balance Scale Test 

valuess of dimensions 
leftt right correct addition 

item m 
weightt 1 
weightt 2 
weightt 3 
weightt 4 
weightt 5 
distancee 1 
distancee 2 
distancee 3 
distancee 4 
distancee 5 
conflict-weightt 1 
conflict-weightt 2 
conflict-weightt 3 
conflict-weightt 4 
conflict-weightt 5 
conflict-distancee 1 
conflict-distancee 2 
conflict-distancee 3 
conflict-distancee 4 
conflict-distancee 5 
conflict-balancee 1 
conflict-balancee 2 
conflict-balancee 3 
conflict-balancee 4 
conflict-balancee 5 

weight t 
2 2 
4 4 
5 5 
3 3 
3 3 
6 6 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
3 3 
1 1 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
2 2 
1 1 
1 1 
4 4 
2 2 
3 3 
1 1 
2 2 
1 1 

distance e 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 
3 3 
4 4 
2 2 
4 4 
2 2 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
2 2 
3 3 
1 1 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 
1 1 
3 3 
4 4 
2 2 
4 4 
3 3 

weight t 
4 4 
6 6 
3 3 
6 6 
1 1 
6 6 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
1 1 
2 2 
2 2 
1 1 
2 2 
2 2 
3 3 
3 3 
2 2 
3 3 
3 3 
4 4 
2 2 
4 4 
3 3 

distance e 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
3 3 
4 4 
4 4 
2 2 
3 3 
3 3 
4 4 
4 4 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
4 4 
2 2 
3 3 
1 1 
2 2 
1 1 

answer r 
R R 
R R 
L L 
R R 
L L 
L L 
L L 
R1 1 

L L 
R1 1 

L L 
R1 1 

R1 1 

L L 
L L 
R1 1 

L L 
L L 
L L 
R1 1 

B B 
B B 
B B 
B B 
B B 

answ w 

B B 
B B 
B B 
B B 
B B 
R R 
L L 
L L 
L L 
R R 
B B 
B B 
B B 
B B 
B B 

Note.Note. The first column shows type and number of the item; the second column displays 
thee number of weights on the left arm of the scale and the third column shows the 
distancee of this number of weights from the fulcrum; the fourth and fifth column show 
thee number of weights and the distance from the fulcrum on the right side of the scale. In 
thee sixth column the correct answer is indicated (L = left side; B = balance; R = right 
side);; the seventh column shows the response derived with the addition-rule. 
11 For ease of notation the items distance 3, distance 5, conflict-weight 2, conflict-weight 3, 
conflict-distancee 1, and conflict-distance 5 are re-coded in the tables. As a result, the 
correctt response to the distance, conflict-weight, and the conflict-distance items is always 
"leftt side down". 
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4 4 

Evidencee for  the Phase Transition 
fromm Rule I to Rule II  on the 

Balancee Scale Task 

Thee change from Rule I to Rule II on the balance scale task is 
hypothesizedd to be discontinuous. The cusp model from catastrophe 
theoryy is used to model the transition. Eight criteria can be derived 
fromm the model and their presence supports the hypothesis of 
discontinuity.. The research centers around 5 criteria: bimodality, 
inaccessiblee region, sudden jump, divergence, and hysteresis. Two 
experimentss are conducted. In Experiment 1, a paper-and-pencil 
versionn of the balance scale task is administered to 314 children of 6 
too 10 years old. In Experiment 2, an adapted version of the test is 
administeredd to 302 children of 6 to 10 years old. Presence of the 
criteriaa bimodality, inaccessible region, and sudden jump is clearly 
observed.. Evidence for the presence of the criterion hysteresis is 
observed.. The evidence is promising but not completely satisfactory. 
Thee criterion divergence is not observed. The evidence for the 
presencee of four of the five investigated criteria of the cusp model 
supportss the hypothesis that the cusp model can describe the 
transitionn from Rule I to Rule II on the balance scale task. 
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4.1.4.1. Introduction 

Thee stage-like pattern of development as proposed by Piaget implies qualitative 
changess of behavior (Flavell, 1985). For example, children may switch to a 
qualitativelyy different strategy in solving conservation problems. In the case of 
conservationn of liquid quantity, children first tend to think that two glasses contain 
thee same amounts of water, because the levels of liquid in the two containers are 
equal.. They switch to a qualitatively different strategy, when they take into account 
thee width of the glasses, or realize that a transformation, like pouring liquid from one 
glasss to another, does not change the amount of liquid. Under the assumption of 
discontinuouss development, the use of either strategy is hypothesized to be stable and 
prolonged.. The transition from one strategy to the other is supposed to be sudden. 

Thiss stage-like pattern, involving a so-called phase transition, is distinct from a 
patternn of acceleration in a continuous growth process (Eckstein, 1999; van Geert, 
1991,, 1998). Unfortunately, in a longitudinal setting, both patterns may look the 
same.. For both a stage-like pattern and a continuous acceleration, the change in the 
dependentt variable wil l be large and will take place quickly (depending on the 
frequencyy of measurements and the speed of the acceleration). To differentiate 
betweenn the developmental patterns empirically, it is very important to have a formal 
modell  for phase transitions, and empirical criteria that can be applied in cognitive 
developmentall  research. To this end, van der Maas and Molenaar (1992) proposed to 
usee catastrophe theory. Catastrophe theory is a general mathematical model of 
transitionss (Thorn, 1975). A well-known catastrophe model is the cusp model. In the 
cuspp model, which is displayed in Figure 1, the change of a variable depends on 
continuouss changes of two independent variables. The a-axis represents the normal 
variable,, one of the independent variables. The {3-axis represents the other 
independentt variable, the splitting variable. The behavioral variable, which features as 
thee dependent variable, is represented by the z-axis. The plane defined by the normal 
variablee and the splitting variable is called the control plane. Discontinuous change in 
manyy phenomena can be expressed in this model (Zeeman, 1976). The freezing of 
water,, a transition from fluid to solid, is an example of discontinuous change. The 
conditionn of water is the dependent variable and the two independent variables are 
temperaturee (=» normal variable) and pressure [~ splitting variable). For a specific 
rangee of the control variables (the folded part of the surface) more than one value of 
thee behavioral variable is possible (Poston &. Stewart, 1978). 
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„„  performance 
distancedistance items 

Hysteresis s 

Equilibria a 

distance distance 
difference difference 

numbernumber of 
weights weights 

FigureFigure 1. Cusp model for the transition from Rule I to Rule II on the balance scale task. The 
equilibriaequilibria of the cusp form a three-dimensional surface. For certain values of a and P (between 
thethe bifurcation lines) two stable equilibria occur (and one repelling maximum). Increasing the 
variablevariable on the a-axis results in a sudden jump in the variable on the z-axis. Decreasing the 
variablevariable on the a-axis results in a jump downward. The phenomenon that the jump upward 
occursoccurs at a higher value of the variable on the a-axis than the jump downward is called 
hysteresis.hysteresis. When the variable on the fi-axis is increased, the jump between low and high values 
onon the z-axis becomes more extreme. This is called divergence. The interpretations of the axes 
inin terms of the transition from Rule I to Rule II are shown in italics. The interpretations are 
explainedexplained in the text. 

Gilmoree (1981) derived eight criteria, so-called catastrophe flags, from 
catastrophee theory. The flags can be applied in cognitive developmental research. Van 
derr Maas and Molenaar (1992, 1996) applied the catastrophe flags to the development 
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off  the ability of conservation of liquid quantity. In this paper five of the catastrophe 
flagsflags are applied to proportional reasoning as measured with the balance scale task. 
Wee focus mainly on the flag hysteresis, because it distinguishes well between the 
phasee transition model and the acceleration model. Hysteresis occurs when the jump 
fromm one state to another state takes place at a different value of the normal variable 
thann the jump in the reverse direction. For instance, in perturbation free conditions, 
waterr freezes at -4°C and thaws at 0°C. We limit our discussion of catastrophe theory 
too certain key concepts that we require to explain our results. A more detailed account 
cann be found in van der Maas and Molenaar (1992, 1996) and in general introductions 
too catastrophe theory (e.g., Gilmore, 1981). 

4.1.1.. A cusp model for  the transition from Rule I to Rule II  on the balance 
scalee task 

Onn the balance scale task a child is asked to predict the movement of a balance 
scale.. On both sides of the fulcrum, pegs are situated at equal distances from each 
otherr and from the fulcrum. Equally heavy weights can be placed on the pegs. The 
balancee may either tip to one side or remain in balance, depending on the number of 
weightss on both sides and on the distances at which these are placed from the 
fulcrum.. Siegler used the balance scale task in a number of studies to observe the 
strategiess that children employ, to study the effect of training on the use of children's 
strategies,, and to study the development of one strategy to another (Siegler, 1976, 
1981;; Siegler & Chen, 1998). 

Sieglerr (1976, 1981) proposed four rules (Rules I to IV) or strategies that children 
employy in solving balance scale items. Many experimenters have proposed alternative 
ruless (Ferretti, Butterfield, Cahn, & Kerkman, 1985; Normandeau, Larivee, Roulin, & 
Longeot,, 1989; Richards & Siegler, 1981; Van Maanen, Been, & Sijtsma, 1989; 
Wilkeningg & Anderson, 1982). Rule I is the least sophisticated rule in the hierarchy of 
ruless (although even less sophisticated rules are mentioned by Siegler & Chen, 1998 
andd Richards & Siegler, 1981). Children who employ this rule only focus on the 
weightss on both sides of the fulcrum. When the number of weights are equal, these 
childrenn predict that the scale will remain in balance,- when the number of weights 
differ,, they predict that the balance will tip to the side on which the largest number of 
weightss is placed. The next, more complex, mle is Rule II . When the number of 
weightss on both sides of the fulcrum are equal, the difference between Rule I and Rule 
III  becomes apparent. In this case, users of Rule II take into account the distances at 
whichh the weights are placed. When the distances are equal, the scale is predicted to 
remainn in balance. When the distances are unequal, the balance is predicted to tip to 
thee side on which the weights are placed farthest from the fulcrum. Children who 
employy Rule III always consider both the distance and the weight dimension. These 
childrenn guess when there are more weights on one side of the fulcrum and the 
weightss on the other side are placed at a greater distance. Children who employ Rule 
IVV multiply weight by distance on both sides. These children predict that the scale will 
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tipp to the side that is characterized by the greatest product and predict that it wil l 
remainn in balance if the products are equal. Children who employ the addition-rule 
(Normandeauu et al., 1989) add weight and distance. These children predict that the 
balancee wil l tip to the side with the larger sum and predict that the scale wil l remain 
i nn balance if the sums are equal. 

Sieglerr designed six item types: balance problems, with equal amounts of weight, 
equidistantt from the fulcrum; weight problems, with unequal amounts of weight, 
equidistantt from the fulcrum; distance problems with equal amounts of weight at 
differentt distances from the fulcrum; and three types of conflict items. Conflict items 
includee more weights on one side but the weights on the other side are placed at a 
greaterr distance from the fulcrum. The scale wil l tip to the side with the greater 
numberr of weights on conflict-weight items and tip to the side with the greater 
distancee on conflict-distance items. The scale wil l remain in balance on conflict-
balancee items. With the responses to these item types, users of the various rules can 
bee distinguished. Jansen and van der Maas (1997) appüed latent class analysis to data 
obtainedd using the balance scale task and concluded that children do indeed use rules 
orr strategies when solving balance scale problems. Their results provide evidence for 
thee use of Rule I and Rule II , amongst others. 

Itemss with the same number of weights on both sides of the fulcrum, but placed 
att different distances are called "distance items". Users of Rule I and users of Rule II 
differr only with respect to their responses to this type of items. 

Too study whether the transit ion from Rule I to Rule II takes place 
discontinuously,, it is tested whether the cusp model provides an accurate description 
off  this transition. To this end, we have to formulate a cusp model for the transition 
andd to choose an interpretation of the three variables in the cusp model. We define the 
numberr of correct responses to a set of distance items as the dependent variable in the 
cuspp model. This variable is represented by the z-axis in Figure 1. The model shows 
twoo stable states of behavior: Children either succeed or fail on all distance items. 
Thiss behavior gives rise to the catastrophe flag called bimodality. Bimodality is 
expressedd in the bimodal distribution of the responses to the distance items. The 
middlee sheet (dark area of the surface in Figure 1) is the so-called inaccessible region. 
Accordingg to the model this area represents inaccessible states in which performance 
onn a set of distance items is intermediate. According to the model such intermediate 
behaviorr is not observed, that is children are not expected to answer some distance 
itemss correctly and other distance items incorrectly. Their responding should be all 
(correct)) or none (incorrect). The criteria bimodality and inaccessible region are 
interrelated.. If a distribution is found to be bimodal, the region between the two 
modess is inaccessible. 

Thee change in the dependent variable is caused by the continuous and smooth 
alterationn of the two independent variables that are represented by the normal axis 
andd the splitting axis. Increasing the variable on the normal axis results in an 
improvementt in performance. The exact nature of this variable is unknown, but 
severall  interpretations can be found in the literature. Siegler (1976) and Siegler and 
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Chenn [ 1998) suggested that one of the factors that may influence the level of solving 
balancee scale problems is the ability to encode the relevant dimensions. They reasoned 
thatt the use of the dimension "distance" in a strategy presupposes that the dimension 
iss encoded. They suggested that children who employ Rule I, do not observe this 
distancee dimension. When trained to take note of the dimension, children are more 
likelyy to use it in their strategies to solve the problem (Siegler, 1976). Because the 
abilityy to encode the distance dimension can not be manipulated directly, we 
manipulatee it indirectly by varying the characteristics of the stimulus material. 
Saliencee of the distance dimension increases when the difference between the 
distances,, at which the weights are placed, enlarges. For example, when the weights 
aree placed on the first peg from the left of the fulcrum and the weights are placed on 
thee second peg on the right side, the distance dimension is less salient, than when the 
weightss on the right side are placed on the fourth peg from the fulcrum. We expect 
thatt children, who only focus on the weight dimension, start to take note of the 
distancee dimension when the dimension becomes more salient and use the dimension 
forr solving the problem. This factor, "distance difference", may account for the finding 
thatt children employ a more complex rule when the product (weight x distance) 
differencee between both sides of the fulcrum is greater (Ferretti &. Butterfield, 1986) 
becausee a larger product difference is implied by a larger distance difference. 

Thee ability to encode distance corresponds to the normal variable in the cusp 
model.. When this variable is increased, by increasing the distance difference, children 
aree expected to display a transition from the use of Rule I to the use of Rule II. This 
transitionn is expressed in the sudden jump to higher performance on distance items. 
InIn Figure 1, the vertical line that connects the lower plane with the higher plane 
indicatess the sudden jump. When the normal variable is decreased, hysteresis is 
observed.. Hysteresis occurs when the jump to the lower plane occurs at a smaller 
valuee of the normal variable than the jump to the higher plane. This phenomenon is 
ann important and sufficient flag for discontinuous development, but it is difficult to 
detect.. Research in perception (e.g., Ta'eed, Ta'eed, & Wright, 1988) has shown that it 
iss difficult to detect this flag with adults [using the Necker Cube). Detecting the flag in 
cognitivee developmental research with children is an even greater challenge. 

Figuree 1 shows that the jump from low to high performance on distance items 
shouldd be absent for small values of the splitting variable. The behavioral variable 
changess continuously and intermediate scores (associated with the inaccessible region) 
aree possible. Larger values of the splitting variable (in the front of the cusp model) 
causee a more extreme bimodality in the distribution of the scores on the dependent 
variablee and fewer scores in the inaccessible region. This phenomenon is called 
divergence.divergence. For the balance scale task, we define the splitting variable as the number 
off  weights placed on the balance on distance items. Enlarging the number of weights 
mayy increase the salience of the weight dimension. Users of Rule I may become more 
convincedd of the correctness of their strategy for it is based only on comparing the 
numberr of weights on the two sides of the fulcrum. However, children who employ 
Rulee II may also be encouraged to this rule. If additional weights are placed on the 
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balance,, these children are expected to express a greater conviction that the balance 
wil ll  tip to the heaviest side, because the difference between the moments of the two 
sidess is greater. This polarization should result in the characteristic effect of the 
splittingg variable, namely divergence. The findings of Ferretti and Butterfield (1986) 
supportt this hypothesis. If the number of weights on the balance is increased, the 
productt difference between the sides of the balance also increases. Ferretti and 
Butterfieldd observed that, if the product difference is increased, children are more 
likelyy to use a rule of a higher level. 

Althoughh we are not sure that the splitting axis in the cusp model represents the 
numberr of weights and that an increase in the number of weights will result in the 
divergencee effect in the performance on distance items, this variable is studied in this 
research.. Hysteresis can be investigated independently of divergence by manipulating 
thee distance difference of distance items. 

4.1.2.. Relation of cusp model to other  models of discontinuous growth 

Developmentt of cognitive abilities is modeled in several other formal models. 
Beloww we relate the cusp model to the growth models of van Geert (1991, 1998) and 
Ecksteinn (1999), finite absorbing Markov models (Brainerd, 1979), and finite mixtures 
off  binomial distributions (Thomas & Lohaus, 1993; Thomas, Lohaus & Kessler, 
1999).. Finally, two important models from item response theory, Wilson's Saltus 
modell  (Wilson, 1989) and Mixed Rasch Models (Rost, 1990; 1991), are outlined. It is 
explainedd why the catastrophe model is preferred to model phase transitions. 

Vann Geert's growth models are models of transient behavior towards an 
equilibrium,, whereas catastrophe models are models of equilibrium behavior. In van 
Geert'ss models only accelerations occur, no bifurcations. Yet, a simple adjustment (a 
quadraticc slowing down of the growth) of van Geert's equations, transforms van 
Geert'ss model to a model the equilibrium behavior of which is in complete accordance 
withh catastrophe models. Yet, the model as it now stands only shows accelerations, 
andd consequently no hysteresis. The original model of van Geert, and all models of 
accelerations,, is inconsistent with the catastrophe model. 

Ecksteinn (1999) criticised the catastrophe approach. However, she neglected 
catastrophee flags other than bimodality. It is easy to make her model consistent with 
catastrophee theory (by setting m = 2 in Formula 3; Eckstein, 1999). Her conclusion 
thatt van Geert's growth model, in contrast to mixture models and catastrophe models, 
explainss bimodality better, because the parameters of the model are unimodally 
distributedd is incorrect. The parameters of mixture models (unconditional and 
conditionall  probabilities) and of catastrophe models (normal and splitting parameters) 
aree unimodally distributed, yet still give rise to bimodally distributed behavior. 

Finitee absorbing Markov models (Brainerd, 1979) and binomial mixture models 
(Thomass et al., 1999) are much more consistent with the catastrophe approach. The 
modess of behavior are modeled by means of states (in Markov models) or probability 
distributionss (in mixture models), and the transitions from one to another state are 
modeledd in transition matrices. Finite binomial mixture models can be used to test for 
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bimodalityy (Jansen & van der Maas, 1997; Hosenfeld, van der Maas, & van den Boom, 
1997;; and the present chapter) and restricted finite mixture models could be used to 
testt for several other flags (divergence, for instance) by means of techniques for 
advancedd mixture modeling (Dolan and van der Maas, 1998). Yet, the catastrophe 
approachh is more restrictive compared to those models, and has certain theoretical 
advances. . 

InIn Brainerd's commentary (1993) it is argued that catastrophe theory is not 
necessaryy to explain all-or-none transitions or abrupt change. It is stated that Markov 
modelss and mixture models are more restrictive since they assume both abruptness 
andd stationarity. This is not a fundamental distinction, because the restriction of 
stationarityy can be left out in both approaches, and alternatively can be added to 
stochasticc catastrophe models. The standard catastrophe model already assumes some 
formm of stationarity. Without this assumption, a linear or logistic model will fit the 
growthh data sufficiently. In Markov modeling non-stationarity can be achieved by 
usingg certain types of nonstationary latent Markov models (see Langeheine, 1994). 
Notee also that Thomas and Lohaus (1993; Figures 11 and 12) found non-stationarity 
off  the conditional probabilities over time. 

Wilson'ss Saltus model is a model of item response theory (IRT). In IRT, an item 
characteristicc curve describes the relation between a person's ability and the 
probabilityy of answering an item correctly. In the Saltus model, separate curve 
functionss are estimated for several modes of behavior, displayed by different groups of 
subjects.. However, the differences between these modes of behavior are only 
quantitative.. The mixed Rasch model (Rost, 1990; 1991), which is also a model of 
IRT,, is possibly a more promising model for discontinuous development. The 
populationn is divided into distinct latent classes and each class is characterized by 
qualitativelyy different behavior. The differences emerge in a specific ordering of the 
itemss with respect to the difficulty of the item, conditional on the latent class. The 
differencess between classes are not just quantitative, as the differences between the 
itemm characteristic curves of the Saltus model are, but qualitative. 

Thee important phenomena of these alternative models are associated with flags 
off  the catastrophe model. The all-or-none transition is associated with the sudden 
jumpp flag of the catastrophe model. The qualitatively different modes of binomial 
mixturee models, or states of Markov models, or latent classes of the mixed Rasch 
model,, are associated with the bimodality flag and the inaccessible region flag of the 
catastrophee model. However, the catastrophe model shows more phenomena: 
hysteresis,, divergence, critical slowing down, divergence of linear response, and 
anomalouss variance. Mixture models and absorbing Markov models do not predict 
thesee phenomena. Ergodic Markov models (Brainerd, 1979) might give hysteresis but 
wee do not know of any concrete application, based on ergodic Markov models. Even 
whenn such applications exist, there may be additional reasons to prefer the catastrophe 
model. . 

Catastrophee models, in contrast to mixture and Markov models do not assume 
abruptness.. Catastrophe models assume smooth surfaces of continuous variables, 
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abruptnesss follows from the nonlinearity of the model. In this sense, catastrophe 
modelss explain whereas other models describe abruptness (Molenaar, 1986a, 1986b). 
Thee catastrophe model also would seem to be more in accordance with the idea of 
developmentt by equilibration. Preference for the catastrophe model requires empirical 
evidencee for flags that distinguish this model from mixture and Markov models. That 
iss why we call bimodality and sudden jumps necessary, but not sufficient, criteria. 

4.2.4.2. Experiment 1 

Thee cusp model predicts the emergence of a number of behavioral properties 
nearr a transition, which are known as the catastrophe flags (Gilmore, 1981). Detecting 
thesee flags, in the behavior of children, supports the hypothesis that the model 
describess the change on the balance scale task (van der Maas & Molenaar, 1992). 

Onlyy children who employ Rule I and are close to a transition display behavior 
inn which these flags are manifested. Jansen and van der Maas (1997) noted that the 
behaviorr of children using a rule for solving balance scale items is rather stable. A 
transitionn is expected only in a small, unknown, number of children. It is difficult to 
predictt which children will be likely to switch to a rule of a higher level. 

InIn Experiment 1 we focus on the flags bimodality, inaccessible region, sudden 
jump,, hysteresis, and divergence. Bimodality should be evident in the distribution of 
responsess to a set of distance items. We expect to find two modes separated by scores 
off  low frequency. An inaccessible region is observed when intermediate scores are 
infrequent.. The sudden jump flag is detected when the switch from Rule I to Rule II 
happenss suddenly as a function of a continuous change in the distance difference. 

Thee flags bimodality, inaccessible region, and sudden jump are necessary flags 
forr testing whether the cusp model provides an appropriate description of the 
developmentt from the use of Rule I to Rule II on the balance scale. However, these 
flagss are not sufficient. The flags may also be found when development is 
characterizedd by a rapid acceleration, since both a phase transition and a rapid 
accelerationn give rise to bimodality and an inaccessible region of scores. Also, the 
differencee between a sudden jump and a rapid acceleration is difficult to detect. More 
decisivee flags are divergence and hysteresis. 

Wee can test the presence of the flag divergence by using two sets of distance 
itemss with the same distance difference, but different numbers of weights. The 
distributionss of the number of correct items on these two sets can be compared. 
Divergencee occurs when the bimodality of the distribution of the items featuring a 
smalll  number of weights is less pronounced than the bimodality of the distribution of 
thee items featuring a larger number of weights. 

Hysteresiss may be observed when the distance difference is alternately increased 
andd decreased. Hysteresis is observed when the jump downward to low performance 
onn distance items occurs at a smaller value of distance difference than the jump 
upward. . 
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Thee presence of hysteresis is closely associated with a special condition called 
delayy convention. This is depicted in the top left panel of Figure 2. The figure contains 
alll  hysteresis patterns that feature in the literature. The top right panel of Figure 2 
showss the Maxwell convention. This implies that the system always tries to move to 
thee global minimum in the mathematical function of the cusp model, and both the 
jumpp upward and the jump downward occur at the same distance difference (van der 
Maass & Molenaar, 1992). The lower left panel shows enhanced contrast: The jump 
downwardd occurs at a higher level of distance difference than the jump upward (Kelso, 
1995,, p. 204). This pattern is very unlikely according to the cusp model and we do not 
considerr it as a demonstration of hysteresis. However, it is possible that children 
displayy such patterns. For example, if the transition from Rule I to Rule II is best 
describedd by a growth model (and not a cusp model), jumps upward and downward 
generallyy occur at the same value of distance difference. As a consequence, Maxwell 
patternss occur most often and patterns associated with the delay convention and 
enhancedd contrast result from error. We will test this alternative explanation. Next, it 
iss possible that children jump from Rule I to Rule II following an increase in distance 
difference,, but do not return to Rule I when the distance difference is decreased. This 
patternn is depicted in the lower right panel of Figure 2. It is likely to occur because 
childrenn may learn from the manipulation of the distance difference. They then 
continuee to use the distance dimension when solving distance problems and switch 
permanentlyy to Rule II . We classify this type of patterns as a "jump upward". 
Theoretically,Theoretically, children may switch from using Rule II to using Rule I. As the distance 
differencee increases, they may consistently use Rule II and as the distance difference 
decreasess on the second half of the test, they may switch to using Rule I because the 
saliencee of the distance dimension diminishes. We do not include this kind of patterns 
becausee a "jump downward" is not very likely, considering the direction of 
development. . 

Increasingg the distance difference in a number of steps involves repeatedly 
presentingg the same kind of items to the children. Having responded repeatedly to the 
samee item, the children may think that they are expected to vary their responses 
(Siegal,, 1991). It is possible that children alter their response following a change in the 
distancee difference, because they want to satisfy supposed experimenter expectation. 
Ann irrelevant variable is manipulated in the same manner to test this alternative 
hypothesis.. The number of times that hysteresis occurs in both conditions can then be 
compared. . 
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FigureFigure 2. Hysteresis patterns. 

Thee above mentioned catastrophe flags, bimodality, inaccessible region, sudden 
jump,, hysteresis and divergence, are investigated in the transition from Rule I to Rule 
III  on the balance scale task. The remaining three criteria that are derived from 
catastrophee theory are not studied. The sixth criterion, divergence of linear response, 
impliess that perturbations of the control variable near a catastrophe point lead to a 
largee loss of stability and large oscillations of the behavioral variable. The flag is 
difficul tt to operationalize in this kind of psychological developmental research (van der 
Maass &. Molenaar, 1992). The seventh flag, critical slowing down, can also be studied 
whenn the control variables are perturbed near a catastrophe point. It implies that it 
takess a long time before the behavioral variable reaches a stable state following the 
manipulation.. Because reaction times are needed to study this flag, it is not 
investigatedd here. The last flag, anomalous variance, implies that the variance of the 
behaviorall  variable becomes large in the neighborhood of a catastrophe point (van der 
Maass & Molenaar, 1992). This flag is not studied because we do not know which 
childrenn are in the neighborhood of a catastrophe point. 
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4.2.1.. Method 

4.2.1.1.4.2.1.1. Participants 

Thee balance scale test was administered to 314 children. This sample comprised 
455 6-year-olds, 115 7-year-olds, 96 8-year-olds, 51 9-year-olds, 3 10-year-olds, and 4 
childrenn of unknown age. The average age was 8 years and 0 months [SD = 11 
months).. The children were recruited from four primary schools in the Netherlands. 
Thee children came from lower, middle, and higher-class populations. Schools were 
recruitedd by telephone and sent a letter with information about the experiment. If 
requestedd by the school, parents were asked for their permission for their child's 
participationn in a letter. In each class the children were randomly divided over the four 
conditions. . 

4.2.1.24.2.1.2 Material 
Thee administered balance scale test is a paper-and-pencil test, but a real, wooden 

balancee scale is used to explain the workings of the scale. On both sides of the 
fulcrum,, there are four pegs. The balance is 60 cm long and the pegs are situated at 
equall  distances (6.5 cm) from each other and the fulcrum. The weights that can be 
placedd on the pegs are flat square wooden blocks with a hole in the middle. A blocking 
pinn near the fulcrum prevents the balance from tipping. The balance can move freely 
whenn the blocking pin is removed. 

Thee paper-and-pencil test is a booklet that consists of 45 pages. Each page 
containss a balance scale item. The balance scale depicted in the booklets contains six 
pegss on each side of the fulcrum and a maximum of five weights is placed on one of 
thee pegs at each side. The balance scale in the booklets has six pegs instead of four to 
increasee the possible difference of the distances on the left and the right side of the 
fulcrum.. The balance scale is 12 cm wide and 3 cm high. 

InstructionInstruction part Children are required to write their names at the front page of the 
booklet.. The second page contains a drawing of a balance scale without weights. The 
nextt page shows a cartoon, which is used to explain the workings of the balance scale. 
Thee cartoon shows that the blocking pin prevents the balance from tipping and that 
removingg it may cause the balance scale to tip. The next two pages contain examples 
off  balance scale items. The first example contains only one weight on the right side; 
thee second example is a balance item. Figure 3 shows an example of a balance scale 
item.. The displayed item is a distance item with a distance difference of one. 

PracticePractice part The next four items are practice items. The responses to these items are 
nott used in the analyses but are meant to provide children with an opportunity to get 
usedd to the format of the test. 
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PretestPretest and posttest The pretest consists of six items. The items are selected in order 
too assess the strategies, used in solving balance scale problems, with a minimal 
numberr of items. Because our main focus is on distinguishing users of Rule I from 
userss of more sophisticated rules, three distance items are used. Next, a weight item is 
selectedd to check if all children are at least employing Rule I. By selecting a conflict-
weightt item and a conflict-distance item, the more complex rules, like Rule III , the 
addition-rulee (Normandeau et al, 1989) and Rule IV, can be detected. Later in the 
test,, the rules children employ are again assessed in a posttest. This test contains the 
samee six items but the positions of the weights on each side are reversed. 

HysteresisHysteresis manipulation In a series of nine distance items the normal variable of the 
cuspp model of the balance scale is manipulated. On the first item, displayed in Figure 
3,, two weights are placed on both sides of the fulcrum. On the left side, the weights 
aree placed on the first peg from the fulcrum. On the right side, the weights are placed 
onn the second peg from the fulcrum. The distance difference therefore equals one. In 
thee next items, the weights on the right side are shifted away from the fulcrum, one 
pegg per item. On the fifth item, the weights are on the sixth (i.e. the most distant) peg 
fromm the fulcrum and the distance difference equals five. From the sixth item on, the 
weightss on the right side are shifted back towards the fulcrum. In this manner the 
distancee difference is decreased until the difference equals one. This part of the test is 
designedd to elicit hysteresis. In one version of the test two weights are used on each 
side,, in a second version five weights are used on each side. If the cusp model can 
describee children's behavior on the balance scale and if the splitting variable represents 
thee number of weights on the balance, an effect of the number of weights on the 
distancee items is expected (see Design). 
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ControlControl test A control test is included to determine whether the children merely 
alternatee responses on the hysteresis test as a consequence of the same type of items 
beingg presented a total of nine times. On the items of this test an irrelevant feature of 
thee balance scale, "grayness of the weights", is manipulated. The color of the weights 
iss varied from black to almost white in the first five items and white to black in the 
lastt four items. Again, in one version of the test, two weights are used on each side of 
thee fulcrum, in a second version five weights are used on each side. 

DivergenceDivergence manipulation The divergence test comprises the final six items. These 
itemss are all distance items. The number of weights on the balance is manipulated in 
thesee items. There is a single weight on both sides of the fulcrum on three of these 
items;; on the three other items there are five weights on each side. The distance 
differencee on all items is two. 

4.2.1.3.4.2.1.3. Design 
Tablee 1 summarizes the composition of the balance scale test in the four 

conditions.. In the first condition (condition A) the hysteresis test is presented after the 
pretestt and the control test is presented after the posttest. In both the hysteresis and 
thee control test, five weights are used on all distance items. In the second condition 
(conditionn B) the same order of the hysteresis and control tests is used. The distance 
itemss of these tests contain two weights. In the third and fourth condition, the control 
testt is presented after the pretest and the hysteresis test is presented after the posttest. 
Inn the third condition (condition C) two weights are used in the distance items, in the 
fourthh condition (condition D] five weights are used. See the Appendix for the list of 
itemss in condition A. 

Tablee 1 
Compositionn of Balance Scale Test for the Four Conditions, Experiment 1 

condition n 

pages s 
pp. . 
pp. . 
pp. . 
pp. . 
pp. . 
pp. . 
pp. . 

1-5 5 
6-9 6-9 
10-15 5 
16-24 4 
25-30 0 
31-39 9 
40-45 5 

instruction n 
practicee items 

pretest t 
hysteresiss (5) 

posttest t 
controll  (5) 
divergence e 

instruction n 
practicee items 

pretest t 
hysteresiss (2) 

posttest t 
controll  (2) 
divergence e 

instruction n 
practicee items 

pretest t 
controll  (2} 
posttest t 

hysteresiss (2) 
divergence e 

instruction n 
practicee items 

pretest t 
controll  (5) 
posttest t 

hysteresiss (5) 
divergence e 

Note.Note. All items in the hysteresis test, control test, and the divergence test are distance items. 
Thee compositions of the pretest and the posttest are explained in the text. The numbers in 
bracketss behind "hysteresis" and "control" indicate the number of weights that are used on the 
distancee items of the hysteresis and control test. 
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4.2.1.4.4.2.1.4. Procedure 

Thee test is administered collectively by two experimenters. To a large extent, the 
proceduree of Chletsos (1986) is followed. The experimenters put the wooden balance 
scalee in a place where everybody can see it and hand out the booklets. They tell the 
childrenn that they are interested in how children predict the movement of a balance 
scale.. They explain the equivalence of the wooden scale and the balance scales 
depictedd in the booklets. The experimenters use the drawing of the balance scale and 
thee cartoon, on large sheets of paper, to explain the workings of the scale. By means of 
thee cartoon, the experimenters explain that a blocking pin prevents the balance from 
tipping.. They ask the children what will happen if the pin is removed so that the 
balancee can move freely. The experimenters demonstrate the procedure of marking an 
answerr on two items, printed on large sheets of paper, in front of the classroom. The 
childrenn are requested to circle a balance tilting to the left side if they think that the 
scalee will tip to the left, circle a balanced scale if they think that the balance will stay 
inn balance, and circle a balance tilting to the right, if they think that the scale will til t 
too the right. They are encouraged to work along with the experimenters. The 
experimenterss and the children complete two examples of balance scale items 
together.. The experimenters emphasize that the children should encircle only one of 
thee responses. The children are asked to work with pencil and to erase any errors with 
ann eraser. The experimenters discourage cribbing by emphasizing that there are 
differentt versions of the test. The children are asked to work quietly and by 
themselves,, and to start coloring the picture, on the last page of the test, only when 
theyy have completed all balance scale items. The introduction of the experimenters 
andd the explanation of the test and procedure took about fifteen minutes. On average, 
thee children needed ten minutes to complete the test. 

4.2.1.5.4.2.1.5. Method of analysis 

Too test the aforementioned hypotheses, we need to determine which rules 
childrenn use at the pre- and the posttest and the number of children that show 
hysteresiss at the hysteresis and the control tests. In this section we explain how this is 
done.. Next, we explain how we test for the presence of divergence. 

Children'ss responses are classified according to the rule used to solve the 
problemss by means of latent class analysis (LCA). Jansen and van der Maas (1997) 
demonstratee the usefulness of LCA in detecting strategies that children use on the 
balancee scale task. The latent variable of LCA comprises a limited number of latent 
classes.. In this case, the latent variable is the ability to reason proportionally, or, more 
specifically,, the ability to solve balance scale items. The classes of the latent variable 
correspondd to the use of a given rule: Rule I, Rule II, Rule III , and Rule IV. These rules 
aree qualitatively distinct categories of ability. The latent classes are mutually exclusive 
(Heinen,, 1996). 
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Inn carrying out LCA, the optimal number of latent classes has to be determined. 
Thee proportion of children in a given class is called the unconditional probability of 
thatt latent class. The probabilities of the responses to the manifest variables are 
determinedd by the latent class (or rule used) that the subject occupies. These 
probabilitiess are called conditional probabilities because they depend on the latent 
classs the subject occupies. 

Forr the analysis of the balance scale items, the false/correct responses to the 
itemss of both the pretest and the posttest are analyzed with a combination of 
explorativee and confirmative latent class analyses. In the explorative part of the latent 
classs analysis, the number of latent classes is determined. This is done by increasing 
thee number of classes until the expected frequencies of the model do not deviate 
significantlyy from the observed frequencies. Once the optimal number of latent classes 
iss decided, hypotheses concerning the structure of the model are tested by introducing 
restrictionss on the parameters. This is the confirmative part of latent class analysis. 

Thee differences of expected frequencies and observed frequencies are expressed 
inn the Loglikelihood ratio (e.g., Azzelini, 1996). Because our data sets are relatively 
small,, we cannot use the theoretical chi-square distribution to determine the fit of a 
model.. Therefore, we use the parametric bootstrap method and report bootstrapped p-
valuess for the latent class models. This resampling technique results in an empirical 
distributionn of the Loglikelihood ratio.1 Models can be compared by means of the BIC 
(Schwarz,, 1978) whether the models are nested or not. The measure is a function of 
thee number of parameters, the Loglikelihood ratio, and the sample size. Small values 
off  BIC characterize models that fit well and are parsimonious. Because we prefer 
parsimoniouss models, we focus on the BIC and not on the Akaike Information Index 
[AIC;; Akaike, 1974). The BIC is smaller for parsimonious models (Raftery, 1995). 

Thee responses obtained in the hysteresis tests are also subjected to latent class 
analysis.. In this case a confirmative latent class analysis is performed. A highly 
restrictedd model with 17 classes is fitted to the data. Table 2 shows this latent class 
model. . 

11 When the data set is sparse (many cells in the frequency table have a low frequency), the fit 
measuress do not follow the theoretical chi-square distribution and the average of the 
distributionn is unknown. In this case, using the theoretical chi-square distribution can not test 
thee fit of a model. The parametric bootstrap method can be used to obtain an empirical 
distributionn of the fit measures (Langeheine, Pannekoek, & van de Pol, 1995; van der Heijden, 
'tt Hart & Dessens, 1997). By resampling data, generated using the estimated parameters of the 
model,, bootstrapped fit measures are obtained. Counting the number of bootstrapped fit 
measuress that are larger than the original fit measure results in a bootstrapped p-value. This 
value,, instead of the p-value derived from the theoretical distribution, is used in this chapter. 
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Tablee 2 
Hypotheticall  Latent Class Model for Hysteresis Patterns 

p(l.c.) ) 
free e 
free e 
free e 
free e 
free e 
free e 
free e 
free e 
free e 
free e 
free e 
free e 
free e 
free e 
free e 
free e 
free e 

iteml l 
b b 
a a 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 

free e 

itemm 2 
b b 
a a 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
a a 
b b 
b b 
b b 
a a 
b b 
b b 
b b 

free e 

itemm 3 
b b 
a a 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
a a 
a a 
a a 
b b 
b b 
a a 
a a 
b b 
b b 

free e 

pp (item = correct) 
itemm 4 

b b 
a a 
b b 
b b 
b b 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
b b 
a a 
a a 
a a 
b b 

free e 

itemS S 
b b 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 

free e 

itemm 6 
b b 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
b b 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 

free e 

itemm 7 
b b 
a a 
b b 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
b b 
b b 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 

free e 

itemm 8 
b b 
a a 
b b 
b b 
a a 
b b 
a a 
a a 
a a 
b b 
b b 
b b 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 

free e 

itemS S 
b b 
a a 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 

free e 

>> interpretation 
Rulee I 
Rulee II 
delay y 
delay y 
delay y 
delay y 
delay y 
delay y 
Maxwell l 
Maxwell l 
Maxwell l 
Maxwell l 
jumpp upward 
jumpp upward 
jumpp upward 
jumpp upward 
residual l 

Note,Note, p(l.c) is the unconditional probability. Parameters that are indicated with the same letter 
aree constrained to be equal. An a represents a high probability, b = 1 - a-, parameters indicated 
ass "free" are estimated. 

Itemss 1 through 9 are the hysteresis items. The first column contains the 
unconditionall  probabilities. These parameters, which represent the proportions of the 
latentt classes, are estimated freely. The next nine columns contain the conditional 
probabilities.. These are the probabilities of answering an item correctly, given 
membershipp of a latent class. These probabilities are denoted a and b. An a represents 
aa high expected probability of answering an item correctly. This probability is expected 
too be close to one. A low expected probability is denoted b. This probability is expected 
too be close to zero. An additional restriction we introduce is that b = 1 - a. 

Thee conditional probabilities for the first hypothetical class are printed on the 
firstt row. These are all expected to be low, hence they are denoted b. The children who 
employy Rule I are expected to have a low probability of answering the hysteresis items 
correctly.. The second latent class shows a pattern of probabilities associated with the 
usee of Rule II (or a higher rule in the hierarchy of rules). These conditional 
probabilitiess are all expected to be high, hence they are denoted a. The following six 
latentt classes demonstrate patterns that correspond with delay hysteresis (see Figure 
2).. Although the patterns differ, they all have the same interpretation. A jump from a 
loww probability of answering a distance item correctly (conditional probability = b) to a 
highh probability (conditional probability = a) occurs between items 1 and 5, and a 
jumpp downward to a low probability occurs between items 6 and 9. The hysteresis flag 
iss manifest in the jump downward, to low probability, occurring at a smaller value of 
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distancee difference than the jump upward. The patterns of the next four latent classes 
correspondd to Maxwell hysteresis. The jumps upward and downward occur at the 
samee value of distance difference. The next four patterns show a jump from a low 
probabilityy to a high probability on the first half of the test. This high probability is 
thenn maintained until the end of the hysteresis test. These classes are categorized as 
"jumpp upward". Finally, the conditional probabilities of the last latent class are 
estimatedd freely. We expect that this latent class will contain all residual patterns. 

Theree are two important alternative models. A three-class alternative model 
excludess all hysteresis and sudden jump patterns. One class in this model is expected 
too consist of children who use Rule I, another class is expected to consist of children 
whoo use Rule II, and the third class is a residual class. This model can be compared by 
meanss of the BIC indices to the 17-class model to test whether the addition of latent 
classes,, corresponding to hysteresis, Maxwell and sudden jump patterns, is required to 
explainn the data. An alternative 23-class model includes all "enhanced contrast" 
patterns.. Enhanced contrast patterns include a jump from a low probability to a high 
probabilityy of answering a distance item correctly between items 1 and 5, and a jump 
downwardd to a low probability between items 6 and 9. The jump downward occurs at 
aa larger distance difference that the jump upward. The alternative 23-class model can 
alsoo be compared to the 17-class model to test whether the exclusion of latent classes 
correspondingg to enhanced contrast is allowed. 

Thee hypothesis of divergence is tested by comparing the distributions of the 
numberr of correct distance items employing one weight and five weights. The 
distributionss are compared by means of a chi-square test. If divergence occurs, the 
differencee between the distributions is large and the value of the chi-square significant. 
Thee bimodality of the distribution is expected to be more pronounced for the distance 
itemss with five weights than for distance items with one weight. The distributions can 
bee also be modeled by means of a multigroup mixture of binomials. 

4.2.2.. Results 

4.2.2.1.4.2.2.1. Rules 

Children'ss responses to the pretest and to the posttest were classified into rules 
too study the relationship between rule use and behavior on the hysteresis test. 
Children'ss responses to the pretest were compared to the hypothetical response 
patternss of Rule I and Rule II. If an exact match of both patterns was required, 43% of 
thee children showed a response pattern that was consistent with Rule I. If one 
deviationn of the expected pattern was allowed, 50% of the children showed behavior 
thatt indicated the use of Rule I. The response pattern of 13% of the children was in 
fulll  agreement with that expected under Rule II. If one deviation was allowed, 23% of 
thee response patterns was in agreement with that expected under Rule II. Four percent 
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off  the children answered all items correctly. These results were similar to those of 

SiegerSieger [1976, 1981). 
Inn total, 302 children responded to all items of the pretest. Their responses are 

subjectedd to LCA. An alpha level of .05 was used for all statistical tests. Table 3 
containss the fit measures for the latent class models at the pretest and the posttest. 
Thesee results suggested that the selected restricted three-class model fitted adequately 
andd that it provided a satisfying combination of goodness-of-fit and parsimony. The 
parameterss of the model are displayed in Table 4. Parameters that were restricted to be 
equall  had the same upper index. 

Tablee 3 
Fitt Measures of Latent Class Models of Pretest and Posttest, Experiment 1 

## latent classes 

2 2 
3 3 
4 4 

selectedd 3-class model 

2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 

selectedd 4-class model 

df df 

50 0 
45 5 
48 8 
55 5 

50 0 
44 4 
38 8 
37 7 
45 5 

LR LR 
pretest t 

138.96 6 
36.97 7 
31.47 7 
56.31 1 

posttest t 
157.88 8 
63.21 1 
38.51 1 
31.72 2 
45.05 5 

P W) ) 

.00 0 

.48 8 

.35 5 

.38 8 

.00 0 

.04 4 

.28 8 

.15 5 

.20 0 

BIC C 

213.20 0 
139.76 6 
117.13 3 
101.99 9 

232.24 4 
171.90 0 
181.52 2 
180.45 5 
148.02 2 

Note,Note, df, degrees of freedom; LR, Loglikelihood ratio. 
aa bootstrapped p-value (see Footnote 1). 

NN = 302 for the pretest; N = 305 for the posttest. 

Thee children in the first latent class (52%) failed the distance items and the 
conflict-distancee item, but solved the weight item and the conflict-weight item 
correctly.. This was the response pattern that was expected for children who employed 
Rulee I. The children in the second latent class (39%) succeeded at all items except the 
conflict-distancee item. This was expected in children who employed Rule II . The 
behaviorr of the children in the third latent class (9%) was difficult to interpret. They 
moree or less failed all items and were expected to perform below the level of children 
whoo employ Rule I. When the response patterns of the individual children in this class 
weree inspected, it emerged that some children were just answering "balance" to all 
items,, whereas other children seemed to think that the scale would tip to the side with 
thee smallest number of weights. Siegler and Chen (1998) also observed such pattern of 
responses.. However, most of these children displayed inconsistent behavior in solving 
thee balance scale problems. We defined the behavior of the children in this class as 
employingg Rule 0. 
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Tablee 4 
Estimatedd Parameters for Latent Class Models of the Pretest and the Posttest, 

Experimentt 1 

p(itemm = correct) 
p(l.c)) distance 1 weight distanoe2 CW distanoe3 CD interpretation 

pretest t 
.52 2 
.39 9 
.09 9 

.37 7 

.32 2 

.09 9 

.21 1 

.021 1 

.904 4 

.166 6 

.031 1 

.843 3 

.06 6 
1.00 0 

.982 2 

.982 2 

.166 6 

1.00 0 
.95 5 
.13 3 
.91 1 

.021 1 

.904 4 

.166 6 

] ] 
.031 1 

.843 3 

.12 2 
1.00 0 

l.OO3 3 

755 5 

.166 6 

sosttest t 
.972 2 

.944 4 

.04 4 

.42 2 

.021 1 

.904 4 

.166 6 

.03' ' 

.843 3 

.25 5 

.95 5 

.003 3 

.25s s 

.166 6 

.032 2 

.064 4 

.22 2 

.47 7 

Rulee I 
Rulee II 
RuleO O 

Rulee I 
Rulee II 
RuleO O 
Rulee II I 

Note.Note. CW: conflict-weight; CD: conflict-distance. P(l.c): unconditional probability. 
Parameterss accompanied by the same superscript are constrained to be equal. For each 
latentt class model the numbering of superscripts restarts. For the restrictions indicated with 
superscriptt 3 and superscript 5 in the model of the pretest, and for the restrictions indicated 
withh superscripts 2 and 4 in the model of the posttest, opposing categories of items are 
constrainedd to be equal: The probability of answering an item correctly is constrained to be 
equall  to the probability of answering the other item incorrectly. 
JVV = 302 for the pretest; N = 305 for the posttest. 

Forr each response pattern, the probability that it belonged to a given latent class 
inn the model was calculated. Children were assigned to the class for which this 
posteriorr probability was highest (Langeheine, Pannekoek, & van de Pol, 1995). 
Althoughh the pretest contained the same items in the various conditions, the 
differencess between conditions, with respect to the rules the children employed were 
testedd by means of loglinear analysis. The chi-square for the independence model was 
nott significant [%2 (9, N = 302) = 5.38, p = .80); no effects were found of the number 
off  weights in the hysteresis tests and no effects were found of the order in which the 
hysteresiss and control test were presented. 

Att the posttest, 31% of the children showed a response pattern that exactly 
matchedd the pattern that was expected given Rule I. If one deviation was allowed, 37% 
off  the children showed response patterns that indicated the use of Rule I. Nineteen 
percentt of the children demonstrated an exact Rule II-pattern. If one deviation was 
allowed,, 32% of the response patterns indicated the use of Rule II . Five percent of the 
childrenn answered all the items of the posttest correctly. 

AA total of 305 children responded to all items of the posttest. The response 
patternss of these children were subjected to LCA. The fit measures of the latent class 
modelss of the posttest are given in Table 3. These results indicated that, for the 
selectedd restricted four class-model, the expected frequencies did not deviate 
significantlyy from the observed frequencies. The estimated parameters of the selected 
modell  are given in Table 4. The children in the first latent class (37%) answered the 
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weightt item and the conflict-weight item correctly, but failed all other items. This 
responsee pattern was expected in children using Rule I. The children in the second 
latentt class {32%) answered all items correctly, except the conflict-distance item. This 
responsee pattern was expected for children using Rule II . The children in the third 
latentt class (9%) failed more or less all items and were classified as using Rule 0. The 
fourthh latent class (21%) was not observed in the pretest. The response pattern showed 
highh probabilities of answering the weight item and the distance items correctly, but 
probabilitiess of about .50 of answering the conflict items correctly. The response 
patternn of this class was closest to that of Rule III . 

Childrenn were again assigned to the class for which their posterior probability 
wass highest. Loglinear analysis was used to investigate the differences between 
conditionss with respect to the rules used at the posttest. As the chi-square of the 
independencee model was not significant (x2 (12, N = 305) = 9.83, p — .63), we 
concludedd that effects of the factors "order" and "weights on hysteresis test" were 
absent. . 

4.2.2.2.4.2.2.2. Bimodahty and inaccessible region 

Thee criterion of bimodahty was tested by examining the distribution of the 
numberr of correct answers at the items of the pretest and the posttest. As was deduced 
fromm Siegler's theory (Siegler, 1976), conflict-weight items were negatively correlated 
withh the other item types. Therefore, the scores on the conflict-weight items were 
excludedd from the number of correct items. Figure 4 shows the distributions of the 
numberr of correct items at the pretest and the posttest. 

Thee distribution of the number of correct items at the pretest displayed the 
expectedd bimodahty. One mode was visible at one item correct: These were the 
childrenn who were expected to use Rule I, because they only succeeded at the weight 
item.. The other mode was at four items correct. Children who used Rule II succeeded 
att the three distance items and the weight item and therefore obtained a score of four 
itemss correct. The distribution of the posttest was again characterized by modes at one 
itemm correct and four items correct. 

Thee effect of learning was studied by comparing these distributions of number of 
correctt answers. The differences between the distributions were significant (x2(5, 
NN = 314) — 17.87, p = .003). The high chi-square was mainly caused by the 
differencee of the frequency of one correct item. Significantly fewer children succeeded 
att only one item at the posttest, which was probably due to the transition of children 
fromm Rule I to other rules. 

Figuree 5 contains the distribution of the number of correct items on the 
divergencee test, which was also used to study bimodahty. The test contained six 
distancee items. The distribution of the number of correct answers on the divergence 
itemss was clearly bimodal. 
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Thee inaccessible region was also shown in these distributions. In the 
distributionn of the number of correct answers on the pretest and the posttest, scores of 
twoo items correct and three items correct were relatively infrequent. It is not 
surprisingg that the scores in the inaccessible region did occur. Children may be 
cribbing,, or indicating a different answer than intended because of, e.g., fatigue. The 
distributionn of the number of correct answers on the divergence items showed a more 
pronouncedd inaccessible region. 

pretest t 

posttest t 

22 3 
summ score 

FigureFigure 4. Distributions of number of correct items on pretest and posttest. 

160 0 

éÊLTTz^mvmsmïm^ï: éÊLTTz^mvmsmïm^ï: 
22 3 4 

summ score 

FigureFigure 5. Distribution of number of correct items on divergence test. 
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4.2.2.3.4.2.2.3. Divergence 

Wee compared the distributions of the number of correct answers on the items 
featuringg one weight and the items featuring five weights to test whether the 
bimodalityy was more extreme and fewer scores were found in the inaccessible region 
forr distance items with more weights. A total of 141 children answered none of the 
itemss with one weight correctly, 17 children answered one item correctly, 32 children 
answeredd two items correctly, and 124 children answered all items with one weight 
correctly.. A total of 130 children failed all items with five weights, 13 children 
answeredd one item correctly, 31 children answered two items correctly, and 140 
childrenn succeeded at all items with five weights. The two distributions did not deviate 
significantlyy (x2(3, N - 314) = 1.97, p = 0.58). Also, a multigroup mixture of 
binomialss was used to model the distributions. Both distributions showed two 
componentss at "all items incorrect" and "all items correct". A model with similar 
probabilitiess for the components (but different proportions) in the two distributions 
fittedd the data well (LR (2, N = 314) = .61, p = .74). However, it was also possible to 
constrainn the proportions of the components (LR (3, N = 314) = 1.97, p = .58) to be 
equall  in the two distributions. The extra constraint did not result in a significant 
deteriorationn of the fit of the model (ALR (1, N = 314) = 1.36, p = .24). The 
proportionn of the first component was .47 and its probability was .03. The proportion 
off  the second component was .53 and its probability was .93. Children responded in 
thee same way to distance items featuring one weight as to distance items featuring five 
weights.. The divergence hypothesis was not supported. 

4.2.2.4.4.2.2.4. Hysteresis and sudden jump 

Thee response patterns of the hysteresis items were analyzed by means of latent 
classs analysis and by a strict rule assessment method to find out whether the 
manipulationn of the variable distance difference resulted in hysteresis and sudden 
jumpss from Rule I to Rule II. 

LCALCA The false/correct responses to the tests were analyzed. Children who missed 
onee or more of the items of the hysteresis test were excluded from the data set. A total 
off  296 children responded to all items of the hysteresis test and a total of 294 children 
respondedd to all items of the control test. The responses to the hysteresis items and 
thee control items were first analyzed separately. The responses were studied by means 
off  a confirmative latent class model as explained in the Method section. 

Forr both tests, the expected frequencies of the restricted 17-class model did not 
deviatee significantly from the observed frequencies (for the hysteresis test: LR (487, 
JVV = 296) = 156.17, p = .16; for the control test: LR (494, N = 294) =157.67, p=.19). 
However,, for the control test the three-class model fitted just as well (LR (499, 
NN =294) = 180.53, p=.09). Hence, for a sufficient description of the responses on the 
controll  test, no hysteresis categories were needed. For the hysteresis test, this three-
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classs model resulted in a significant deviation {LR (499, N = 296) = 272.10, p = .00). 
Thee addition of latent classes representing hysteresis patterns was required to achieve 
ann acceptable description of the responses to the hysteresis test. This difference 
betweenn the latent class models for the hysteresis test and the control test supported 
thee hypothesis that children demonstrated hysteresis at the hysteresis test and not at 
thee control test. The expected frequencies of the 23-class model also did not deviate 
significantlyy from the observed frequencies of the hysteresis test {LR (485, N = 296) = 
150.68,, p = .11). This was not surprising because the model was an extension of the 
17-classs model. However, the BIC of the 17-class model was only 292.74, whereas the 
BICC of the alternative model was 298.63. We preferred the 17-class model because it 
wass more parsimonious. The exclusion of latent classes associated with enhanced 
contrastt patterns was allowed. 

RuleRule assessment by LCA The restricted 17-class model was used for both the 
classificationn of the responses to the hysteresis items and the classification of the 
responsess to the control items. We used the same model for both tests to compare the 
frequenciess of the hysteresis classes of the tests. We obtained the same model by 
analyzingg the responses to the tests simultaneously, in one analysis. The expected 
frequenciess for the restricted 17-class model did not deviate significantly from the 
observedd frequencies [LR (487, N = 590) = 264.61, p = .23). The restricted 17-class 
modell  for all data is displayed in Table 5. 

Thee first column shows the proportions of the latent classes, which were 
estimatedd freely. The proportions of two latent classes were zero. A latent class model 
withoutt these classes also fitted the data. The goodness-of-fit of the model was equal 
too the goodness-of-fit of the model including the two empty classes. The next nine 
columnss show the conditional probabilities for each latent class. These corresponded 
too the probability of answering the hysteresis items correctly. The probability a 
(estimatedd freely; see Table 2) equaled .99 and the probability b equaled .01 (restricted 
too equal I - a). Children were assigned to the most probable latent class as indicated 
byy the posterior probabilities. The proportions of classifications that resulted from this 
classificationn are given in the first two columns of Table 6. 

StrictStrict rule assessment In this approach, the observed response patterns were 
comparedd to expected hysteresis patterns and included in the hysteresis category with 
whichh they agreed perfectly. If there was no perfect match between the response 
patternn and any of the expected patterns, the pattern was assigned to a residual group. 
Thee same procedure was carried out with the data of the control test. The hysteresis 
patternss were divided in a delay category, a Maxwell category, a category of transitions 
fromm Rule I to Rule II without returning to Rule I (jump upward), a residual category, 
andd a category of missing values. For example, the expected pattern of responses to 
hysteresiss items, associated with Rule I, consisted of the consistent responses that the 
scalee would remain in balance. Only when all nine responses were "in balance", was 
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thee pattern of responses classified as Rule I. In the last two columns of Table 6 the 
proportionss of the categories of the hysteresis and the control test are displayed. 

Tablee 5 
Estimatedd Parameters of Restricted 17-class Model for the Hysteresis Tests, 

Experimentt 1 

p[lc.) p[lc.) 
.394 4 
.414 4 
.000 0 
.005 5 
.002 2 
.003 3 
.003 3 
.003 3 
.008 8 
.009 9 
.002 2 
.000 0 
.039 9 
.005 5 
.012 2 
.013 3 
.090 0 

iteml l 
.01 1 
.99 .99 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.49 9 

itemm 2 
.01 1 
.99 9 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.99 .99 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.99 9 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.43 3 

itemm 3 
.01 1 
.99 9 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.99 9 
.99 9 
.99 9 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.99 9 
.99 9 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.59 9 

p(itemm = correct) 
itemm 4 
.01 1 
.99 9 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.99 9 
.99 .99 
.99 .99 
.99 .99 
.99 .99 
.99 .99 
.01 1 
.99 9 
.99 9 
.99 9 
.01 1 
.70 0 

itemm 5 
.01 1 
.99 9 
.99 9 
.99 .99 
.99 .99 
.99 9 
.99 9 
.99 9 
.99 .99 
.99 9 
.99 9 
.99 .99 
.99 9 
.99 .99 
.99 .99 
.99 9 
.64 4 

itemm 6 
.01 1 
.99 9 
.99 9 
.99 9 
.99 9 
.99 9 
.99 9 
.99 9 
.99 .99 
.99 9 
.99 .99 
.01 1 
.99 .99 
.99 .99 
.99 .99 
.99 .99 
.59 9 

itemm 7 
.01 1 
.99 9 
.01 1 
.99 9 
.99 9 
.99 9 
.99 9 
.99 9 
.99 .99 
.99 9 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.99 9 
.99 .99 
.99 9 
.99 9 
.50 0 

itemm 8 
.01 1 
.99 9 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.99 9 
.01 1 
.99 9 
.99 9 
.99 9 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.99 9 
.99 9 
.99 .99 
.99 9 
.49 9 

itemm 9 
.01 1 
.99 9 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.99 9 
.99 .99 
.99 .99 
.99 .99 
.48 8 

interpretation n 
Rulee I 
Rulee II 
delay y 
delay y 
delay y 
delay y 
delay y 
delay y 
Maxwell l 
Maxwell l 
Maxwell l 
Maxwell l 
jumpp upward 
jumpp upward 
jumpp upward 
jumpp upward 
residual l 

Note,Note, p(l.c) is the unconditional probability. The first column displays the unconditional 
probabilities,, which are estimated freely. The next nine columns contain the conditional 
probabilities.. All estimated parameters with the value .99 are constrained to be equal. The 
estimatedd parameters with the value .01 are all constrained to equal 1 - .99. The parameters of 
thee last latent class ("residual") are estimated. N = 590. 

Tablee 6 
Proportionss of Hysteresis Patterns on Hysteresis Test and Control Test, Experiment 1 

Rulee I 
Rulee II 
Delay y 
Maxwell l 
Jumpp upward 
Residual l 
Missingg values 

Latentt class 
Hysteresis s 

test t 
.341 1 
.350 0 
.029 9 
.035 5 
.096 6 
.092 2 
.057 7 

analysis s 
Control l 

test t 
.395 5 
.427 7 
.003 3 
.000 0 
.038 8 
.073 3 
.064 4 

Strictt rule 
Hysteresis s 

test t 
.315 5 
.325 5 
.022 2 
.035 5 
.083 3 
.162 2 
.057 7 

assessment t 
Control l 

test t 
.357 7 
.401 1 
.000 0 
.000 0 
.029 9 
.150 0 
.064 4 

Note.N=Note.N= 314. 
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HysteresisHysteresis versus control test The distributions of the two tests over the categories 
weree compared by a chi-square test. The difference between the distributions of the 
hysteresiss test and the control test was significant (x2 [6, N = 314) = 29.52, p = .000) 
forr the assessment based on latent class analysis. The difference between the two tests 
wass also significant (x2 (6, N = 314) = 29.85, p = .000) for the strict rule assessment. 
Moree children displayed patterns corresponding to delay hysteresis, Maxwell 
hysteresis,, and jumps upward on the hysteresis test. Although jumps to the correct 
answerr were also displayed at the control test, the number of such jumps was 
significantlyy smaller than that at the hysteresis test (x2 (1, N = 42) = 7.71, p = .005 
forr the classification based on latent class analysis). Moreover, patterns corresponding 
too Maxwell and delay hysteresis were virtually absent at the control test. 

EffectEffect of condition The effects of the order in which the hysteresis and control test 
weree presented and the number of weights used on the distance items in the tests were 
studiedd with loglinear analysis. The numbers of hysteresis patterns were compared 
betweenn the conditions. The loglikelihood ratio chi-square for the independence model 
wass not significant [LR (12, N = 296) = 9.52, p = .66.). The order in which the 
hysteresiss and control tests were presented did not affect the number of demonstrated 
hysteresiss patterns. Similarly, the number of weights featuring in the hysteresis test 
didd not affect the number of hysteresis patterns. For the control test, the numbers of 
hysteresiss patterns were also compared between the two conditions. The loglikelihood 
ratioo chi-square of the independence model was significant [LR (10, N = 294) = 18.49, 
pp < .05). The order in which the hysteresis tests were presented affected the number 
off  patterns associated with Rule II. Children who were first presented with the 
hysteresiss test and were next presented with the control test, demonstrated more 
patternss associated with Rule II. Children may have learned from the hysteresis test. 
Thee number of weights featuring in the hysteresis tests did not affect the number of 
hysteresiss patterns. 

RelationRelation between performance on pretest and on hysteresis test Children who used 
Rulee I showed significantly more hysteresis patterns than children who employed 
otherr rules (x2(2, N = 286) = 8.39, p = .02), as indicated in Table 7. However, it 
shouldd be noted that some children, who were classified as using Rule II on the 
pretest,, showed hysteresis patterns. This is possible, according to the cusp model, 
becausee transitional children may show behavior associated with both modes (van der 
Maass & Molenaar, 1992). 
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Tablee 7 
Distributionn of Hysteresis Classifications over Rules on Pretest, Experiment 1 

hysteresiss classification 
Rulee I Rule II delay Maxwell sudden residual 

jump p 
rulee on Rule I .599 .072 .046 .046 .132 .105 
pretestt Rule II .009 .830 .018 .036 .063 .045 

RuleOO .545 .136 .000 .000 .000 .318 
Note.Note. N = 286. 

DoDo Delay convention patterns result from error of Maxwell convention patterns! The 
valuess of the distance difference on the jump upward and downward were compared 
usingg the data of the children who demonstrated a jump upward on the first half, and 
aa jump downward on the second half of the hysteresis test. This analysis included the 
patternss associated with the delay convention, Maxwell convention, and enhanced 
contrast.. If the null-hypothesis were true, and all hysteresis patterns were Maxwell 
patternss with error, the expected values of the normal variable should be equal for the 
jumpp upward and downward and the average value of the difference between the 
valuess of the normal variable should equal zero. The alternative hypothesis, that 
patternss associated with the delay convention constitute a separate class of patterns, 
impliess that the value of the normal variable is higher for the jump upward than for 
thee jump downward and that the average value of the difference between these values 
iss larger than zero. The null-hypothesis was tested by means of a one-sample one-
tailedd t-test. The average value of distance difference of the jump upward was 
significantlyy larger than the average value of distance difference of the jump downward 
(tt = 2.037( iV=24),p = .03). 

Second,, if all hysteresis patterns were Maxwell patterns with error, the expected 
summ of correct answers on the first half of the hysteresis test should be equal to the 
expectedd sum of correct answers on the second half of the test. This null-hypothesis 
wass tested by means of a paired one-tailed t-test. Again, this analysis included the 
patternss associated with the delay convention, Maxwell convention, and enhanced 
contrast.. The average sum of correct answers on the first half of the hysteresis test was 
significantlyy larger than the average sum of correct answers on the second half of the 
testt (t = -2.037 [N = 24), p = .03). Both results indicated that patterns associated 
withh the delay convention were not error of Maxwell patterns but constituted a class of 
patternss in itself. 

PosttestPosttest performance The above results suggested the presence of the criterion 
"suddenn jump". The responses of children who employed Rule I were studied 
separatelyy for the conditions in which the hysteresis test was presented first. Of the 82 
childrenn who were first presented with the hysteresis test, and who employed Rule I 
onn the pretest, fourteen children displayed a jump upward on the hysteresis test. Of 
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thesee children/ most children employed a more complex rule on the posttest: Nine 
usedd Rule II and two employed Rule III on the posttest. One child did not respond to 
alll  items of the posttest, one child employed Rule 0, and one child employed Rule I on 
thee posttest. In summary, almost all children who employed Rule I on the pretest and 
whoo showed a sudden jump on the hysteresis test employed a more complex rule on 
thee posttest. 

4.3.4.3. Experiment 2 

Inn Experiment 2 we focus on the flag hysteresis. In Experiment 1, hysteresis was 
observedd as the distance difference was first increased and next decreased. Hysteresis 
wass observed as the jump downward to low performance on distance items occurred at 
aa smaller value of distance difference than the jump upward. We conduct Experiment 
22 to test whether the hysteresis patterns were displayed because of a confound of the 
orderr in which the items were presented. In Experiment 2 the order of the items is 
reversed.. We study the changes that children undergo when the distance difference is 
firstt decreased and next increased. This means that the cusp surface is crossed, first, 
fromm right to left, and, next, from left to right. 

Accordingg to the cusp model, the following response patterns are possible. Most 
childrenn wil l consistently use Rule I or Rule II . Some children wil l jump from using 
Rulee II to using Rule I when the distance difference is decreased. When increasing the 
distancee difference again, they may again jump to using Rule II . The value of the 
distancee difference at which the children jump should be smaller for the jump 
downwardd than for the jump upward. This is the delay pattern (see also Figure 2). An 
anotherr possibility is that the jumps upward and downward occur at the same value of 
distancee difference. This is the Maxwell pattern (see Figure 2). Finally, we predict that 
somee children, who use Rule I, jump to using Rule II when the distance difference is 
increased.. This means that they wil l use Rule I when the distance difference is 
decreasedd and jump to using Rule II when the distance difference is again increased. 
Theoretically,, the model allows for children to switch from using Rule II to using Rule 
II  when the distance difference is decreased and keep using Rule I even though the 
distancee difference is increased. We suppose that such a "jump downward" is not very 
likely,, considering the direction of development and we do not include this kind of 
patternss in the analysis of the response patterns. 

Theree is no control test in Experiment 2. The results from Experiment 1 already 
showedd that the effects we found are not the result of repeatedly presenting children 
thee same type of item. Because we want to focus on the flag hysteresis, and the 
divergencee manipulation did not have any significant effect, there is no divergence 
manipulationn in Experiment 2. 
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4.3.1.. Method 

4.3.1.1.4.3.1.1. Participants 

Thee balance scale test was administered to 302 children. This sample comprised 
onee 5-year-old, 54 6-year-olds, 111 7-year-olds, 77 8-year-olds, 55 9-year-olds, and 4 
10-year-olds.. The average age was 7 years and 11.5 months (SD =11.6 months). The 
childrenn were recruited from four primary schools in the Netherlands. The children 
camee from middle- and higher-class populations. Schools were recruited by telephone. 
Inn each class, the children were randomly divided over the two conditions. 

4.3.1.2.4.3.1.2. Material 

Again,, the administered balance scale is a paper-and-pencil test and a wooden 
balancee scale test is used to explain the workings of the scale. The paper-and-pencil 
testt is a booklet that consists of 28 pages. The instruction part, practice part, and 
pretestt are equal to those of Experiment 1. 

HysteresisHysteresis manipulation In a series of thirteen distance items the distance difference 
iss manipulated. There are two types of series. The number of weights on each side of 
thee fulcrum is two, for all items. The first nine items of the first series are similar to 
thee hysteresis test of Experiment 1. The distance difference of the first item is one. In 
thee next items, the weights on the right side are shifted away from the fulcrum. On 
thee fifth item, the weights are on the sixth peg from the fulcrum and the distance 
differencee equals five. From the sixth item on, the weights on the right side are shifted 
backk towards the fulcrum until the difference equals one. In items ten through 
thirteen,, the pegs on the right side are again shifted away from the fulcrum, until the 
distancee difference equals five. So, the distance difference ascends, descends, and then 
ascendss again. 

Inn the second series, the manipulation of the distance difference is reverse. On 
thee first item, the weights on the left side are placed on the first peg from the fulcrum. 
Thee weights on the right side are placed on the sixth (furthest) peg from the fulcrum 
andd the distance difference equals five. In the next items, the weights on the right side 
aree shifted towards the fulcrum, one peg per item. On the fifth item, the weights are 
onn the second peg from the fulcrum and the distance difference equals one. From the 
sixthh item on, the weights on the right side are shifted away from the fulcrum. In this 
mannerr the distance difference is increased until it equals five. From the tenth item 
on,, shifting the weights on the right side towards the fulcrum again decreases the 
distancee difference. On the last, thirteenth, item, the distance difference equals one. 

4.3.1.3.4.3.1.3. Design 

Thee first version (version A) includes the hysteresis series in which the distance 
differencee ascends, descends, and ascends again, whereas the second version 
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(versionn B) includes the hysteresis series in which the distance difference descends, 
ascends,, and descends. The series follow the pretest. The series are followed by a 
conflict-weightt item and another balance scale test, which is not of interest here. 

4.3.1.4.4.3.1.4. Method of analysis 

Thee false/correct responses to the pretest and to the hysteresis tests are subjected 
too LCA. We apply the combination of the exploratory and the confirmatory approach 
too the responses to the pretest. We analyze the responses to the ascending-descending 
partt (the first nine items of version A; the last nine items of version B) and the 
responsess to the descending-ascending part (the last nine items of version A; the first 
ninee items of version B) separately. By combining the data of the two versions, we 
assumee that the different versions did not result in different response patterns. This 
assumptionn is tested subsequently. The restricted model of 17 classes is fitted to the 
responsess to the ascending-descending part. A similar restricted model, also of 17 
classes,, is fitted to the responses to the descending-ascending part. The hypothesized 
latentt classes of this 17-class model are displayed in Table 8. 

Itemss 1 through 9 are the items of the descending-ascending part. The first 
columnn contains the unconditional probabilities that are estimated freely. The next 
ninee columns contain the conditional probabilities. Again, an a denotes a high 
expectedd probability and a b denotes a low expected probability. The restriction that b 
—— 1 - a is also used in this model. The conditional probabilities of the last latent class 
(residual)) are estimated freely. 

Thee first latent classes represent the use of Rule I and Rule II. The following six 
latentt classes demonstrate patterns that correspond with the delay convention. 
Childrenn in these latent classes switch from using Rule II to using Rule I as the 
distancee difference decreases on the first half of the series. They switch to using Rule 
III  as the distance difference increases again on the second half of the series. The jump 
downwardd (to Rule I) occurs at a lower value of distance difference than the jump 
upward.. The next four latent classes include patterns that correspond to Maxwell 
hysteresis.. Both the jump downward and the jump upward occur at the same value of 
distancee difference. Finally, there are four latent classes that are associated with a 
jumpp from using Rule I to using Rule II. That is, children use Rule I as the distance 
differencee decreases on the first half of the test, but they switch to using Rule II as the 
distancee difference increases. We call this kind of pattern the "jump upward". 

Theree are two important alternative models, like for the ascending-descending 
series.. A three-class model includes only Rule I, Rule II, and a residual class. The fit 
measuress of this model are compared to the fit measures of the 17-class model to 
decidee whether it is necessary to include classes associated with hysteresis to describe 
thee data accurately. The second important alternative model consists of 23 classes. 
Thiss model contains all classes of the 17-class model, and six latent classes that 
correspondd to enhanced contrast patterns. The fit measures of the models are 
comparedd to decide whether it is allowed to exclude classes associated with enhanced 
contrastt from the model. 
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Tablee 8 
Hypotheticall  Latent Class Model for Hysteresis Patterns on 

Descending-Ascendingg Part 

PM PM 
free e 
free e 
free e 
free e 
free e 
free e 
free e 
free e 
free e 
free e 
free e 
free e 
free e 
free e 
free e 
free e 
free e 

iteml l 
b b 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 

free e 

itemm 2 
b b 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
b b 
a a 
a a 
a a 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 

free e 

itemm 3 
b b 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
b b 
b b 
b b 
a a 
a a 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 

free e 

ptitemm = correct) 
itemm 4 

b b 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
a a 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 

free e 

itemS S 
b b 
a a 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 

free e 

itemm 6 
b b 
a a 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
a a 
a a 
b b 
b b 
b b 

free e 

itemm 7 
b b 
a a 
a a 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
b b 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
b b 
b b 

free e 

itemm 8 
b b 
a a 
a a 
a a 
b b 
a a 
b b 
b b 
b b 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
b b 

free e 

itemm 9 
b b 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a a 

free e 

interpretation n 
Rulee I 
Rulee II 
delay y 
delay y 
delay y 
delay y 
delay y 
delay y 
Maxwell l 
Maxwell l 
Maxwell l 
Maxwell l 
jumpp upward 
jumpp upward 
jumpp upward 
jumpp upward 
residual l 

Note.Note. p(l.c.) is the unconditional probability. Parameters that are indicated with the same 
letterr are constrained to be equal. An a represents a high probability, b = \  a-, parameters 
indicatedd as "free" are estimated. 

4.3.2.. Results 

4.3.2.1.4.3.2.1. Rules 

Children'ss responses to the pretest were classified by means of LCA. A total of 
2955 children responded to all items of the pretest. Table 9 contains the fit measures of 
thee latent class models of the responses to the pretest. 

Tablee 9 
Fitt Measures of Latent Class Models of Pretest, Experiment 2 

## latent classes 

2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 

selectedd 4-class 
model l 

df df 

50 0 
45 5 
40 0 
38 8 
45 5 

LR LR 
pretest t 

134.19 9 
71.09 9 
38.99 9 
26.24 4 
52.36 6 

T>*{LR) T>*{LR) 

.00 0 

.00 0 

.09 9 

.21 1 

.21 1 

BIC C 

208.12 2 
173.46 6 
169.79 9 
168.41 1 
154.73 3 

Note,Note, df, degrees of freedom; LR, Loglikelihood ratio. 
aa bootstrapped p-value (see Footnote 1). N = 295. 
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Thee expected frequencies of the selected restricted four-class model did not 
deviatee significantly from the observed frequencies and the BIC was also low for this 
model.. Table 10 contains the parameters of the restricted four-class model of the 
responsess to the pretest. 

Tablee 10 
Estimatedd Parameters for Latent Class Model of the Pretest, 

Experimentt 2 

Pd.c.) ) 
.47 7 
.40 0 
.09 9 
.03 3 

distancee 1 
.01 1 
.71 1 
.793 3 

.004 4 

weight t 
.97 7 
.97 7 
.66 6 
.004 4 

p(itemm = correct) 
distancee 2 

.17 7 

.98 8 
.793 3 

.004 4 

cw w 
.991 1 

.942 2 

.21 1 
.004 4 

distancee 3 
.05 5 
.98 8 
J9J93 3 

.oo4 4 

CD D 
.01! ! 

.062 2 

.60 0 
.OO4 4 

interpretation n 
Rulee I 
Rulee II 
Unknown n 
RuleO O 

Note.Note. CW: conflict-weight; CD: conflict-distance, p(l.c): unconditional probability. Parameters 
accompaniedd by the same superscript are constrained to be equal. For the restrictions indicated 
withh superscripts 1 and 2, opposing categories of items are constrained to be equal: The 
probabilityy of answering an item correctly is constrained to be equal to the probability of 
answeringg the other item incorrectly. 
JVV = 295. 

Thee children in the first latent class (47%) answered the weight item and the 
conflict-weightt item correctly, but gave the wrong answer to the distance items and 
thee conflict-distance item. This response pattern was expected from children who use 
Rulee I. The children in the second latent class (40%) answered all items, except the 
conflict-distancee item, correctly. We expected this response pattern of children who 
usedd Rule II . The third latent class (9%) was not expected here and not observed on 
thee pretest of Experiment 1. The conditional probabilities of answering the distance 
itemss correctly were rather high. Surprisingly, the probability of answering the weight 
itemm correctly was low. Also the probability of answering the conflict-weight item was 
low,, much lower than the probability of answering the conflict-distance item correctly. 
I tt was very difficul t to find an explanation for the behavior of the children in this 
latentt class. The fourth latent class (3%) was similar to the latent class that was 
associatedd with Rule 0 in Experiment 1. The children in this latent class answered 
nonee of the items correctly. 

4.3.2.2.4.3.2.2. Hysteresis, ascending-descending part 

LCALCA A total of 291 children responded to all items of the ascending-descending 
partt of the hysteresis tests. The responses were analyzed by means of the confirmative 
17-classs model that was also used in Experiment 1. The expected frequencies of this 
restrictedd 17-class model did not deviate significantly from the observed frequencies 
[LR[LR (485, N = 291) = 168.76, p = .10). The expected frequencies of the alternative 
three-classs model deviated significantly from the observed frequencies {LR (499, N = 
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291)) = 220.78, p = .005), whereas the alternative 23-class model showed a satisfying 
fi tt to the data [LR (483, N = 291) = 162.13, p = .11). However, the BIC was lower for 
thee 17-class model (316.27 for the 17-class model, 320.98 for the 23-class model). 
Thee parameter estimates of the model are not presented here, to save space, but the 
modell  was very similar to that of the responses to the hysteresis test of Experiment 1. 
Thee expected low probability was estimated at .01, whereas the expected high 
probabilityy was estimated at (1 - .01 =) .99. Children were assigned to the most 
probablee latent class as indicated by the posterior probabilities. The proportions of 
classificationss that resulted from this classification are given in the first column of 
Tablee 11. This classification of the responses to the ascending-descending series did 
nott significantly differ from the classification of the responses to the hysteresis test of 
Experimentt 1 (*2 (6, N = 616) = 7.67, p = .26). 

Tablee 11 
Proportionss of Hysteresis Patterns on Ascending-Descending Part 

off  Hysteresis Test, Experiment 2 

Rulee I 
Rulee II 
Delay y 
Maxwell l 
Jumpp upward 
Residual l 
Missingg values 

LCA A 

.318 8 

.430 0 

.026 6 

.017 7 

.076 6 

.096 6 

.036 6 

Strictt rule 
assessment t 

.295 5 

.401 1 

.020 0 

.020 0 

.073 3 

.156 6 

.036 6 
Note.Note. N = 302. 

StrictStrict rule assessment The observed patterns were compared to the expected 
hysteresiss patterns and included in the category with which they agreed perfectly. If 
theree was no perfect match, the pattern was assigned to a residual group. The last 
columnn of Table 11 contains the resulting proportions of the categories of the 
ascending-descendingg part. Again, this classification did not differ from the 
classificationn of the responses to the hysteresis test of Experiment 1 (x2 (6, N - 616) 
== 5.65, p = .46). 

4.3.2.3.4.3.2.3. Hysteresis, descending-ascending part 

LCALCA A total of 290 children responded to all items of the descending-ascending 
partt of the hysteresis test. The restricted 17-class model showed a satisfying fit to the 
dataa [LR (491, N = 290) = 162.31, p = .26), whereas the expected frequencies of the 
alternativee three-class model deviated significantly from the observed frequencies [LR 
(499,, N = 290) = 225.45, p = .00). The alternative 23-class model also fitted the data 
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welll  [LR (489, N = 290) = 156.41, p = .18), but the BIC of the model was larger than 
thee BIC of the 17-class model (BIC = 275.71 for the 17-class model, BIC = 281.15 for 
thee 23-class model). The parameter estimates of the 17-class model are printed in 
Tablee 12. Only the classes with an unconditional probability that is larger than zero 
aree presented. Children were assigned to the most probable latent class as indicated by 
thee posterior probabilities. The proportions of the classifications are given in the first 
columnn of Table 13. 

Tablee 12 
Estimatedd Parameters of Restricted 17-class Model for the Descending-Ascending Part, 

Experimentt 2 

p(itemm = correct) 
p{Lc)) iteml item 2 item 3 item 4 item 5 item 6 item 7 item 8 item 9 interpretation 
.323 3 
.501 1 
.010 0 
.003 3 
.023 3 
.007 7 
.003 3 
.017 7 
.015 5 
.001 1 
.095 5 

.01 1 

.99 9 

.99 9 

.99 9 

.99 .99 

.99 .99 

.01 1 

.01 1 

.01 1 

.01 1 

.38 8 

.01 1 

.99 9 

.99 9 
99 99 
.99 9 
.99 9 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.01 1 
.39 9 

.01 1 

.99 .99 

.99 .99 

.01 1 

.99 9 

.99 9 

.01 1 

.01 1 

.01 1 

.01 1 

.51 1 

.01 1 

.99 9 

.99 9 

.01 1 

.99 9 

.01 1 

.01 1 

.01 1 

.01 1 

.01 1 

.58 8 

.01 1 

.99 9 

.01 1 

.01 1 

.01 1 

.01 1 

.01 1 

.01 1 

.01 1 

.01 1 

.51 1 

.01 1 

.99 9 

.01 1 

.01 1 

.99 9 

.01 1 

.99 9 

.01 1 

.01 1 

.01 1 

.55 5 

.01 1 

.99 9 

.99 9 

.01 1 

.99 .99 

.99 .99 

.99 9 

.99 9 

.01 1 

.01 1 

.74 4 

.01 1 
99 99 
99 99 
.01 1 
.99 9 
.99 9 
.99 9 
99 99 
99 99 
.01 1 
.72 2 

.01 1 
99 99 
99 99 
.99 9 
.99 9 
.99 9 
.99 9 
99 99 
99 99 
.99 9 
.72 2 

Rulee I 
Rulee II 
delay y 
delay y 
Maxwell l 
Maxwell l 
jumpp upward 
jumpp upward 
jumpp upward 
jumpp upward 
residual l 

Note,Note, p(l.c) is the unconditional probability. The first column displays the unconditional 
probabilities,, which are estimated freely. The next nine columns contain the conditional 
probabilities.. All estimated parameters with the value .99 are constrained to be equal. The 
estimatedd parameters with the value .01 are all constrained to equal 1 - .99. The parameters of 
thee last latent class ("residual") are estimated. 
NN = 290. 

StrictStrict rule assessment The observed response patterns of the descending-ascending 
seriess were compared to the theoretical expected response patterns. A child was 
assignedd to the category with which its response pattern agreed perfectly. The second 
columnn of Table 13 shows the resulting proportions of the categories. The proportions 
off  the categories of the hysteresis patterns were low. In total, only 4% of the children 
demonstratedd a pattern that is associated with the Maxwell convention or the delay 
convention.. Still, the latent classes associated with hysteresis patterns are necessary 
andd the distribution of the responses to the descending-ascending series is significantly 
differentt from the distribution of responses to the control test of Experiment 1 [%2 (7, 
NN = 616) = 22.78, p <, .002). Thee difference was mainly caused by the larger number 
off  response patterns associated with the Maxwell convention on the descending-
ascendingg series of Experiment 2. 
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Tablee 13 
Proportionss of Hysteresis Patterns on Descending-Ascending Part 

off  Hysteresis Test, Experiment 2 

Rulee I 
Rulee II 
Delay y 
Maxwell l 
Jumpp upward 
Residual l 
Missingg values 

LCA A 

.311 1 

.483 3 

.013 3 

.030 0 

.033 3 

.089 9 

.040 0 

Strictt rule 
assessment t 

.295 5 

.450 0 

.013 3 

.030 0 

.033 3 

.139 9 

.040 0 
Note.Note. N = 302. 

EffectEffect of condition Half of the children responded to the ascending-descending series 
first,, whereas the other half of the children responded to the descending-ascending 
seriess first. The distribution over the hysteresis categories was compared between 
conditions.. Both the distribution on the ascending-descending series and the 
distributionn on the descending-ascending series did not show differences between 
conditions.. The chi-square for the independence model was not significant for both 
distributionss {%! (6, N = 291) = 7.45, p = .28 for the ascending-descending series; % 2 
(6,, N = 290) = 8.89, p = .20 for the descending-ascending series). 

4.3.2.4.4.3.2.4. Conclusion 

Thee classification of the responses to the ascending-descending series was very 
similarr to the classification of the responses to the hysteresis test in Experiment 1. 
Experimentt 2 served partly as a replication study and it was important to note that 
hysteresiss was observed in both experiments. In Experiment 2, the children were also 
presentedd with the descending-ascending series to study whether children would also 
demonstratee hysteresis patterns if the order of the manipulation of the distance 
differencee was reversed. Although the results are not imposing, they are interesting. 
Althoughh there were only a few children who showed a response pattern that was 
associatedd with the delay convention, there were a small, but significant number of 
childrenn that demonstrated a response pattern associated with the Maxwell 
convention.. Most of these patterns were a response pattern with correct responses to 
alll  distance items but the middle one (see Table 12). The middle distance item was 
thee item with the smallest distance difference. We hypothesize that it was necessary to 
decreasee the distance difference to a very small value. Only when the distance 
differencee was very small, they switched from using Rule II to using Rule I. Increasing 
thee distance difference only a littl e bit caused the children to immediately switch back 
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too using Rule II again. We concluded that it is much more difficult to obstruct the 
abilityy to encode distance than to facilitate this ability. It is more difficult to set 
childrenn back in their development than accelerate the development. 

4.4.4.4. Discussion 

Inn this study we focused on the development from Rule I to Rule II on the 
balancee scale task. We hypothesized that the development takes place discontinuously. 
Severall  models for discontinuity propose quite similar criteria for discontinuity. First, 
aa discontinuous development asks for a limited number of states or sets of behavior 
thatt explains the behavior of children of a broad age range. For example/ the behavior 
off  children (and adults) concerning the conservation of liquid quantity can be modeled 
byy means of only three distinct states (Brainerd, 1979). The behavior of the children 
onn the balance scale task in this experiment was described by means of a latent class 
modell  of three classes (pretest in Experiment 1) and four classes (posttest in 
Experimentt 1, pretest in Experiment 2). One of the classes is associated with behavior 
thatt is expected from children who use Rule I and another class is associated with 
behaviorr that is expected from children who use Rule II. The remaining classes are 
associatedd with behavior that is less complex than that of Rule I or more complex than 
thatt of Rule II . The different states of behavior can also be observed in the frequency 
distributionn of the number of correct responses to the distance items on the pretest, 
posttest,, and the divergence test. The distributions of these tests show modes at the 
scoress that are expected from the use of Rule I and the use of Rule II. Inspecting the 
distributionss of the number of correct answers is associated with the technique of 
mixturess of binomials, applied by, among others, Thomas et al. (1999). 

AA second criterion for discontinuous development is the absence of behavior in 
betweenn the states of behavior. Both the latent class analyses and the distribution of 
numberr of correct distance items show that the scores in between are of low 
frequency. . 

Whenn development is discontinuous, a sudden jump from one state to another is 
expected.. Brainerd (1979) models the sudden jump in the Markov transition matrices. 
Thomass et al. (1999) use similar transition matrices. In models of sudden growth (e.g. 
vann Geert, 1991; 1998; Eckstein, 1999), the sudden increase in behavior is expressed 
ass a function of the independent, continuously changing, variable "time". In this 
experiment,, the improvement of behavior in proportional reasoning on the balance 
scalee test is expected to be caused by continuous improvements in the ability to 
encodee the distance dimension. Because we cannot directly manipulate this variable, 
wee changed a feature of the test (distance difference) in order to facilitate and obstruct 
thee encoding of distance. The latent class analyses of the parts of the test in which 
distancee difference is manipulated show that (some) children show a sudden jump 
fromm the incorrect answer to the correct answer when this variable is increased. It 
shouldd be noticed that a very small number of children also show a sudden jump when 
thee grayness of the weights on the balance scale test is manipulated in the control test. 
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Thiss means that merely presenting children distance items may cause them to notice 
thee distance dimension and use it in their solution strategy. However, the number of 
jumpss on the hysteresis test is significantly greater than the number of jumps on the 
controll  test. The reverse sudden jump is also observed. A small number of children 
jumpp from the correct to the incorrect answer as the distance difference decreases (in 
Experimentt 2). 

Alll  these criteria can be described by both the cusp model, the Markov model 
(Brainerd,, 1979) and finite mixtures of binomials (Thomas et al., 1999). The criteria 
aree necessary but not sufficient in distinguishing between a phase transition and an 
acceleration.. Only the cusp model can explain a genuine phase transition, caused by 
continuouss changes in two independent variables, the splitting variable and the 
normall  variable. Five other criteria, so-called catastrophe flags, can be derived from the 
cuspp model (Gilmore, 1981): divergence, hysteresis, critical slowing, divergence of 
linearr response, and anomalous variance. The experiments in this study were mainly 
aimedd to test the presence of the flags "divergence" and "hysteresis". Finding evidence 
forr the presence of these flags would support the hypothesis that the cusp model 
accuratelyy describes the transition from Rule I to Rule II on the balance scale task. 

Thee presence of the flag divergence was studied by manipulating the number of 
weightss on the balance scale. It was expected that the increase of the number of 
weightss would cause a more extreme difference between Rule I and Rule II . However, 
childrenn respond in the same way to distance items featuring one weight as to distance 
itemss featuring five weights. Rule I users answer all items incorrectly, whereas Rule II 
userss succeed on all items of the divergence test. This does not necessarily falsify the 
cuspp model. It might suggest that the choice of the splitting variable, or the choice of 
thee manipulation of the splitting variable, was not correct. In the balance scale test all 
divergencee items were presented at the end of the test. The presentation of so many 
distancee items in the foregoing hysteresis and control test may have trained the 
childrenn in solving distance items. Both children who employ Rule I and children who 
employy Rule II maintain the rule they are using, despite differences on the weight 
dimension.. Moreover, all divergence items were presented in a single block. A 
differencee between the responses on items with five and with few weights may have 
emerged,, if the items had been distributed throughout the test. In addition, a more 
extremee difference between the two versions of distance items may result in 
divergence.. Finally, other variables than the number of weights may define the 
splittingg axis. We propose that the abilities to count the number of weights on a 
distancee item and to compare the amounts of both sides are important to execute both 
Rulee I and Rule II. Errors in the execution of both strategies may occur when a child's 
numericall  abilities are poor. The errors may give rise to scores in the inaccessible 
regionn and a gradual transition from Rule I to Rule II may be possible (see Figure 1). 
Thee execution of a rule may occur with fewer errors as numerical abilities improve. 
Thee difference between Rule I and Rule II will then become more pronounced and the 
distributionn of the scores on the distance items will display bimodality. Like the 
encodingg of the distance dimension, numerical abilities can not easily be manipulated 
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inn children. However, manipulation of the stimulus material is again possible. For 
example,, increasing the number of weights that feature in a distance item may 
increasee the difficulty of counting the weights. 

Thee cusp model as description of the transition from Rule I to Rule II is not 
rejectedd because of the evidence for the flag hysteresis in these experiments. Detecting 
thee flag in cognitive developmental research with children is difficult, because 
developmentall  transitions in children are unidirectional and progressive. To detect 
hysteresis,, both the development on the behavioral variable and the change on the 
causall  (normal) variable need to be reversed. In this experiment, the normal variable 
representss encoding the distance dimension. The variable was (indirectly) manipulated 
byy manipulating the distance difference on distance items. When the variable was 
increased,, a number of children switch from answering "balance" to answering 
distancee items correctly. When distance difference was subsequently decreased, some 
childrenn again answered distance items incorrectly. For a number of children, this 
jumpp downward occurred at a lower level of the independent variable distance 
differencee than the jump upward. This is the hysteresis pattern that is associated with 
thee delay convention. Likewise, hysteresis was observed as the distance difference was 
alternatelyy decreased and increased. A small number of children switched from using 
Rulee II to using Rule I as the distance difference decreased. When the distance 
differencee was increased again, they switched back to using Rule II. Hysteresis was 
observedd when the jump downward occurred at a smaller value of distance difference 
thann the jump upward. 

Onee may comment that the delay pattern is just an order effect. However, it is 
ann order effect that is explained and predicted by the cusp model. In growth models 
thee order effect is not expected. Other models (like Markov models for example) might 
bee able to describe the order effect, but none of the models can explain it. Contrary, 
hysteresiss follows from the equations in the cusp model. It is an important and 
decisivee phenomenon that characterizes a sudden jump in a phase transition. 

Anotherr possible comment is that the delay pattern is a result of a confound in 
thee experiment. Jumps to a higher level of performance can only occur when a child 
startss with a low level of performance. The hysteresis pattern may result from the 
designn of Experiment 1 in which the distance difference is first increased and then 
decreased.. To meet this comment, we conducted Experiment 2 in which the order of 
manipulationn of distance difference is reversed. Although weak, the hysteresis effect is 
againn observed. 

Accordingg to models of sudden growth (Eckstein, 1999; van Geert, 1991), the 
jumpp upward and the jump downward occur at the same value of the independent 
variable.. This kind of patterns corresponds to the Maxwell convention. Because of 
errorr around the type of pattern, patterns associated with the delay convention may 
occur.. Likewise, patterns associated with enhanced contrast may also appear. If this is 
thee case, patterns may be falsely interpreted as delay hysteresis. This hypothesis was 
rejectedd because the sum of correct answers on the half of the test with increasing 
distancee difference was, on average, larger than the sum of correct answers on the half 
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off  the test with decreasing distance difference. Also, the jump upward occurred, on 
average,, on a larger value of the normal variable than the jump downward. We 
concludee that delay hysteresis constitutes a class of patterns in itself and is not just 
errorr of Maxwell hysteresis. 

Besidess delay hysteresis, hysteresis patterns associated with the Maxwell 
conventionn were observed. Although this kind of hysteresis is a less convincing sign of 
discontinuouss development than delay hysteresis, the pattern is expected when delay 
hysteresiss is observed. Delay hysteresis is only expected when the conditions are 
optimal.. For example, the transition from water to ice and vice versa will , in normal 
conditions,, both occur at 0°C. Only in shock free conditions, will water freeze at -4CC 
andd thaw at 0°C. Likewise, the jumps upward and downward on performance in 
distancee items wil l only occur at different values of distance difference when the 
situationn is perturbation free. Perturbation free situations are difficult, if not 
impossible,, to achieve in this type of research. Further research should be aimed at 
achievingg such perturbation free situations in which variables can be independently 
manipulated. . 

Itt turned out to be very difficult to detect hysteresis by crossing the cusp model 
inn reverse order. Encoding distance is very difficult to decrease by decreasing the 
distancee difference for children who already master the ability. The distance difference 
hadd to be decreased to the smallest value to urge children to switch from using Rule II 
too using Rule I. After the distance difference was only slightly increased again, children 
immediatelyy jumped upward to using Rule II. This may have caused the relatively 
largee number of patterns associated with the Maxwell convention in Experiment 2. 
Thesee patterns are expected when development is described accurately by growth 
models.. However, growth models can not explain the hysteresis effects we observed 
whenn distance difference was first increased and next decreased. 

Thee evidence for the presence of four of the five investigated criteria of the cusp 
modell  supports the hypothesis that the cusp model can describe the transition from 
Rulee I to Rule II on the balance scale task. However, the evidence is not yet conclusive 
andd the experiments presented in this paper do not yet result in a conclusive 
preferencee of the cusp model over other models of discontinuous growth, like Markov 
chainss and distributions mixtures. Further research should aim to develop stimuli and 
designss that maximize the chance of finding patterns associated with hysteresis, 
divergencee and other catastrophe flags. More evidence for the presence of these flags, 
thatt distinguish the cusp model from other models of discontinuous growth, is needed 
too conclude that the cusp model gives a more adequate description of discontinuous 
developmentall  change. 
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Appendix x 
Detailss of items in Experiment 1, Condition A 

weightt left weightss right 
item m 

1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 
7 7 
8 8 
9 9 

10 0 

partt of test 
Practice e 
Practice e 
Practice e 
Practice e 
Pretest t 
Pretest t 
Pretest t 
Pretest t 
Pretest t 
Pretest t 

itemm type 
distance e 

conflict-distance e 
conflict-weight t 

weight t 
distance e 
weight t 

distance e 
conflict-weight t 

distance e 
conflict-distance e 

number r 
2 2 
3 3 
1 1 
2 2 
5 5 
5 5 
3 3 
1 1 
4 4 
3 3 

position n 
5 5 
2 2 
6 6 
3 3 
1 1 
4 4 
2 2 
5 5 
3 3 
3 3 

number r 
2 2 
4 4 
2 2 
4 4 
5 5 
3 3 
3 3 
2 2 
4 4 
5 5 

position n 
3 3 
1 1 
4 4 
3 3 
3 3 
4 4 
4 4 
3 3 
4 4 
1 1 

11 1 
12 2 
13 3 
14 4 
15 5 
16 6 
17 7 
18 8 
19 9 

Hysteresiss test 
Hysteresiss test 
Hysteresiss test 
Hysteresiss test 
Hysteresiss test 
Hysteresiss test 
Hysteresiss test 
Hysteresiss test 
Hysteresiss test 

distance e 
distance e 
distance e 
distance e 
distance e 
distance e 
distance e 
distance e 
distance e 

55 ] 
55 ] 
55 ] 
55 ] 
55 ] 
55 ] 
55 ] 
55 ] 
55 ] 

5 5 
LL 5 
LL 5 
LL 5 
LL 5 
LL 5 
LL 5 
II  5 
LL 5 

2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 
5 5 
4 4 
3 3 
2 2 

20 0 
21 1 
22 2 
23 3 
24 4 
25 5 

Posttest t 
Posttest t 
Posttest t 
Posttest t 
Posttest t 
Posttest t 

distance e 
weight t 

distance e 
conflict-weight t 

distance e 
conflict-distance e 

5 5 
3 3 
3 3 
2 2 
4 4 
5 5 

3 3 
4 4 
4 4 
3 3 
4 4 

5 5 
5 5 
3 3 
1 1 
4 4 
3 3 

1 1 
4 4 
2 2 
5 5 
3 3 
3 3 

26 6 
27 7 
28 8 
29 9 
30 0 
31 1 
32 2 
33 3 
34 4 

Controll  test 
Controll  test 
Controll  test 
Controll  test 
Controll  test 
Controll  test 
Controll  test 
Controll  test 
Controll  test 

distance e 
distance e 
distance e 
distance e 
distance e 
distance e 
distance e 
distance e 
distance e 

35 5 
36 6 
37 7 
38 8 
39 9 
40 0 

Divergencee test 
Divergencee test 
Divergencee test 
Divergencee test 
Divergencee test 
Divergencee test 

distance e 
distance e 
distance e 
distance e 
distance e 
distance e 



Responsee Times on 
Balancee Scale Problems 

Bothh response patterns and response times on balance scale problems 
aree measured by means of a computerized balance scale test. The test 
consistss of ten comparable sets of items. The test is administered to 
755 children between seven years and nine years old and to 44 
undergraduatee students. The classification of subjects' behavior on 
thee balance scale task into rules is realized by the application of the 
latentt class model to the response patterns. The response times 
providee confirmation of the contents of the rules, although some 
observedd response times deviate from the expected response times. 
Althoughh the majority of the subjects uses a rule consistently, some 
subjectss do not use the same rule across all sets of items in the test. 
Thee switches between rules are both preceded and followed by an 
increasedd response time. However, the increased response times 
mainlyy concern Rule I. Further study is needed to draw definite 
conclusionss on the relation between rule switches and response 
times. . 
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5.1.5.1. Introduction 
InIn the present chapter we study subjects' response times (RTs) in solving balance 

scalee problems, acquired using a computerized balance scale test. Previous research 
hass shown that subjects use rules (or strategies) to solve balance scale problems 
(Siegler,, 1976, 1981; Jansen & van der Maas, 1997; Chapter 3 of this thesis). 
Althoughh subjects' strategies are generally deduced from their response patterns and, 
possibly,, their verbalizations, RTs can be useful in validating or disconfirming strategy 
assessmentss {Siegler, 1989). In the present chapter, subjects' response patterns are 
usedd to determine subjects' rule use on the task. The RTs are used to validate the 
strategyy assessments and to detect rule switches. 

Onn the balance scale task, a subject is asked to predict the movement of a 
balancee scale. On the two arms of the scale, pegs are situated at equal distances from 
eachh other and from the fulcrum. Equally heavy weights can be placed on the pegs. 
Howw subjects solve balance scale problems can be deduced from their responses to six 
typess of items, which can be divided in simple item types and conflict item types. 
Simplee item types include balance items, weight items, and distance items. On 
balancebalance items, both arms of the scale hold the same number of weights, equidistant 
fromm the fulcrum. On weight items, the arms contain unequal numbers of weights, 
equidistantt from the fulcrum. Distance items involve an equal number of weights, 
placedd at different distances from the fulcrum. On conflict items, one arm of the 
fulcrumm contains a greater number of weights, whereas the weights on the other arm 
aree placed at a greater distance. Here, the weight dimension and the distance 
dimensionn conflict. On conflict-weight items, the scale tips to the side with the larger 
numberr of weights. On conflict-distance items, the scale tips to the side with the 
weightss placed at the greater distance. On conflict-balance items, the scale remains in 
balance.. The responses to these item types have been classified successfully into a 
smalll  set of increasingly complex rules (Siegler, 1976, 1981; Jansen & van der Maas, 
1997;; Chapter 3 of this thesis). A rule is defined as a mental procedure that subjects 
followw to solve balance scale problems. 

Sieglerr (1981) hypothesized that the rules consist of several steps that are carried 
outt successively. The number of steps differs between rules and depends on the given 
itemm type. It is hypothesized that executing a step takes a fixed amount of time. The 
moree steps that need to be taken, the more time executing the rule takes. Figure 1 
showss a representation of the rules and the steps required for each rule. A step is 
representedd by a square in Figure 1. This representation of rules is adapted from 
Sieglerr (1981). The symbol in brackets, next to a square, represents the amount of 
timee executing the step takes. Most steps can be subdivided in smaller steps. For 
example,, comparing the number of weights involves perceiving the weights on the left 
sidee of the scale, perceiving the number of weights on the right side, and comparing 
thee two numbers. However, the level of the description of the steps used here suffices 
too arrive at an ordinal prediction of the RTs for each rule. It is assumed that 
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quantitativee variations on the distance dimension and the weight dimension do not 
affectt the RT within an item type. 

Thee simplest rule, Rule I, involves only one step, which takes time a. This step 
consistss of comparing the number of weights. If the numbers are unequal, subjects 
whoo use Rule I decide that the scale wil l tip to the side with the largest number of 
weights.. If the numbers are equal, they predict that the scale wil l remain in balance. 
Rulee I requires only one step regardless of item types. Hence, the RTs are all predicted 
too be equal (RTB = RTW = RTD = RTcw = RTCD = RTCB = a). Subjects who use Rule I 
answerr balance, weight, and conflict-weight items correctly. The use of Rule I results 
inn an incorrect response to distance items and to the remaining conflict item types. 

Thee more complex rule, Rule II , also involves the step of comparing the number 
off  weights on both sides of the fulcrum. If the numbers of weights are unequal, 
subjectss who use Rule II decide that the scale wil l tip to the side with the largest 
numberr of weights. However, if the numbers are equal, they also consider the 
distancess at which the weights are placed. Because the numbers of weights differ on 
weightt items and on all conflict items, Rule II involves only one step for solving these 
itemm types. Rule II involves the extra step of comparing the distances at which the 
weightss are placed on items with equal number of weights, i.e., balance and distance 
items.. The time this second step takes is represented by b. So, the RTs on the weight 
itemss and the conflict items are hypothesized to be shorter (RTW = RTCW = RTCD = 
RTCBB = a) than the RTs on the balance and the distance items (RTB = RTD = a + b), 
forr subjects who use Rule II . Rule II results in a correct response to balance, weight, 
distance,, and conflict-weight items. Subjects who use Rule II predict that the scale wil l 
tipp to the side with the larger number of weights on the remaining conflict items. 

Subjectss who use Rule II I consistently apperceive both the weight and the 
distancee dimension. On the simple items, subjects who use Rule II I compare the 
numberss of weights in a first step and the distances at which the weights are placed in 
aa second step. The correct response is derived after executing these two steps. The 
RTss to the balance, weight, and distance items are expected to consist of the time it 
takess to execute the first step and the time it takes to execute the second step (RTB = 
RTWW = RTD = a + b). If both the values on the weight dimension differ and the values 
onn the distance dimension differ, Rule III implies an extra step, which is predicted to 
takee c time. This step is necessary to decide if the greater number of weights is on the 
samee side as the greater distance. If this is not the case, and the weight dimension and 
thee distance dimension conflict, subjects who employ Rule II I muddle through or 
guess.. When subjects guess, their RTs may be short. When subjects muddle through, 
doubt,, or start to try alternative strategies, the RTs may be long. The amount of time 
thatt is needed for muddling through is predicted to be d. The RTs on conflict items 
aree predicted to consist of the time that it takes to execute the first two steps, the time 
i tt takes to execute the third step, and the time it takes to muddle through (RTCW = 
RTCDD = RTCB =a + b+c+d). The use of Rule II I results in a correct response to the 
simplee item types. It is predicted that the proportion of correctly answered conflict 
itemss is at chance level. 
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greaterr weight 
down n 

Addition-rule e 

balance e 

balancee greater distance 
down n 

muddlee through (d) 

greaterr product 
down n 

FigureFigure 1. Rules constructed from steps. 
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Sieglerr (1981) points out that Rule II I includes a host of idiosyncratic strategies. 
Here,, we distinguish Rule III , as the rule that implies guessing or muddling through 
onn conflict items, from the most frequently used idiosyncratic strategy, the addition-
rule.. Many researchers (Ferretti, Butterfield, Cahn, & Kerkman, 1985; Normandeau, 
Larivée,, Roulin, & Longeot, 1989; Jansen & van der Maas, 1997; Chapter 3 of this 
thesis)) observed the addition-rule. This rule involves the same two steps as Rule II I on 
thee simple items (RTB = RTW = RTD = a + b). On conflict items, the addition-rule 
alsoo involves the third step to decide whether the greater number of weights is on the 
samee arm as the greater distance. When the two dimensions conflict, subjects, who 
usee the addition-rule, sum weight and distance on each side of the scale and compare 
thee sums in a fourth step. The step is predicted to take time e. Hence, the RTs on 
conflictt items are predicted to consist of the time it takes to execute the first two 
steps,, the time it takes to decide that the greater number of weights is on the other 
armm than the greater distance, and the time it takes to calculate and compare the 
sumss of weight and distance (RTCW = RTCD = RTCB = a + b + c + e). The addition-
rulee results in a correct response to the simple items. Use of the addition-rule 
sometimess results in a correct response to conflict items. 

Althoughh the use of Rule IV implies that subjects are able to execute the torque 
rule,, we expect that they do not use it on all trials. People often choose among 
strategiess in ways that result in each strategy being used most often on problems 
wheree the strategy's speed and accuracy are advantageous, relative to those of other 
availablee strategies (Siegler, 1989). Subjects who use Rule IV are predicted to reserve 
thee torque rule for the complex conflict items. On the simple items, they compare the 
weightt and the distance dimension in the same two steps as subjects who use Rule II I 
orr the addition-rule are expected to do (RTB = RTW - RTD = a + b). For the conflict 
problems,, Rule IV implies four steps, similar to the addition-rule. However, the fourth 
stepp consists of computing and comparing products, instead of sums. Figure 1 shows 
thatt this step is predicted to take ƒ time. The RTs on conflict items are expected to 
consistt of the step of comparing the weights, the step of comparing the distances, the 
stepp of determining that the larger number of weights is not on the same side as the 
largerr distance, and the step that involves calculating and comparing the products of 
bothh sides of the balance (RTCW = RTCD = RTCB = a+b+c+fj.  The use of Rule IV 
resultss in the correct response to all item types. 

Thee predicted numbers of steps are displayed in Table 1. The following 
commentss are important when considering Table 1. Although some rule models 
theoreticallyy include the same steps for solving specific item types, the RTs may be 
differentt for the rule models because of an age effect. For example, it is predicted that 
bothh subjects who use Rule I and subjects who use Rule II only compare the number 
off  weights to solve weight items. The RTs are predicted to equal a for both Rule I and 
Rulee II . However, subjects who use Rule II are on average older than subjects who use 
Rulee I (Siegler, 1981; see also Chapter 3 of this thesis). Because older subjects 
generallyy generate shorter RTs than younger subjects (e.g. Siegler, 1998), comparing 
thee number of weights may take more time for subjects who use Rule I than for 
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subjectss who use Rule II . The RTs of subjects using Rule II may be shorter than the 
RTss of subjects using Rule I. Hence, although the amounts of time that the steps take 
aree indicated by the same symbols across rule models, executing steps indicated with 
thee same symbol may take different amounts of time for different rule models because 
off  age effects. Next, i t is important to consider the content of the steps, and not just 
thee number of steps. The addition-rule and Rule IV both include four steps for solving 
conflictt items. The contents of the first three steps are equal. However, the content of 
thee fourth step differs. For the addition-rule, the fourth step consists of the calculation 
andd comparison of sums. For Rule IV, the fourth step consists of the calculation and 
comparisonn of products. Possibly, the first happens faster than the latter. The number 
off  steps may not be conclusive concerning the amount of time that it takes to execute 
aa rule. 

Tablee 1 
Numberr of Steps in Rule Models, Given Item Type 

Rulee model 

Rulee I 
Rulee II 
Rulee II I 

addition-rule e 
RulelV V 

balance e 

i W W 
22 [a+b) 
2[a+b) 2[a+b) 
22 [a+b) 
22 (a+b) 

weight t 

1(a) ) 
1(a) 1(a) 

22 (a+b) 
22 (a+b) 
22 (a+b) 

distance e 

l( f l ] ] 
22 (a+b) 
22 (a+b) 
22 [a+b) 
22 (a+b) 

itemm types 

conflict--
balance e 

1(a) 1(a) 
1(a) 1(a) 

44 (a+b+c+dj 
44 (p+b+c+e) 
44 (fl+b+c+f) 

conflict--
weight t 

1(a) 1(a) 
1(a) 1(a) 

44 (fl+b+c+d) 
44 (fl+b+c+e) 
44 ifl+b+c+f) 

conflict--
distance e 

1(a) 1(a) 
1(a) 1(a) 

44 (fl+b+c+d) 
44 (fl+b+c+e) 
44 (fl+b+c+f) 

Note.Note. The symbols in brackets represent the amounts of time the steps in a rule take 

Thee first aim of the present chapter is to study the relation between rules for 
solvingg balance scale items and subjects' RTs in solving balance scale problems. This 
iss not an easy task because some difficulties in inferring mental processes from RTs 
mayy arise. It is important to bear in mind that different subjects, using the same 
strategy,, may present clearly different patterns of data. It is also possible that subjects 
usingg different strategies present highly similar results (Marquer & Perreira, 1990). It 
iss known that there is a lot of variation in RTs within and between subjects, which is 
duee to both random variation and systematic variation. An example of systematic 
variationn is that some subjects are on average consistently slower on tasks than other 
subjectss (Marquer & Perreira, 1990). 

Thee second aim of this chapter is to study if rule switches are associated with 
increasedd RTs. Siegler (1989) shows that people sometimes use a wide variety of 
strategies,, within a test session. In Chapter 3, we also observed strategy switches 
duringg the administration of a balance scale task. We hypothesize that subjects may 
generatee longer RTs before a transition to another rule because of the time they spend 
doubtingg the accuracy of the current rule and trying to think of another rule. Subjects 
mayy also generate increased RTs after a transition to another rule. Following the 
adoptionn of a new rule, subjects may also require some time to reach a degree of 
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automaticityy in executing the rule. The cusp model, a mathematical model of 
discontinuities,, which was applied to cognitive development by van der Maas and 
Molenaarr (1992, see also Chapter 4) also predicts increased RTs following a switch to 
aa different strategy. The model predicts the phenomenon "critical slowing down". This 
impliess that subjects, who undergo a change from one level of performance to another, 
aree very sensitive to perturbations, resulting in a strong increase in time to return to 
thee stable performance of a rule. Transitions are accompanied with a large increase in 
variability.. Alibali (1999) notes that variability is an important concept in many 
theoreticall  accounts of developmental change. She notes that, across several different 
theoreticall  frameworks and content domains, researchers observe that periods of 
transitionn are marked by high variability. In the present chapter, we study if this 
increasedd variability can also be noted in the RTs associated with solving balance scale 
problems. . 

5.2.5.2. Method 

5.2.1.. Participants 

Thee participating school was situated in the Northwest of the Netherlands. A 
totall  of 75 children from (Dutch) grades three, four and five participated in the study. 
Thee average age of the 23 third-graders was seven years and two months. The average 
agee was eight years and one month for the 28 fourth-graders, and nine years and three 
monthss for the 24 fifth-graders. Also a total of 44 undergraduate students participated 
inn the experiments. The students participated to meet course requirements. 

5.2.2.. Materia l 

Twoo computer tests were administered, but here we focus only on the first test. 
Thiss test consisted of seventy balance scale problems. The test included the six types 
off  balance scale items that Siegler (1976, 1981) designed. In addition, the conflict-
balancee items were divided into two subtypes. On one type, conflict-balance A, the 
addition-rulee results in the correct response. On the other type, conflict-balance B, the 
addition-rulee results in an incorrect response. Furthermore, the construction of the 
itemss in this test was such that the addition-rule resulted in an incorrect response to 
alll  conflict-weight items and in the correct response to all conflict-distance items. The 
seventyy items were arranged in ten sets of seven items, one of each type. The item 
typess were always in the same order in each set: balance, weight, distance, conflict-
balancee B, conflict-weight, conflict-distance, and conflict-balance A. Four practice 
itemss preceded the test. See the Appendix for details of the items. 

Thee balance scale test was presented on a Macintosh Power PC, 4400. The 
purplee colored balance scale as presented on the computer monitor was 5.11 cm high 
andd 18 cm wide. Each arm of the scale had four pegs, separated 1.94 cm from each 
otherr and the fulcrum. The height of each peg was 2.47 cm. The scale could til t to the 
right,, til t to the left, and remain in balance. Two blocks underneath the arms of the 
scalee prevented the scale from tipping. The color of the blocks, which were 2.28 cm 
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highh and 2.43 cm wide, was brown to approach the appearance of wood. Black weights 
off  .25 cm high and 1.52 cm wide were placed at the pegs. There was an empty space of 
.499 cm between stacked weights, which made it easy to count the weights. The 
maximumm number of weights on a peg was six. 

5.2.3.. Procedure 
Thee test was designed to allow participants to work by themselves, but an 

assistantt helped each participant through the introduction and the practice phase. The 
assistantt answered questions and monitored the progress of the participant. The 
childrenn were tested individually in a separate classroom, within their school. 
Althoughh three children were tested simultaneously, they could not hear nor disturb 
eachh other. Three students were tested simultaneously, in a quiet room at the 
university. . 

Forr the children, the introduction consisted of an animation of a female doll. All 
questionss and remarks of the explanation (in Dutch) were printed on the screen. The 
assistantt read this printed text aloud. All displays showed a yellow arrow in the lower 
rightt corner of the screen. A new display appeared after the participant clicked on this 
arroww with the mouse. The explanation presented to the children is described below. 
Thee explanation to the students was similar, but did not contain the doll and the 
printedd text was not read aloud by the assistants. 

Thee first display on the screen included the doll, which asked for the subject's 
name.. The next display contained the balance scale. The doll explained that it was a 
seesaw.. The doll jumped alternately on the left and the right side of the scale and, 
accordingly,, made it til t to the left and the right. Horizontal, red arrows of the same 
widthh appeared between the pegs to illustrate that all pegs were situated at equal 
distancess from each other. Next, the doll showed the two wooden-like blocks, which 
weree placed underneath the scale. She demonstrated that the balance could no longer 
seesaw,, by jumping on the left side of the scale, while the scale remained in balance. 
Thee doll showed that weights could be put on the pegs and that all weights weighed 
thee same. 

Thee presentation of the items was announced by a warning. The balance scale, 
withh the supporting blocks under the arms, was displayed. Weights were placed on the 
scalee according to the configuration of the first practice item. The subject was asked to 
predictt what would happen if the blocks were removed. In the next display, the three 
responsee possibilities appeared: A button with a scale tilting to the left, a button with 
aa scale in equilibrium, and a button with a scale tilting to the right. The subject was 
askedd to click on the button of her/his choice with the mouse. The button, on which 
thee subject clicked, lighted up and the other two buttons disappeared. Figure 2 
containss a display of a conflict-distance item and the three response categories. 
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FigureFigure 2. Example of the presentation of a balance scale item in the computerized balance scale 
test. test. 

Thee following display contained the empty balance scale with the supporting 
blocks.. Weights appeared on the scale, according to the configuration of the next 
practicee item. After the subject responded to the four practice items, the test phase 
wass announced. The assistant did not help the subject during the test phase. The test 
tookk eighteen minutes on average. 

5.2.4.. Hypotheses 

Tablee 2 summarizes the predicted proportions of correctly answered items, given 
eachh item type, for each rule. The items in this test were constructed such that the 
addition-rulee results in a correct response to conflict-balance A items and to conflict-
distancee items. Subjects who use the addition-rule give an incorrect response to the 
conflict-weightt items and to the conflict-balance B items in this test. 

Tablee 3 summarizes the predicted relations between the RTs on different item 
types,, given the rule a person uses. These relations are inferred from Table 1. An equal 
signn indicates that the RTs are predicted to be equal, whereas as an unequal sign ("<" 
orr ">")  indicates that the RT on the item type indicated by the row head, is predicted 
too be shorter or longer than the RT on the item type indicated by the column head. 
Forr example, it is predicted for subjects, who use Rule II , that the RT on distance 
itemss is longer than the RT on weight items. 
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Tablee 2 

Predictedd Proportion of Correctly Answered Items, Given Item Type in the Present 
Computerr Test, for Each of the Rules 

Rulee model 
Rulee I 
Rulee II 
Rulee II I 

addition-rule e 
Rulee IV 

balance e 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 

weight t 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 

distance e 
.00' ' 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 

itemm types 
conflict--

balancee A 
.000 b 

.00b b 

.33c c 

1.00 0 
1.00 0 

conflict--
balancee B 

.00b b 

.00b b 

.33c c 

.00d d 

1.00 0 

conflict--
weight t 

1.00 0 
1.00 0 
.33c c 

.00d d 

LOO O 

conflict--
distance e 

.00b b 

.00b b 

.33c c 

1.00 0 
1.00 0 

Note.Note. a Answers that scale will remain in balance. 
bb Answers that the scale will tip to the side with more weights. 
cc Guesses or "muddles through". 
dd Response depends on configuration of weights and distances. 

Tablee 3 
Predictedd Differences Between RTs of Different Item Types, Given Rule Model 

itemm types 
balancee weight distance CBB CW W CD D 

Rulee I 
weight t 

distance e 
CBB B 
CW W 
CD D 
CBA A 

Rulee II 
weight t 

distance e 
CBB B 
CW W 
CD D 
CBA A 

Rulee III , Rule IV, addition-rule 
weight t 

distance e 
CBB B 
CW W 
CD D 
CBA A 

Note.Note. CBB, conflict-balance B; CW, conflict-weight; CD, conflict-distance; CBA, 
conflict-balancee A. 
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Thee first panel of Table 3 summarizes the expected relations between the RTs 
onn the various item types, given Rule I. The middle panel of Table 3 summarizes the 
expectedd relations between the RTs on the item types, given the use of Rule II . The 
lowerr panel of Table 3 displays the expected relations between the RTs on the various 
itemm types for Rule III , the addition-rule and Rule IV. This does not mean that the 
samee RTs are expected for subjects who use these rules. However, the patterns of RTs 
onn the item types are predicted to be similar, for each rule. Rule III , the addition-rule, 
andd Rule IV all involve two steps for solving the simple item types and four steps for 
solvingg conflict item types. For Rule III , the addition-rule, and Rule IV, the RTs to the 
simplee item types are predicted to be shorter than the RTs to the conflict item types. 

Thee numbers of steps indicated in Table 1 imply the following hypotheses 
concerningg the relations between the RTs of different rules, given item type. On both 
balancee and distance items, the RTs of subjects who use Rule I are predicted to be 
smallerr than the RTs of subjects who use any of the other rules, which are expected to 
bee equal to each other. On weight items, the RTs of Rule I and Rule II are expected to 
bee equal and to be shorter than the RTs of Rule III , the addition-rule, and Rule IV. 
Thee RTs of the latter rules are predicted to be equal. Also on all conflict items, the 
RTss of subjects who use Rule I and who use Rule II are expected to be equal to each 
otherr and to be shorter than the RTs of Rule III , the addition-rule, and Rule IV. The 
RTss of these rules are expected to be equal on all conflict items. Note that the number 
off  steps may not be conclusive for the RT on an item type. The content of the steps 
probablyy also matters. Finally, subjects who use different rules may be of different ages 
andd subjects of different ages will probably differ in RT. 

5.3.5.3. Results 

Thee first of the ten sets of items was deleted from all analyses. Earlier studies 
(seee Chapter 3) showed that subjects need time to practice. Only subjects who 
answeredd one or none of the balance scale items incorrectly were included. The 
remainingg sample consisted of 111 subjects. 

5.3.1.. Rule use 

AA multigroup latent class analysis was performed on the false/correct responses 
too all items, except the balance items. The responses to these items were excluded 
becausee the predicted responses to balance items theoretically do not differentiate 
betweenn the rule models. The nine sets featured as the groups in the multigroup 
analysis.. All parameters (unconditional and conditional probabilities) were restricted 
too be equal between groups (sets). Applying multigroup latent class analysis is not an 
optimall  solution. A model that incorporates subjects' response patterns across all nine 
setss is preferred. However, the number of cells in a frequency table of at least 54 
dichotomouss variables (six item types by nine sets of items) would cause huge 
difficultiess in the fitting of a model. 
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Thee number of latent classes was increased until the expected frequencies did 
nott deviate significantly from the observed frequencies anymore. This was the case if 
thee probability of the Loglikelihood ratio exceeded the alpha level. An alpha level of 
.055 is used for all statistical tests. The non-naive parametric bootstrap procedure was 
usedd to calculate this probability (de Menezes, 1999; Langeheine, Pannekoek, & van 
dee Pol, 1995). The Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC; Schwarz, 1978) was used to 
comparee models that all showed a non-significant difference between observed 
frequenciess and expected frequencies from the model. A restricted 6-class model was 
selected.. The expected frequencies from the model did not differ significantly from the 
observedd frequencies {LR (542) = 373.29, bootstrapped p-value = .42). Although both 
thee unconditional and the conditional probabilities were restricted to be equal between 
sets/groups,, the model was not stationary. A subject was not necessarily classified into 
thee same latent class, across all sets of items. Table 4 contains the estimated 
parameterss of the selected model. 

Tablee 4 
Selectedd Latent Class Model for Multigroup Analysis 

t t 

1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 

71 71 
t t 

.37 .37 

.18 8 

.27 7 

.11 1 

.06 6 

.01 1 

77 = W 

1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
.97 .97 
.41 1 
.00 0 

; = D D 

.01 1 
1.00 0 
.98 8 
.96 6 
.00 0 
.00 0 

n n 

II  = CEA 

.01 1 

.05 5 

.40 0 
1.00 0 
.04 4 
.86 6 

X X 

1 1 

I=CEB' I=CEB' 

.01 1 

.05 5 

.19 9 
1.00 0 
.00 0 

1.00 0 

7=CW' ' 

1.00 0 
1.00 0 
.22 2 
.88 8 
.38 8 
.07 7 

/=CD D 

.01 1 

.18 8 

.87 7 

.94 4 

.56 6 

.00 0 

interpretation n 

Rulee I 
Rulee II 
Rulee Ill/add 
RulelV V 
incorrect t 
balance e 

Note,Note, t, latent class; 7tx, proportion of latent class t-, jtlx, conditional probability of 

answeringg item I correctly, given latent class t; W, weight item; D, distance item; CBA, 
conflict-balancee A item; CBB, conflict-balance B item; CW, conflict-weight item; CD, 
conflict-distancee item; Rule Ill/add refers to a mix of Rule III and the addition-rule. 
11 addition-rule results in incorrect response 

Thee subjects in the first latent class (with an estimated proportion of .37) 
answeredd only the weight item and the conflict-weight item correctly. This response 
patternn resembled the pattern that was expected from using Rule I. The subjects in the 
secondd latent class (with an estimated proportion of .18) gave the correct response to 
thee weight, distance, and conflict-weight item. The responses to the remaining items 
weree incorrect. This response pattern was expected when Rule II was employed. The 
subjectss in the third latent class (with an estimated proportion of .27) responded 
correctlyy to the weight and the distance item. Their responses to the conflict items 
weree mixed. The estimated conditional probabilities of answering the conflict-balance 
BB item and the conflict-weight item correctly were quite low, whereas the estimated 
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conditionall  probabilities of answering the conflict-balance A item and the conflict-
distancee item were quite high. For the latter item types, the addition-rule resulted in 
thee correct response in this test. Possibly, the subjects in the third latent class 
employedd a mix of Rule III and the addition-rule. We will refer to this mix as "Rule 
Ill/add".. The fourth latent class [with an estimated proportion of .11) showed high 
conditionall  probabilities of answering all items correctly. This pattern was expected 
fromm subjects who used Rule IV. The conditional probabilities of answering the items 
correctlyy were low for all items for the fifth latent class (with an estimated proportion 
off  .06). Also the sixth latent class (with an estimated proportion of only .01) 
demonstratedd mainly low conditional probabilities of answering items correctly. 
However,, the conditional probabilities of answering both conflict-balance items 
correctlyy were high. Perhaps the subjects in the sixth latent class were always 
respondingg that the scale would remain in balance. 

Thee subjects were assigned to a latent class by means of the posterior 
probabilities.. Posterior probabilities indicate the probability that a response pattern 
belongss to a given latent class in the model. The posterior probabilities sum to one 
overr all latent classes. The percentage of correctly classified subjects indicates the 
reliabilityy of assigning the subjects to latent classes. This percentage is the average 
valuee of the modal probabilities, multiplied by 100%. The measure lambda {X) is also 
usedd as an indicator of the reliability of the assignment. The measure X expresses the 
improvementt of using the modal probability of a response pattern of a subject to 
assignn the subject to a latent class, instead of assigning each subject to the largest 
latentt class (McCutcheon, 1987, p. 37). The percentage correctly classified was 93.5% 
andd the value of X was .93. The accuracy of assignment was satisfactory. 

Eachh subject's response pattern was assigned to the latent class that was 
associatedd with the modal (highest) posterior probability. This was done separately for 
eachh set of seven items. Figure 3 shows the percentage of rule use in the four age 
groups. . 

Rulee I was obviously the most frequently used rule by children in grade 3. The 
usee was less frequent in grades 4 and 5 and almost absent among students. Children 
inn grade 3 did not use Rule II very frequently. Children in grade 4 and 5 used it more 
often.. A minority of the students also used Rule II. The use of the mix of the addition-
rulee and Rule III was hardly observed among children in grades 3, 4, and 5. Among 
students,, it was the most frequently used rule. The use of Rule IV was practically 
absentt among children. About a quarter of the students used Rule IV to solve balance 
scalee problems. The incorrect response pattern was mainly observed among children 
inn grade 3. Older children and students hardly demonstrated this response pattern. 
Onlyy a few subjects always answered that the scale would remain in balance. These 
subjectss were almost all in grade 5. 
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5.3.2.. RTs and rules 

Itt is probable that the RTs of subjects decreased as the test progressed. The 
averagee RT for each set of the ten sets of items was calculated. A repeated 
measurementss MANOVA with average RT per set showed a significant decrease in RT 
overr sets [F  (9) = 10.293, p < .0001). Posthoc t-tests revealed that only the average 
RTT on the first set and the average RT on the second set differed significantly horn the 
averagee RTs on the subsequent sets. The difference between the second set and the 
followingg sets was rather small (about half a second). We have studied the effect of 
includingg the RTs on the second set by repeating some analyses, in which we assumed 
thatt RTs were stable, without the second set. The results were highly similar to the 
resultss of analyses that included the second set. 

Thee differences between sets were also studied within each item type, to test for 
homogeneityy of i tems within a type. The first set was deleted from the analyses 
becausee the RTs on the first set were significantly longer and because this set was also 
deletedd from the latent class analysis (because subjects need time to practice). A one-
wayy ANOVA with factor "Set" was performed on the RTs on each item type. The 
factorr Set included nine levels corresponding to sets 2 to 10 of the test. The latent 
classess that were characterized as "incorrect" and "in balance" were not included 
becausee these classes consisted of very small numbers of subjects. 

Thee effect of Set was significant for the balance items [F  (8, 917) = 18.117, p = 
.0001).. Posthoc t-tests revealed that the average RTs to the balance items in the 
second,, third, and ninth set were significantly longer. The effect may be explained by 
thee large values on the weight dimension and the distance dimension for these items. 
Maybee subjects needed more time to consider an item if the number of weights placed 
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onn the scale was large, and if the weights were placed at large distances from the 
fulcrum. . 

Thee effect of Set was also significant for distance items (F (8, 917) = 3.270, p = 
.0011).. Posthoc t-tests demonstrated that the average RT on the distance item in the 
fourthh set was significantly longer than the average RTs on the distance items in the 
seventh,, eighth, and tenth set. Also, the average RT on the distance item in the fifth 
sett was significantly longer than the average RT on the distance item in the seventh 
sett of items. It is unclear why subjects responded slower to the items in the fourth and 
fift hh set of items. Maybe an effect of the values on the distance and the weight 
dimensionn occurred. 

Thee effect of Set was significant for conflict-balance B items {F (8, 917) = 2.051, 
pp = .0381) and for conflict-distance items (F (8, 917}  = 2.802, p = .0045). Posthoc t-
testss revealed that the average RT on the conflict-balance B item in the sixth set was 
significantlyy longer than the average RT on the conflict-balance B item in the ninth 
sett of items. The average RT on the conflict-distance item in the eighth set of items 
wass significantly longer than the average RT on the conflict-distance item in the ninth 
sett of items. It is unclear why these effects occurred. Further study is needed to study 
whetherr subjects respond equally fast to items of the same type. It would be useful to 
includee the rule that a subjects uses in such a study. Here, we used the average RTs 
acrosss sets 2 to 10 for convenience. 

Thee rule assessment by means of latent class analysis was used to calculate the 
averagee RTs, given item type, for each rule, across sets. Figure 4 shows the average RT 
forr each latent class, given item type. The latent classes that were characterized as 
"incorrect""  and "in balance" were excluded because these classes involved very small 
numberss of subjects. The vertical bars indicate the standard errors of the average RTs. 

Ann ANOVA was conducted to study the differences in RT between item types 
andd between rules. The between-factor Rule included four levels (Rule I, Rule II, Rule 
Ill/add,, and Rule IV) and the within-factor Item Type included seven levels (all item 
types).. The ANOVA resulted in a main effect of Rule [F  (3, 886) = 38.33), p = .000) 
andd a main effect of Item Type {F (6, 881) = 142.56, p = .000). Also, a Rule * Item 
Typee interaction effect was observed [F  (18, 2649) = 23.75, p = .000). Only the 
interactionn effect is of interest here because it indicates different relations between the 
RTss on different item types, within rules. The significance of the differences between 
thee RTs on different item types, within a rule, was determined by means of posthoc 
pairwisee t-tests. 
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FigureFigure 4. Response times, given item type, for four rule models. B, balance items; W, weight 
items;items; D, distance items-, CBB, conflict-balance B items; CW, conflict-weight items; CD, 
conflict-distanceconflict-distance items; CBA, conflict-balance A items. 

Tablee 5 summarizes the relations between RTs on different item types, for Rule 
I,, Rule II , Rule Ill/add, and Rule IV. An equal sign indicates that the RTs did not differ 
significantly,, whereas an unequal sign ("<" or ">" ) indicates that the RT on the item 
typee indicated by the row head, was significantly shorter or longer than the RT on the 
itemm type indicated by the column head. For instance, for subjects who were assigned 
too Rule II , the average RT on distance items was significantly longer than the average 
RTT on weight items. The design of Table 5 matches that of Table 3. Boxed symbols 
indicatee an unexpected relation. The alpha level was divided by the number of t-tests, 
whichh resulted in an alpha level of (.05 / 84 =) .0006. 
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Tablee 5 
Significantt Differences Between RTs on Different Item Types, Given Rule Model 

balance e weight t 
itemm types 

distancee CBB 
average e 

CWW CD RT 
SD SD 
RT T 

Rulee I 
balance e 

weight t 

distance e 

CBB B 

cw w 
CD D 

CBA A 

= = 

= = 

= = 

= = 

H H 
= = 

= = 

= = 

= = 

H H 
= = 

= = 

= = 

= = 

= = 

= = 

= = 

2.90 0 

2.98 8 

3.25 5 

3.24 4 

3.21 1 

3.64 4 

3.22 2 

1.55 5 

2.45 5 

2.47 7 

2.23 3 

2.16 6 

3.08 8 

2.81 1 

Rulee II 
balance e 

weight t 

distance e 

CBB B 

CW W 

CD D 

CBA A 

< < 

= = 

H H 
H H 
H H 
H H 

> > 

H H 
H H 
H H 
H H 

H H 
HH = 
QQ = 
HH = 

= = 

= = 

3.03 3 

2.45 5 

3.51 1 

3.75 5 

3.49 9 

3.76 6 

3.68 8 

1.64 4 

1.24 4 

2.02 2 

2.71 1 

2.30 0 

2.00 0 

3.05 5 

Rulee Ill/add 
balance e 

weight t 

distance e 

CBB B 

CW W 

CD D 

CBA A 

= = 

H H 
> > 

> > 

> > 

> > 

H H 
> > 

> > 

> > 

> > 

> > 

>> = 

>> Q 
>> = 

Q Q 
= = 

2.21 1 

2.22 2 

2.76 6 

5.30 0 

5.09 9 

4.08 8 

4.63 3 

.91 1 

1.35 5 

1.34 4 

3.74 4 

3.90 0 

2.64 4 

2.57 7 

Rulee IV 
balance e 

weight t 

distance e 

CBB B 

CW W 

CD D 

CBA A 

H H 
H H 

> > 

> > 

> > 

> > 

= = 

> > 

> > 

> > 

> > 

> > 

>> = 

>> Q 
>> Q 

Q Q 
Q Q 

2.37 7 

3.06 6 

3.26 6 

6.00 0 

5.71 1 

4.51 1 

4.70 0 

.86 6 

1.98 8 

1.59 9 

3.64 4 

2.11 1 

1.69 9 

2.09 9 

Note.Note. CBB, conflict-balance B; CW, conflict-weight; 
balancee A. RT in seconds, alpha level is .0006. 

CD,, conflict-distance; CBA, conflict-
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Inn subjects who used Rule I, t-tests showed unexpected differences within two 
pairss of item types. The average RT on balance items and the average RT on weight 
itemss were significantly shorter than the average RT on conflict-distance items. Al l 
thee other t-tests did not show significant differences between the RTs on the various 
itemm types. So, subjects who used Rule I demonstrated equal RTs on almost all item 
types. . 

Manyy pairs of item types showed unexpected relations in subjects who were 
assignedd to Rule II . It was expected that subjects who used Rule II would spend less 
timee on conflict items than on balance items. However, the average RTs on conflict-
balancee B items, conflict-weight items, and conflict-balance A items were not 
significantlyy different from the average RT on balance items. In fact, the average RT 
onn conflict-distance items was significantly longer than the average RT on balance 
items.. Also contrary to the expectations, subjects who were assigned to Rule II , spent 
significantlyy more time on solving conflict items than on solving weight items. 
Surprisingly,, the average RT on distance items was equal to the average RTs on the 
conflict-items.. As expected, the average RTs on the conflict items were equal. 
Summarized,, subjects, who were assigned to Rule II , spent least time on solving 
weightt items. They spent more time on solving balance items and spent most time on 
solvingg distance items and on solving conflict items. The long RTs on the conflict 
itemss are surprising. 

Inn subjects who were assigned to Rule Ill/add, the observed relations between 
RTss differ from the predicted relations in only four pairs of item types. The average 
RTT on distance items was significantly longer than the average RTs on balance items 
andd weight items. The average RT on conflict-distance items was significantly shorter 
thann the average RTs on conflict-balance B items and conflict-weight items. The 
generall  picture is that, for subjects who were assumed to use Rule Ill/add, the average 
RTss on simple item types were shorter than the average RTs on conflict item types. 

Inn subjects who were assigned to Rule IV, the average RTs on weight items and 
onn distance items were significantly longer than the average RT on balance items. The 
averagee RT on conflict-distance items was significantly shorter than the average RTs 
onn conflict-balance B items and on conflict-weight items. Also the average RT on 
conflict-balancee A items was significantly shorter than the average RTs on conflict-
balancee B items and on conflict-weight items. It is remarkable that subjects who were 
assignedd to Rule IV responded faster to the item types for which the addition-rule 
resultedd in the correct answer. However, the main result is that subjects who were 
assumedd to use Rule IV spent less time on solving simple item types than on solving 
conflictt item types. 

Inn conclusion, we may state that subjects who were assigned to different rules 
demonstratedd different patterns of RTs on the various item types. Subjects who were 
assumedd to use Rule I demonstrated similar RTs to almost all item types. Subjects 
whoo were assigned to Rule II demonstrated short RTs on weight items. These children 
spentt more time on balance items and were slowest on distance items and conflict 
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items.. Subjects who were assigned to Rule Ill/add or to Rule IV demonstrated shorter 
RTss on simple item types than on conflict item types. 

Thee differences and correspondences between rules, given item type, are not of 
mainn interest here, but it is interesting to study whether subjects who were assumed 
too take the same number of steps in performing different rules, demonstrated the 
samee RTs, given item type. Because subjects who used different rules were of different 
agess (see Figure 3) and because subjects of different ages may demonstrate different 
RTss on average, the factor "Age" was included in the analysis of variance. An ANOVA 
includingg the "Rule" by "Age" interaction was performed on the RTs on each item 
type,, to test the hypotheses on the differences between rules, stated in the Method 
section.. The between-factor Rule consisted of four levels (Rule I, Rule II, Rule Ill/add, 
andd Rule IV), whereas the between-factor Age consisted of two levels (children and 
students). . 

Forr balance items, only the main effect of Age was significant [F  (1) 16.35, p < 
.0001).. The children demonstrated longer RTs than the students. For weight items, 
thee main effect of Rule was significant [F  (3) = 9.37, p = .047), and the main effect of 
agee was significant {F (1) = 29.00, p = .004). Again, the children demonstrated longer 
RTss than the students. Subjects who were assigned to either Rule I or Rule IV 
demonstratedd longer RTs than subjects who were assigned to either Rule II or Rule 
Ill/add.. For distance items, the interaction effect was significant [F  (1) = 28.15, p < 
.0001).. Among the children, only the children who were assumed to use Rule II were 
slowerr on distance items than children who were assigned to other rules. Students 
whoo were assigned to Rule I or to Rule IV were slower than students who were 
assignedd to Rule II or Rule Ill/add. 

Forr the conflict-balance B items, only the main effect of rule was significant (F 
(3)) = 15.17, p < .0001). Subjects who were assigned to Rule I or to Rule II were 
significantlyy faster on the conflict-balance B items than subjects who were assigned to 
Rulee Ill/add or to Rule W. 

Forr conflict-weight items, the main effect of rule was significant {F (3) = 23.29, 
pp < .0001) and the interaction effect was significant [F  (1) = 68.52, p < .0001). 
Childrenn who were assumed to use Rule Ill/add were slower than children who were 
assumedd to use any of the other three rules. On the contrary, students who were 
assignedd to Rule IV were slower than students who were assigned to any of the other 
rules.. Also, students who were assigned to Rule Ill/add were slower than subjects who 
weree assigned to Rule II. 

Forr conflict-distance items, only the main effect of rule was significant [F  (3) = 
20.72,, p = .03). Subjects who were assigned to Rule IV demonstrated longer RTs than 
subjectss who were assigned to any of the other three rules. 

Forr conflict-balance A items, the main effect of rule {F (3) = 34.00, p = .003) 
andd the interaction effect were significant (F (3) = 3.71, p = .01). Children who were 
assignedd to Rule Ill/add demonstrated longer RTs than children who were assigned to 
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thee other three rules. The interaction effect occurred because there was no effect of 
rulee for the students. 

Inn conclusion, we may state that only the observed RTs on the conflict-balance B 
itemss perfectly corresponded to the predictions. It should be noted that the small 
numberr of students who used Rule I (7) and the small number of children who used 
Rulee IV (5) hindered the study of differences between rules, given item type. 

5 .3 .3.. Rule switches 

I tt is possible that subjects switched between rules during the administration of 
thee test. It is hypothesized that subjects who switched rules wil l show increased RTs. 
Increasedd RTs may occur before a switch because subjects may start doubting their 
presentt rule and therefore switch to a different rule. Increased RTs may also occur 
afterr a switch to a different rule because the subject has yet to acquire automaticity in 
carryingg out the newly adopted rule. The phenomenon of "critical slowing down" may 
alsoo cause increased RTs after a switch to a different rule. As mentioned above, 
subjectss who used a rule consistently are predicted to demonstrate equal RTs across 
thee test. 

Too study whether subjects switched between rules, each pair of two subsequent 
setss of items was considered. The test contained ten sets of items, but the first set was 
excludedd from the rule assessment by means of latent class analysis. The rule that was 
employedd on a set was compared to the rule that was used on the subsequent set, 
accordingg to the latent class model presented in Table 4. In the present test of nine 
(useful)) sets of items, eight pairs of sets were possible. The comparison of subsequent 
setss resulted in a table describing switches between rules. We divided the numbers in 
thee table by the total number of observations of the rule on initial sets. The results 
weree multiplied by 100. For example, the cell "Rule I - Rule II " shows that 6% percent 
off  the subjects who started with using Rule I switched to using Rule II on the 
subsequentt set. Table 6 shows the turnover table, of which the percentages in each 
roww equal 100%. 

Rulee I 
Rulee II 

startedd Rule 
att Ill/add 

Rulee IV 
incorrect t 
balance e 

Rulee I 
89% % 
9% % 
1% % 

1% % 
29% % 

Tablee 6 
Switchess Between Sets 

Rulee II 
6% % 

69% % 
16% % 

1% % 
7% % 
8% % 

switchedd to 
Rulee III / 

add d 
1% % 
16% % 
73% % 

24% % 
5% % 

Rulee IV 

4% % 
10% % 

74% % 

8% % 

incorrect t 
4% % 
2% % 

57% % 

balance e 

2% % 
85% % 

numberr of 
observations s 

319 9 
193 3 
214 4 

93 3 
56 6 
13 3 
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Mostt subjects who used Rule I on a set also used this rule on the subsequent set. 
Thee use of Rule II was less stable. Switches to Rule I and switches to Rule Ill/add 
occurred,, whereas switching to using Rule IV occurred less frequently. About 73% of 
thee subjects who used Rule Ill/add also used this rule on the subsequent set. Switches 
too Rule II and Rule IV also occurred. The use of Rule IV was quite stable, although 
switchess to Rule Ill/add were observed frequently. An incorrect response pattern was 
observedd only 56 times. Such a response pattern was mainly alternated with Rule I. 
Thee response pattern "always balance" was observed only 13 times and was stable. 
Summarized,, 77% of the subjects used the same rule on two subsequent sets. Hence, 
theree was a considerable number of subjects whose behavior was classified into 
differentt rules across sets. If the behavior of a subject was assigned to a different rule 
onn the subsequent set than on the initial set, we define it as a rule switch. The rule 
switchess mostly concerned rules that were close to the initial rule in the hierarchy of 
rules. . 

Thee average RTs of sets that were associated with a switch were compared to the 
averagee RTs of sets that were not associated with a switch. It is important to take the 
differencee in RTs between the predicted rule models into account when testing if RTs 
increasee during rule switches. For example, if a subject switches from using Rule I to 
Rulee II , the RTs are expected to increase after the switch because Rule II involves 
moree steps in solving balance and distance items than Rule I. The RTs on these items 
mayy increase, simply because executing Rule II involves more steps and hence more 
time. . 

Ann ANOVA was conducted on the dependent variable "RT on Initial Set". The 
factorr "Switch" included two levels (yes or no), whereas the factor "Rule Use on Initial 
Set""  included six levels (corresponding to the rules of the latent class model presented 
inn Table 4). The main effect of Switch [F  (1) = 7.98, p = .005) and the main effect of 
"Rulee Use on Initial Set" (F (5) = 7.83, p = .000) were significant. The interaction 
effectt of "Rule Use on Initial Set" by Switch was not significant. The upper panel of 
Figuree 5 shows the average RTs on the initial set for sets that were followed by a rule 
switchh or not, given the rule on the initial set of items. Next, a "Switch" (two levels: 
yess or no) by "Rule Use on Subsequent Set" (six levels, rules of latent class model) on 
thee dependent variable "RT on Subsequent Set" ANOVA was performed. The main 
effectt of Switch was significant [F  (1) = 11.23, p = .001) and the main effect of "Rule 
Usee on Subsequent Set" was significant (F (5) = 6.03, p = .000). The interaction effect 
off  Switch by "Rule Use on Subsequent Set" was also significant (F (5) = 4.34, p = 
001).. The lower panel of Figure 5 shows the average RTs on the subsequent set for 
setss that were either preceded by a rule switch or not, given the rule on the subsequent 
set. . 
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FigureFigure 5. Effect of rule switch on RT on initial set and RT on subsequent set. 
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Thee bars indicate the average RT on the initial set (upper panel) and on the 
subsequentt set (lower panel), given the presence or absence of a rule switch, and given 
thee rule that was used on the initial set (upper panel) or on the subsequent set (lower 
panel).. The figures above the bars represent the numbers of subjects over which the 
averagee RT was computed. The r-tests above the two bars, associated with a rule, 
indicatee whether the differences between the RTs of subjects, who demonstrated a rule 
switch,, and the RTs of subjects, who did not demonstrate such a switch, were 
significant. . 

Figuree 5 shows that, if subjects used Rule I and switched to a different rule on 
thee subsequent set, the average RT on the initial set of items was longer than the 
averagee RT of subjects who continued to use Rule I. The lower panel of Figure 5 shows 
thatt if subjects switched to Rule I on a subsequent set, the average RT on the 
subsequentt set was longer than that of subjects who already used Rule I on the initial 
set.. Also if subjects switched to Rule II, the average RT on the subsequent set was 
longerr than that of subjects who consistently used Rule II. 

Inn conclusion, the results suggested that, if subjects used Rule I, an increased RT 
precededd a switch to a different rule. Moreover, subjects who switched to using Rule I 
orr to using Rule II responded slower on the subsequent set. The data set did not 
containn enough subjects to perform a three-way MANOVA of "Switch" (two levels) by 
"Rulee Use on Initial Set" (six levels) by "Rule Use on Subsequent Set" (six levels) on 
thee dependent variables "RT on Initial Set" and "RT on Subsequent Set". 
Consequently,, it remained unclear whether there was an interaction effect of the rule 
thatt the subject used initially and the rule the subject switched to on the RTs on the 
initiall  set and the subsequent set. 

5.4,5.4, Discussion 

Thee classification of subjects' responses on the computerized balance scale task 
correspondss largely to the classification of subjects' responses to individually 
administeredd balance scale tasks (e.g., Siegler, 1981) and the classification of subjects' 
responsess to group-wise administered paper-and-pencil versions of the balance scale 
taskk (e.g., van Maanen, Been, & Sijtsma, 1989; Chapter 3 of this thesis). Rule I is the 
dominantt rule among the children from seven to nine years old. A considerable 
numberr of children of about eight years and older start using Rule II. A quarter of the 
studentss employs Rule IV to solve balance scale items. 

Inn contrast to the results of Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis, the latent class 
modell  of the responses to the balance scale items does not contain a class that 
matchess the response pattern that is expected from the use of the addition-rule. It 
doess contain a latent class with a response pattern that is referred to as a 
manifestationn of the use of a mix of Rule III and the addition-rule. Most of the 
studentss tend to use this mix. We refer to it as "Rule Ill/add". 

Theree are several explanations for the absence of the addition-rule. It is possible 
thatt the subjects in this study are either too young or too old to use the addition-rule. 
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Thee data set in this study does not contain data from subjects between 10 and 18 
yearss old. It is also possible that the items in this test do not evoke the addition-rule. 
Wee address this issue later in this discussion. Possibly, the computer test elicits faster 
responsess from subjects than a paper-and-pencil test. In this study, the subjects 
answeredd seventy items in, on average, eighteen minutes, which is very fast. Perhaps 
subjectss are more inclined to respond fast on a computer task. This may have 
preventedd subjects from executing the addition-rule. The presence of the assistant may 
alsoo have speeded up the subjects. 

Thee RTs of the subjects largely support the hypotheses on the RTs of the rules 
onn the item types, which were deduced from Figure 1 in the Introduction, and hence 
providee validation of the content of the rule models. Assuming that similar RTs 
correspondd to similar processes, subjects who use Rule I approach (almost) all item 
typess with the same strategy, consisting of only one step. Subjects who use Rule II are 
fastestt on weight items. They only need to take one step in solving this type of items: 
thee numbers of weights differ and the subjects base their answer on the comparison of 
weightss only. It was observed that subjects who use Rule II respond relatively slowly to 
balancee items. This corresponds to the expectations because Rule II is predicted to 
involvee two steps for balance items. First, subjects who use Rule II consider the weight 
dimension.. Second, because the numbers of weights are equal, these subjects consider 
thee distance dimension too. On distance items, Rule II involves the same two steps, 
whichh explains that subjects who use Rule II have a long RT when solving distance 
items.. Subjects who use the more advanced rules, Rule Ill/add and Rule IV, are 
hypothesizedd to solve the simple item types in two steps. If the weight and distance 
dimensionss conflict, subjects who use Rule Ill/add or Rule IV start a complex strategy. 
Thee strategy may include summing weight and distance on both sides and comparing 
thee sums, or multiplying weight and distance and comparing the products. Hence, 
Rulee Ill/add and Rule IV involve four steps for conflict items. Indeed, the RTs on the 
simplee items are shorter than the RTs on the conflict items, for subjects who used 
Rulee Ill/add or Rule IV. 

Somee results on the response times do not agree with the predictions. First, 
subjectss who use Rule II show unexpectedly long RTs on conflict items. It is expected 
thatt Rule II involves only one step on conflict items because the weight dimension 
differss on conflict items. Hence, subjects who use Rule II are expected to consider the 
weightt dimension only and to decide that the scale tips to the side with the larger 
numberr of weights. In fact, their responses indicate this kind of decision, but the 
relativelyy long RTs suggest that subjects who use Rule II do more than merely inspect 
thee weight dimension. Maybe the long RTs are due to a growing interest in the 
distancee dimension. Another surprising finding is that subjects who use Rule Ill/add 
respondd faster to all conflict-distance items than to the other conflict items in the 
presentt balance scale test. The subjects also show higher probabilities of answering the 
conflict-distancee items correctly. One explanation is that the distance dimension is 
veryy salient on the conflict-distance items in the present test. The weights on the side 
too which the scale wil l til t are always placed at the farthest peg from the fulcrum. 
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Contrary,, the weights on the other arm are always placed at the first peg from the 
fulcrumm (see the balance scale item, depicted in Figure 2). The configuration results in 
aa distance difference of three. The difference in the number of weights is only one or 
two.. The salience of the distance dimension may have facilitated solving the conflict-
distancee item type. Finally, subjects whose behavior is interpreted as due to Rule IV 
demonstratee significantly shorter RTs on conflict-distance items and on conflict-
balancee A items than on conflict-weight items and on conflict-balance B items. The 
addition-rulee results in a correct answer to both the conflict-distance items and the 
conflict-balancee A items. However, if subjects who are assigned to Rule IV also apply 
ann addition-rule, they would not have answered the other conflict items correctly. 
Possibly,, subjects who use Rule IV also consider the perceptual salience of the distance 
dimensionn on conflict-distance items. The conflict-balance A items are perhaps also 
easyy to solve by means of a perceptual consideration of the two dimensions. On the 
conflict-balancee A items in this test, the number of weights on the left arm of the scale 
iss always equal to the distance on which the weights are placed on the right arm of the 
scale.. Likewise, the value on the distance dimension on the left side is equal to the 
valuee on the weight dimension on the right side. For instance, the left arm of the scale 
containss one weight, placed at the third peg from the fulcrum, whereas the right arm 
off  the scale contains three weights, placed at the first peg from the fulcrum. The 
symmetryy of the items may have facilitated solving the conflict-balance A items. 

InIn general, these findings suggest that the use of RTs, next to response patterns, 
cann be useful. Initially, response patterns indicate the rule that a subject may employ. 
Next,, the RTs provide extra information on the content of the rules. The RTs may 
providee cross-validation of the content, but may also cast doubts on the proposed 
contentss of the rules. 

Thee present study also explores the question whether rule switches are 
accompaniedd with increased RTs. The test is divided in ten sets of items. We study 
rulee use across sets and observe that both the RTs in the set preceding a switch and 
thee RTs in the set following a switch are significantly longer than the RTs of sets that 
aree not associated with a rule switch. The effect of a switch is mainly observed for 
switchess from Rule I to a different rule and for switches to Rule I. Further research is 
neededd to study the relationship between rule switches and increased RTs. Evoking 
rulee switches may help the study of the relation between rule switches and RTs. 
Microgeneticc studies {Siegler & Crowley, 1991) are designed to study change in a 
specificc domain in a short amount of time. The computer task presented in this 
chapterr can be adjusted to a microgenetic design. Feedback as well as training can 
easilyy be incorporated in the test. 

Althoughh the results of the present experiment are promising and demonstrate 
thee usefulness of combining RTs and response patterns, the results do present some 
problems.. First, the data show that the RTs depend on many factors. The RTs differ 
betweenn rule models, between age groups, and across item types. Next, experience 
withh the computer test can influence the RT. As subjects gain more practice with the 
computerr test during the administration, they respond faster. This effect is however 
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restrictedd to the first two sets of items in this study. A second difficulty of the 
experimentt is the match between items and rule models. Many children in this 
experimentt use either Rule I or Rule II. However, only one item of each set of seven 
itemss discriminates between the expected response patterns of the two rules. If 
subjectss switch between using Rule I and Rule II , this can only be observed on one 
seventhh of the items in the test. A third difficulty of the present experiment, which 
cann not easily be solved, is the division of the test in sets of items. Subjects may 
switchh between rules within a set and not between sets. If a switch occurs within a set, 
aa preceding increase in RT is difficult to detect and it is possible that the switch is not 
noted. . 

Thee study of RTs on balance scale problems may provide an answer to a new 
question,, which concerns an item type that is not incorporated in Siegler's (1981) set 
off  item types (Siegler, 1981). On this extra type, one arm contains a larger number of 
weightss that is placed at a larger distance from the fulcrum than the weights on the 
otherr arm of the scale. It seems easy to decide that the scale wil l tip to the side with 
thee larger number of weights, placed at the larger distance. Siegler's (1981) model of 
thee rules, as displayed in Figure 1, predicts the following. Rule I and Rule II involve 
onlyy one step. Once the subjects who use Rule I or Rule II have observed that the 
numberss of weights differ, they decide that the scale wil l tip to the side with the larger 
numberr of weights. The model prescribes that Rule III , the addition-rule, and Rule IV 
involvee three steps when solving this type of items. Subjects who use one of these 
ruless first consider the weight dimension. The second step consists of comparing the 
distancess at which the weights are placed. In the third step, subjects decide whether 
thee greater number of weights is on the same side as the greater distance. The RTs on 
thiss type of items are predicted to be significantly longer for subjects who use the 
complexx rules than for subjects who use either Rule I or Rule II . This is an interesting 
hypothesis,, which requires further study. 
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Appendix x 
Detailss of items 

valuess of dimensions 
leftt right 

## item weight distance weight distance correct item type 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 
7 7 
8 8 
9 9 
10 0 
11 1 
12 2 
13 3 
14 4 
15 5 
16 6 
17 7 
18 8 
19 9 
20 0 
21 1 
22 2 
23 3 
24 4 
25 5 
26 6 
27 7 
28 8 
29 9 
30 0 
31 1 
32 2 
33 3 
34 4 
35 5 
36 6 
37 7 
38 8 
39 9 
40 0 
41 1 

1 1 
2 2 
6 6 
4 4 
3 3 
4 4 
2 2 
4 4 
4 4 
2 2 
4 4 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
3 3 
5 5 
3 3 
3 3 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
3 3 
1 1 
4 4 
2 2 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
3 3 
5 5 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
1 1 
2 2 
4 4 
6 6 
2 2 
1 1 
2 2 

3 3 
4 4 
3 3 
1 1 
2 2 
1 1 
3 3 
2 2 
4 4 
4 4 
3 3 
3 3 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 
2 2 
4 4 
4 4 
2 2 
1 1 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 
2 2 
4 4 
4 4 
3 3 
4 4 
2 2 
3 3 
3 3 
1 1 
3 3 
4 4 
4 4 
2 2 
2 2 
4 4 
4 4 

1 1 
4 4 
6 6 
2 2 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
6 6 
2 2 
6 6 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 
6 6 
2 2 
3 3 
2 2 
1 1 
6 6 
2 2 
4 4 
1 1 
2 2 
4 4 
3 3 
1 1 
5 5 
6 6 
2 2 
3 3 
3 3 
2 2 
2 2 
6 6 
4 4 
3 3 
4 4 

3 3 
4 4 
2 2 
2 2 
4 4 
4 4 
2 2 
2 2 
4 4 
3 3 
2 2 
2 2 
1 1 
3 3 
4 4 
4 4 
2 2 
1 1 
3 3 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
4 4 
2 2 
3 3 
3 3 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
4 4 
1 1 
4 4 
4 4 
1 1 
4 4 
4 4 
3 3 
1 1 
2 2 
1 1 

balance e 
right right 
left t 
balance e 
left t 
right t 
balance e 
balance e 
right right 
left t 
balance e 
right t 
left t 
balance e 
balance e 
left t 
left t 
balance e 
right right 
left t 
balance e 
balance e 
right right 
balance e 
left t 
left t 
left t 
balance e 
balance e 
left t 
right right 
balance e 
left t 
right right 
balance e 
balance e 
left t 
right right 
balance e 
right right 
left t 

balance e 
weight t 
distance e 
conflict-balancee B 
conflict-weight t 
conflict-distance e 
conflict-balancee A 
balance e 
weight t 
distance e 
conflict-balancee B 
conflict-weight t 
conflict-distance e 
conflict-balancee A 
balance e 
weight t 
distance e 
conflict-balancee B 
conflict-weight t 
conflict-distance e 
conflict-balancee A 
balance e 
weight t 
conflict-balancee B 
distance e 
conflict-weight t 
conflict-distance e 
conflict-balancee A 
balance e 
weight t 
distance e 
conflict-balancee B 
conflict-weight t 
conflict-distance e 
conflict-balancee A 
balance e 
weight t 
distance e 
conflict-balancee B 
conflict-weight t 
conflict-distance e 

(tabless continues on next page) 
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Appendix,, continued 

## item 
42 2 
43 3 
44 4 
45 5 
46 6 
47 7 
48 8 
49 9 
50 0 
51 1 
52 2 

53 3 
54 4 

55 5 
56 6 
57 7 
58 8 

59 9 
60 0 
61 1 
62 2 
63 3 
64 4 
65 5 
66 6 
67 7 
68 8 
69 69 
70 0 

weight t 
3 3 
3 3 
6 6 
2 2 
6 6 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
1 1 
3 3 
3 3 
6 6 
2 2 
3 3 
2 2 
4 4 
6 6 
2 2 
4 4 
1 1 
2 2 
4 4 
2 2 
1 1 
5 5 
6 6 
2 2 

3 3 
3 3 

valuess of dimensions 
left t 

distance e 
2 2 
1 1 
4 4 
3 3 
2 2 
2 2 
1 1 
3 3 
2 2 
4 4 
2 2 

1 1 
3 3 
1 1 
1 1 
4 4 
4 4 
2 2 
3 3 
3 3 
1 1 
2 2 
2 2 
4 4 
4 4 

1 1 
4 4 
4 4 
1 1 

right right 
weightt distance 

2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
2 2 
4 4 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
1 1 

5 5 
3 3 

3 3 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
4 4 
3 3 
1 1 
4 4 

2 2 
1 1 
2 2 
2 2 

3 3 
5 5 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
1 1 

3 3 
1 1 
4 4 
4 4 
3 3 
3 3 
4 4 

4 4 
2 2 
4 4 
4 4 
2 2 
4 4 
4 4 
2 2 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 

2 2 
4 4 

4 4 
2 2 
4 4 
2 2 

3 3 
3 3 
1 1 
3 3 

correct t 
answer r 
balance e 
balance e 
left t 
right right 
balance e 
left t 
right t 
balance e 
balance e 
right right 
right right 

balance e 
left t 

right right 
balance e 
balance e 
left t 
balance e 
right t 
right right 
right t 
balance e 
balance e 

right right 
left t 
balance e 
right right 
left t 
balance e 

item m 
type e 
conflict-balancee A 
balance e 
weight t 
distance e 
conflict-balancee B 
conflict-weight t 
conflict-distance e 
conflict-balancee A 
balance e 
weight t 
distance e 

conflict-balancee B 
conflict-weight t 

conflict-distance e 
conflict-balancee A 
balance e 
weight t 
conflict-balancee B 
distance e 
conflict-weight t 
conflict-distance e 
conflict-balancee A 
balance e 
weight t 
distance e 
conflict-balancee B 
conflict-weight t 
conflict-distance e 
conflict-balancee A 

Note.Note. The first column shows number of the item; the second column displays the 
numberr of weights on the left arm of the scale and the third column shows the 
distancee of this number of weights from the fulcrum; the fourth and fifth column 
showw the number of weights and the distance from the fulcrum on the right side of 
thee scale. In the sixth column the correct answer is indicated; the seventh column 
showss the item type. 
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Thee research in this thesis was guided by the questions posed in Chapter 1. One 
questionn concerns the problem of measuring children's ability to solve cognitive problems 
withoutt being able to actually observe the ability directly. In fact, only children's 
responsess to behavioral measures can be observed. In Chapters 2 and 3 it was 
demonstrated,, in the case of the balance scale task, that it is possible to study children's 
cognitivee processes by means of the rule assessment methodology (Siegler, 1976; 1981) 
andd by analyzing children's response patterns by means of latent structure models with 
categoricall  latent variables. In these chapters, the latent class model was used to model 
children'ss responses to balance scale problems. The first part of this discussion deals with 
thee utility of latent class modeling of data obtained on the balance scale task in particular 
andd the utility of latent class analysis for developmental psychology in general. Some 
difficultiess of latent class analysis are discussed. 

Thee second part of the discussion deals with the questions that concern the content 
off  children's behavior when solving balance scale items. We address the question how 
childrenn solve balance scale problems and the question on the nature of the differences in 
abilityy between children of different ages. Also, we examine how change on the balance 
scalee task occurs. Children's behavior on the balance scale task is discussed in the light of 
thee criteria that Reese (1989) proposed for the inference of rules. 

6.1.6.1. How children's cognitive processes can be studied with a nonverbal 
method method 

Alll  data, discussed in this thesis, were gathered using nonverbal methods. We 
concludee that it is feasible to detect children's cognitive processes without asking children 
forr a justification of their responses. An analysis of nonverbal data suffices to distinguish 
thesee processes. We base this conclusion largely on the application of latent structure 
modelss with categorical latent variables. This kind of model is suitable given a typology. 
Althoughh typologies of cognitive processes are very common in psychology, researchers 
oftenn do not use the appropriate model to test whether their data are consistent with a 
typology.. Sometimes heuristic methods are used to classify observed data into types. 
Latentt structure models with categorical latent variables provide goodness-of-fit statistics 
thatt indicate the accuracy of the model to describe the data. The models can be applied to 
testt the assumption of a typology, to decide on the number of types, and to study the 
behaviorr of the types, without any prior specification of type in mind. Moreover, latent 
structuree models have the advantage of specific objectivity. It implies that the comparison 
off  two subjects' properties does not depend on the particular subset of items used and the 
comparisonn of two items' properties does not depend on the particular subgroup of 
subjectss tested (Fischer, 1987, p. 567, in Mellenbergh, 1994, p. 305). 

Inn the case of the balance scale task, a typology of qualitatively different rules is 
assumed.. The ability to solve balance scale problems can be represented by a categorical 
latentt variable and a rule can be represented by a category of the latent variable. The 
responsess of children to balance scale problems are "scale tips to left side", "scale remains 
inn balance", and "scale tips to right side". Hence, the manifest variables are also 
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categorical.. As both latent and manifest variables are categorical, the responses to balance 
scalee items are analyzed by means of latent class analysis. A latent class corresponds to a 
categoryy of the latent variable. In spite of the many advantages of the model over more 
heuristicc methods, some difficulties do remain. 

Sometimess the various goodness-of-fit measures diverge, i.e., it is not clear which 
modell  is the optimal. For instance, in Chapter 2, various goodness-of-fit measures point 
too different models, with different numbers of latent classes, as the best model. 
Fortunately,, the model with an additional class is almost always an extension of the 
simplerr model and the corresponding classes have the same interpretation. Next, 
conclusionss reached with latent class analysis (and many other statistical methods) are 
alwayss influenced by the sample size. With a smaller sample size, subjects that show rare 
behaviorr are merged into classes of children with frequently used behavior. Also, with a 
largerr sample size, rare idiosyncratic classes may be observed. Nevertheless, the results 
fromm the different data sets in this thesis show high consistency. The most frequently 
usedd rules appear in all models, whereas the more idiosyncratic rules appear in a limited 
numberr of models. 

Unfortunately,, simultaneously analyzing a large number of variables is problematic 
inn latent class analysis. Although van der Heijden, 't Hart and Dessens (1997) present an 
algorithmm to fit latent class models to data for up to 18 items and Boom, Hoijtink and 
Kunnenn (submitted) demonstrate that a latent class model of 25 balance scale items is 
possible,, their methods do not solve the problem of local maxima. Ideally, the estimation 
algorithmm converges on the globally best solution. However, sometimes the algorithm 
mayy converge on a so-called "local maximum" solution. Local maxima appear mainly 
whenn estimating complex models. The problem of local maxima is exacerbated when 
estimatingg a model for a large number of variables. 

Finally,, the results of latent class analysis turn out to be more complex than those 
basedd upon Siegler's standards. Sometimes classes with unexpected response patterns or 
responsee patterns that are difficult to interpret are observed. This, however, is not a 
problemm of the method; it is a problem of the data. The latent class method is stricter 
thann Siegler's standards, which are insensitive to such anomalies. 

6.2.6.2. How children solve balance scale problems 

Thee results presented in this thesis provide a partial answer to the questions 
concerningg the way in which children solve problems and the differences in ability 
betweenn children of different ages. The results in this thesis show high consistency with 
thee results of other studies on the balance scale task (e.g., Chletsos, De Lisi, Turner, & 
McGillicuddy-Dee Lisi, 1989; Normandeau, Larivée, Roulin, & Longeot, 1989; Siegler, 
1976;; Siegler, 1981; Siegler & Chen, 1998). The results of Chapter 5 are particularly 
noteworthyy because the data are gathered by means of a computerized balance scale task, 
whereass the data from the other chapters are gathered by means of paper-and-pencil tasks. 
Chapterr 3 shows that, in general, as children grow older, they display a development from 
simplee behavior to complex behavior on the balance scale task. It should be noted that the 
differencess are not directly related to age because children within the same age group can 
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displayy different behavior. However, the following succession of different kinds of 
behaviorr can be observed. Only behavior that is observed consistently in all chapters is 
notedd here. 

Thee simplest behavior includes the comparison of the number of weights on both 
sidess of the scale. In case of equal number of weights, the children respond that the scale 
wil ll  remain in balance. In case of unequal number of weights, the children respond that 
thee scale will tip to the side with the largest number of weights. The behavior is referred 
too as a manifestation of the use of Rule I (Siegler, 1981). Chapter 3 shows that the 
behaviorr is observed among children of about 5 to 9 years old. 

Thee behavior becomes more complex among children from 9 to 13 years old 
(Chapterr 3). This behavior is referred to as a manifestation of the use of Rule II (Siegler, 
1981).. In case of unequal number of weights, it is decided that the scale will tip to the 
sidee with the largest number of weights. In case of equal number of weights, the 
distances,, at which the weights are placed, are considered. Hence, solving items with 
equall  number of weights requires an extra step. Children decide that the scale will remain 
inn balance when the distances are equal and that the scale will tip to the side with the 
largestt distance when the distances differ. 

Thee next complex behavior is referred to as resulting from the use of Rule III 
(Siegler,, 1981). Chapter 3 shows that this behavior is observed among children from 11 to 
155 years old. The behavior involves considering both dimensions. In case of conflicting 
dimensions,, subjects resort to several distinct strategies. These include comparing sums 
off  weight and distance, a perceptual decision, and guessing. Comparing the sums is 
observedd frequently, as is demonstrated in Chapters 2 and 3. The behavior is 
hypothesizedd to be the outcome of the use of the addition-rule (Normandeau et al., 1989). 

Thee most complex behavior is the calculation and comparison of the products of 
weightt and distance. Siegler (1981) defines this behavior as Rule IV. The behavior is 
observedd among children of 16 years and older, although Chapter 3 demonstrates that not 
alll  children of this age show this kind of behavior. 

Thee differences between these types of behavior are qualitative. The types of 
behaviorr are referred to as manifestations of the use of rules. The term "rule" refers to 
mentall  processes that children follow to solve balance scale problems. However, the 
behaviorr needs to fulfil l certain criteria before this reference is justified. Below, children's 
behaviorr on the balance scale task is tested for the criteria for rules that Reese (1989) 
proposed.. The criteria were introduced in Chapter 2. 

6.3.6.3. Does children's behavior on the balance scale task fulfill  the criteria for 
rules} rules} 

6.3.1.. Consistency of observed behavior  wit h expected behavior  for  several 
behaviorall  measures 

Sieglerr (1976, 1981) formulates expected behavior on the balance scale task as Rule 
I,, Rule II, Rule III , and Rule IV. This thesis shows that the addition-rule should be added 
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too this hierarchy of rules. Table 1 shows the expected proportions of correctly solved 
itemss given item type and the expected response times (RTs) given item type for the rules. 
Thee expected RTs are indicated by symbols. Each symbol refers to a step in the rule and is 
hypothesizedd to take a unit of time. The step that is indicated with a consists of 
comparingg the number of weights, whereas the step that is indicated with b consists of 
comparingg the distances at which the weights are placed. The step that is indicated with c 
involvess determining whether the larger number of weights is on the same side of the 
scalee as the larger distance. The step, indicated with d, involves guessing or "muddling 
through""  (Siegler, 1981). The step, indicated with e, involves adding weight and distance 
onn both sides of the scale and comparing the sums. Finally, the step that is indicated with 
ƒƒ consists of calculating and comparing the products of weight and distance on both sides 
off  the scale. The more steps are involved, the more time is needed to solve a balance scale 
problem.. The reader is referred to the foregoing chapters for a more extensive review of 
Siegler'ss rule assessment approach of the balance scale task. See for example the 
introductionn of Chapter 5. 

Tablee 1 
Expectedd Proportions Correct and RTs for Rules, Given Item Type 

Itemm types 
simple e 

balancee weight distance e cw w 
conflict t 

cdd cb c-add d 
Rulee I p 1.00 1.00 0.001 1.00 0.002 0.002 0.002 

RTT a a a a a a a 
Rulee II 

Rulee II I 

Addition n 

RulelV V 

P P 
RT T 

P P 
RT T 

P P 
RT T 

P P 
RT T 

1.00 0 
a+b a+b 

1.00 0 
a+b a+b 

1.00 0 
a+b a+b 

1.00 0 
a+b a+b 

1.00 0 
a a 

1.00 0 
a+b a+b 

1.00 0 
a+b a+b 

1.00 0 
a+b a+b 

1.00 0 
a+b a+b 

1.00 0 
a+b a+b 

1.00 0 
a+b a+b 

1.00 0 
a+b a+b 

1.00 0 
a a 

.333 3 

a+b+c+d a+b+c+d 

0.004 4 

a+b+c+e a+b+c+e 

1.00 0 
a+b+c+f a+b+c+f 

0.002 2 

a a 

.333 3 

a+b+c+d a+b+c+d 

0.004 4 

a+b+c+e a+b+c+e 

1.00 0 
a+b+c+f a+b+c+f 

0.002 2 

a a 

.333 3 

a+b+c+d a+b+c+d 

0.004 4 

a+b+c+e a+b+c+e 

1.00 0 
a+b+c+f a+b+c+f 

0.002 2 

a a 

.333 3 

a+b+c+d a+b+c+d 

1.00 0 
a+b+c+e a+b+c+e 

1.00 0 
a+b+c+f a+b+c+f 

Note,Note, p, proportion of correctly solved items; RT, response time, cw; conflict-weight item; cd, 
conflict-distancee item; cb, conflict-balance item; c-add, conflict item for which the addition-rule 
resultss in the correct response. 
11 responds that the scale remains in balance 
22 responds that the scale tips to the side with the largest number of weights 
33 guesses 
44 response depends on the comparison of sums of weight and distance 

Reesee (1989) notes that consistency of observed behavior with expected behavior is 
ann important criterion, but that it is not a sufficient criterion, because of behavioral 
variability.. The behavioral variability is modeled in the latent class models. The 
probabilitiess of answering an item correctly do not have to be either 1 or 0. The error 
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processess that cause the deviations from perfect patterns are modeled. The latent class 
modelss in Chapters 2, 3, and 5 reveal latent classes comprising response patterns that are 
highlyy consistent with the rules displayed in Table 1. Reese (1989) argues that the 
inferencee of rules becomes much more persuasive when the performance on more than 
onee behavioral measure is expected and is observed. In Chapter 5, the average RTs are 
calculatedd for each rule, given item type. The classification in rules is based on the latent 
classs model. The correspondence between expected responses and observed responses, and 
thee correspondence between expected RTs and observed RTs, are described for each rule. 

Thee correspondence between observed behavior and expected behavior is large for 
Rulee I. The correspondence is observed in both the responses and in the RTs. 

Thee correspondence between the expectations and the observations for Rule II on 
thee responses to balance scale items is high. The RTs show that children who use Rule II 
takee more time to inspect items with equal number of weights than items with unequal 
numberr of weights. However, this is only the case given items with equal distances. 
Childrenn who employ Rule II spend a surprisingly long time on conflict items. The longer 
RTss may be due to a growing interest in the distance dimension. 

Itt should be noted that an explicit definition of Rule III is problematic. Siegler 
(1981)) indicates that Rule III may consist of an ensemble of strategies. The performance 
givenn this rule can differ from one conflict item to the other. The latent class models in 
thiss thesis often show response patterns that are assumed to result from the use of a rule 
thatt is intermediate between Rule II and Rule IV. However, the predictions for Rule III are 
nott consistent with the observed behavior and it remains unclear how children who use 
Rulee III reach their answer on conflict items. In Chapter 5, only a class of subjects using 
aa mix of Rule III and the addition-rule is observed. The observed RTs of the mix of Rule 
II II  and the addition-rule agree with the expectations for Rule III . Children who employ 
Rulee III spend more time solving conflict items than they do solving simple items. 

Thee observed responses for the addition-rule match the expected responses. The 
observedd RTs of the mix of Rule III and the addition-rule, observed in Chapter 5, agree 
withh the expectations on RTs for the addition-rule. Children who use the addition-rule 
needd more time to solve conflict items than to solve simple items. The extra time on 
conflictt items is apparently needed to calculate and compare the sums of weight and 
distance. . 

Finally,, the latent class models in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5 contain a latent class of 
whichh the response pattern highly agrees with the expected response pattern of Rule IV. 
Thee RTs, calculated in Chapter 5, indeed show that children who employ Rule IV solve 
simplee items in a shorter time than conflict items. This difference in RT is explained by 
thee time that it takes to calculate and compare the products on the conflict items. 

Summarized,, Rule I, Rule II, the addition-rule and Rule IV fulfil l the criterion of 
consistencyy of observed responses with expected responses. The expected RTs correspond 
too the observed RTs for Rule I, the addition-rule and Rule IV, but not for Rule II. For Rule 
III ,, only consistency of observed RTs with expected RTs is observed. Hence, Rule I, the 
addition-rule,, and Rule IV fulfil l the criterion of consistency of observed with expected 
behaviorr for more thann one kind of behavior. 
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6.3.2.. Regularity of behavior 
Regularityy of behavior implies that children apply a rule consistently, i.e., to all 

itemss in a balance scale test. Consistency of use of rules across items of different types is 
observedd for Rule I, Rule II and the addition-rule in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. The 
tenabilityy of imposed equality constraints in the latent class models indicates that 
childrenn who use a given rule responded to items in the same way. In Chapter 3, the 
consistencyy of rule use is observed by comparing the assignment of children's behavior to 
ruless across two sets of the test. If children's behavior on the first set is assigned to Rule I, 
theirr behavior is often also assigned to Rule I on the second set. The same consistency is 
observedd for Rule IV. However, the assignment of behavior to the use of Rule II is less 
consistent.. Many children, whose behavior is classified as a manifestation of Rule II on 
thee first set of the test, demonstrate behavior that is classified as a manifestation of the 
usee of Rule II I (or variations on Rule III ] on the second set. The use of Rule II I is also 
inconsistent.. Behavior that is interpreted as a manifestation of the use of Rule III is 
alternatedd with behavior that is hypothesized to result from the use of the addition-rule. 
However,, some children use the addition-rule consistently. The classification in rules is 
alsoo compared across different sets of the test in Chapter 5. The consistency of the use of 
Rulee I is again high, whereas the consistency of the use of Rule II , Rule III , the addition-
rulee and Rule IV is intermediate. Summarized, only the use of Rule I is convincingly 
consistent. . 

6.3.3.. Behavior  is discontinuous 

Thee criterion of discontinuity refers to the question of how change on the balance 
scalee task occurs, one of the questions in Chapter 1. An accompanying question concerns 
thee variables that cause the change. In Chapter 3 a developmental model for children's 
behaviorr on the balance scale task is proposed. The model prescribes that the change from 
Rulee I to Rule II happens discontinuously. The change from Rule II to Rule III {or 
variationss on Rule III ) is supposed to be more gradual, whereas the change from Rule II I 
too Rule IV is hypothesized to be discontinuous. 

Inn Chapter 4, the discontinuity hypothesis of the change from Rule I to Rule II is 
tested.. This change is modeled by means of the cusp model of catastrophe theory (Thorn, 
1975).. The cusp model describes a discontinuous change in a behavioral variable, caused 
byy the continuous change of two independent variables. Eight criteria can be deduced 
fromm the model. The criteria are so-called catastrophe flags. Evidence for the presence of 
thesee flags supports the discontinuity hypothesis. Two simple flags are bimodality and 
inaccessiblee region. These flags refer to the occurrence of only two types of behavior (Rule 
II  and Rule II) and the lack of behavior intermediate to these behaviors. Evidence for these 
twoo flags is found in Chapter 2, 3, and 4. A third flag is a sudden jump in the behavioral 
variable.. In the cusp model for the change from Rule I to Rule II , a sudden jump implies a 
suddenn increase in performance on distance items. The abrupt change depends on the 
continuouss change of an independent variable. In the case of the change from Rule I to 
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Rulee II, the increase is supposed to be caused by an increasing ability to encode the 
distancee dimension. Theoretically, the jump can also take place in the reverse direction, 
whenn the ability to encode the distance dimension decreases. In Chapter 4, this ability is 
facilitatedd and obstructed by manipulating the test material. The results of Chapter 4 
demonstratee that a sudden jump indeed took place when the ability was facilitated. The 
jumpp back to lower performance on distance items occurred as the ability was obstructed. 
Thee cusp model prescribes that the jump up, i.e., the sudden increase in performance, 
takess place at a higher value of the independent variable than the jump back, i.e., the 
suddenn decrease in performance. The phenomenon corresponds to the catastrophe flag 
"hysteresis".. Of the flags, the hysteresis flag distinguishes discontinuous change from 
continuouss change most convincingly. In view of the support found for the presence of 
hysteresiss in the data in Chapter 4, we can conclude that the cusp model can accurately 
describee the change from Rule I to Rule II. 

AA fifth important catastrophe flag is critical slowing down. It means that children, 
whoo undergo a change from one level of performance to another, are very sensitive to 
perturbations.. This indicates that the behavioral variable may show high variance after a 
suddenn jump. In the case of the cusp model for the change from Rule I to Rule II, it is 
hypothesizedd that the RTs are increased after a jump from Rule I to Rule II has occurred. 
Inn Chapter 5 some evidence is found for increased RTs after a transition to a different 
rule.. However, the data set of Chapter 5 was too small to draw definite conclusions. It 
seemss sensible to conduct an experiment, in which response times are measured, that is 
concentratedd on the change from Rule I to Rule II . The experiment should be aimed at 
inducingg rule changes, which may be accomplished by providing feedback. 

Threee catastrophe flags were not detected in this thesis. Additional experiments 
shouldd be aimed at detecting the presence of the divergence flag, the anomalous variance 
flagg and the flag of divergence of linear response. We do conclude that it is likely that the 
changee from Rule I to Rule II is discontinuous. 

Thee transition to Rule IV is also hypothesized to be discontinuous. The transition 
mayy be caused by a shift to a higher level of formal operations (Inhelder & Piaget, 1958) 
orr by instruction on proportional reasoning. Additional experiments are needed to study 
thee transition to Rule IV. The changes between the use of Rule II and (variations on) Rule 
II II  are thought to be gradual because it was observed here that the use of these rules was 
inconsistent. . 

6.3.4.. Research participant s evidence awareness of rul e use 

Reesee (1989) states that people evidence awareness of the rule they use. However, it 
iss unclear how awareness is manifested and how it can be measured. A justification of a 
responsee could indicate awareness of rule use if both justification and response indicate 
usee of the same rule. However, it was explained in Chapter 1 that asking for justifications 
causess many problems. First, language and knowledge are not identical. The child may 
havee difficulty in verbally expressing its thoughts. Second, the interaction between 
experimenterr and child may be a source of confusion for the child, resulting in a 
mismatchh between behavior and verbal expression. The problem of testing the awareness 
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off  children's rule use in a different way is unknown. Moreover, there is disagreement on 
thee necessity of awareness of rule use for the inference of rules (Brainerd, 1973; Ericsson 
&&  Simon, 1980). Therefore, the criterion of awareness of rule use is not considered here. 

6.3.5.. The rul e generalizes to other  behaviors and tasks 

Thiss thesis does not deal with the generalization of the rules for the balance scale 
taskk to other behaviors and tasks. In principal, it should be possible to test if children's 
behaviorr on other tasks results from the use of rules since the rules for the balance scale 
taskk stem from Siegler's general formulation of rules for cognitive development (Siegler, 
1981).. Siegler discusses the utility of the rules for ten cognitive tasks. All tasks comprise a 
dominantt dimension and a subordinate dimension. Siegler studied the use of the rules on 
severall  conservation tasks and on other proportional reasoning tasks. Although the use of 
thee rules was most evident on the balance scale task, the rules were also observed on two 
otherr tasks of proportionality, i.e., the projection of shadows task and the probability task. 
Thee results regarding stability of rule use across these tasks were mixed. 

Iff  children do not understand the principle of conservation of liquid quantity, their 
cognitivee processes may give rise to the application of Rule I. In the conservation of liquid 
quantityy task, children are presented with two glasses of the same width, which contain 
thee same amount of liquid. The liquid of one glass is poured into a third glass, of a 
differentt width and the level of the liquid changes accordingly. Rule I requires comparing 
thee values on the dominant dimension only. In this case, children only compare the 
heightss of the columns. Van der Maas (1993) indeed found evidence for the use of this 
rulee in an experiment in which a test was used that was in agreement with Siegler's rule 
assessmentt methodology. Moreover, Dolan and van der Maas (1998) fitted multivariate 
normall  finite mixtures to children's responses to a conservation of liquid quantity test and 
detectedd the use of Rule I. To further pursue this issue, latent structure models with 
categoricall  latent variables should be applied to model children's behavior on other tasks 
too test the use of rules. Also, the use of rules should be compared across tasks by means of 
suchh models. 

6.3.6.. Conclusion 

Childrenn go through a hierarchy of increasingly complex behaviors of solving 
balancee scale problems. These behaviors differ qualitatively and some fulfil l the criteria of 
rules.. Rule I fulfill s all criteria. The rule is used consistently, the observed behavior 
almostt perfectly agrees with the predicted behavior, both responses and RTs can be 
predicted,, the transition from Rule I to the next complex rule is discontinuous, and the 
rulee can be generalized to other tasks. Perhaps, Rule I does not fulfil l the criterion of 
awarenesss of rule use. Rule II does not fulfil l the consistency criterion and the observed 
RTss differ from the expected RTs. It remains unclear whether the rule can be generalized 
too other tasks. Rule III fails to meet any criteria. The behavior is neither regular nor 
discontinuous,, and the observed behavior does not match the expectations. The addition-
rulee is used consistently and both the observed responses and the observed RTs match the 
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expectations.. However, the transition to the addition-rule and the transition to other rules 
aree probably not discontinuous. The addition-rule is alternated with other variations on 
Rulee III . It is likely that the addition-rule can be generalized to other tasks, but this 
hypothesiss needs to be tested. Although it is likely that the behavior that is defined as 
Rulee IV truly corresponds to a rule, this conclusion can not be drawn from the results 
presentedd in this thesis. Although the behavior fulfill s the criterion of regularity and the 
expectationss agree with the responses and the RTs, both the hypothesis that the rule can 
bee generalized to other tasks and the hypothesis on discontinuity require additional 
research. . 
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Dee ontwikkeling van het proportioneel redeneren speelt een belangrijke rol in de 
cognitievee ontwikkelingspsychologie. Een veelgebruikte taak om het proportioneel 
redenerenn te onderzoeken is de balanstaak. Deze taak vraagt een voorspelling van de 
bewegingg van een weegschaal, bij plaatsing van een aantal gewichten, op een bepaalde 
afstandd van het draaipunt {zie bladzijde 2 voor een afbeelding). De balanstaak neemt een 
belangrijkee plaats in in de ontwikkelingspsychologie om verscheidene redenen. De taak 
kann worden afgenomen bij kinderen in een brede leeftijdsspanne. Zelfs jonge kinderen 
hebbenn al een idee van de beweging van de weegschaal, terwijl veel adolescenten de taak 
nogg niet geheel begrijpen en falen op sommige balansproblemen. Ook heeft de balanstaak 
dee interesse van veel ontwikkelingspsychologen omdat het gedrag van kinderen kan 
wordenn beschreven met slechts een beperkt aantal cognitieve strategieën of regels. Siegler 
(1976,, 1981) veronderstelt dat kinderen één van vier regels gebruiken om 
balansproblemenn op te lossen. Zo'n regel bestaat uit een aantal stappen die 
achtereenvolgenss worden uitgevoerd tot een oplossing wordt bereikt. Hoe verder de 
ontwikkeling,, hoe complexer de regel. De complexiteit wordt uitgedrukt in het aantal 
stappenn waaruit de regel bestaat en de inhoud van de stappen. Zo bevat de meest 
complexee en enige correcte regel het vergelijken van de producten van gewicht en afstand, 
aann beide kanten van de balans. Figuur 1, in Hoofdstuk 5, geeft een overzicht van de 
regelss en de stappen waaruit de regels zijn opgebouwd. De opvatting van gedrag als het 
resultaatt van het gebruik van regels heeft als consequentie dat de cognitieve ontwikkeling 
vann kinderen zich kenmerkt door discontinue overgangen van regel naar regel. Het is 
echterr lastig deze theorie empirisch te toetsen; de veronderstelde strategieën zijn immers 
niett direct observeerbaar, maar latent. Een manier om ze te bestuderen is via het gedrag. 
Inn dit proefschrift wordt getracht te toetsen of kinderen inderdaad cognitieve strategieën 
gebruikenn om balansproblemen op te lossen en wordt een beschrijving van de strategieën 
gegeven.. De ontwikkeling van het gedrag op de balanstaak en van de achterliggende 
cognitievee strategieën wordt gemodelleerd ten einde te toetsen of de overgangen tussen de 
regelss zich werkelijk discontinu voltrekken. 

InIn Hoofdstuk 1 wordt betoogd waarom in dit proefschrift de voorkeur wordt gegeven 
aann een niet-verbale boven een verbale methode om de oplossingsstrategieën van kinderen 
tee achterhalen. Het lijk t voor de hand te liggen om kinderen te vragen naar de manier 
waaropp zij een probleem oplossen. Een verbale methode levert echter problemen op, zoals 
hett niet goed kunnen verwoorden van een gedachte, verlegenheid en moeilijkheden in de 
interactiee tussen proefleider en kind. Hoewel een verwoording van een strategie meestal 
duidtt op het gebruik van deze strategie, hoeft het ontbreken van zo'n verwoording er niet 
perséé op te wijzen dat het kind de strategie niet toepast. In dit geval dreigt het gevaar van 
onderschattingg van het cognitieve niveau van een kind. Wanneer meerdere gedragsmaten 
(dus,, zowel een oplossing van een probleem als een verbale verklaring van deze oplossing) 
duidenn op eenzelfde strategie, geeft dit de onderzoeker meer zekerheid over het gebruik 
vann die strategie. Omdat verbale methoden echter problemen kunnen opleveren, kan men 
ookk kiezen voor het gebruiken van andere gedragsmaten, zoals reactietijden, of voor het 
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gebruikenn van antwoorden op meerdere items om meer zekerheid te krijgen over het 
cognitievee proces van het kind. Siegler (1976, 1981) beschrijft een niet-verbale methode 
omm het cognitieve proces op onder andere de balanstaak te bepalen. Deze methode gaat 
uitt van een aantal regels die deels opgesteld zijn aan de hand van een taakanalyse en deels 
zijnn afgeleid uit de verklaringen die kinderen geven voor hun oplossingen. De 
regelbepalingg methode is er echter op gericht de regels die kinderen gebruiken met een 
niet-verbalee methode vast te stellen. Hiertoe is een aantal specifieke balansproblemen 
bedachtt waarop het gebruik van de verschillende regels verschillende antwoordpatronen 
genereert.. Door de verkregen antwoordpatronen te vergelijken met de verwachte 
antwoordpatronenn kan de gebruikte regel achterhaald worden. In dit proefschrift wordt 
eenn statistisch model toegepast om de antwoordpatronen te analyseren. In plaats van het 
tellenn van het aantal overeenkomsten en verschillen, wordt een schatting gemaakt van 
eenn model dat de antwoordpatronen als gevolg kan hebben. Een statistisch model geeft de 
mogelijkheidd om te toetsen of een theorie overeenkomt met de observaties. Het toegepaste 
modell  is een latente structuurmodel met een categorische latente variabele. In zo'n model 
verklaartt de latente variabele de relatie tussen de geobserveerde variabelen. In het geval 
vann de balanstaak betekent dit dat het niveau van de latente variabele (een regel) de 
antwoordenn van kinderen op balansproblemen bepaalt. Het latente structuurmodel dat 
geschiktt is voor het achterhalen van kwalitatief verschillende regels op de balanstaak is 
hett latente klassenmodel. In Hoofdstuk 1 wordt betoogd hoe latente structuurmodellen 
vann belang kunnen zijn bij het ontdekken van cognitieve processen bij kinderen. 

Inn Hoofdstuk 2 wordt aangetoond dat het toepassen van het latente klassenmodel 
nuttigg kan zijn bij het detecteren van cognitieve strategieën. Twee datasets, één bestaande 
uitt responsen van kinderen op de balanstaak en één gegenereerd met behulp van een 
neuraall  netwerk model, zijn geanalyseerd. Het neuraal netwerk model is door anderen 
voorgesteldd als een model van het probleem-oplosgedrag van kinderen. Een vergelijking 
vann de resultaten van de twee datasets leverde de volgende conclusies op. Het gedrag van 
dee kinderen kon accuraat beschreven worden met latente klassenmodellen en de klassen 
kondenn vaak geïnterpreteerd worden in termen van regels die reeds bekend waren. Tevens 
iss een aantal nieuwe regels ontdekt. De antwoordpatronen die gegenereerd werden met 
hett neurale netwerk konden meestal niet goed beschreven worden met het latente 
klassenmodel.. In het enkele geval dat een passend latente klassenmodel gevonden werd, 
kondenn de latente klassen slecht geïnterpreteerd worden als één van de reeds bekende of 
dee nieuwe regels. In tegenstelling tot wat de ontwerpers van het neurale netwerk 
beweerden,, verschilt het gedrag van het neurale netwerk sterk van het gedrag van 
kinderenn op de balanstaak. 

Naastt deze resultaten van de toepassing van latente klassenanalyse op de balanstaak 
kwamenn ook de volgende nadelen naar voren. Zo bleken de statistische fitmaten niet 
altijdd met elkaar in overeenstemming. De maten wezen verschillende modellen als het 
bestee aan, hoewel nadere bestudering van de modellen tot de conclusie leidde dat het ene 
modell  meestal niet meer was dan een bescheiden uitbreiding van het andere model. Een 
anderr nadeel van latente klassenanalyse is dat men vaak te maken heeft met datasets met 
slechtt gevulde cellen. De responsen worden niet alleen per item, maar ook per categorie 
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vann elk item geanalyseerd. Wanneer men te maken heeft met zo'n schaarse dataset, heeft 
ditt gevolgen voor de verdelingen van de fitmaten. De bootstrap-methode biedt uitkomst in 
dezee situatie. Een ander probleem van latente klassenanalyse, maar ook van andere 
statistischee analysemethoden, is de invloed van de steekproefgrootte. Hoe groter de 
steekproefgrootte,, hoe groter de power van de analyse. Dit leidt ertoe dat men meer 
klassenn zal vinden bij een grotere steekproef. Tenslotte waren de resultaten van de 
toepassingg van latente klassenanalyse moeilijker te interpreteren dan de resultaten van de 
toepassingg van de oorspronkelijke regelbepaling methode van Siegler. Dit is echter niet te 
wijtenn aan de analysemethode, maar aan de data. Waarschijnlijk zijn de data meer 
complexx dan de oorspronkelijke regelbepaling methode kan weerspiegelen. 

Inn Hoofdstuk 3 werd getracht het onderzoek, gerapporteerd in Hoofdstuk 2, uit te 
breiden.. Er werden meer kinderen getest, in een bredere leeftijdsspanne. Er werd niet 
alleenn geregistreerd of een antwoord goed of fout was, maar er werd ook geregistreerd 
welkee beweging van de schaal door het kind voorspeld werd: doorslaan naar links, rechts 
off  in evenwicht blijven. Er werd getracht het gebruik van strategieën tijdens de gehele test 
tee volgen door het strategiegebruik op verschillende punten in de test vast te stellen en de 
veranderingenn tussen die punten te bestuderen. Ook in Hoofdstuk 3 beschreven de latente 
klassenmodellenn de data bevredigend. De klassen konden vaak geïnterpreteerd worden in 
termenn van de reeds bekende regels en alternatieve regels. Er werd geconcludeerd dat 
kinderenn één van de volgende regels gebruiken om balansproblemen op te lossen. De 
jongstee kinderen vergelijken alleen de aantallen gewichten die op de balans worden 
geplaatstt (Regel I). De wat oudere kinderen vergelijken ook de afstanden tot het draaipunt 
vann de gewichten, maar alleen wanneer de aantallen gewichten gelijk zijn (Regel II). In 
Hoofdstukk 3 werd een nieuwe interpretatie gegeven van Regel III . Kinderen die op dit 
niveauu opereren, gebruiken een scala aan regels waarin de gewichtsdimensie en de 
afstandsdimensieafstandsdimensie gecombineerd worden. Kinderen kiezen de meest geschikte strategie uit 
ditt scala. Gokken is een voorbeeld van zo'n strategie, maar ook het vergelijken van de 
sommenn van gewicht en afstand is een mogelijke strategie (additie-regel). De factoren die 
dee keuze van een strategie bepalen zijn niet bekend. De oudste kinderen gebruiken de 
correctee en meest complexe strategie: zij vergelijken de producten van gewicht en afstand 
vann beide kanten van de balans. De bevindingen leidden tot het ontwerp van een 
ontwikkelingsmodell  voor de balanstaak. Het model is gebaseerd op het overlappende 
golvenmodell  van Siegler (1996). In een overlappend golvenmodel kan een kind over 
verschillendee strategieën beschikken en die strategie kiezen die op dat moment het meest 
geschiktt lijkt . Ontwikkeling vindt plaats doordat een kind de voorkeur begint te geven aan 
bepaaldee strategieën, terwijl het andere strategieën steeds minder vaak gaat gebruiken. 
Hett model is onder andere van toepassing op het leren optellen. Kinderen kunnen op 
verschillendee manieren de som van twee getallen bepalen: bijvoorbeeld door op hun 
vingerss te tellen, door te tellen vanaf het grootste getal of via een automatische strategie. 
Ookk een volwassene heeft al deze strategieën tot zijn of haar beschikking, maar bij een 
volwassenee zal optellen veelal automatisch gebeuren. De geleidelijke ontwikkeling in het 
overlappendee golvenmodel contrasteert met de discontinue ontwikkeling in een ander 
bekendd ontwikkelingsmodel: het trapsgewijze model. In dit model wordt elke strategie 
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voorgesteldd door een trede. De overgang van het gebruiken van een simpele strategie naar 
hett gebruiken van een meer complexe strategie vindt sprongsgewijs plaats: het kind 
springtt naar een volgende trede. Het ontwikkelingsmodel voor de balanstaak, dat in 
Hoofdstukk 3 wordt voorgesteld, is een overlappend golvenmodel, dat echter ook 
elementenn van het trapsgewijze model bevat. Het model voorspelt dat de overgang van de 
meestt eenvoudige strategie (Regel I) naar de iets meer complexe strategie (Regel II) 
sprongsgewijss plaatsvindt. De overgang van Regel II naar het scala van regels dat bekend 
staatt als Regel III is meer gradueel. De overgang naar Regel IV wordt weer beschreven als 
eenn sprong. Deze kan worden veroorzaakt door specifiek onderwijs of door een overgang 
naarr het formeel-operationele stadium. 

InIn Hoofdstuk 4 wordt de voorspelling getoetst dat de ontwikkeling van Regel I naar 
Regell  II discontinu verloopt. Deze voorspelling kan alleen getoetst worden door het 
toepassenn van een formeel model en daaruit afgeleide empirische criteria. Het cusp model, 
uitt de catastrofe theorie, is zo'n formeel model dat discontinuïteiten beschrijft. De sprong 
inn een onafhankelijke variabele wordt veroorzaakt door continue, kleine veranderingen in 
tweee onafhankelijke variabelen. Een sprongsgewijze overgang die door het cusp model kan 
wordenn beschreven is de overgang van water naar ijs. De sprong van water naar ijs wordt 
veroorzaaktt door kleine, geleidelijke veranderingen in druk en temperatuur. Het cusp 
modell  biedt voordelen boven andere modellen voor discontinuïteiten omdat het een 
sprongg kan voorspellen en verklaren. Andere modellen voor discontinuïteiten zijn meer 
beschrijvendd van aard. Het cusp model is een wiskundig model en het is in principe 
mogelijkk om te toetsen of de mathematische vergelijkingen van het model toepasbaar zijn 
opp verzamelde data. Deze toetsmethode stelt echter hoge eisen aan de data. Zo is vereist 
datt alle onafhankelijke variabelen bekend zijn. Een andere methode om te toetsen of het 
cuspp model de data goed beschrijft, is door na te gaan of de data voldoen aan bepaalde 
criteria.. Deze criteria, die afgeleid worden van het model, worden catastrofe vlaggen 
genoemd.. In Hoofdstuk 4 is getoetst of vijf van de acht afgeleide vlaggen voorkomen in 
hett gedrag van kinderen op de balanstaak. Hierbij ging de aandacht uit naar de eerste twee 
regelss die kinderen gebruiken om balansproblemen op te lossen. De vlaggen bimodaliteit 
enn ontoegankelijk gebied vereisen dat er slechts twee soorten gedrag mogelijk zijn en dat 
tussenliggendd gedrag afwezig is. In Hoofdstuk 4 wordt inderdaad geobserveerd dat 
kinderenn alleen gedrag vertonen dat duidt op het gebruik van Regel I of Regel II en niet 
vann een tussenliggend niveau. Een derde, intuïtieve, vlag is de plotselinge sprong. Door 
eenn onafhankelijke variabele langzaam te vergroten, zou er plotseling een sprong moeten 
plaatsvindenn in het gedrag van kinderen op de balanstaak. In Hoofdstuk 4 is geopperd dat 
dee perceptie en het verwerken van de afstandsdimensie ("encoderen") een oorzakelijke 
invloedd kan hebben op de strategie die aangewend wordt voor het oplossen van 
balansproblemen.. Deze variabele is echter niet zomaar te vergroten bij kinderen. Door het 
testmateriaall  te manipuleren bleek het wel mogelijk om het encoderen van de 
afstandsdimensiee te vergemakkelijken. Er vond inderdaad een sprong plaats van Regel I 
naarr Regel II bij het vergemakkelijken van het encoderen van de afstandsdimensie. 
Hysteresis,, de vierde vlag, is één van de belangrijkste catastrofe vlaggen. Hysteresis is een 
vlagg die werkelijke discontinue ontwikkeling onderscheidt van bijvoorbeeld versnelde, 
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maarr continue, groei. In het voorbeeld van de verandering van ijs naar water vindt 
hysteresiss plaats. Als temperatuur verhoogd wordt, smelt ijs bij 0°C. Wanneer de 
temperatuurr verlaagd wordt, in schokvrije omstandigheden, bevriest het water pas weer 
bijj  -4°C. In Hoofdstuk 4 is dit fenomeen ook geobserveerd in het gedrag van kinderen op 
dee balanstaak. Wanneer het encoderen van de afstandsdimensie weer bemoeilijkt werd, 
sprongenn kinderen terug naar Regel I. Deze sprong vond plaats bij een kleinere waarde van 
dee onafhankelijke variabele dan de sprong omhoog. De vijfde onderzochte vlag, 
divergentie,, is niet geobserveerd. Desondanks zijn het observeren van hysteresis in twee 
verschillendee experimenten, onder verschillende condities, en het uitblijven ervan in een 
controleconditie,, opmerkeüjke resultaten. Ze bieden overtuigend bewijs voor de hypothese 
datdat het cusp model een goede beschrijving geeft van de overgang van Regel I naar Regel II 
enn dat deze overgang gekenmerkt wordt door discontinuïteit. 

Inn Hoofdstuk 5 is een tweede gedragsmaat gebruikt om meer informatie te 
verkrijgenn over de inhoud van de strategieën die kinderen gebruiken om balansproblemen 
opp te lossen. Wanneer verschillende gedragsmaten hetzelfde cognitieve proces indiceren, 
kann men met meer zekerheid de inhoud van het proces vaststellen. Er is voor gekozen om 
dee tijd die kinderen gebruiken om balansproblemen op te lossen te meten. Er wordt 
verondersteldd dat elke stap, die onderdeel is van een strategie, een bepaalde hoeveelheid 
tijdd kost. Over het algemeen geldt dat hoe meer stappen er genomen moeten worden, hoe 
langerr de oplossingstijd zal zijn. De oplossingstijd kan daarmee informatie geven over het 
cognitievee proces dat het kind doorloopt bij het oplossen van een probleem. Ook kan het 
metenn van reactietijden nuttig zijn voor het onderzoeken van strategiewisselingen tijdens 
dee test. In Hoofdstuk 5 wordt beargumenteerd dat een wisseling van strategie 
voorafgegaanvoorafgegaan kan worden door een langere oplossingstijd, waarin het kind twijfelt over de 
huidigee strategie en waarin het zoekt naar een andere manier om het probleem op te 
lossen.. Een wisseling kan ook gevolgd worden door een verlengde oplossingstijd, omdat 
hett kind nog niet geoefend is in het uitvoeren van de strategie. Tenslotte vereist de 
catastrofee vlag "critical slowing down" dat een overgang tussen strategieën gepaard gaat 
mett een langere oplossingstijd. In Hoofdstuk 5 werden de reactietijden gemeten van 
kinderenn die een balanstaak op de computer maakten. De strategieën die de kinderen 
gebruiktenn werden bepaald door middel van latente klassenanalyse. Vervolgens werden de 
reactietijdenn van kinderen die dezelfde strategie gebruikten bestudeerd. Kinderen die een 
simpelee strategie gebruikten, lieten op alle soorten items gelijke, snelle reactietijden zien. 
Kinderenn die een meer complexe strategie gebruikten, gebruikten deze strategie alleen op 
itemss waarop dat echt nodig bleek. Er was een grotere variatie te zien in de reactietijden 
vann kinderen die een complexe strategie gebruikten: op sommige items reageerden ze heel 
snel,, terwijl ze over het oplossen van andere items een lange tijd deden. Tenslotte tonen 
dee resultaten aan dat zowel voor als na een strategiewisseling de reactietijd verlengd kan 
zijn.. Veranderingen in de reactietijd kunnen wellicht een strategiewisseling voorspellen. 
Idealiterr zou men de reactietijden en de antwoordpatronen van kinderen gelijktijdig, 
gecombineerdd in één model, analyseren. Dit is een toekomstig onderzoeksproject. Nu 
wordtt geconcludeerd dat het meten van reactietijden een nuttige aanvulling kan zijn op 
hethet verzamelen van antwoordpatronen. 
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Hoofdstukk 6, tenslotte, geeft een samenvatting van de bevindingen van het 
proefschrift.. De vraag wordt gesteld of de strategieën die gedetecteerd zijn, voldoen aan de 
criteriaa die aan regels worden gesteld. Deze criteria zijn opgesteld door Reese (1989). 
Volgenss Reese kan gedrag als regelgestuurd worden beschouwd wanneer het gedrag 
regelmatigg voorkomt en op meerdere manieren geuit wordt (bijvoorbeeld in taal, in een 
antwoordpatroon,, in reactietijd). Tevens moet het gedrag in meerdere situaties 
geobserveerdd worden. Het gedrag kan worden voorspeld uit de verwachtingen die afgeleid 
wordenn van een regel en de overgangen tussen regels zijn discontinu. Tenslotte meent 
Reesee dat mensen zich bewust zijn van de regel die ze gebruiken. Regel I voldoet aan al 
dezee criteria, behalve wellicht het criterium van bewustzijn. Het is moeilijk dit bewustzijn 
tee meten omdat het onduidelijk is hoe het zich manifesteert. Vragen naar een verklaring 
vann gedrag is een mogelijkheid om het bewustzijn te onderzoeken, maar dit levert eerder 
genoemdee problemen op. Regel II voldoet niet aan het consistentiecriterium en de 
geobserveerdee reactietijden verschillen van de verwachte reactietijden. Het is onduidelijk 
off  de regel kan worden gegeneraliseerd naar andere situaties en taken. Regel III voldoet 
aann geen enkel criterium. Het gedrag is noch regelmatig, noch discontinu en het gedrag 
kann niet voorspeld worden uit de verwachtingen. De additie-regel wordt wel consistent 
gebruiktt en de geobserveerde responsen komen overeen met de verwachte responsen. Het 
gedragg is echter niet discontinu. Het wordt afgewisseld met andere variaties van Regel III . 
Hett is waarschijnlijk dat de additie-regel naar andere situaties en taken kan worden 
gegeneraliseerd,, maar deze hypothese moet getoetst worden. Verder onderzoek kan 
wellichtt ook de vraag beantwoorden of het gedrag dat gedefinieerd wordt als Regel IV 
werkelijkk als een regel beschouwd mag worden. Hoewel het gedrag voldoet aan het 
regelmatigheidscriteriumm en responsen en reactietijden kunnen worden voorspeld uit de 
verwachtingen,, is het nog onduidelijk of het gedrag voldoet aan het 
discontinuïteitscriterium. . 



Stellingenn behorende bij het proefschrift: 
Developmentt of reasoning on the balance scale task 

Psychometricc assessment of cognitive strategies 

Brendaa Jansen 

1.. Finite mixtures-technieken zouden tot het standaardinstrumentarium van de 
ontwikkelingspsycholoogg moeten behoren. (Hoofdstuk 1) 

2.. Niet-verbale data kunnen voldoende zijn voor het detecteren van cognitieve strategieën. 
(Hoofdstuk(Hoofdstuk 1) 

3.. Meten is zweten. 

4.. De ontwikkeling van probleemoplossen is complexer dan een neuraal netwerk kan 
nabootsen.. (Hoofdstuk 2) 

5.. De ontwikkeling op de balanstaak verloopt, deels, discontinu. (Hoofdstuk 3 en 4) 

6.. Hysteresis is niet slechts een volgorde-effect, maar een verklaring voor dit effect. 
(Hoofdstuk(Hoofdstuk 4) 

7.. Alle begin is moeilijk, vooral wanneer het eerste zinnen betreft 

8.. Het onderzoeken van de modaliteit van een verdeling is belangrijker dan het uitrekenen. 
vann het gemiddelde. 

9.. De analyse van reactietijden noodzaakt tot een herdefiniëring van Regel II voor de 
balanstaak.. (Hoofdstuk 5) 

10.. De Nederlandse samenleving kent voornamelijk assimilatie van culturele minderheden, 
terwijll  alleen accommodatie kan leiden tot een werkelijke multiculturele samenleving. 

11.. Kinderen zijn meer dan de uitingen van een verzameling latente variabelen. 
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